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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
> NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2,,
*

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
3

_ _ _ _ _ _x________ ____

4 :

In the Matter of: :
5 :

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL-3
6 :

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, :(Emergency Planning)
7 Unit 1) :

:
8 -------- ----- - - - - -X

9 Court of Claims
State of New York

10 State Office Building
Room 3B46

11 Veterans Memorial Highway ,

Hauppauge, New York 11787

,r x Tuesday, June 12, 1984
! | 13

#
\'~ The hearing in the above-entitled matter convened

14

at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to notice,
15

BEFORE:
16

JAMES A. LAURENSON, ESQ., Chairman
I7 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
I8 Washington, D. C. 20555

I9 DR. JERRY KLINE, Member
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

M U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

DR. F3EDERICK SHON, Member
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23 Washington, D. C. 20555
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1 PROCEEDINGS

2 JUDGE LAURENSON: We are on the record.c

3 Before we begin with this morning's testimony,
4 'I understand that Mr. Bordenick wishes to make an-introduction .

5 MR. BORDENICK: Judge Laurenson, I would like

6 to introduce to the Board and the parties Oreste Russ Pirfo

7 who will be appearing in this oroceeding for'the NRC Staff.
8 Mr. Pirfo is a member of the New York Bar.
8' I might also add, he has filed a written notice-

10 of appearance which I think was put in the mails yesterday.
11 JUDGE LAURENSON: 2 hank you.

,

12 Anything further.before we begin with the

13 county's school testimony?
_

14 (No response.)
f

15 JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. McMurray.,

16 MR. MC MORRNY: Thank you,' Judge Laurenson.

17
At'.this time, the county _ presents its panel of

1

18 school administrators regarding the school contentions
.

'
19 and contention 15.C.

#
.

Whereupon,
4

[ 21 GEORGE J. JEFFERS

22 ANTliONY R. ROSSI
.

[ 23. NICK F. MUTO
1

24 J. TilOMAS SMITil

! 25 and
i
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1/2 1 ROBERT W. PETRILAK
-

! 2 were called as witnesses by counsel for the County and,
* v

3 having been previously duly sworn, were examined and testified

# as follows:

XXXXXXX 5 DIRECT EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. MC MURRAY:

7 Q Let me direct this first question to Dr. Jeffers "

8 ,gnd Mr. Rossi.

9 Do both of you genilefren have in front of you

10 a document entitled Direct Testimony of Dr. George J. Jeffers

and Anthony R. Rossi on behalf'of Suffolk County regarding11

,'

12
,

,

Contentions 24.E, 24.F, 61.C, 69, 70 and 717
'

, ?,._.
13

( ) A (Witness Rossi) Yes, we do. ,
'

e

ej

14 Q And do you also have in front of you a document

15 entitled Direct Testimony of Dr. George J. Jeffers and

16 Anthony R. Rossi on behalf of Suffolk County r garding

17 Contention 15.C?

18 A Yes, we do.
-

19 A (Witness Jeffers) Yes, we do. /

20
Q These questions are directed to Mr. Muto an'd

21 Mr. Smith. ,

22 Do you have in f ront of you a document entitled

23 Direct Testimony of Nick J. Muto and J. Thomas Smith

24(3 on behalf of Suffolk County "cuarding Contentions 24.E.,
< /;

25 24.F., 24.N, 61.C, 60, 70 and 71?

.

___ _______ _ _ _ _
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1 A (Witness Muto) Yes, we do.

2 A (Witness Smith) Yes, we do.

3 Q Do you also have a document in front of you

4 entitled Direct Testimony of Nick J. Muto and J. Thomas Smith

5 on behalf of Suffolk County regarding Contention 15.C?

6 A yes,

7 A (Witness Muto) Yes, we do.

8 Q This question ts directed to Mr. Petrilak.

9 Do you have a document in front of you

10 entitled Direct Testimony of Robert W. Petrilak on behalf

11 of Suffolk County regarding Contentions 24.E, 24.N, 61.C,
,

12 69, 70 and 71?
_

i 13 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, I do.
-

14 Q Do you also have a document in front of you

15 entitled Direct Testimony of Robert W. Petrilak on behalf of

16 Suffolk County regarding Contention 15.C?

17 A Yes, I do.

18
Q These questions are directed to the whole

19 panel.

20 Was this testimony prepared by you or under

21 your direct control and supervision?

22 A (Witness Rossi) Yes.

23 A (Witness Jeffors) Yes.

' ~ 24 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes.

25
A (Witness Muto) Yes.
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1 A (Witness Smith) Yes. r

.j-
3 1

V 2- 0 And to the best of your knowledge, is it true and
,

. .

3' ~ accurate? f
4 A (Witness Rossi) Yes.

,

5 A (Witness Jeffers) Yes. !

'6 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes.
'

7 - A (Witness Muto) Yes.

8 A (Witness Smith) Yes. m

8 MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I believe that-

10 these witnesses have previously been sworn. -

11 JUDGE LAURENSON: That is correct. You are still ..

-12 ~

.under oath. N -
%

.,_s

} .13 -MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurensofi, at this time-.( Qs-

; 14 I would like to move that the direct' testimony about.
,

15 which' I have just asked be ad:nitOed into evidence.,,
,

n

IO JUDGE LAURE$ SON: Are th'ere any objections that.

17 we haven't already ruled on?,

18 ' MR. CIIRISTMAN: No, sir.,

i
3

'19 JUDGE LAURENSON: The testimony offered will be.-

vy

8 received in evidence and ' bound | in the ' transcript following
. ~, .

21-
_

this page. ' '
,A r
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

NUCLGAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before tne Atomic Safety and Licensing Boaro i

|

,

t
-

)
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3

) t

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, ) (Emergency Planning)
Unit 1) )

'

)

DIRECT TESTIMCNY OF DR. GEORGE J. JEFFEAS AND *"

ANTHONY R. ROSSI CN BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY
REGARDING CONTENTIONS 24.E, 24.F, 61.C, 69, ?0 AND 71

>

t

N.

INTRODUCTION

Q. Please state your names ano positions.

'

A. I am.Dr. George Jeffers, Superintendent ot ene Midole .

Country Central School District.

I am Anthony R. Rossi, Director or transportation tor tne

Midole Country Central School District. I

We are submitting tnis testimony to express tne concerns ,

of the Middle Country Central-Boarc'or Education.1/

! 1/ See Attachment I to our previous testimony (rt. it. S u o ^/ ) ,

; r~'g - tor tne orticial statement by tne Districc. soard or

'Q
L ( Footnote cont'o nex c page)

!

:

- . . . . , . . . . . . .. _ ~ _ . . . . . . , . _ . . _ , _ . - . . . ~ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ . .
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Q. What is tne pprpose of this testimony?

A. The purpose of this testimony is to adoress Contentions
,

|

24.E, 24.F, 61.C, 69, 70 and 71 ano state our conclusion tnac ;

the LILCO Plan provides inadequate protection to scnool cn11-

dren. i

!

Q. Are you familiar with the LILCO Plan? '

,

A. We have reviewed tnose' portions of the LILCO Plan that

contain LILCO's proposals for protecting school cniloren in tne '

i
event of a radiological accident at Shorenam. '

'

':
CONTENTION 24.E - AGREEMENTS WIIH SCHOOLS I

O) Q. Are you familiar witn Contention 24.E?

A. Yes, and we agree witn tne assertion in Concention 24.6

tnat LILCO's proposed protective actions for senools are un-

likely to be implemented because LILCO has occaineo no agree-

ments from schools or senool districts to implement tne LILCO

proposals in the event of a Shoreham emergency.<

| (Footnote' cont'd from previous page)

Education or its opposition to tne LILCO Plan ano its-au-
thorization for us to present the District's position in .

this proceecing.
-

|

-2- i

o
6

.

L
_ ____ _
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To our knowleege, LILCO has no sucn agreements. 'ih e i

Middle Country Central Scnool District nas not entereo into en

agreement witn LILCO concerning implementation of tne LILCO :

proposals for schools, nor does it intend to. Inceed, many

districts, including ours, have stated cnat uney do noc be11 eve
i

LILCO's proposals could be implemented in a way tnat would

provide adequate protection for enildren. -

,

h

CONTENTION 24.F - AGREEMENTS TO Ph0 VIDE SCHOOL DOSES :

Q. Have you reviewed Contention 24.F? !

*A. Yes, we have. The portions or Contention 24.F that
P

concern schools are 24.F.2 anc 24.F.3. Tney assert tnat most

O(_,/ ~ full-size buses in tne vicinity or tne lu-mile EPZ woulo ce !

unavailable to LILCO in ene event of an emergency, aespite
;

LILCO's agreements wicn various bus companies.

Q. Do you agree witn subparts 2 and 3 or Coatencion 24.El
.

t

A.- Yes, we do. LILCO proposes to use ouses to ev4cuate

persons without access to cars, nursery scnool en11oren, many

special tacility patients and most ot tne nandicappea resioencs
'

of the EPZ. (See Appendix A at IV-14b, IV-171, IV-175; OPIP

3.6.5.) LILCO apparently nas antered into contracts witn

several bus companies to obtain buses. 24.F.2 to correct in

.f') -3-
,

-Q
.

(

'
!

|

'
.. . - . - .
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its assertion that.LILCO would have access to only a small

fraction or the number of buses nominally proviceo by enose

agreements. It is our understanding that LILCO's agreements

witn bus companies state tnat the bus company's provislon or

ouses to LILCO is subject to the prior rignes or ene local

scnool alstricts wita .nlen ene company nas contracts. One or ;

i

the bus companies with which LILCO has contracceo is Uniteo Bus

Corp. (" United"). Tne Middle Country Central School Listrict '

has a contract with United wnicn obligates Unitea to provice us
t

with 32 buses during tne period September i to June 30. During

school sessions it appears that most ot United's otner buses ,.

are also in use because there nave been occasions in our expe-

/~N rience when we have been unaole to obtain ea za buses ror spa-s

! I, /
v

cial purposes such as field trips. We nave rouno on sucn

occasions that tne companies tnat provide buses to senools ano

school districts in the vicinity or our district nao committec

all their buses to various scnools.

Fur ther , as noted in Contention 24.F.3, tne provisions or

|

| LILCO's Plan exacerbate the problem. If schools ano scnool

districts were to attempt to implement early dismissais or

evacuations, as proposed by LILCO, they would need'all tne

buses they could get. It woulo be especially bad in an evacua- ,

|
! tion, because most schools ano senool districts do not provloe

P

C' -4-
L.,) ,

:

i
!-

_ _ _ , _ . _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ . , _ _ . _ , , _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . .
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bus transportation *for all their school cniloren. 'Ine r e to r e ,

they do-not have enough buses to carry all their scnool cnil-

cren, and in an evacuation they woulo have to obtain even more

than they normally use. i

CONTENIlON 61.C - SHELTERING

Q. Are you familiar witu Contention 61.L.l?

A. Yes. Contention 61.C.1 asserts that LILCO's proposals to

protect school children by keeping enem in enelt scnools woulo

not work. We agree with Contention 61.C l.
.

Because our dintrict'does no have any scnools insice tne

I \ EPZ, according to tne LILCO Plan, if sneltering is recommendeoo b
for any portion of the population in the EPZ, tne M1odie

Country Central School District is expected to retain tnose

students who live in the EPZ at scnool beyono the eno or tne

scnool day. We nave approximately 1100 school enlisran wno

' live inside tne 10-m11e EPZ.2/ Our cistrict likely woulo noc

2/ In adoition, althougn none or tne scnools in our oiscrict
are witnin tne EPZ, some are very close to tne EPZ bouno-
ary. Wnen one loons at tne irregular pata followed by cne
EPZ boundary enrough tna Miodie Country Central ScnooA
District, it.looks as it the bouncary were drawn inten-
tionally to keep some or our scnool bulloings outsloe tne
EPZ. Accordingly, it is not clear to us tnat a sneltering
order for persons "in tne EPZ" snould not also apply to
the children in our scnools enat are very close to tne EPZ
bounoary.

{''s .

N - - 5-

. .
.

. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . _ - _



(
be able io implement the LILCO proposals for keeping en11dren

in schools during a Shoreham emergency.

.

First, LILCO's apparent assumption tnat scnool otticials

nave performed " preplanning" of actions that woula protect

children in tne event of a Snoreham emergency is incorrect witn

respect to our district, and in our opinion, with respect to

most, if not all, otner districts in the vicinity or tne EPZ.'

;

Our' district has expressly determineo that planning for tne

actions contemplated in the LILCO proposals would be tutile ano

misleading to parents, because such a " plan" coulo not be

'"

implemented in a manner tnat would assure acequate protection

to our students.
g-~s !

b
Second, LILCO appears to ignore the tact that ch11aren,

l
i

simply could not be kept in scnools and given adequate supervi-

sion and care, unless tne scnools had sutficient personnel,

food and other necessary Jupplies. Scnoois co not nave ene

supplies, facilities or personnel to care for eniAaren ror

hours beyond tne end or the scnool day, to secure bulloings to

I
maintain accountaoility, or to keep orcer unuer sucn trigne-

ening circumstances. Scnools do not feed tnelt scnool en11oren

; tnree meals per day; they are not desig neo to accommouate peo-

pie overnight; and scnool personnel do not worn arouna cne

clock.

- Oi
: v -6-
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4,/'s- In addition, assuming we were to begin an early dismissal

,

of our children prior to LILCO's recommendation or sneitering

or evacuation for persons in tne EPZ as the Plan appears t,o
contemplate, we would be sending at least 1100 children into

the EPZ. If the severity of tne emergency increased ans a rec-

ommendation to shelter were made, we coulo do notning for tnose

children we had already sent into contaminatec areas. As we

will discuss below in connection witn Contention 69, tnose

cnildren, whether in buses or on foot, would take a long time

to reach home, and while en route woulo have no access to et-

fective shelter. Under taese circumstances, it is unilkely
.

tnat school children would receive adequate protection.

['') CONTENTION 69 - EARLY DISMISSAL OF SCHOOL CHILDREN
U

Q. Arc.you familiar witn Contention 69?

A. Yes, we are. It asserts that an early dismissal woulo not

protect scnool children as LILCO seems to assume.

'
; Q. Do you agree with Contention 69?

A. Yes. First, LILCO's apparent assumption enat scnools el-

ther have developed early dismissal plans tor a Shorenam emer-

gency or have determined that tneir " normal" earAy dismissai

plans developed for use in snow and otner situations are

-7-

V

t
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appropriate for use in a Shorenam emergency, is unwarrantea.

The Middle Country Central School District nas no early dis-

missal plan designed for use in the event of a Snoreham emer-

_gency, and our standard early dismissal plan would not work, as

discussed below.

Q. Why would early dismissai not result in the timely arrival

of children at their homes so eney could ce protecteo by enelr

parents, as asserted in Contention 69.C?

A. Simply put, early dismissals taxe mucn longer to complete

than LILCO's planners seem to nave realized. In a normal
,

early dismissal, tne last stuoent woulo not icave his or ner

r''] schcal until approximately 2 1/2 hours arter ene start or taa
f
k

dismissal. Ano a dismissal coulo occur enat quickly only 1r

everything went smootnly and no proolems arose. It is not un-

usual in early dismissals in our district for tne icsc cn11oren

to leave scnool 4 to 5 hours after the start or the dismissal,

and of course, tney arrive nome even later. In 11gnt of the

serious difficulties likely to occur in the event ot an

accident at Shoreham (wnien we discuss below), we celleve it is

very linery tnat early dismissais would taxe even longer taan 4
.

to S hours.

%

[G -o-

.
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The take home, process would likely be slowed still more by
botn the heavy evacuation traffic expected by otner witnesses

for the County and New York State, and the stafting snortages

which would probably result from role conflict among school

personnel. (See Direct Testimony and Supplemental Direct Tes-

timony of Dr. George Jeffers and Antnony R. Rossi on Behalt ot
,

Middle Country Central School District and Sutrolk County

Regarding Contentions 25.C ano 25.D, ff. Tr. 3067).

Moreover, in more usual but nonetneless serious

circumstances, such as severe storms, tne degree or conrusion
.

in and around schools during an early alsmissal is always hign. *

i

Many parents arrive to pick up their cnilaren. Cn11dren do not
,n
( ) find their buses or enelt parents. Trartic congestion arounov

the schools impedes the arrival and departure ot buses. Tele-

phone calls from concerned parents, anc locating and singling

out children, tie up large numbers of scnool personnel. All

these factors slow an early dismissal under " normal"

conditions. In tne event of an accident at Snoreham, tnese !

problems are likely to be substantially greater and more sig-

nificant.
|

|
l
' Furtnermore, our district provides bus transportation tor
i

j. approximately 125 private scnool cnildren wno eitner reside or

!
t

- 9-
/''gi

,

; 4 '

Y
,

|

l
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s
attend private scWbols in the EPZ. In ene event of an early

7

dismissal or those schools, Middle Country Centrai Scnool Lis-
!

trict bus drivers would nave to travel into, and in some cases, '

i
through almost the entire EPZ, to reach the private senools, !

cope with the confusion likely to exist at those scnools, and '
,

then return to our district tnrough the traffic congestion

before they could even begin the take home process. '

:
1

When you. add up all these factors, an early dismissal in !

!

the. event of a Shoreham emergency woulo take a vety long time. !

5

Q. Do you have any other concerns relating to L1LCO's propos- .

tal for an early dismissai in tne event ot a Shorenam emergency? !
,

I

\m /' A. .Yes. One or our more serious problems in early dismissaAs.,

is looking out for those children wno have no one to return to -

during tne day, for example those entidren with working |

parents. Many working parents make arrangements for friends or !
>

relatives to care for their children in case or early dismiss-

als or ocher emergencies. At the start of cne scnool year, ;

these parents inform the schools of the telephone numbers'or

the persons who will care for the enilcren if tney cannot be

reached. However, all we can do is attempt to contact enese
1 . t

; friends or relatives.- Under State law, we cannot deliver the :
V -

| children co any homes otner than tnelt own. Therefore, it we (
,

b

Q - 10 - !

: ,

:

!

l - _ _ __..__.___'
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i

}s,

cannot reach the person designated to watch atter a callo, or |

that person is unaole to get to the en11o's nome, tne en11a

could be left unattended at his or her home. These ch11oren
,

'

would be without adults to care for them, and in ene event or

:an emergency at Shoreham there would be no assurance tnat they ;

would be protected.

Moreover, we believe that in the event of a Shorenam emer- i

gency, most parents would go to schools to pick up enerr chil- f

aren. We base this belief on our own experience as scnooi ao-

ministrators, and on our contacts wien tne parents organization

*

in our district. As a result, we would prooably be unable to
,

contact very many parents or otner responsiole acults. !

(n)
G'

.y. Do you agree witn Concention 69.E?
,

,

A. Yes, we do. That contention asserts tnat because cne

LILCO Plan does not provice a means of dealing witn an

escalation ot an emergency, it is likely tnat many cn11oren

would be stranded in schools or caught en route to eneir nomes
'

without available means or shelter or evacuation, even it snel-

tering or evacuation were being recommended for persons in tne
r

EPZ.
,

#

P

O -u-
v

i

!

|
. . - - . .. _ _ . . ._. _ _ , . - . - - . - , - - ,. __--._:
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Once an early, dismissal has begun, some en11oren woulo be
r

in buses or on foot, and would have.no access to snelter or to
,

a means of evacuating from tne area until they arrived nome. '

As we have discussed above, the trip home coulo take a very

f
long time. Thic is a serious problem for our district, because

if we started an early dismissal, and then LILCO recommenced f

protective actions for the EPZ, many of tnose children in our '

.

schools who live in the EPZ would be on their way out of a pre-
>

sumably safe area and into potential danger, and we could do

nothing at that point to help them. Our scnool buses are not

equipped with radios and we have no means of contacting tne
.

vast majority of our drivers once tney leave tne scnool or ga-

rage.^

.

CONTENTIONS 70 AND 71 - EVACUATION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN

Q. Are you familiar with Contentions 70 and 717

A. .Yes. They assert that LILCO's proposal to protect scnooA

chilcren by evacuating them would not work. We agree witn Con-

tentions 70 and 71. Even though the LILCO Plan does not con-

template that our District would evacuate its students, because

of the location of some of our scnools and our evaluation or '

,-

the dangers involved in a Snorenam accident, we have consloereo

tne problems that would be involved it an evacuation were

p - 12 -
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attempted in our district or other districts. Moreover, even

under.the LILCO Plan, we would have to evacuate tnose or our

students wno attend private schools in ene EPZ.

,

First, as stated, in Contention 70, as far as we know

iLILCO has not arranged for relocation centers, or oevelopeo

procedures necessary for an evacuation or schools to succeeo.
i,

,

; To our knowledge there are no facilities wnicn have agreea to
;

i

: accept the children who would have to be evacuateo. %e coulo

not and would.not transport scnool cniloren without knowing

.where to take them. And, we coulo not agree to transport the

school chilcren we woulo~ nave to evacuate to any relocation
*

center, unless we were sure betorehand that the center was ade-
(~'s ;

IQ quately stafted and equippea to care for tne en11oren, sna tnet !
:

. workable arrangements hau been mace to allow cn11dren to De

'
!quickly reunited with their parents. To our knowledge, tne as-

sertions of Contention 70 are correct in that neitner or tnose
conditions has been met in tne LILCO Plan. -Moreover, even if

these conditions nac been met, it would be unilkely enat our

district could relocate students until parental approval nad

been obtained, and until responsibility for supervising tne

children at relocation centers hao been assigneo. 'the L1LCO
i

Plan makes neither of tnese arrangements.

i
l

! O - 13 -
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O
'~ Moreover, relpcation centers for cnildren would need ex-

tensive-telephone equipment and staff to handle calls from

parents asking about their children. We believe that tne LILCu
proposal would result in confusion. Parents woulo not know

tneir chiloren's whereabouts. They woulo call scnools, LALCO,

and anybody else wno might know. Tnen, if they dio learn enelt

cnildren's locations, they would have to fight neavy trattic to

travel to the relocation centers. In tne meantime, tne en11-

dren might easily become extremely anxious. They itsely would

be frigntened to start with, and the leng thy celay could only
worsen tneir emotional states.

.

Q. Is LILCO's apparent assumption that scnool districts nave
/^N
i ! performed " preplanning" for a shoreham evacuation correct?sv

A. That LILCO assumptior., in our opinion, is unfounced. Gur

district has conducted no Shorenam-relateo " preplanning," el-
'

ener for evacuation or tne safe rauniting of ochool en11dren

with their parents, ano based upon our conversations witn otner

acministrators, we ao not celieve tnat many otaer aistricts

have eitner.

Furthermore, we believe that such an evacuation woulo ce

very dif ficult, if not impossible. First, as stated in Conten-

tion 71.A, the LILCO Plan contains no provisions for

- 14 -
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supervising school, children durirg an evacuation. Tne en11dren

would have to be cared for during an evacuation. They would

have to be supervised at schools and on buses, and then at re-

location centers until tneir parents arrived and found tnam.

And, staff would have to be available to provide inrormation to

parents. There are no provisions in the LILCO Plan relating to

sucn necessary staffing, sucn staffing is beyond our district's

present resources, and we do not believe sucn statfing could ce

obtained on an ao hoc basis during an emergency. Most ois-

tricts do not normally send teachers or other statt witn cnil-

cren on buses, nor are teacners or other school staft normally
.

expected, or required, to remain with cn11dren (or accompany

,
. ~3 them to a new location) for extended periods beyond tne end of

''' the scnool day, which would be necessary if evacuation were to'

!

take place.

Q. Do you agree with Contention 71.8 tnat evacuating scnool

children by bus could not be accomplished in a timely mannert

! A. -Yes. Other witnesses nave testifleo about tne Alke11nooa
t.

[ of heavy traffic in the event or an evacuacion. It is our ex-

I perience that regular early dismissals take tne longest wnen

| trafric conditions are oaa, and there is no reason to believe
|

that congestion would have any less an effect on an evacuation.
,

I

( - 15 -
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Indeed, in our opinion, an evacuation would almost cer--

tainly take much longer than an early dismissal. Most scnool
,

districts would not have enough buses to accomplisn a timely
,

evacuation. Normally, school districts do not transport al_ i

their school children. Many walk, or are driven to scnool oy

parents in carpools. If the schools were requireo to conduct ||

|-
an evacuation, tnay presumably would have to provice transpor-

tation even for tnose children wno normally do not ride senool
,,

| |
| buses. Therefore, an evacuation would require even more bus ;

runs than would an early dismissal, which woulo mean even more ,

delay. 1

-

.}
5Q. Does that conclude your testimony?

O :
tA. Yes.

i

- e

!

|

|
I

D

>

r

I
1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO6h1SS10N

Before Tne Atomic Sarety And Licensing soarc

)
In tne Matter at )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-a

)
(Snoreham Nuclear Power Station, ) (Emergency Planning)
Unit 1) )

)

.

DIRECT TESTil10NY OF ROBEni w. Peta 1LAK
ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY AEGAROlhG

rN CCuTENTIONS 24.E, 24.N, di.C, od, 70 AND 71.

'

O. Please state your name ano position.

A. My name is Robert N. Petr11an. .I am Vice Presicent or tna

, .Mt . Sinal Board ot Education. Tne schools in ene Mt. Sinal
|
|

| Union Free Scnool District are locatec in tne Snorenom 10-m11e
|

i ~EPZ. A description of the Mt. Sinal Union Frea bcnool Lis-
|
L trict,-its scnools and its stucent population is containea in

my previous tastimony concerning' Contentions 25.C and 25.0.
.

h

(ft. Tr. 3087)

Q. Wnat is the purpose of tnis testimony?

n
d

.

|
|
|
t
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\' A. Tne purpose of this tescimony is to adoress tne concerns

stated in Contentions 24.E, 24.N, 61.C, 09, 7u ano 71. I am
!

authorized to state tnat the views expresseo herein are not
,

just my personal opinions out'also represent the position or

tne Mt. Sinal Board of Education tnat the provisions or tne

LILCO Plan concerning scnools are deticient and woulo not !

protect tne scnool chilcren or the Mt. Sinal Scnool District. j

Q. Are you familiar with tne provisions or tne LILCu
,

Plan?

4

A. I nave revieweo those portions or tne LILCO Plan tnat
*!

? contain LILCO's proposed protective actions for scnool en11oren

7s in the event or a radiological accident emergency at Snocenam.

(_/'

CONTEt41 ION 24.8 - LACK OF AGRBEMENTS
WITH SCHOUL DISTRICTS

g. have you reviewed Contention 24.E?

A. Yes.- It asserts tnat it is unlixely tnat L1LCO's protec-

tive action recommendations for schools woulo be implementeo,

because LILCO has no agreements witn ene scnools or scnool als-

tricts on wnicn it re11es to implement its recoatmenoations, or

witn the nursery schools or parents or nursery scnool ch11oren

who are expected to permit tnose enildren to be transporteo by -

LILCC employees.

.

(M >
e m

~

.
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b- (_/ Contention 24.E is correct. 5chools, scnool districts,
,

nursery scnools and parents are under no ooligation to partici-

pace in or to implement whatever response to a shoreham emer-

gency may be proposeo by LILCO. Io my knowledge, L1LCG nas no

agreements witn scnools, scnool alstricts, nursary scnools or

parents to implement LILCO's recommendations, cespite tne fact

enat implementation or tne LILCO Plan depends on ene coopera-
~

tion or these groups and individuals. The Mt. Sinal Scnool

District has not entered into ano does not incena to enter into
any agreements with LILCO regarding implementation or protec-

tive actions that would be recommended by LILCO. As a result,
.

It is un11Kely tnat LILCO's protective action recommenuations

for schools woulo be implemented._s

_(G
\ \

CONTENTION 24.N - LACK OF AGREEMENTS WirH hBLOCATiGN CENrta5

Q. Do you agree witn Contention 24.N?

A. As it applies to senool cn11aren, yes. Inat contention

! asserts Enat because LILCO does not nave agreements witn

rac111 ties to serve as relocation centers for scnool cn11oren
j and other evacuees, LILCO's_ evacuation proposals woulo not ano

could not be implemented. Tne administration or tne Mt. Sinal

School District is not aware or any facilities that nave agreea

| to act as relocation centers for our ca11oren it an evacuation
1
|-
|

|

|

| p - 3-
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were to occur. LILCO's failure to arrange for relocation

centers is one reason that LILCO's evacuation proposal for

scnools would not and coulo not be implemented, as stateo in

' Contention 70. The Mt. Sinal School District coulo not agree

-to conduct an evacuation without prior knowleoge ano approv41

of the location and conditions to be expected at a relocation

center.

CONTENTION 61.C.1 - SnELfERING

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 61.C.l?

A. Yes. It asserts tnat a sheltering recommendation for *

schools could not be implemented. I agree witn this assertion.

(h.
'k ')

First, LILCO'is wrong wnen it assumes in its Plan tnat

scnool officials nave conducted planning for implementing a
sneltering recommendation, or any ocner recommenuation in ene

event of a radiological emergency. (OPIP 3.6.5 at 10a) ine

i Mt. Sinal School District has not made any plans tnat woulo en-
!

| - able us to implement a recommencation or sneltering.

Moreover, if a school district attemptea to snelter its

stucents in ene event of a raciological emergency, enere wouro
1

,
be many serious practical problems tnat would maKe it un1Akely
that sheltering could ce ertected. For example, it woulo De

|

|

I
.
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_/ essential enat adequate staff be availaole to supervise tne

children. The Job of supervising tna enildren coulo be more

difticult tnan usual because eney will be more feartul in ene

event of a nuclear accioent, which represents a tnreac as to

which cney will have had no experience, tnan eney woulo be in

cne event or a more familiar emergency, sucn as a nutricane.

Moreover, cnilaren will be frightened ano cistresseo ac being

forced to stay at scnool away from tneir parents ano families

ror even a few hours. Sucn fear would be magnitiec among en11-

dren ageo 5 through 14, which is tne age group of almost all

tne students in the Mt. Sinal alstrict. In addition, tne dis-
.

trict would have to nave. provisions ot fooo, medical supplies
e

and beds, as well as meoical personnel. Tnese practical neeos
(_s8
\s / would make it all but impossible to shelter scnool en11oren.

In acdition, the staff of tne Mt. Sinai Scnool Cistrict

does not nave any means of determining wnetner sneltering wouAo
4

ce an adequate protective action. As I siti ciscuss turcher in
~

my testimony on Contention i$.C, we would not trusc L1LCG's ad-

vice on ene suoject, and we nave no inoependent knowieage or;

!

now mucn protection trom caoloactive macertais coulu ce provio-

, ed by our scnool ou11cings. Moreover, neicher or tne scnoot
t-

| builaings in the alstrict have basements sulcaote for snel-

tering. The elementary scnool building has only a small
|

| 5-n
I l

|
(js

,

,

;

I
,
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|

n

basement area enat.is used for storage, and the junior hign
building has no basement at all. Furtner, the scnool bulloings

in our district have very large windows in much of enelt space.

Finally, LILCO's proposals for notirying schooAs also make ;

sneltering' difficult, it not impossible, even assuming scnools
would follow a LILCO recommendation. LILCO plans to aavise

*

,

i
scnools to begin early dismissais wnen an accicent is tirst

announceo, (unless it is an accioent waose great severity is

immediately clear and enus sneltering or evacuation is oruereo f
immeciately). But if LILCO subsequently recommends that

*ipersons in all or part or tne EPZ snelter, L1LCO coes not

intend to advise the scnools to snelter tnelt stuuents. (OFie
(~) >'

q j 3.8.2 at 5) This means that some scnools might not learn ot ;

tne subsequent need to stop sencing cnilaren out into a nealtn-

threatening situation and, assuming eney hau begun an early
,

dismissal in response to L1LCO's recommenaation, eney woulo

eneretore continue tneir early dismissai routine or sencing

cn11dren nome, eitner on foot or cr. buses tnac w111 traveA

long, slow routes enrougn residential areas insice tne EPZ.
|

| And, even if enere were knowleoge ot tne neec to get entioren

into an adequate shelter, taere would be no way to reca1A cnose
L

students wno hau alreaay lett scnool. They woula all be

exposeo to risk.

r
,
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CONTENTION 69 - EARLY DISMISSALS i'-

!

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 69?
|
i-

i

; A. Yes. It asserts that, contrary to LILCO's apparent as-

sumption, recommending early dismissais wnen an accicent is

first announced would not result in students ceing protecteo ;

from healtn-threatening radiation doses for several reasons, I

i

Iwhich are listed in subparts B, C, D and E. I agree witn tne

Contencion.

Q. Please expialn.

.

A. First, cae LILCO Plan is incorrect in its apparent assump-

tion.tnat scnool alstricts in or near the EPZ have, or incenufs
e s

to implement, an early dismissai plan for use in ene event or a'
--

e

Snoreham emergency. The Mt. Sinal School District nas stated

that the early dismissal plan it uses tor snow anc ocner sucn

emergencies is not designed, nor woulo it be appropelace, ror |

use in a Shoreham emergency. (See Attaenment 1 to my testimony,.

|

| on Contention 25.C and 25.D, ff. ir. 3067.)

|

|- Second, L1LCO seems to assume tnat early dismissais, as- i

|

suming they were implementea, woula allow en11cren to rauniteo

(quickly witn tneir families. In tact, an early dismissal in
;

tne Mt. Sinal olstrict woula take several nours, tor a numcor

i !

!

|
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of reasons. First, our district does not have a senior nign
school. Instead, we send our senior'high stuaents to scnoois

in Port Jefferson. Consequently, in an early dismissal, eigLc

district buses -- almost half of our district's fleet -- must
travei from Mt. Sinai to Port Jefferson to pick up tne hign

scnool students and tnen return tnem to one ot the ht. Sinal
schools, wnere they can boara separate buses that will take

tnem home. In a normal early dismissal, tnis trip does not

' delay the Mt. Sinai early dismissai, because our district usu-

ally is able to coordinate with the Port Jelierson administra-

tors, wno agree to begin eneir early dismissai cefore ours.
.

That way, our senior high students return to tne Mt. Sinal

schools as our early-dismissal begins. In a Snorenam emergency
''

that coordination would not be possible if ooth our district

and the Port Jefferson district followed LILCO's aavice and in-
itiated an early dismissal as soon as tne accident were

announced. Moreover, in an early dismissal -causea by a.

Snoreham accident, the round trip bus travel necessary to

transport our high school students wouic be along two major

evacuation arteries (Route 25A ano North Country Road), wnere

ene buses would encounter tne neavy evacuation trattic expecteo

] tur other witnesses for the Coun ty. Thererore ene trip woulo

take' longer than it normally does. Tne unavailacility or tnose

_g_
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eight buses for tne amount or time necessary to get back anu
,

forth from Port Je'fferson under tnese likely conditions or a

Shoreham accident would delay tne aismissal of tne rest or our

school children. Thus, it coulo be nours betore early oismics-

al even began for many cnildren in tne Mt. Sinal Senool Dis-

trict.

Third, it is very likely tnat many parents woulo come to

the scnools to pick up their chilaren, ratner tnan waiting for

several nours for them to be busseo home. Parents are well
,

i

aware of how long early dismissais taxe even under normal
~ *

conditions, and eney are likely to believe tnat tne cismissal

will take longer in a radiological emergency. Tne conversion
y-
(,,/ of concerned parents on ene schools woulo create acaea tratric

;

congestion and confusion around tne scn'ools. As a result, '

buses would be slowea in arriving and departing, ano en11oren [

could more easily miss tneir buses or tnelt parents, wnicn

woulo cause even more concern and aistress on ene part of

| parents and children. Also, dealing witn ene parents ano con-
!

fusion their presence will create, would ado suostantially to
i

i the work required or the district's start.
.

Fourth, the time necessary to initiate an early dismissal.
!
'

probably woula take longer during a Snorenam-related accioent
| ,

l'

|
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than during otner tmergencies sucn as a, snowstorm, cecause as i
noted aoove, tne District prooably woulo not trust information

provideo'by LILCO, and would have little inoependent means ot

deciding what action woulo be appropriate to protect our cail-

oren. Accorcingly, attempts to ver;ify intormation proviceo by
J

LILCO, and to obtain advice from mo're credible sources wouto be

necessary before the District could decide whetner to begin ene

early dismissal process. (,
,

In adcition, when schools are dismissec early, proolems

J'dlWays arise because . so~me'/ parents are not at home buring the
l' .

-
.

day. The LILCO Plan app' ears to 2gnore enis prootem. If suca

cniidren were sent home as tne LILCD Plan aphe'ers to contem ,,_

( /i

s-) place, tne en11dren would be lett unattended anb~,.in some

cases, unable to get into enelt nomes. Co'n equently , caey

would not be protectec'. Moreover, tne normal proceoures in our

District for icentirying an alternate acult contact in ene

event of an early dismissal woulo not solve tnis proDlem.in ene

event of a Shotenam emergency. In our opinion, it would ce

oifficult to contact many parents, or otner aoults, at tnelt
/

homes or work places if enere were an announcement on tne raoio
i :.,

that there had bein an accident at Snorenam. Basec 'on intor-

mation we have received from parents, we beAieve that many

parents woulo go ro the scnools to pick up ene1r en11 ore,n, ana
#

-
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'

I
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therefore tney would not be at nome to receive a pnone ca11.

For example, Attacnment 1 hereto is, a resolution acopteu cy

the Mt. Sinal Parent Teacner Organization, wnich states tnat

LILCO's emergency plans ao not otfer adequate protection to cne

school cnildren of the Mt. Sinal benool District in part oe-

cause in the event of an accident at Shorenam many parents ,

would attempt to pick up tneir children at schoot ano thereoy

increase confusion.

Q. What is tne basis for your agreement witn Contention 69.E?
{

A. As.tnat contention asserts, L1LCO's plans woulo not
, .

provide protection for school cnilaren in ene event or an
.

- g-) escalation of an emergency after early dismissais nac begun.
.

\' ')
As I nave noted before, early dismissais taxe a long time.

Tnaretore, it is very possiole.that ir LILCL aaviseo tne pubAic

to shelter. or evacuate arter early dismissais nao cegun, many

or our scnool chiloren would selli be on tnele way nome. Inosa

enilaren could not be protecteo. As a result, we ceAleve ;

i

L1LCO's proposals for protecting scnool eniluren are ceticient.

CONTENTIONS 70 AND 71 - EVACUATION !

Q. Do you agree witn Contentions 70 ano 71?
,

!

p) - 11 -
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V
A. Yes. Tnose cententions assert that LILCO's. proposal enac

schools be' evacuated.if evacuation were recommencea tor tne

puolic woula not work and would not resu1t in tne prctaction or
~

scnool cnildren.
s

,

C. Please explain tae. basis for your agreement witn those

contentions. N

,

A. First, as I notec above witn respect to Contention 24.N,

LILCO's failure to arrange for relocation centers for evacuatec

children makes tne LILCC proposal unworkable.

*

Second, tha LILCO Plan is wrong in assuming enat school
L

officials have conducteo " preplanning" for a Snorenam emer-
('h
(s. ,) gency. (OPIP 3.6.5 at 10a) Tne Mt. Sinal School District nas

conducted no planning for an evacuation of its en11oren in ene

event or a Shorenam emergency, because it believes tnat sucn an

action woulu se impossible and woulc not provice acequate
,

protection for its students. (See attacnment i to my testimony

on Contentions 25.C ano 25.D, ft. Ir. jus 7.)

Third, the L1LCO Plan does not contain any inrormation or
,

. procedures as to now LILCO expects the schools to perrorm an

evacuation. An evacuation would require a large number or ao-

citional scnool personnel to supervise ano care tor scnool

t - 12 -
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'' children at schools, on buses and at relocation centers. Tne
,

!

LILCO Plan seems- to ignore this practical need, and tne Dis-

trict could not assure tnat adequate starfing woulo be ava11-
_

able. Indeed, as stated in Attachment 2 nereto, a resolution
J

'adopted by the Mt. Sinai Teacher's Association, the teacners in
;
'

our district believe LILCO's emergency plans do not otter

adequate protection to the school cniidren in tne Mt. binal
,

Senool District, in part because or tneir concern enat teacners

would not travel to or remain at relocation centers to super-

vise scnool cnilaren until their parents arrived. I

.

Four th , an evacuation woula require more buses enan tna *

Mt. Sinai School District normally uses. In a n'ormal cismiss-

O) al, each bus in the Mt. Sinai School District maKes tnree runs.(
But because the two schools in tne Mt. Sinai Scnool Districe

are located directly between Route 25A ano North Country Roac, i

which are the only east / west arteries in tne area ano tnererore '

likely to be very congested during a Shorenam-reAatea evacua-

tion,-it might not be possible for buses to maxe more enan one

trip trom Mt. Sinai schoois to a location outsloe tne EPZ in a

snort.timeframe. As a result, to accomplish an evacuation the

Mt. Sinai Scnool District would need at least twice as many

60-passenger buses and crivers as it uses in a normal dismiss-

al.

['~~}
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Fifth, Contention 71.B is correct in its assertion that |

evacuation of schools would take a very long time. Our Dis-t

i

trict does not have the adoitional staff, drivers anc buses'

' *

that would be necessary to accomplisn an evacuation. inceeo,
t

as i noted~in my testimony concerning Contention 25, we woulo -
;

#nave fewer personnel than normal available due to role
i

'

conflict. The point is that without tne assurance of an '

adequate relocation center, adequate statfic.g, ano an adequate |
t

number of buses, an evacuation could not be accomplished in a
|

reasonable amount of time.

Sixth, the LILCO Plan assumes that an evacuation ot en11-
i

,

dren to relocation centers will result in reuniting cn11oren

;- (~~/)
r ,

x_ with their families, but has no provision, or explanation, of

how this reuniting is to be accomplished. In my opinion, |
.

expecting parents to go to relocation centers to meet tnelt
,

i
children,-hours after tney have left scnool, ratner enan

t' expecting parents to find their eniloren immeolately in tne
,

,

!

event of a Shorenam emergency, is unrehlistic. [

I !
Finally, as Contention 71.a asserts, it is unliKely tnat r

LILCO's proposal to use its own personnel to evacuate nursery

j. schools coulo be implementeo. For example, tne Mt. Sinal
i

Schoo1~ District is not authorizec to, nor woulo it, permit ,

''
,

L

|-
'

L
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'
anyone to drive a bus containing our students unless enat

person was licensed and certified to drive a school bus. My ,

understanding is that LILCO's employees a're not properly car- i

r

!

tified. Consequently, it is unlikely tnat any nursery scnools

for parents of nursery school en11dren, would permit cnelr en11-

dren to be evacuatea by LILCO bus drivers. '

<

!

Q.- 'Does that conclude your testimony?
!

A. Yes.
r
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I T. SINAI FAhENT TEACHEn OhGANIZATICN--DRAFT nESOLUTIch

WHEhEAS, the Lt. Sinai Parent Teacher Organization, having dis-
cussed LILCD's emergency evacuation. plan for schools in ithe event of a nuclear accident at the Shoreham plant, I
wishes to advise the Nuclear negulatory Commission's .

Shoreham licensing board of the ' plan's workability for '

its community and r
.

WHEREAS, LILCO's emergency evacuation plan is dependent on our
schools' early dismissal procedures: and

WHEREAS, this PTO has con'sidered the following weaknesses in the |LILCO evacuation plan ;
.

1. Transportation
,

We are certain that the required number of buses and :

' drivers for successful early dismissal will not be
available to the schools. Drivers may need to attend |
to the safety of their own families first and may re- !

fuse to drive school buses. Furthermore, because of the .<

shortage of buses in our school district, transporting -|'

children from school to home normally necessitates three '

.

Ibus shifts. Consequently, there is no possibility of
a quick evacuation. ,O *

l

2. Needs of School Personnel
'

~

We are certain that not all teaching and non-teaching !

personnel will stay in ' schools to supervise early dis- !
missal. h.any of~the teaching'and non-teaching staff i

.will leave school to attend to the needs of their own .

will be availcble to attend to emergency-related obs.
'!familie s. Consequently, not enough school personnel

A teacher survey conducted in the v.t. Sinai'schoo dis- ;

trict indicated that a majority of the teachers would
not remain in school to supervise emergency procedures. !

3. Lack of Parental Supervision
Should there be a nuclear accident at the Shoreham plant, !

the success of an early dismissal plan depends not only |
on prompt dismissal frem. the schools, but on prompt :

i

evacuation of children fro.n their homes as well. It.'

is probable, however, that many panic-stricken children
J will be locked out of their homes or that even if these

children can enter their homes their parents will not
be present to carry out the necessary second part of an
evacuation.

4. Farental Intercession
We cannot be assured that all parents will wait at home

O for their children to arrive. Lany parents will attempt
to retrieve their children at schools, thereby increasing

t

| confusion and chaos.

l

|
|

t . - - -
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p. 2--RESOLUTICE
;-

f^) 5. Panic '

(m/ 'The announcement of a nuclear emergency at Shoreham '!
will cause disorientation and panic in children, tea- [
chers, non-teaching staff, and parents. This will
further hinder effective and safe dismissal from our I

schools.
!

6. Relocation
If an emergency at Shoreham requires evacuating our
children from schools directly to a relocation center,
our school district would be unable to handle this |
situation effectively. (See #1, Transportation) !

7. Supervision at helocation Centers
'Once again we are certain that teaching and/or non-

teaching school personnel will not all travel to and
remain at relocation centers to supervise children for
a possibly indefinite period of time. The 14t. Sinai
teacher survey showed that over 70% of the teachers
would have left for their own homes after the first
hour, and that a majority of the 4eachers would refuse

,

to accompany children to relocation centers. -[
t

8. Sheltering |
The LILCO plan suggests that shelterin6, rather than ;

evacuating, may be~the preferred protective action in tO schools in spe'cific Shoreham emergencies. The i..t. Sinai i, .

I school district has one baseaent in its elementary
school. The size and function (for furnace and boiler ,

facilities and the storage of extra furniture) of this
'

basement preclude the sheltering of all but a small
number of our school population. '

;

9. Trust in Public Information
'

In the LILCO plan, the only source of public information
during an emergency is LILCO itself. As a result of
LILCC s past statements and actions with regard to,

'

Shoreham, many of us in our community are already
skeptical of LILCO's words and intentions. The fact !

that LILCO might also be involved in a conflict of
interest--being both operator of the plant and initiator ;

of emergency actions--would tend to intensify doubts ;

about the validity of LILCO's information durin6 an !
emerg ency. .

I
New, be it therefore

|- RESOL \ 2D, that the i.t. Sinai Parent Teacher Organization finds :

I that LILCU's emergency plans for our schools do not
,

| offer us adequate protection or quick and ef fective ;

evacuation for our children in the event of an accident

O at the Ghoreham Nuclear Power Plants and
t

,
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R. p. 3-- ES01UTION
,

s -
.

hESOLVED, that we agree with our Suffolk Ccunty legislators ,3that in fact no safe evacuation of our community is ;possible and
!RESCLVED, that we believe that a full-power license should not

be granted to the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant.
,
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* h,h b.RESOLUTION

'
YdEREAS, federal re6ulations for fun power operation of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant

require an emergency plan for communities surrounding the At which win
assure those communities adequate protection in event of a nuclear.
emergency; and

YdEREAS, the Long Island Lighting Company, in an effort to meet federal regulations.
. has' prepared an emergency plan which LILCO, lacking coordination with local
i or state governments, will attempt to implement; and

-

EGEAS, the LILCO emergency plan includes protective actions to be taken by schools
and

EGEAS , this association has identified.the following weaknesses in the LILCO
emergency plan:

.

1. Early Dismissal

our e=ergency early dismissal procedure, which LILCO's plan incorporates,

O wouldn't bring school children .to an uncon+= minted area quickly
~

enough to protect their healta and safety.
.

2. Transtertation '

he requisite number of buses and drivers required for successful,

early dismissal are not available to the schools, his will prolong
childrens' stay at schools in contam4=ted areas.

~

: 3. Needs of Teachers
We cannot guarantee that the teachers will stay in schools to supervise,

; early dismissal. Many of us may need to attend to the safety of our
own families and, therefore, may not be available to perform emergency-
related tasks,

',
4 Lack of parental Sutervision.

The success of an early dismissal plan depends not only on prompt'

dismissal from schools, but on prompt evacuation of children from
their homes. In those cases in which parents win not be at home
during the day, children win be sent to unsupervised homes from
which they win not be able to evacuate promptly. '

5 parental Intercession

We cannot be confident that parents will wait at home for their children
to a:Tive, Many parents may attempt to retrieve their children at
schoo.Ls, perhaps causi.ng increased confusion and chaos.

O 6. Relocation
If a Snoreham emergency develops quickly and requires an evacuation:

of children from schools directly to relocation centers, this district
does not have sufficient buses or drivers to transport all children to -

ralocation centers in a timely, effective manner. '
,
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!

7. Supervision at Relocation Centers i
*

We cannot guarant.ee tnat teachers will travel to and remain at !

relocation centers to supervise school children until parents arrive to [retrieve them. t

I.

8. Trust in Public Inferr.ation
(!In tne LILOO plan, sne only public information upon which to 1:sse,

decisions for protective actions will cose from the utility. LU.CO, !
through its Public Schools Coordinator and WALK-AM Radio, will both i
describe the extent of the emergency and recommend actions. Because

}
LILCO would be both operator of the plant and initia+4r of emergency
actions, potential for conflict of interest exista. School administra'ars,

treceiving information only from LILCO and not from any governmental -|

agency, will be forced to decide upon actions with potentially serious {
consequences without the benefit of a directive from a responsible |*

| governmental source. !
,

,

| Now, be it therefore I

;
r

|
. .

'

RISOLVED, that the Mount Sinai Teachers Association finds that LILOO's emergency [
plans for schools do not offer children er cchool personnel of this district i
adequate protection in event of an accident at the Shoreham Nuclear Plant, j
and, be it further

, t
-

4

1
j R50LVED, that this association believes that licensing of the Shoreham Nuclear
! Plant should not be permitted unless or until complete and reasonable

resolution of these outstanding, critical emergency planning problems i-
i
'

can be achieved. |
,
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i

!I have read the Mount Sinai Teachers' Association Resolution
i

on the Shoreham Nuclear Plant. I support the Association's
Resolution. ,
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I have read the Mount Sinai Teachers' Association Resolution
on the Shoreham Nuclear Plant. I support the Association's
Resolution.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

)
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 5 0-3 2 2-OL -3,

-

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, ) (Emergency Planning)
Unit 1) ) '

)
.

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF NICK J. MUTO AND J. THOMAS SMITH
ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY REGARDING CONTENTIONS .:

24.E, 24.F, 24.N. 61.C, 69, 70 AND 71

Q. Please state your names and positions.

A. My name is Nick J. Muto. I am the Superintendent of the
T +

Middle Island Central School District. I

!

My name is J. Thomas Smith. I am the Transportation
,

Coordinator of the Middle Island Central School District. i
4

<

The entire Middle Island Central School District is locat-
ed within the 10-mile EPZ for Shoreham. A description of the

district is contained in our previous testimony concerning Con-
tention 25. (ff. Tr. 3087)

O
t

,_. _. . . _ _ . , _. , , . - . . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . , . _ . . _ _ . . _ _ . . __ - _ .
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f'%.( ,) Q. What is the purpose of this testimony?

A. .The purpose of this testimony is to address the concerns

expressed in Contentions 24.E, 24.F, 24.N, 61.C, 69, 70 and 71,
and state our conclusion that LILCO's proposed protective

!

actions for schools would not protect the health and safety of '

school children.
:
,

Q. Are you familiar with the provisions of the LILCO Plan?

A. We have reviewed those portions of the Plan that contain
i

LILCO's proposals for protecting school children in the event
of a radiological accident.at Shoreham.

.:

(''s CONTENTION 24.E - LACK OF AGREEMENTS WITH SCHOOLS

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 24.E?
|

A. Yes, we are. Contention 24.E asserts that LILCO's protec-

tive action recommendations for schools would not be imple-

mented, because LILCO has no agreements with the private
ischools, nursery schools, school districts or parents on whom

LILCO's Plan depends. We agree with Contention 24.E. In the

case of school districts such as ours, LILCO's only role under i

its plan is to recommend protective actions. Those recommenda-,

tions could only be implemented by the personnel of the school

-2-

.
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() districts with the cooperation of the parents of children in
the schools. Despite its reliance on schools and school dis-

-tricts, however, to our knowledge LILCO has not obtained the

agreement of schools, nursery schools, school districts or

parents to implement LILCO's proposals or recommendations in

the event of an accident at Shoreham. The Middle Island
Central School District has entered into no agreement with

LILCO concerning implementation of LILCO's proposed protective
actions, nor do we intend to do so.

CONTENTION 24.F - LACK OF SUFFICIENT
AGREEMENTS WITH BUS COMPANIES -

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 24 F?

O'

A. Yes. Those portions of Contention 24.F which relate to
: schools, that is, 24.F.2 and 24.F.3, assert that despite

LILCO's agreements with various bus companies, in the event of

a radiological accident LILCO would in fact have access to very
few buses. We agree with Contentions 24.F.2 and 24.F.3.

It is our understanding that LILCO's agreements with bus,

companies provide that the companies' obligation to provide

buses to LILCO is subject to the rights of school districts
under prior agreements. The Middle Island Central School

-3-
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/O
\_/. District has an agreement with Suburbia Bus Corp., one of the >

,

12 companies relied upon by LILCO. Our contract provides that

Suburbia will assure our district of the availability of 91

sixty-passenger buses during the period September to June, from

the approximate hours 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. This does not
;

include extra late runs established on an as-needed basis for '

after school activities. If our district were to attempt
,

-implementation of an evacuation, we would need all those buses

for a period of at least six hours. Consequently, they would

not be available to LILCO under its agreement with Suburbia. |
In fact, in the case of an evacuation, we would need more buses -

.:
than we normally use, because in normal situations we do not

transport all our children, as we would have to do in an evacu-

[)\_- ation. Most of the remaining buses owned by suburbia are com-

mitted to other school districts, as are most of the school

buses owned by other companies in Suffolk and Nassau Counties.

Therefore, LILCO's agreements with bus companies are unlikely
,

to result in very many buses actually being available for

LILCO's use if schools are in session.

i
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CONTENTION 24.N - LACK OF AGREEMENTS WITH
RELOCATION CENTERS.

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 24.N?

A. Yes. Contention 24.N asserts that LILCO does not have
,

agreements that assure the availability of relocation centers.
;

for school children, as well as other evacuees, and that as a
!

result LILCO's evacuation proposals would not and could not be f
implemented. We agree with Contention 24.N insofar as it

concerns school children. We are aware of no facilities that !

have agreed to accept evacuating children from our district in

the event of an accident at Shoreham. The fact that LILCO has
not arranged for any such reception centers is a serious

-problem. The administration of the Middle Island Central !() School District would never agree to evacuate its school chil-.

dren without knowing in advance the locations to which they !

would be taken. We believe that other administrators share our
concerns. As Contention 70 asserts, without the assurance of

reception centers, LILCO's evacuation recommendations probably
,

would not be implemented.
!

!

i

1 e

i ;

I

,
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-(_,) CONTENTION 61.C - SHELTERING,

-
.

!

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 61.C.1?

A. Yes. Under the LILCO Plan, if sheltering were recommended

for portions of the EPZ, the Middle Island Central School Dis-
|

trict would be advised to shelter its students. (Appendix A at
[

II-20.) We agree with Contention 61.C.1 for the reasons

discussed below.

First, LILCO's apparent assumption that school administra-

tors have performed " preplanning" for actions necessary to

implement sheltering or any of LILCO's other protective action .;
;

recommendations is incorrect, both with regard to our district
;

/~' and in our opinion for most of the other school districts in or
|

near the EPZ. (See OPIP 3.6.5 at 10a.) The Middle Island

Central School District has not performed any planning that !

would make it capable of implementing a LILCO recommendation

that its school children be sheltered in the event of a radio- !

logical emergency. In fact, our district has expressly stated [

| its position that the LILCO Plan would not provide adequate
protection for the school children of our district. (See At- 4

tachment 1 to our testimony on Contention 25 (ff. Tr. 3087)).

t
t
i

I
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' ) Second, LILCO's sheltering proposals for schools ignore

the fact that we do no.t have the capability or resources neces-

i

sary to shelter our students safely. None of the schools in '

t

the Middle Island Central School District has basements that

could be used to shelter school children. There is limited in-

terior space in our buildings that might be proper for shel-

tering. And,-our' schools do not have adequate staff or
'

supplies to enable us to care for our school children for

periods of several hours afte' the end of the school day, even

assuming that our normal staffing were not reduced because of

role conflict (see our previous testimony regarding Contentions

*

25.D and 25.C, ff;. Tr. 3087).

Third, our emergency experience is limited to common types

"

of events, such as storms. The administration of the Middle i

Island District does not have the knowledge or expertise neces-

sary to make an informed decision as to whether our school

buildings would provide adequate protection from radiation to !

our school children, and we would not be willing to risk the f

safety of our children by taking LILCO's word for it. !

!

'Fourth, LILCO has designed its Plan in such a way as to!

!

preclude sheltering for many students, even if all the other ;

i

problems did not exist. Although LILCO expects schools to
,

|

!
'

-7-
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L

t

: i

;

Os
>

. begin early dismissals when an accident is first announced !
*

!
*

(Appendix A at II-20), LILCO does not plan to advise schools to !

c !
shelter their students, if it subsequently recommends shel- !

!

tering for the general public (OPIP 3,8.2 at 5). Therefore, j

some districts or schools might never learn of the need to
'.i

shelter, and instead would continue to send their children on !.

! >

| foot or by bus into potential danger. Moreover, even if
!

|
schools did learn of the subsequent recommendation, it would be L

. .

4 too late to shelter those students who had already left. ,

:
'

Therefore, those students who had already left their schools |
t

for home could be exposed to risk after a protective action
1 .i

recommendation was made. '.'

!| *

,

,
'

a

CCNTENTION 69 - EARLY DISMISSAL j

1 !
'

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 69? !
' !

?
A. Yes. It asserts that, contrary to LILCO's apparent as- [

sumption, initiating early dismissals when an accident is first

i announced to the public would not result in the protection of ,

i

school children. We agree with contention 69. |
: !

P

First, there is no basis for LILCO's assumption that f
schools and school districts in or near the EPZ have either

!developed early dismissal plans especially designed for+

t

! _g-

!

!

!

i
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x-) accidents at Shoreham, or that they have determined that their

existing plans for use in snow emergencies would provide

adequate protection to their school children in the event of a

Shoreham emergency. Our district has taken neither of these
two steps. Indeed, as discussed below, we believe that an

early dismissal could not protect our school children in the

event of an accident at Shoreham.

Second, it takes a long time for the early dismissal

process to be completed once it is implemented, as noted in

Contention 69.C. The administrators must decide whether to

order a dismissal, the buses must be brought to the schools, .

and multiple runs must be made by most buses. It can take up

D)/ to six hours to complete this task, not even considering the

potential effects of role conflict and heavy evacuation traf-

fic. Because of the likely effects of these two factors, it is

possible that early dismissals could take even longer in a
'

Shoreham emergency than they do under more " normal" conditions.

Third, it is likely that in an early dismissal many chil-

dren would return tc empty homes and be unprotected due to lack

of adult supervision. LILCO appears to ignore this problem.

In some cases of early dismissals, parents implement telephone

chains to attempt to make sure that children are not alone.when

-9-
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,

(s-) they arrive at their homes; however, those chains do not always |
work properly. Indeed, it is likely that in the event of an I

*

accident at Shoreham many more children would arrive at empty

homes, because many parents would travel to schools in an at- !

tempt to pick up their children. This would make it harder to

contact those parents and easier for parent and child to miss |
each other while en route. f

i
!Finally, LILCO's Plan does not provide an adequate means

for reacting to a quickly escalating emergency. Because once !

it has recommended an early dismissal LILCO does not intend to +

recommend that schools shelter or evacuate students even if it .;

recommends sheltering or evacuation to the general public, it
'

''% is possible that some schools would never learn of the need to |(O
stop their dismissal. And, as discussed above, sheltering i

could not be effected for those school children who had already

started for home.
|
|

Likewise, children who were already on their way home !.

could not be evacuated. They would be without protection for j

the long periods of time necessary to reach their homes. *

Further, many of the children who would still be at the schools ;

!

could not be evacuated quickly, because the buses necessary to |
t

transport them would be out making early dismissal runs. :

i

,

!
e

- 10 - L
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'

\_/ CONTENTIONS 70 AND 71 - EVACUATION
.

Q. Are you familiar with Contentions 70 and 71?

A. Yes. Those contentions state that LILCO's proposal that

schools and school districts evacuate their children is

unworkable and would not result in protection for school chil-

dren. We agree with Contentions 70 and 71.

First, as we stated above with respect to Contention 24.N,

LILCO's failure to arrange for reception centers renders its ,

evacuation proposal unworkable. Moreover, it is unlikely that

proposals to use schools outside the EPZ as relocation centers
, ,

for schuol children could succeed, because it is unlikely that

(~] - most schools could accommodate large numbers of evacuating stu- '

'%J
dents without first taking preparatory measures such as evacua-

tion of the students attending the receiving schools prior to
4

the arrival of the evacuating school children.
'f

'

Second, as we discussed with respect to sheltering, LILCO
i !

iis wrong in assuming that schools and school districts have

preplanned for the implementation of LILCO's evacuation recom-

mendations. Our district.has not performed any planning con-

cerning LILCO's proposed evacuation or the subsequent reuniting

of our school children with their parents. We do not believe
,

,

6 -

'

c::)
--

,
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t
(_,/ ~ we could safely or in a timely manner evacuate our schools

during a Shoreham emergency.

Third, LILCO's Plan contains no procedures for reuniting

school children with their parents after an evacuation.

Fourth, Contention 71.A is correct when it asserts that

LILCO's proposed evacuation of nursery schools using its own

personnel could not work. There are established criteria that

individual bus drivers must meet before they can be certified

as school bus drivers. And then the employment of the drivers
~

/
,

must be approved'by individual school districts., It is our un-
.

derstanding that LILCO's employees are licensed to drive buses

but not certified to drive school buses. Therefore school ad-O , ,

(_) ministratorsincluding,). to our knowledge, the administrators of
< -

.

nursery schools, would 'not be Tsuthorized to permit their school
~

children to be transported in buses driven by such persons.

Finally, as is asserted in Contention 71.B, evacuation
n

would take a very long time. Indeed, in our opinion the time

that would be necessary to perform an evacuation isethe primary
j,',

reason that LILCO's evacuation proposals could not work.. An
i Ievacuation would take [ven, longer than an early dismissal. Our
1, -

,

district does not have enou' h buses to carry all of its jschool
~

g

't
children in o~ne trip. Moreover, we do not provide

''
},! * \

,

f .'
t

6y
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)
,

transportation assistance to'all of our students. Therefore,s
,

,

our buses would have to make more multiple runs than would be
,

needed for an early dismissal if we attempted to implement an |
"

,

evacuation. In addition, evacuation runs would probably take
i

longer than early dismissal runs. A typical early dismissal ;

,

run takes approximately one hour, while a round trip, for exam-

ple, to any of the relocation centers proposed in LILCO's Plan
,

would take much more than one hour. The delay would be even

greater when one considers the heavy evacuation traffic with

which the buses would have to contend, especially on return ,

trips. i

i

Q. Does that conclude your testimony? |

A. Yes.

,

!,

l
1

I

!
t

I l
'

|

i

!
- 13 - t

'
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* UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

< 1

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

3

)
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3

) i

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, -) (Emergency Planning)
Unit 1) )

)
:

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF NICK J. MUTO AND J. THOMAS SMITNT
ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY REGARDING CONTENTION 15.C .|

.

| | Q. Please state your names and positions.
t -

A. My name is Nick J.' Muto. I.am the Superintendent of
t

-

I 'the Middle Island Central School District. ,

i 5<
,

t
My'name is J. Thomas Smith. I am the Transportation

Coordinator of'the Middle Island Central School District.
;

,
'

l

O. What is the purpose of this testimony?
,

A. The purpose of this testimony in to address Conten-

tion 15.C.

!

Q. Do you agree with Contention 15.C?
:.

O

- . - - _ _ _ _ ._- _ _ _ _ . - . - _ . . _. _____ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ . . -__ _
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i

t

A. Yes. We would not trust information or advice pro- !

() vided by LILCO regarding an accident at the Shoreham plant, or ,

what we should do to protect the children under our care.

Based upon information already provided by LILCO regarding its
!

proposals for protecting school children, and our general fa- .

miliarity with LILCO's actions, we believe that any plan I
!

developed by LILCO for emergency response by schools would be !
|

ineffectual and could not safeguard the school children of our |
f

district in the event of a radiological accident at Shoreham. !

i

! As a result, and in light of our responsibility for the chil ~ [
i

dren under our care, we would not make a determination as to |

vhat actions were necessary or appropriate to protect the chil-
i

d
dren in the event of a Shoreham accident based solely on infor- '

mation or advice provided by LILCO.~

s..J >

Q. Does that conclude your testimony?

!
A. Yes.

L

[

l

| t

|
'

L

,

" "

L
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' UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ;

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,

f

Before The Atomic Safety And Licensing Board

,

'
)

In the Matter of )
) i

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3
'

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, ) (Emergency Planning) ,

Unit 1) )
)

i

.:
DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ROBERT W. PETRILAK

ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY REGARDING
g CONTENTION 15.C

,

O. Please state your name and position.

!

A. My name is Robert W. Petrilak. I am the Vice

President of the Mt. Sinai Board of Education. !

:

,

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 15.C?

*

A. Yes. Contention 15 as a whole asserts that because*

the public does not perceive LILCO to be a credible source of

information, the public would not believe LILCO's statements or

follow LILCO's advice in the event of an emergency at Shoreham.

In particular, Contention 15.C asserts that it is unlikely that

LILCO's protective ation recommendations for schools would be
ba



.

(~h( ,) implemented, because LILCO depends on school personnel to

implement those recommendations, and because the administrators

and staffs of schools and school districts are likely not to

trust LILCO.

Q. Do you agree with Contention 15.C?

A. The assertion in Contention 15.C is correct. The Mt.

Sinai School District would not implement protective actions

solely based upon the recommendations of LILCO in the event of

an emergency at Shorehan. LILCO dcc; r.;t hove who - thvuicy cd-

direct the 2;;1m.; th;t "^''If Ls moyecceu vi scuvvA discticus._

IAny decision to attempt to implement proposed protective

actions recommended by LILCO would have to be made upon recom- ;: e
7

I (
\~ mendations from the County and the State, not from LILCO which

is a private corporation, or only after detailed verification

of data which underlie LILCO's recommendations.

The administration of the Mt. Sinal School District does

not regard LILCO as a reliable source of information. Recent

actions taken by LILCO such as the problems with its backup

j diesel generators, its attempt to secure a low power license

| despite the opposition of the State of New York, Suffolk County

and the Mt. Sinai Board of Education, LILCO's refusal to allow

Suffolk County to perform an independent inspection and design

2--

.

--
- _ _ - ____ _ __ ___
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( review of the Shoreham plant, and LILCO's apparent refusal to

confront the extreme difficulties which would affect any emer- |

|

gency response to a Shoreham accident, all demonstrate to us :

that LILCO places its own financial interests above the safety j

of our school children, staff and residents. Consequently, the
|

administration of the Mt. Sinai School District would not trust !

information or advice provided by LILCO, and it is unlikely :
!

that we would attempt to implement LILCO's protective action

recommendations. Further, given our view that LILCO's credi-
;

bility is very low, even if the District were convinced that an i

accident had occurred at Shoreham and that some sort of protec-
"

.tive actions were required, it ,is unlikely that we would rely
on a LILCO recommendation regarding the action (s) to be taken

*

; f_

-) but rather would determine for ourselves what action (s) would

be feasible and in the best interests of our children.,

Q. Does you that conclude your testimony? ,

A. Yes.

,

C) -3-
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* UNITED STATES OF AMERICA |
*

KUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

'

,

'Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
!

L

.I

!
r

) !
In the Matter of. ) ;

'

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3 r

) i
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, ) (Emergency Planning)
Unit 1) ) i

) -

|

?

|
DIRECT TESTIMONY OF DR. GEORGE J. JEFFERS AND !,

I' '') ANTHONY R. ROSSI ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY
s_/ REGARDING CONTENTION 15.C !

'

!

i

Q. Please state your names and positions.
r

.

A. My name is Dr. George Jeffers. I'am the Superinten- |

! dent of Middle Central School District.
| I
,

My name is Anthony R. Rossi. I am Director of Transporta-

tion for the Middle County Central School District. ,

Q. Are you familiar with Contention 15.C?
i

A. Yes. Contention 15 states that the public, including |
,

school. administrators, do not consider LILCO to be a credible
t

-'g source of information, and that as a result people are unlikely
,ls.j
'

>
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,

i

to trust LILCO's advice or implement its recommendations. In~
,

,

particular, Contention 15.C asserts that because school person- !

'

nel on whom LILCO would raly to implement its protective action

recommendations for school children do not trust LILCO, LILCO's
.

recommendations would not be followed. We agree with Conten- !
|

tion 15.C. i

:

In our opinion, school administrators are unlikely to |

~

[

trust LILCO or to follow LILCO's recommendations. This cer- I

;

'
tainly is correct with respect to the Middle County Central

School District. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has
:

expressed the concern that LILCO lacks experienc~ed personnel to *!
l

operate Shoreham; various studies have concluded that LILCO i

() grossly mismanaged the construction of Shoreham; and LILCO is [
i

arguing for approval of an emergency plan that, insofar as it ,

i
would affect school districts, is completely unworkable. Under !

f

these. circumstances and in light of our responsibility for the i
!

children in our schools, we likely would not believe or trust i.

protective action recommendations or any other information or !
;

advice that came from LILCO officers, employees or consultants. -[

Accordingly, we would not base our determinations as to what ;

i
should be done to protect the children in our charge solely j

.upon information, recommendations or advice from LILCO; at the I

\

very least, we almost certainly would seek verification of the ;

i

-2-

:
,
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.

O accuracy and propriety of LILCO information or recommendations

from more objective sources before we would act upon LILCO's

suggestions.

Furthermore, based upon our contacts with other school ad-

; ministrators in and near the EPZ and our familiarity with the
!
'

resolutions passed by other Boards of Education, we believe

that distrust of LILCO and a lack of confidence in LILCO's pro-

posals for school children are widespread among the school

authorities upon whom LILCO relies for implementation of its

Plan.

.

Q. Does that conclude your testimony?
,

|

|

A. Yes.

!

!

|

-3-
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,

1 MR. MC MURRAY: Thank you, Judge Laurenson.
,,~y

.(,f 2 The panel is not ready to be cross-examined.
,

t

3 JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Christman?
.

4~ MR. CHRISTMAN: Thank you.
,

~XXXXXXXXX 5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. Cl!RISTMAN :
,

,

7 Q Dr. Muto, would you pronounce your last name [

8 for me, so I' don't get it wrong? i

,

9
; A (Witness Muto) Muto, M-u-t-o. Incidentally,

10 the "J" is'"F" as in Francis.
.- 11 Q Right.

1

12 A That was corrected during the last time here.
,

p,
13! -|v) Q. We corrected that the last time you were here,

14 I think.. r

15 - If I. refer your anyone's written testimony on

16 .24.E, I am. referring to the thicker piece'that. covers

I7 several contentions. The other one I suppose I will

18<

refer to as your testimony on 15 or 15.C, so I don't have i
~

19 to' read off all of those contentions every time, just as a

18 short form.
,

21 If you look at your' contention 24.E testimony, i

3 Dr. Muto, on page 3-of it, you say that you don't intend,

h
23 to enter any agreements with LILCO? '

i

24I; !g-} A On_page 2 or 3?
r

'

,
.%),

25
Q. Page 3, Muto testimony on 24.E'., right above the

; '

I
i

,

_ . , , . - - , . - - - - -
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1 ' subhead, contention 24.F.
,e
(j 2 A Okay.

.

3 Q_ You say you have entered into no agreement

4 with LILCO nor do you intend to do so.

5 A That's correct.

6 g Does that mean you are not even willing to sit

7 down and discuss emergency planning with LILCO people?-

8 'A That's correct.

9 Q At this time?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q Why is that?
.

12 A Because that is not really my authority. My

, . (. f 13 aurhority rests with Suffolk County through the State
.v.

L I4 ' Education Department.

15 Q You lack the authority to even talk to LILCO?

16 A That is correct.

17 ~ Q -If Shoreham were to begin operating, would you

18 - feel an obligation to do any' additional emergency' planning

| 19 for a' radiological emergency?-
r

20 MR. MC MURRAY: -Objection. I think that th'at

21 question is vague and. calls for the witness to speculate.

E JUDGE LAURENSON: Overr'uled.

23 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

: 24L , <~'<) Q If Shoreham were-to operate, would you feel an
; \s'

25 obligation to do some additional-planning for an accident
!

r.
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c

1 at'that plant'?
.; ..

Xj 2 A ~ I think my answer would be the same as the
,

3- previous answer. My direct authority is through the

- 4 county and through the State Education Department.

5 L Q But would you feel any obligation to try to better

6 your emergency plan?

7
_

A I think I have an obligation to see that our

8 children are looked after in safety, and that is my job..

9 But I would have to gain my authority from, as I mentioned

10 ; earlier, the county and the state.

11 Q If Shoreham were to, operate and there were.an
,

12- . accident, you would try to do what was best for.your students,

. [m 13 wouldn't you, in that event?

!: 14 A .Yes,' sir.

15 Q _That would, I suppose, mean doing what would

- 16 result in the lowest-exposure to radiation that you could-
,

17 ; achieve, wouldn't it?-

18 -A Yes, sir. ,

4

19 - .Q Mr. Petrilak, if you will accept my hypothetical.

~~
# that'Shoreham were operating and there were an accident,

, - 21 : your school district would also try to do what was best

22 - for the students,'would it not?

23 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, we would in any type of

24h. :an accident.

; -

25
.

Q In-a radiological emergency, I suppose that would
,

(
,

'
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~

;

1 mean trying to~ minimize doses of radiation? [,.
/ 4

\~ / 2 A. Yes, it would. I
*

3 Q Dr. Jeffers, would you answer the same way to that '

4 last tw- questions?
'

5 A- (Witness Jeffers) Yes, I would. But I would

6 .like'to suggest that a recent memo was received by
i

7 district superintendents and in turn by the, I would imagine,

8 everybody that's on the panel here this morning, from Mr.
t

9 Gerald Freeborne, who is the executive deputy commissioner,

I10 which really doesn't shed very much light on what we are

11 supposed to do.
,,

12 If you would like, we might read this for you
m

'( )_ 13 so you can see the quandary that we find ourselves in.
- us' : ,

14' Q Why don't you --

15 A We would.be happy to submit it in evidence, if >

16 .you.like.

II Q No.

18 MR. CHRISTMAN: I think I will move to strike
;

' I8 the last sentence after -- the last part of the answer

20 after, Yes,.I do, as nonresponsive to the question.
.

21 '

I would like to see the document at the break,

22 if you don't mind.

23 WITNESS JEFFERS: I have no problem.

24/'~'s MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I believe that

- v }.-
;

3
: the witness was going to respond to Mr. Christman's
'

,

4

r - r , .,-y--.--,., _,,r .--w w . , - - - - , , ,--v .r,y+, e ---m ,m --- - - - - , - ,
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r
.

l ~ question and elaborate on it. He has not been allowed ;

/~ . ,

] 1
#

) .
to do so, but I don't think what he said so far was i2

*
!

3 : irrelevant to the question asked by Mr. Christman. i

:
r

4- MR. CHRISTMAN: I didn't say it was irrelevant. [
;

,

5 I said it was nonresponsive. The question was, would
'

*

6 you answer the same way to the questions that I asked j

7 Mr. Petrilak last which were, if there were an accident [
t

i. :8 at Shoreham, would you try to do the best thing for the

9 students and'would that involve minimizing radiation dose.
,

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think the answer was
+

11 responsive to'the extent that Dr. Jeffers indicated that
4 .r

12 he was faced with a quandary or whatever. So the motion to

-.4
13j } END 11 strike is. denied.

a -

. -

15 ',

i.

16

,

~ 17 ;

i
18

i

19 .

; ?
~

'2- i(: :
t

.
21

;

,

r.

y

j,

i

f&

v
25

.

i
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#2-1-Suet g BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

'() 2 0 Dr. Muto, on Page 5 of that same testimony on

3 24.E, you talk about relocation centers or reception

4 centers for evacuating school children, and you point out

5 that there are no such relocation centers, at least for

6 your school children, designated as yet.

7 Now, you haven't attempted to locate or arrange

8 for such reception centers yourself, have you?

9 A '(Witness Muto) No, we have not.

10 0 By yourself, I included any of your staff or --

11 A Officials, no, sir.
C

. 12 0 If Shoreham were to operate, would you feel

(~'g 13 some obligation to at least investigate the possibility of

U
g4 designating relocation centers?

15 A Again, I guess I would have to go back to my-

16 previous plan. If that was part of the directives that I

17 received from Suffolk County and the State of New York, I

18 guess that's what I would have to do. But until I get

19 that go ahead, I don't feel an obligation to do that.

20 0 Does Suffolk County ordinarily give you direction

-21 in operating your school district?

22 A Yes, as far as wide scale emergency, we do get-

23 directions from Suffolk County.

!
24 0 Let me give you another hypothetical. Suppose-

/~~%

i \~ Shoreham were allowed to operate because, among other things,g

.

, .a .,_ ~ , ,,, - , . -. , - - . , , - ,
,
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#2-2-Suet 1 this emergency plan that we are litigating here were ap-
(~
( ) 2 proved by the NRC, and suppose there were an accident at

..

,

3 Shoreham, in that case, suppose there were a general evacua-
i

4 tion order for the populace at large at a time when the

5 school kids were still in school, and so the recommendation ;

6 was that those school children in your schools should also
i

7 be evacuated, suppose further that for some reason, for

8 whatever reason, the process of designating relocaticn
|

9 centers for those students still hadn't been completed,

10 what would you do under those circumstances?

11 MR. MC MURRAY: I object, Judge Laurenson.

12 This hypothetical is vague and calls again for the witness

('') 13 to speculate.;

| \_)
| 14 We are getting far afield from the LILCO plan. '

15 Instead, Mr. Christman seems to be asking for these wit-

16 nesses to speculate on a vague accident that he has

17 hypothesized.

18 MR. CHRISTMAN: It's a hypothetical, and it was

. 19 not at all vague.
!

| 20 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.

21 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

22 Q Can you answer the question?

| 23 A Yes. Would you succinctly try to restate that?
|

'

24 0 Well, it's hard to do succinctly --, , -

15 A All right.,

i
!

!
|

|

'
. - _ _ _ _- - - ._
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#2-3-Suet 1 0 -- but I will give you the parameters; how about
,~.c
' )
%,,/ 2 that?

.

3 A All right.

-4 Q Okay. I guess we can all remember that the plant

5 is operating, has an accident, that's what everybody seems

6 to be thinking about.

7 A Right.

8 Q And the general evacuation is called for which,

e in turn, implies an immediate evacuation of the school

to children in school.

11 A Yes.
.

12 Q And I further proposed that you hypothesize that

'13 you still don't have predesignated relocation centers for

14 the school children. And my question is, what would you

15 do?
'

,

16 A Well, if you are referring to an evacuation. area,

17 or a center, or whatever you would have, I would have.to |

18 examine the situation at that time within my duties and

19 obligations as a school superintendent. I would do the'
.

f

30 best job I can to look after the safety of the children.

21 And whether it's a directive from anyone, I would

22 have to have the information.- But, again I have to refer

23 to my authority with Suffolk County and the State Education

24 Department.7_
)~(<

'' ''
25 But, given a set of circumstances, I would examine'

.

I

,,,-# , .- --- , --,w- - - . , , ~ - - , , - - - - . . - . , , ,r - - - - - - - .-
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#2-4-Suet 1 the variables before me and do the best job I can to look '

,-
(j 2 after the safety of the children.

..

3' Q Do you think doing the best you could in the

4 case where the population was evacuating would involve

5 moving the pupils out of the ten mile EPZ?

6 A I'm sorry. Would you please repeat that?

I 7 Q Do you think doing the best thing for the pupils

8 in that circumstance where a general evacuation is ordered

9 would include moving pupils out of the ten mile EPZ?

10 A I think I would go on record as saying I would i

|

11 rather not do that. .My first obligation is to get the kids
,

_

12 together with their families as soon as possible. And j

(''' . 13 that would have to be in a situation that all my other
;

14 options ware cut off before I would look forward to doing

15 something like that.
r

16 Q So, you believe it-is a good idea, if at all

17 possible, to reunite the children with their families? ,

1

18 A Within reasonable limits. Yes, sir. '

19 Q Dr. Muto, how does a bus driver get certified to

20 drive school buses in your district?

21 A Well, Tom Smith, may I ask him? He is our

22 Transportation Officer --- i

23 Q Sure.

24 A -- and he handles that process.,.

'~ 25 0 That would be fine. Mr. Smith?

-

_ . _ _ _ ._ .
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#2-5-Suet 1 A (Witness Smith) Do you mean from initial

!q,

) 2 employment, a request to become a school bus driver?
.

3 Q Yes. What requirements must he meet?

4 A First, he has to meet the Motor Vehicle Depart-

5 ment, Article 19.A requirements, which is pretty extensive

6 in itself, a physical, a driving test, and he must be

7 licensed with a Class 2 license.

8 After qualifying with that procedure, he then

9 starts his training as far as the different involvements he

10 is going to have with children. It's a twenty hour course

11 that he must comply with within the first year driving.
.

12 He must participate in two two-hour courses per

~

( ') 13 year, refresher courses, that go over all the information
'J

14 that he has.

15 Initially, he must have an interview with the

16 school district, with me in particular, where we go through

17 a two hour indoctrination into what driving a school bus is

18 really all about. There are written exams that our school

19 district applies.

20 After he has gone through -- I think that pretty.

21 well covered the technical part of it. There is much more

22 evaluation that goes on. We have the driver on a temporary

23 basis. He is employed by the company. We do not have our

24 own bus fleet, as you know. And we survey the drivers and,_,
(''-- 25 their operation during the first couple of months to see
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# 2-6-Suet 1 how they are doing. And we really monitor to see if they

(_/ 2 know the geography, if they learn the kids, if they have a
3 rapport with children. That's all very important to us.

.

4 That's basically it. There's more to it but

5 that's basically it.
.

6 Q Dr. Jeffers, if you look at Page 13 of your 24.E
F

7 testimony, you say you would be unlikely to relocate your .

8 students -- that's near the bottom, it would be unlikely
i

9 that your district could relocate students until parental |

'

10 approval had been obtained. And on the following page,

11 you say that parents wouldn't know their children's where-
,

12 abouts.

13 But, if there were relocation centers designated,

14 you could preassign children to them, couldn't you? Couldn't

15 the school district or school principal?

16 A (Witness Jeffers) Yes, we could. But, again I

17 don't believe that we would have within our ability legally

18 the ability to designato areas as relocation. centers.-

19 In the original discussions with the County, the

30 County wanted to use our New Lane School as a relocation

21 center. At that time, our counsel, Mr. Geoconni, indicated
J

- H that there were grave legal responsibilities associated with

23 our district serving as a relocation center, and he advised-

24 our Boar. against that. So, I would assume any place that<s

-

26 we might contact for the possibility of a relocation center

f

9

- - 7 - - , , . , - , - . - , . _ - . - y .. - - - ,. ,-. - --
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62-7-Suet 1 would react in the same frame. It was his opinion at that
gN

, . i 1 2V time that the only way relocation centers could be set up
,

3 anywhere would be through the aegis of the State in some

4 kind of a marshal law situation, which would relieve the
f

5 independent agency of any legal liability relative to the

6 use.of their facility in that manner. '

7 So, yes, we could. But I don't know that we

8 can.
t

9 Q Dr. Jeffers, on Page 15 of the same testimony,
i

10 you say the children will have to be supervised at schools

11 and on buses. I take it from the rest of the paragraph
.

12 that when you send children home in a snow emergency and on

| (''/g 13 an early dismissal, they are supervised by the bus driver?
'

\m ,
14 A That's true.

15 0 Anybody else?

i16 A No. Unless as a matter of course the bus that '

17 they ride has an aide assigned for monitoring duties. There

18 are some buses because of the nature of the children that I

19 require an additional monitor who rides the bus, generally f

20 special ed children, handicapped.r ;

e

end'#2 21 l

= Jon.flws n
i4

23

24
,- ,.

/ 26 ;

.

9

., k , - - , . - - , , _ _ . , , , - ,...n.., . .., , .n,- ,-
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1 Q Doctor Muto, you say, on pages 8 and 9 of
. , ,.

i ) 2 - your 24.E testimony, that there is no basis for the
.

3 assumption that schools have developed early dismissal
.

4 plans especially designed for accidents at Shoreham.

5 A (Witness Muto) That is correct.

6 Q How would you have to modify yor existing

7 early dismissal plan to make it specially designed for ,

8 accidents at Shoreham?
I

g- A I think I was referring there to the -- it

10 is a plan in the case of an accident at Shoreham. It

11 is a plan that we have not developed in emergency,
.

12 such as snow emergency or any other emergency. We
!

['N 13 simply take the facts at the time. Whether it is a

14 power failure, whether it -- whatever the storm

15 conditions are, and we make our decisions and judgments
,

16 at that time.

-17 We do have early dismissal plans where they
'

18 are preplanned, i.e, would be a last day of school

to when it is early dismise.al, testing periods, parent

20 conference days and so on.

21 Those are preplanned, and we can time those,

22 and we assume that they will be normal conditions. The

23 conditions under which your question suggests that

24 we have to deal with are the conditions that prevail
7_
( i
''- 2 at-that time, whether it is snow, or whatever emergency,

. . , . . . _ . - . _ _ _ . . _ _ . - . - _ _ _ . . _ _
-

-
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i and we take it from that point .

. (~-) ' 2 So, we simply implement our early dismissal
,

3 plan that has already been preplanned, and then we begin

4 to,'-- I guess I will have to use the word, ' creative,' be

5 creative with the data we have at hand.

6 Q Dr. Muto, you say on page 6 of your testimony

7 that you have performed no preplanning that will allow you

8 to shelter the school kids.

9 A Yes, sir.

. 10 Q Are you aware that LILCO has offered to send

-11 a health phycist to survey your school buildings?
.

12 A They have not contacted me.

- (~'s 13 Q So you aren't aware that they have offered --

LA
14 A I have heard it I think in some other district,

is but personally they have not contacted me at this time.

16 Q And it that why you have not taken advantage

17 of that offer?

18 MR. McMURRAY: Objection. The offer has not

19 been made, apparently.

20 JUDGE LAURENSON: Objection is sustained as

' 21 to ' the fo rm .

22 BY MR. CHRISTMAN (Continuing):

23 Q Let me make sure I understand your previous

24 answer, then. You understand that an offer has been made. _.

%- 25 by LILCO to send health physicist.

A I don't know what it entails. I just heard it
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3-3-Wal, ,016 I

1 as last as yesterday that they had, and so --

(''( ,\
'

/ 2 O If such an offer were made to you, would you
*

i

3 accept it? t

i

4 A I would have to see what the conditions were.
5' Q If the conditions were that at LILCO's own
6 expense that they would send a qualified health physicist

7 to each of your school buildings in your district that you
8 wanted them to, and to advise you as to the best locations

s

9 for sheltering, would you accept that?

10 MR. McMURRAY: Objection. It calls for the r

11 witness to speculate.
'i

.

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.

L f'} 13 WITNESS MUTO: Again, I would have to wait and
| (v/
! 14 see what the conditions are on that request.

.

15 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

16 Q Well, no conditions other- than the ones I just
i

17 stated.
.

18 A Let me take a look at that again. You are saying
,

19 that if LILCO offered to send someone to survey the building
r

l'

20 --

i

21
'

Q A qualified health physicist.

Et A And the would then give us --

23 Q They would write you a letter advising you as

to the be'st location of sheltering in a radiological24
7_
( )
\/ 25 eme rgency . At no cost to you.

.

- - - - -___
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1 A Okay. I don't have that authority unless the
,

y ,j 2 Board would --
.

3- Q You lack the authority to have a health physicist
.

4 come and look.

5 A I would have to take that as a policy decision

6~ at the Board level, and I would take it to the Board of

7 Education.

8 JUDGE LAURENSON: Would you keep your voice up,

9 Dr. Muto, or maybe move the microphone a little closer.

10 WITNESS SMITH: If I may add, as you know the

11 Board has made a resolution, or passed a resolution, we
,

12 would definitely have to go before the Board because of

- (~') 13 that request of assistance from LILCO to see what their'
'w/ .

14 opinion is. We couldn't just authorize it on our own.

15 MR. CHRISTMAN: You would have to get Board

16 approval.

17 WITNESS SMITH: Definitely.

18 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

19 0 And if Shoreham were operating, do you think
20 the Board would give that approval?

21 MR. McMURRAY: Objection. That does call for

22 .the witness to speculate.

M JUDGE LAURENSON: Sustained.

24 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)(s\,

25 Q Dr. Muto, suppose Shoreham were operating again,
'

.
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3-5-Wel i

1 and suppose there were an accident, and LERO advised
g

| (_,/ 2 sheltering both the general public and the school children

3 - right in the buildings where they were, under those

4 circumstances would you send those school children out

5 of the building?

6 .A (Witness Muto) Again, my only authority would I
;

7 - be through the Suffolk County and the State Department, and

8 I would have to see what my authority would be through
7

'9 those departments.

10 Q So you would call someone?
;
.

k

11- A Yes, sir.
*;

( 12 Q Who would you call?
I

!

{''} 13 A In Suffolk County, it-would have to be the Health
v

- 14 Of ficer or in terms of moving kids, the Highway Department.

15 County Executive Officer.
,

16 Q But the recommendation was to shelter the students '.

1:

I- 17 So,'you would call the County Government, and ask them what
-

,

b

18 to do.

[ 19 A Yes, sir.
!

| 20 Q And you would do what they told you to do?
!

21 A -Yes, sir, that is correct.

| 22 Q _ But you would keep the children inside the

23 building while you called?

'
24 A Yes, sir.,~-,

' (_-
26 Q You say on page 7 of that same testimony that

i

,

'

t

4 - - r . , . _ - , - - - , - - ,.~-m . . . . . . - . _ , . . - - , _ , _ . . - , , _ _ - - - , - . , - - - _ _ - - , , ,- -
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1 you lack the knowledge -- the school district lacks the

(3)- 2 knowledge to decide whether sheltering would provide
r

,

f

3 adequate protection. Do you see that?

4 A Yes, sir.
.

5 0 What exactly do you mean by, ' adequate protection? '

6 A What affects radiation would have. How fast
,

7 moving it is. What kind of sheltering.

8 Q How much protection would sheltering have to
I

9 provide to make it adequate in your view?

10 A That is the expertise I don't have.

11 Q So, you don't -- you not only don't have the
,

12 physical data about what would be adequate, you don't have

- (' ) 13 a criterion for adequacy in mind?
's ,/s -

14- A Yes, sir.

15 Q On'page 8, you say that LILCO does not plan to

16 advise you if it first -recommends early dismissal, and

17 then recommends sheltering to the general public. You
,

*

18 would know if sheltering were recommended for the general
.

19 public if you were to listen to your tone alert radio,

30
:

would you not?

21 A I am not following what you are asking, sir.

22 Could you refer me specifically on page 8.

23 0 Yes.'
,

L .,m 24 A Okay. Where are you.
: (' '}I 26 0 The second line.

i
.

-- ,,,,n-.---,wr, - --
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ft. ,f
,

'

i

1 . MR. McMUR3kY: Excuse me. Just a point of>

, <
. /

(-)I
,) .

,

- (v . 2 . clarification. The',second line doesn't begin a sentence.
. .,

*!,. 1)
~

,
,

k '
3 ( MR. CHRISTMAN : No, it doesn't.

,, , a
A- 1

4 q WITNESS MUTO: Is that the sentence where it
'

a r

5 says: LII.CO does --
,

'

s
-8 .MR. CHRISTMAN: Does not plan.

!i,

7 MR. McMURRAY: So, the sentence beg'ias on page,

-
v

' )\ '
,

j.

8 7.' ' ,'x,'

.- s
.

.
' t,

9 D MR. CHRISTMAN: The phrase I am interested in''

.fy
'

;
-

'

,

10 begins',pn the second li!\c on page 8.
,

'

,}) ( ; [> /

11 ' -[ WITNESS /MLTOy7
y g4 ~

Basically, LILCO does not plan.

/
s .

*

to adv se' schools to abbiterstheir students, if subsequently
,

12

.t u.

reconakend' shelterinh for the('' general public.
.

''
.13;

'|' ), ; .) ,_
! 14 '1 TsY MR. CHRIStMAN : N(Continuing)
'

3- /

15 Q) Now, let md g,sk you this. De you have these,

; ,,t-
18 tone aligrt ratios in ybur school district that LILCO

.t / - (
+~

,

17 provides?N
.

,,t,s g - 4
-

s , , ,
,- y ,

-

,
. _ .

,
,

,

18 f A , Yes. g t.
,

,.

s' ';' T

,

.\ qe '

,. ,
,

[ 19 Q ' You cio. Where are th'ey located? ;
I \

.

p g g T

! (Witness (Sbith) T;*ansporation office and each20 A
t. t. ,

|
'

|
21 principals office. ,' q''

z

,y Q Now, if som'eone in'the scnool were to simplyL 22
i

!.? .

ri\
i 23 , listen to the-tone alert radio, he'would hear the same
! I', i

I

( 24 EBS message that,the public were hearing, would,he not?
'

26 A (Wi ness Muto) That' . igh t'.
.

., >. v .

*s .;x

'
_ \} 'i. i i [ !

'

i
,,

/ \. - '

.

(, ( g h 'sj.
) i

.

!

! , ) \. ', {'

i s ,., .
,

. .
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,

1 Q Mr. Petrilak, on page 5 of your 24.E testmony,.

,e

(J) 2 you say that you have -- this is in the paragraph that

3 starts two-thirds of the way down, that you have no

4 independent knowledge of how much protection from radioactive

5 materials will be provided by your school buildings. Are

6 'you aware that LILCO has offered to send a health physeist I
i

7 to survey the school buildings.

8 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, we are aware of that.

g Q But you haven't taken them up on that offer?

10 A No, we have not taken them up on that offer.
i

11 We will, if necessary, determine whether or not such a
';

12 Person should be brought in based on die recomrendations !

<

(N 13 of County Government and Stcte Government. At that time

.- v }t

14 we would use persons who are recommended to us by those
,

H5 agencies.

16 Q So you do have a r- yettting that sort

17 of in, formation.

un A We believe that were the County and State involved

le in the development of a plan, that they would be able to

so - Provide us with those' services, or with people with that
<

21 expertise.

n Q But even if Shoreham were operating, you would

23 not make a move to have your building surveyed unless the

24 County Government told you it was all right, is that
/~x
b k
'L/ 26 correct?

,

11

.-. - . . . - . .- . _- - _ - - - , --- _ __ --
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!
1 A That is correct. That is the position of

F

. y \.

(j 2 the Board of Education.
,

,
3 . Q Mr. Petrilak, on page 5'of the same testimony,

4 Lyou say that children would. be more fearful of a nuclear
:

5 . accident than they would be of a hurricane. That is not
e
'

6- a conclusion that was based (on any systematic study of
3 '

,

.% o

.7 fear, in children,\ is it?
,

8 A No .s That is the -- that. statement was based on
,

9 ' input that' we received from our teaching staff, andLaldo
i

fhoh .the Executive Board of our Parent Teachers Organization,10

11 . who :was involved with parents and their children, and their
.,

i

12 l ; perception was that children would be more fearful of an'

- ,

/''T. 13 ' accident ithat. they perceived was possibly life threatening
,

'

A s)\

,

14 bSt~there were no external sources, or visual sources that
1'

., s

15 M' they could actually'see and be able to make some judgment
~

16 on the severity of that accident.

17 ' Q Did any of them ask the -- they-asked the
-

r

18 students how they felt about this?

19 A There have been discussions between the teachers

30 and students and, of course, parents and their children.

21 I am not aware of any specific survey, or a document that ,

.

22 . was written in regard to that type of a question.

- 23 ,

'
s

-O
t. 1,

% "' - 25
'

r-

'

'
.

,

'

* --, - - - < .w e ,. -i- - , T- e- ,ry,, c - - - < - - - w
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1 -Q You say on page 5 of your same testimony --
:,-~s
j, ) 2- same page, for that matter.-- that for sheltering youvr

,

3 would have to supply food, beds, medical supplies, and

'4 medical personnel.

5 What kind of medical supplies would you have to

-6 stockpile?

7 A We would have to stockpile those types of

8 Lmedical supplies to take care.of emergency situations

9 with the students. That could range anywhere from

10 ' those medical supplies that would be available for broken

11 arms,.any type of a, I will call, standard accident
.

12 .rather than a radiological accident.

i["'] 13 .Any additional supplies that we may have to stockt

\~ %J'

" 14 for. medical purposes, again, we would look to the-

15 -_ recommendations of the county and the state on those specific

16 supplies, _ specific training that we may have to put our

17 personnel through, our nursing personnel through to deal

18 with such an accident.

19 -- Q As to the. conventional type of accident, a
~

| ~

20 broken-arm or whatnot,.what happens if that happens during

21 .a school day.now?

22 A Right now that would be taken care of by the

23. ' district nurse and would be handled out of our elementary

24
.

building.:

~ \'-) 25 . Q And I take it you contemplate that all of the

.

b' .-
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-1 supplies that you'have in the elementary building would have
*~

),,' 2 to be duplicated at the other school buildings as well;

3 is-that --

- '4 A We have not-been'able to presume what duplication

5 would.be necessary since we have not gone through a full

I6 planning process on what materials would be necessary
r'7- in'each building, what students would be sheltered in

8 what building, if we were to'take on a sheltering plan.
.

,
,

' ' 9 Q You -said something about the school nurses. ;

10 You have 'one full-time school nurse in the -district?
,

11 A. We have one school nurse, yes. ,;
12 g Any part timers? -

[] 13 A No part timers.
%J

14
-

Q Dr~. Muto, I want_to ask1you a little bit more-

15 about_the early dismissal process.

16- How.quickly do you think it would have to wor'k

17 to'make it acceptable for you to use in a radiological

18 - emergency at Shoreham?4

18 A (Witness'Muto) Are you asking from the time

i 20 .there i announcement made that there is an emergency, the
:

21 turnaround time when we can implement the plan and get the

22 last kid'home? Is that what you are asking?

: 23 Q Yes.

24
.f g A The only think I can base my opinion on is what
! 1
'M 25

'

-

V

f -.
o
I

:

L
r

. - , ,-. -- . -.-_,_ _. _ - - _ . - , ,, ,- -- -~ , ,_ .,
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1 experience we have had with other kinds of emergencies.

f(,,) 2 Q~ I am not really asking -- -

3 A Sorry.

4 Q I am not really asking for experience. I asking
,

5 -- you'say on page.9 of your testimeny that early dismissal-

>

6' takes a long time.

7 A Yes, sir.,

~
- t

8 Q And we heard a lot about ---I think we explored - L

S that the/last time you testified. !

k10 I am asking you how'quickly you -- how much better

. 11 you would have'to be able to do'before it would be !

~

12 acceptable in a radiological emergency?'

i : %-)
. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, I'am going to-13 i MR.

:
!

14 . object until fir.1Christman defines the type of accident
:

15 and how lona it would take before there was a release.,

16 We are going to have to get into the specifics of the

17 accident if Mr. Muto is going to be asked to answer this
.

-18 kind of vague question.

'
19 JUDGE LAURENSON: That is a general question, but

20 I_think that depends on whether the witness is able to;

'

21- answer it or not.
~

22 The objection is overruled.
,

23 L BY MR. CHRISTMAN:
"

e 24 Q The' point is, the-tenor of your-testimony is that.rg

t'')
25. this plan for early dismissal used in' snow emergencies won't

.

w
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'

1 work. fast enough.
.

q(/ -, 2 In order to draw that conclusion ypu have to have

3 in mind how fast--it would have to work in a radiological

'4- emergency to make it acceptable'to you.

5: My question is, how fast would it have to work

6 to make it acceptable?

7~ -A You are asking something that is a conjecture

8. on that part. As I said, I can only' base it on my experience

8 with early dismissals. And-I think we have stated under

10 -normal conditions, the traffic flow, whatever, it is roughly.

11 -

_,
a'three-hour turnaround time.

,

12 Our.early dismissal plan, when we have implemented
..

13 it, almost invariably comes out to five to six hours. I amw.,j .' ;

14 assuming that the announcement that there is an accident

15 at'Shoreham will set up a set of circumstances that are

16 ~ not, quote, normal.

17 And so you have compounded the traffic problem

f 18 because all the'. schools are going to be mobilizing,

'19 . parents and everyone else. So I certainly don't see it,_
.

#
i less than six hours.

21 We have been on record as saying three hours

22 normal. And six hours is the ball park, I think, on almost

23
| every emergency experience that we have had.

24
Q And the extra three hours or so, extre two or

N._/
25 three hours, what sorts of problems cause that extra time?

L
l.
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1 A (Witness Smith) You mean in our experience?
y\ .

( $v s' 2- Q Yes.
*

,

3 A Many different things have caused the extra time. !

4 Communications, for one thing. Not being able to communicate
f

5 with all drivers to get them to the different points on time. |

6- If it'is inclement weather, you have normal traffic delays,
i

7 road problems, accidents, people le arning how to drive all

8' over again, that type.of situation, traffic lights going

8'

out, electrical' failures, children excited, having to take i

10 extra time with children because they are 'ervous about what

11 is taking place, whether their mother is ct.aing to the ,.

12 -school or going home.- There are a multitude of things that ,

[,%
13.(w,f take place that cause the delay in a-normal departure. ,

,

14 lhe plan at best three' hours; we say that, although

. 15 we instinctively know-that w'e are going to be held down

H5 to four, five, six, and even perhaps more. .There are so.

17 many different accidents. There is another problem that-
,

UI is a~ strong possibility, i

19 It's exposure-factor.- In a radiological type
;

,- - #- situation -- this is conjecture on my part, of course,

21 t we are going to go up against even broader circumstances
i

lE -because the WALK is. going to be over all of the island,
4

23 total broadcast to the total populace. Everybody is going'

2
/' f to be moving. .They are going to be moving in different

-( ;.
v '

25 -directions, and I feel that we are going to have all kinds

'
.

I

l
. .

4 -

---...,rv --- ,-n.,-.-.,-- 7-. ,m,,,- , , - - - - . - - . , , - - , , . , ~ , - --y
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'
1- of problems within that realm.

7 q.
(j 2- A (Witness Muto) May I elaborate'on that? Are

3 you'open for elaboration?

:4 Q I would rather ask my next question, but if you

'5 -want to go. ahead'and answer, it is okay.

-6 :A Well, my major concern -- some background may be

7 of help to you. Making the decision is the most critical

-8 factor that an emergency is in effect. And we hesitate

9 to call that, when there is a snow emergency is a good

10 example. Why we hesitate is, dealing with our population

11 there are.several factors -- working mothers, latchkey
,

12 hildren, kids going to a home that is not supervisedc

h( -;13
1

-

.where:there is no adult present, kindergarten kids in,

'w)
'

14 .~particular, the staggering of our school system so that

15 -high' school 'cids go home because there is a babysitting.

16 . problem, parents having to get home.

17 .So it is an incredibly disruptive process. Before

18- we'make that decision there is a great deal of conference
'

19
~

and a' great. deal-of discussion before the -- the decision.,

8 is mine,.by.the.way. And Mr. Smith and I get together on
> .

21 - that and lay out the conditions. And once that decision

22 is made, it'is a very difficult one because of the lack
,

23 - of supervision of, particularly, young children.

24
. Now, I don't know'if that helps or hurts.

V, 25
Q Sure. How m&ny children were sent home to an
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1 empty house the last time you had to implement this?

[ ). 2 A t;e don't have the statistic, and I think thatp
3 the Mt. Sinai has done a study how many kids are -- do go
4 home to an unsupervised home.

5 Q I mean'during the last -- just specifically during
6 the last emergency, an actual case.

7 A' I would have to -- what were your numbers?-

8 A (Witness Petrilak) We don't have also the

9 statistics on the last early dismissal that we sent home,

10 but our Parent Teachers Organization did do a survey and

:11 fr'.n my own personal knowledge within my community,
c

12 approximately between.60 and 70 percent of our homes in

(G' 13 our district.do not have adult supervision during the day.
c. Q )

14
| And many of that is women who are working part time

15 and do plan to be home ati the normal time school is

16. dismissed, but it is- between 60 percent of. our homes do not
d

17 have adult supervision in-them during the day. And we would

18' anticipate that the majority of those persions in a

18
~

radiological emergency, not having.had the ability to foresee

* it coming as they would in a. snow storm, would not be there

21: when we dismiss the kids.,

22 .Q 'Dr. Muto, if there were a hurricane announced
.

23 or an approaching hurricane while the school children were

24i _n in school, what do you do under those circumstances?

| 3-)t ' 25 Do you institute early dismissal?'
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1 .A (Witness Muto) Yes.
(5;
\,,- 2 Q. How much-warning time do you suppose you would

3 have from a' typical hurricane?

4 A .I have experienced one. And at that time we had

5- -- I think it.was around eight to ten hours, and Tua were

8 Jeffectively.able to evacuate the children.

7 Q So you got them home before the stot. arrived?

8 A- We got the kids home. We did have a set up in

9 -the gym for adults -- this is in a resort area coming

10
,.. =from a' camping area. And it never did come off.

11- Q Look at the document I have pu.t on the table
.

,

12 -in front of you. .I'have only given you one copy.

E [ 13 It is called --\m ,/
14 ,R. CHRISTMAN: .I labeled this EP66, Judge, whichM

15 is the next.one in sequence.

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: It will be.so marked...

17 (The document referred.to was

.18| marked LILCO Exhibit EP66

XXXXXX H'
for identification.)

20 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

21 Q This is a document -- have you got that in

22 front of you, Dr. Muto?

23 A Yes,-sir.

24(~N MR. CHRISTMAN: I will proffer for the record, this
i )
' ,_ _/

8 was secured from the county, the county's lawyers, from

.
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1 Suffolk County in discovery. And it is two editions

- /O ~ of a document, labeled County Comments which purports on.(_,/ 2

.

3 its. face to be by County Executive Peter F. Cohalan.

4 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

5 _Q Are we looking at the same document?

6 A Yes, sir.

7 Q And the one edition is for release August 21, 1980

8-
- and the.other underneath it is for release July 2, 1981?

9~ A No. Both dates are July 2.

10 Okay. All right.

11 0- .Do.you see the third page down -- July 2, 1981?
,

.12 A .Yes.

13 Q So representing on its face that one was-
v,

14 released -- they were released about-a year apart in.the

i. - '15 summer season.

16 .Is anybody on the panel 'famill'ar with this
~

,

l7 publ'ication' called County Comments?.

18 ~ A' No, sir.

19 Q Nobody.is aware of it? No one has ever seen it?

E A No.

21 Q Not necessarily this particular edition,~but.

22 any edition of this?

23 A. No.

.-
-

24 A (Witness Smith) It is hard to say unless we
Ik:

'
25 . read the whole thing. I don't think I have, not in this form.

,

I
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I .(Witness conferring.)
y--~.;
[ ,/' 2 O You are still looking at it. Let me make sure,

-3 'no one is aware that the Suffolk County executive publishes

-4' a publication called County Comments from time to_ time?

'

5? A.- -(Witness.Petrilak) No, sir.
;

~

6
_ Q Okay.,

-7 - A (Witness Jeffers) ;Just for the record, I am
.

8 Jawarecthat the Suffolk County chief executive officer does

- 9 publish' documents. I have seen things that he has

- 10 ~ published relative to the economic status of the county,-

11 relative to job opportunities associated with the implementa-
,

12 tion of CETA, other such-agencies. But I have not,

'

ym
13, ' t, ) seen this document:or these documents.

< ss

14 -Q' -Have you seen anything out.of the Suffolk

15 County government about public health and safety cn:
J

'16 emergencies?.

17'

A I have seen documents relative to public health

18 and-safety, but nothing -- not this particular docuraent

; 18 that you are. showing us at this time.

| 20 0 If you look at the1second full paragraph on the-

21 first page, it says that there ate only five places in,

,

22- .the country that rank higher than Suffolk County in the
"

.

23 ~ total number of hurricanse striking since records have been

24
'

[. keat'in the U.S.

\'' '
26 ' Do you believe that is -- well, Dr. Muto, I was,

. -
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1 talking.to you, I guess. Does that look accurate to you?
[Y
L 2 A (Witness Muto) I have no way of knowing.

'3 Q Does anybody have any way of knowing on the panel?

4 (No response.)
t<

.5- Does anyone have any reason to doubt that Suffolk

6 County has a high' incidence of hurricanes compared with

7 other parts of the-country?

8 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection, Judge Laurenson,

8 I think we are asking for the witnesses to speculate.

10 Not only have they not seen this docume~nt before, but they
11 have just said they have no way of knowing whether this is

,

12 ~ true.

O_ 13 MR. CIIRISTMAN: Well, I am asking if cney'have,

' ' |.,

14 any reason to doubt that this.is correct.

15 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think you are into an area.

16 beyond the. witness's knowledge in connection with hurricanes.

17 This is not 'what they are here ; to testify about.

:18 As Mr.'McMurray indicated, they are not familiar

19 with this.particular document. They apparently hadn't

# ~

seen it before, and I don't think you.have laid a proper

21 foundation as to what their knowledge is of the incidence of'

22 hurricanes.

23 The only testimony we have on that is, I think,

24
. .Dr. Muto said that he had experience with one.

% . *

25 The objection is. sustained.

_ - _
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1 MR. CHRISTMAN: Let me ask one more questionhi
'(j 2 about the same document then.

.

3 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

4
.

Q It says in the next paragraph that for hurricanes --

6- and they are talking about Long Island specifically -- for

6 the most part warning time is usually six to eight hours.

7 Other.than Dr. Muto's experience, which he has

8 already related, does anybody have any reason to doubt

9 that statement?

10 MR. MC MURRAY: Same objection, Judge Laurenson?

11 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.
.

12 WITNESS MUTO: To me or to the panel?

. n(% J)
13

.. BY-MR. CHRISTMAN:-
i.

v .14 ' Q To you, Dr. Muto, and then I guess anybody else

- 16 - who wants to-'--

16 - I can caly relate to my experience, that it was4

A

17'

' sufficient time during my experience.

18
Q Anybody else have any reason to --

18
: . A (Witness Jeffers) If I may, I would comment on

#
that. 'My experience has been-that we have gotten warnings

,

21
relative to the time frames that are published in that

- 22 document,
,

; 23 -
Q Six-to eight hours?

,

4/'% A Six to eight hours, yes.

! >
26

Q Anybody else want to add?
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i

1 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, I would. I am not dauuting

2 Executive Cohalan's statments here, but my experience, , , ,

3 with hurricanes is that normally we weald have a much

4 greater warning period than that --

5: O So you --

6 A -- than six to eight hours. In the last storms

7 that we did.have to contemplate planning for, it was

8 in the neighborhood of, I would -- if I had to take an

9 average of-the storms that we.have seen in the past year

10 developing down in the Caribbean, we would have 24 hours or-

- 11 -more that at least something was taking place and we ,

12 could start considering planning, if it was to come in our

7N,

;t o 13- direction.
%/

14 So I -would have to say, from the first

15 - establishment of a storm, we may have 24, 48 or more

16 hours to start considering that we may have to plan for-it.

'17
- Q So I take it'you are saying that you disagree

18
~

with this statement that for the most part warning time
i

19 is usually six to eight hours? And they are talking about

20 warning time there.

21 .A I am not sure if this means a minimum of six

22 hours to eight hours or a maximum ~r an average.o;

23 A (Witness Jeffers) I think it would be fair to

24--

comment that we probably -- since we are not the writer, it

s_-
26 is difficult to make the determination, but there are such

.

. . . x
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1 things as a watch as opposed to an alert, and we don't know

||Q '
V 2 what the county executive may have meant in his frame.

3 But I would take it to believe,'on the face of it, that.

4 he is saying that you need -- you would have six to eight

5 hours to determine. action that would have to be taken
.6 by the school district as opposed to Mr. Petrilak, who is,

7 I think'when he is discussing 24 or more, you are talking

8 about a watch as opposed to an alert.

'9 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes.

10 A (Witness Jeffers) But again, perhaps Mr. Cohalan

11 could be more cogent as to what he meant by this
,

12 statement.

13 Q Probably, but he is not appearing here.
%s

14 Dr. Jeffers, you say on page 7 that it would
,

15 take a long time either in bus or on foot to reach home.

16 A Excuse me. Seven on what. document.

:17
Q The thicker of the two, the 24.E testimony.

18 A Be with you in a minute.

19 Page 7 whereabouts?

8
Q Near the -- about eight or nine lines down

21. - where it says, "Those children, whether in busses or on

22 foot, would take a long time to reach home."

23
Ilow far is the farthest that a child has to walk

24 when he is in early dismissals from your school?
a

26 A Mr. dossi would be better capable of answering that.
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1
.

A -(Witness Rossi) We transport students K-to 3

T[,,)i 2 'that' live in excess'of half a mile, and 4 to 12 that live

3 in excess of a mile.4

4 Q~ That answers my question, I think.

5- Dr. Jeffers, in footnote one on that same page,

6 pages l'and 2 of that same testimony, you cite an official

-7' statement of the district board of education, and it was
'

8 attached to your earlier testimony.

8 A. '(Witness Jeffers) Yes.

10 Q- And that statement was, of course, voted ~on

11 by-the' board?
,

12 : A Yes, it was.
I

[ 13V} -Q At one of'their regular ~ meetings?

14 A Yes..

15 Q Did-the board members hear presentations or

16 speeches aboutLit before'they. passed it?

17 A There was discussion relative to -- I think I

18 testified to this at prior testimony.- There were

- I' discussions and meetings. prior to that time. Members.of-

20 the PTA came to-the board registering their concerns.

21 Mrs. Patricia Valentine, who is the president

22 of council of PTAs for the district, registered concern.

23 Informal discussions have been held between the school

24/~sg district administrators and Mr. Vernon Lambert, the president

..x_ f
26 of th'e teachers' union, on the issue of evacuation plans.

.

{.<
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1
.

He has registered concern relative to the

2,j plans and also the role of teachers in those plans. And

3 the board was either aware of this or in fact heard directly

4 from the public at prior meetings.

5 We, Mr. Rossi and I, have kept the board aware

6 of the. discussions that were taking place, and we did also

7 testify that we were present at various meetings involving
8 the county representative from, I guess, the highway
9 planning division or whatever, Mr. Muenkle. And, in fact,

10 the board received a copy of a letter; I think, that in

11 reading the testimony of Dr. Doremus or some of the
,

12 testimony, there is allusion to a letter Lchsaen tne county

13 and various districts. Probably it is a letter that I
'

14 have in my possession. That was dated September 15, 1980,

15 from Mr. Muenkle to me, relative to some discussions.

16 And my copy notes that October 6 it was received

17 from my board so that my board also was kept aware of

18 the ongoing, whatever correspondence were between the

19 district and anybody involved in this process prior to
'

the determination of their resolution.

21
Q Did the board ask to hear from LILCO before

22 they made their determination?

23 A No, they did not.

24
(] Q Mr. Petrilak, on page 2 of your testimony on

25 24.E, you say that the Mt. Sinai Board of Education has
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1
,

enforced-the position that.you take in your testimony.

s/ 2 I take it the board members, other board. members
,

3 read it before it was' filed?

4 A (Witness Petrilak) I went over the testimony

5 with the board members. We had discussions prior to the

6 " testimony being put:down on paper, and those areas of

7 - concern, how we would answer and the answers that we would

8 put'in the contentions.

8 'The final draft, I can't say that all board members

10 read every word of the final draft, but I am a member

11 of the Board of Education, and I was authorized by the
,

12 board:to putLthe final touches-on this and to testify here.
m

( Q Di d . the board ask to hear f rom anybody from: 13

END 4 I4 LILCO before taking the position in favor of this testimony?

15

16

17

18

.

19

20

- 21
,

22

23

.

s_- ,

--
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#5-1-Suet 1 A' (Witness Petrilak) No one asked on the Boari to
D

h 2 . hear specifically from LILCO prior to filing this testimony.

3 We have, myself, and at uifferent times other Board members

4 attended other hearings, such as the County planning hearings ,

6 some of the NRC hearings, who have heard all the informa-

6 tion that -- I shouldn't say all, much of the information

7 that has been presented by LILCO, by the Ccunty, and by

8 other interested parties.

9 And the Board members, the LILCO draft plan was

10 available for their scrutiny prior to us testifying.

11 Q Dr. Muto, you say on Page 2 of your testimony,
.

12 on 15.C, that you would not -- I will give you a chance to

(~'') 13 turn to it.
s_

14 A (Witness Muto) Okay.

16 Q It's at the end of the big paragraph.

16 A Yes, sir.

17 - Q You say you wouldn't make a determination as to

18 what actions were necessary or appropriate to protect the

19 children based; solely on information or advice provided by

30 LILCO.

21 ~A Yes, sir.

22 Q But you would make the determination yourself?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 O And you would, I suppose, try to get the best.)
s /
'''

as information you could?
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. #5-2-Suet 1 A Yes, sir.
; .p

(s,) 2 Q And I suppose you would consider only information i

3 that was relevant to the health and safety of the children?

4 You wouldn't consider politics or your image or extraneous #

,

5 things like that?

6 I will go back to the question, you would only
7 consider things that were relevant to the health and safety
8 of the children?

^

9 A I would hope so, yes.
,

10 0 What information would you want to get other '

.

11 than what LILCO proffered as messages? .!<
.

12 A In the case of radiological emergency, I would

[~'} 13 like to know the determining factors. What is an emergency,
s_- - .

.

14 what the effects might be. And I would like to know the

15 sourcelof that information.
'

16 My concern would be obviously for the safety and

17 welfare of the children, and I have to deal with that rather

18 often. I do get calls occasionally on bomb scares. I do get

19 calls on occasion from ieople who don't have accurate informa-

20 tion. I do get calls occasioned from information from

21 people who have some degree'of concern over some conditions.

22 ' And I have to weigh and consider what that source is.

23 At the present time, I have a problem with the

24
f -c fact that LILCO would be supplying me with that information

./ i i,

( /
''

25 simply because of a conflict of interest.
,

p

,y ,, . , , --r. -n - ,,- - . - , . , - , ,, ---r ---- - , - - - , . ,- ~~.----y - .~=
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#5-3-Suet 1 Q Well, if there were an emergency and you had to
( 2 act, where would you go for additional information?

3 A I guess back to the County and the State Depart-
4 ment in that case. If an emergency were to occur at

5- 'Shoreham, I would think that a set of ground rules for

6 what were to happen and the source for my information and

7 determination when it is, in fact, an emergency would have

8 to be developed.
'

9 Q And you would want that to be developed before

10 an accident actuslly occurred, wouldn't you?

11 A Yes, sir.
.

12 Q I take it if LILCO advised you to evacuate your

/~'i 13 children directly to a relocation center because there had,

! (.)
14 been an accident at Shoreham, that you wouldn't do that

15 right away?
;

16 A You are projecting quite a bit into the future.

17 And if this situation were to happen, I would hope that
18 ' all parties would have gotten their act together so that

19 I would know my source of authority and what data was sound

f 20 data for me to base my decision.

21 And at this stage in the process, I don't see|

M that. And as a direct answer to your question, no, I would;

23 not respond to an emergency from LILCO.

24 Q How long -- if there were a recommendation from
i
L 25 the LERO organization to evacuate the school children

l

!

i -

,
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#5-4-Suet 1- immediately, how long do you think you would wait before
g
O l 2 t'aking action?g

3 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection, Judge Laurenson.

4 This is a very vague question. We don't know what the

5 specifics of the accident are. We are talking about some

6 sort of hypothetical event in the future.

7 I just don't think there is enough information

8 for Dr. Muto to answer this question properly.
9 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.

10 WITNESS MUTO: Obviously, the children would have

11 to be evacuated as soon as possible.
,

12 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

(''} 13 Q Dr. Muto, on Page 2 of that oame testimony,V
14 the fourth line down, you say that based upon information

16 already provided by LILCO regarding its proposals for

16 protecting school children and your general familiarity with
17 LILCO's actions you believe that any plan developed by_

18 LILCO would be ineffectual.

19 So, you believe that not just the existing plan

20 but any plan that could be devised would not work; is that

21 right?

H A Let me see if I can state that a different way.

23 I.think that's fairly clear what I'm saying there. But

24, -s let me see if I can state it a different way.,

( l
'

25^'

The track record in the relationship to date
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#5-5-Suet 1 does not show me that LILCO has the capability of imple-
/7
k_j 2 menting (a) an evacuation plan because they aren't dealing

3 with the variables we have; (b) sending them to a site or

4 a center that hasn't been negotiated, predetermined ~, planned

5 out, whatever you want to call it; and thirdly, that we

6 have the space in our buildings that we could shelter kids

7 in-house.

8 And, so those three factors are the only ones

9 I've been dealing with in this whole situation, and I don't

10 see that LILCO has provided me with the security in any |

11 of those three phases. ,(
r

12 Q But you and your staff won't meet with LILCO |
!

(v) to de further plannig and discuss these things without i
13

14 - permission from the Board; is that right?

15 A That's not my base of authority. LILCO is not
t

i 16 my base of authority for the planning process. I personally

17 have not witnessed LILCO having that kind of capability.

18 My basis of authority for planning in evacuation,

,

19 a sheltering, or a staging area, whatever term you want to

30 use for it, has to be via the County and the State Depart-

21 ment.

22 Q But the State base of authority does require

2 you to plan for emergencies, does it not?

24 A Yes, sir.q
't'~'')

25 O But you have not planned for an emergency at

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . , _ .
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--#5-6-Suet 1 Shoreham?
.m

2 A No, we have not._s

3 (iiitness Smith) May I add the reason we haven't

4 is because we don't believe it's possible. We just don't

5 believe an evacuation of schools can be fulfilled. We

8 have to plan for the worst possible contengency if we are

7 going to plan at all. And everything that we have been

8 hearing,.all' input to date, tells us that we must evacuate

9 the schools as quickly as possible.

10 And we don't know all the information on how

11 quickly the plume will move, in what direction, and all
,

12 the rest of that, towards us. But if there is a prevailing

('')) 13 wind and the plume, a radiological cloud, comes over within
\_

' 14 an hour we are certainly lost. It takes us three hours

18 under. ideal conditions to evac, to take' kids home. To

16 evacuate from the area to a different relocation area, it's
.

17 impossible. It can't be done. It's as simple as that.

'

18 There is no way we can possible remove kids'as

19 quickly as we feel you want us to. The statistics that you

30 gave.us at.the last information meeting which was on March
.a

21 7th, indicated that we would need -- this is based on LILCO's

22 figures, Middle Island has eight thousand five hundred and

23 sixty-four children. And it goes on to say how many buses

So would be needed to transport these kids to relocation centers,~s .

t\ ~-) 25 If you add up the number of buses, it comes to
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I#5-7-Suet a hun 1 red and sixty-seven. We have ninety-one buses under

Q 2 contract,with us that we use everyday. That means seventy-

3 four additional buses. And these figures are fairly ac-

4 curate. We need seventy-four additional buses.

5 At that meeting, I asked where are we going ,to
6

get the seventy-four additional. buses. Nobody knows. We

7 .cannot possibly evacuate to relocation centers any quicker
8 than the three hours. There is six hours to relocation

'
centers and that's going under normal multiple runs.

10 0 But you might, might not you, shelter the school

11
children in the building for a period of time until the c

12
plume might have passed and then evacuate them afterwards?

m
13

(v) That would be possible, would it not?

"
A That is an unknown factor as far as.I'm con-

15
cerned. I don't know whether we can shelter kids. The

16
powers that be say no, we can't. We don't have a large

17
enough basement.- We have a lot of window area, window

18
spaces in each room. I really can't answer that. I don't

I'
have that expertise.

20
Q And you also won't allow a LILCO health physicist

21
to come advise you on that without permission from the

Board, Dr. Muto; is that right?
*

23
A (Witness Muto) You are using the wrong term.

I have a problem with the fact "allcw." I feel like I'm
v ,,

redundant. My base of authority for further decision making
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#5-8-Suet 1 does not rest with LILCO. Now, if LILCO has the expertise
/^'N

, $ ,/ 2 in this whole process, then they've got to get into the
'

3 main stream of where my authority is based. And this !

4- document that Dr. Jeffers referred to earlier, I hope
5 that during the break that you will take a look at that, ;

6 because it comes from a very high ranking official at the
,

f

7 State Department, fir. Freeborn.

8 I think you have to take a look at that. That's
'

9 where we have our direct line of communication. For me to

10 go against that, really borders on insubordination. So

11 that LILCO directly coming to help, it's not a question
,

12 of allowing. The question is, that's not my role.

I' T 13 (Witness Jeffers) I think important, too, if I
' (,,/,

14 may add, that the document do go on the record because the

to line of questioning that has been coming this morning seems

16 to address what our responsibilities are of Dr. Muto and

17 I, namely as Sup'erintendents, with regard to individual

18 planning.

19 And this document, which is dated May 30th,-

|- 30 1984, does speak about Article 2.B of the Executive Law

21 relative to those responsibilities. But I think a telling

22 statement here in the letter, it says: Lacking total plans

23 developed by and which will be executed by the County there

'N may be little or no prospect for the actual implementation7s
I !'

'''
;

- N of individual district plans. j
.

L.

.

, y , , - . . . - . - . _ ., . , . - .
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q And I'?think it very importar.t that this be placed#5-9-Suet .1
,m J,

'' '',
,

( )' 2 j j in the. record.
And I know that counse'i.' hasn' t [ad an

,

" '

' - * ,'
^

, < s , p

r -cpportunith. tC review the document ,bu t I think the question-3

,' k. * y ,ge-
,

ing that is y the line of questioning that is being4

( $

5 pursued this morning perhaps should be held in abdyance ,
,

until he has'Sn, opportunity to review he document.
-

6

n;, ,'

7 MR. 'CIIRISTMAN: ~3udge, the. witnesses are awfully
, , ' v *

.

,

's . eager to get this into the record. .Let's -- before I s
,t ,

r s

9 move tg strike all the bustne,ss about the letter as non-'
9i' ,; . 's

10 responsive,.yMy don't we' take,I ten migute break and let me
< s ,

i S, ' .
,look at theN.bbing ahdf(! hen we will come back? |

,

11 <

,) i%# .|
r ''~,,

, ,

12 -

.' "6sould that ki 'acceptableg>$i* '

)\. de( :'
-

;

8 . '.; ,1 r >

,O 13 , JUDGE'LAURENSON: Is there an) object. ion to() ;'
'

| (\
>

> ',.
,

14 thac? '$[
e,

- '. ,
.

/ , -

13 (!)E MC LURRAYi d4 have no objection.
.s, /, %,

.) f
26 JpDGE CAURENS M/: All right. We will take a

\i < ,,e ,j
' '

p

17 ten minute' recess,3+jnp.
' \

s

\ -'
,

g

\ *
\'

, ,

18 (Paerebp<;n',!thq hc'aring is recessed at 11:15'

,-

\ (' ; ';\ '; j' ,,'. .b

a.m.,'/o!reconV'eriat'gi:'28a.m., this same day.)119 t
/. p ,t , !'\ y, 9\! r. .

)[JUDGELAURENSON: Mr. Christman. f20 \ ,'

* \ '

' _

,,' ( .' z ; ,.
,

21 !!R . Clip;STMAN: Thank you. 'x ,w '

s ) . t,,.,

,;, s

'!sY M.It. h
,

CN?JSTMAN: (Continuing)22 i,

N ,

23 Q Dr. 'tfuto,'the last question that I asked enat
t

(q promptedthe--hllthet ik about this May 30th letter was
'

24 3

) S , f ..
26 that -- I asked ou whether you believ'6,d tlst not just the

, ,. ,. ~

% '

9'
~g

N,

4
g .

' . . , K
' 'e, . , . ,

- *-|\ 4 t ,

--. -
-

__ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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#5-10-Suet 1 existing LILOO transition plan but any plan that could be

iA) . 2 devised wot.ld not work. And I based that question on your

3 statement on Page 2 that you believe that any plan developed

4 by:LILCO would be ineffectual, I think is the way you put

5 it.

6 MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson, excuse me.. I

7 think I want to raise an objection here. !

l
a I think the very last question that was asked i

g of Dr. Muto was whether or not he had -- he and his school

10 district had the responsibility to plan for an emergency.

11 Now, that may have been a follow-up question to another

12 previous question but that was the last question asked as

( 13 far as I can tell.

14 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: . Continuing)'

15 0 Well, let me ask this question again, because I

18 don't think the answer came out clearly at all.

17 And the question is, is it your belief that

is any plan that could be devised would not work? Not just

19 the present existing plan. *

20 MR. MC MURRAY: A point of clarification. Are

21_ we talking about any plan developed by LILCO as it states

22 in the testimony, or any plan period, or what?

23 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

34 0 Any plan?,S ,

5'-)
36 A Any plan developed by LILCO, that's correct. No,
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s

||

#5-ll-Suet 1 I do not.
,

h h .

.Q But you think that a plan could be devised by( ,/ v

3 someone else that would work?
-

4 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection, Judge Laurenson, if
5 it's that broad. We are only here to look at the LILCO

6 plan, not any plan.
;

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.
,

8 WITNESS MUTO: Your question is if anyone can
'

9 plan. My concern is, I would like to be part of that !

10 process, and the planning process for evacuation of children

11 wouI c4 have to be based on someone with, expertise on evacua- ,{
12 tion procedure.

[~ ) 13 And that's why my concern is, LILCO to my knowledc e,;v
14 to this date, and I've been.here only two years as School

15 Superintendent on Long Island, is they have not demonstrated

16 total understanding of the evacuation procedures that we

17 have to deal with.

18 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

19 0 What would it take to demonstrate that?
30 A I don' t know. They have not demonstrated it to

21 date. And, also while I'm in the planning process I have

22 to look to some authority for my backup on my decision

23 making for evacuation. And, generally that is the State

24 Education Department and the County.,

26 O Well, LILCO could only demonstrate that to you,

e
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#5-12-Suet 1 could they not, if they were to meet with you and have
7

k_,) 2 discussions?
,

.

3 A They wouldn't meet with re. They would have to

4 meet with my authorities. And I have this letter, as I

5 mentioned to you earlier, from Albany and the County

8 Executive's Office. That's where the meeting should take

7 place.

8 Q They would have to meet with your authorities?

9 A Yes, sir.

10 Q By your authorities, you mean whom?
,

11 A The State Education Department or the County
c

12 Planning Board.

[J] 13 (Witness Smith) I would like to add something
,

| %-
14 at this point. Having LILCO come in to evaluate our

15 buildings is one thing; however, our authority and the

16 people who do evaluate our buildings is the State Educa-

17 tion Department. They come in and they establish the

18 criteria for the protection of the building, what criteria

19 we must meet in order to have a school.

| 30 That's who is the one who determines whether

21 the buildings are safe, radiologically and any other way.

22 Q They have radiological --
,

(
! 23 - A A private agency coming in to tell us that is

|
24 not where it's at.

7 7 sg _
1 )'

N'' 35 (Witness Jeffers) I would like to add an

i

l
-
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13-Suet 1 important point. The Bureau of Educational Facilities

2 Managemergt, which is a divir. ion of the State Education

3 Department, is the division of the State Education Depart-

4 ment charged with the responsibility of determining any-

5 thing relative to the buildings within the school systems

6 of the State of New York.

7 Now, to this point in time, to my knowledge,

8 that facility has not been asked or directed to provide

9 information relative to the possible protection that any

10 building, certainly in Suffolk r,unty, provides in case

11 of a nuclear incident and the possible radiological exposure. .

12 But it would be my opinion that since this agency is charg-

13 ed with reviewing the fire regulations relative to build-
_.

14 ings that it would be somewhat analogous.

15 And I would have to say that we would not seek

16 LILCO's advice relative to this. We would have to turn to

17 the State Education Department for surveys of the relative

18 protective nature of the buildings and the radiological

19 exposure situation. And the place to turn would be this

20 agency, because legally again -- and I think we pointed

21 this out earlier -- we have liability questions here. And

22 I don't know whether or not we can rely upon LILCO as a

23 source to settle any liability that might arise out of any

'' 24 actions we may take based upon LILCO's 2+ rice.

25 But on the other hand, it's clear if we are

.
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#5-14-Suet 1 following the direction of the State Education Department '

p
( ,) 2 that in the direction that is the normal channel.

3 Q Assume that the plant were operating and there

4 were an accident and you, Dr. Jeffers, disregarded a

!
5 recommendation, a protective action recommendation, from the

6 Local Emergency Response Organization staffed by LILCO
,

7 employees and the Department of Energy personnel, what kind
,

8 of liability implications do you suppose that might have? ?

9 A Well --

10 MR. MC MURRAY: Judge Laurenson,' once again --

11 JUDGE LAURENSON: Sustained. .

.|
12 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

!

['')')
13 Q To your knowledge, Dr. Jeffers, does the -

'

\_
14 State Education Department do these health physics surveys

15 of school-buildings in the vicinity of any other nuclear

16 power plant in the State of New York?

17 A Has the State Education Department done-this?-

18 I'm not aware of that. And I haven't been asked to deter-
g

19 mine that, so it hasn't been something that I've had to

30 deal with.

21 0 Does anybody else know the answer to that?

22 A (Witness Muto) Not to my knowledge.

23 (Witness Jeffers) I think it important to

24 point out, too, and again to reaffirm what we have stated
73
$ )'

N' 35 in our testimony in the prior hearings, is that it is our
.

I

-

. . - - . . _ __
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'#5-15-Suet 1 position that we do have no requirement from the State

,) 2 Education Department to plan for a nuclear exposure to our

3 children when a plant is not in operation.

4 Conversations have been held with Brian Walsh,

5 who happens to be, by the way, the head of the Bureau

6 Facilities Management. We also have reviewed the most

7 recent draft of the minimum requiraments by the State of

8 New York for schools. There is no mention in that document

-9 which is dated, Draft, 12/15/82, with regard to such a

10 requirement.

11 And, as you see from the memo that I've just
c

12 provided you from Mr. Freeborn, he does not indicate that we

N 13 have any requirement at this time.
)

/

l - end #5 14

.Jos flws 16

16
,

17
;

18
,

19

20

|21

22 |.

23

u
,,

' ss SS.

- -- _ _ _ - .- _ _ __ _._ _ ___
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1 Q So, the distinction you draw is between an
(-
I ,) 2 operating and a non-operating plant.

3 A yes, !

4 O And if you had an operating plant, you would

1 5 see an obligation to plan for it?

6 A No. We would -- if there were , in fact, an

7 operating plant, we would assume that prior to the determinatio

8 of the operation, we would receive direction from the State

9 Education Department as to how to proceed.

10 Once agm n, as Dr. Muto has said throughout his

11 testimony this morning, our line of authority and direction
.

12 comes f rom that agency, and we would assume that if there

L ' (~~''i 13 was an operating plant, we would receive direction from the
V

14 State Education Department.

15 Q Okay. But your interpretation seems to be that

16 there is no State obligation to plan, whether you have-an

17 operating plant.or a non-operating plant, is that right?

18 A We have been led to believe that lacking an
*

19 operating plant, we have no obligation. I would assume
:

20 .that if there were an operating plant, that we would receive

21 direction from the State Education Department similar to

22 What transpired ' in Rockland County, where there was

15 direction to plan. That-is an assumption.

34 Q But you are talking about a legal obligation to; .j sg
IA I
i

'' 35 plan, something that exists in law, and your interpretation,

.

Vy y - - - - + v
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i

1 I take it, is that even if the plant were operating, there

t' ~)
( ,f 2 would be no state law requirement to plan.

3 A We find none at this time. I offer to you

4 again the draft of minimum requirements for the schools

5 of New York State, which does not address the issue at

6 all, and the only other communications that we have had

7 is the recent letter from Mr. Freeborn, and Mr. Walsh"

8 in his -- or Doctar Walsh in his conversations has not

g been definitive.

10 So, at this point we find nothing definitive

11 directing us to plan one way or the other. But -- so that
.

.12 is all I can state, and certainly we are going to continue

(~'') 13 to research the issue with our own counsel and discuss the
V

14 issue with Mr. Stone, who is counsel for the State

15 Education Jepartment.

'
16 Q And it would follow, then, that no school in-the

i

17 State, around any nuclear plant in the State has an

is obligation to plan, even if the nuclear plant is operating,

to is that right?

20 A I can't answer that question, because I am not

21 in a position to.

22 Q Okay. Now, this letter from Gerald L. Freeborn,

23 dated March 30, 1984, he is -- holds what position?

. 34 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Excuse me. Point of

'''') s clarification. It is not March 30th, it is May 30th.

,
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.1 MR. CHRISTMAN: I am sorry. May 30th, 1984.
pq
(,,) 2 WITNESS JEFFERS: On the letterhead, his

3 position is indicated, but for the record I will establish

4 it. It is Deputy Com.nissioner for Elementary, Secondary

5 and' Continuing Education.

6 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

7 Q And this communication has been sent to just

8 two district superintendents, is that right?

9 A Yes.

10 MR. McMURRAY: Excuse me, Judge Laurenson. If

11 there is going to be further questioning on this exhibit,
,

12 I think it would just make the record clearer Lif we had

[~) 13 it marked as an exhibit, sc that everybody would know the,

.\ v

- 14 . document that we are talking about here.

15 JUDGE LAURENSON: Do you have copies, Mr. McMurray?

16 MR. McMURRAY: I guess we can have them provided

17 at some break. We will have some copies made.

18 JUDGE LAURENSON : All right. Are we going to

19 have it marked?

30 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yeah. I-guess we should mark-

21 ih 'LILCO EP-67 for identification.

22 JUDGE LAURENSON: It will be so marked.

XXXINDEX 23 ( Above referred to document

24 is marked LILCO EP-67 for.f-s-s
\.,) -
~ ~

SS identification.)

_
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1 MR. CHRISTMAN: Why don't I just go on, and
7
t / 2 then we will come back to this when the copies are made.

.

3 It will save some time.

4 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)

5 Q Mr. Petrilak, you say on page 3, your short i

6 piece of testimony on Centention 15.C, that you would

7 determine for yourselves what actions would be feasible

8 and in the best interest of your children. If there were

g an emergency, who would make that determination?
.-

10 A (Witness Petrilak) That determination would

11 be made -- the final determination would be made by the
-

,

i

12 District Superintendent.

t

./''s 13 Q Superintendent. All right. What kind of
-! v !

14 information would he need to make that decision in an
>

15 emergency?

16 A That would depend on the nature of the

+

17 eme rgency , but he would talk to the people involved in

18 transportation ingour district, our building principals,

19 he would be gathering as much information as he can by ,

30 contacting the county and. state agencies, and from that

21 information he would then try to make a determination of

; 22 what' actions to take.
,

28 We state specifically in this piece of testimony

m- that we would not re.ly on the LILCO information as a source,
. .

'' s since we do not believe LILCO has any credibility, and is not

.

_ , _ . _ . , . , - . _ - - , - . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . , , - . . - _ . _ , . - ,-n
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:

1 in most cases -- we believe would be putting the health f
,~c !

Ik ) 2- and safety and welfare of our students as their first
. L

3 priority.
.

. ,

4 Q You believe your superintendent would disregard
"

5 entirely.the EBS messages on the radir. |

!

6 A He wouldn't disregard anything. He would take
i

7 all pertinent information -- any information he could get,
'

8 and then again, himself, in conjunction with the building *'

,

.g principals, with our transportation people, would try to

10 deteri. tine what -the best action would be to take at that

11 time for our students.
.

12 0 What information would he try to get from the
,

I :13 State or County authorities?''
,

'.O
14 A -He would basically ask them for any advice, any

15 - assistance that they could provide at that time.

16 Q Okay. But he wouldn't have anything specific
~

.17 in mind. He would simply want to get all the information. ;*

18 before making a decision?

19. A That is as much as I can say at this point in-

~

90 ^ : time.

y Q Okay. Would your superintendent implement a,

P

23 . protective action recommendation made by LERO, and concurred ;

23 in, if it were. concurred in by the Department of Energy
i
'm RAP team out of Brookhaven Lab?

(Q
, I-

\--I 35 MR. McMURRAY: Objection, Judge Laurenson. This
-

i i

~ , , .- . ..-- .. , . , - . - . , . - . , , , - .._,re.._, -v.- _ - . . - . s-
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1 really. calls for the witness to speculate. We are getting
,, m,

( ,) 2 far afield from any facts that are in the record.
.

3 JUDGE LAURENSON: Overruled.

4 WITNESS PETRILAK: As I said, we would take
,

5 advice from the County Executive, County Government, and

6 from the State Government. If that information came from
,

7 LERO to them, or from other sources to them, our basis would

,

8 be on the advice that we receive from the County Government

9 or f rom the State Government.

10 I don't know if it would be presented to us

11 that this is the LERO advice that we are passing on.
.,

.12 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)
,

/"] 13 Q Okay, fair enough. That is not quite my
N'

14 question. My question was: If this EBS recommendation

15 produced by LERO to be sure were concurred in by the

~16 Departnent. of Energy RAP Team, which operates out of

17 Brookhaven Lab, would you implement that with your District? '

,

18 A (Witness Petrilak) The State Department of

19 Energy RAP --

30 Q No, the Federal Department of Energy RAP team;

21 the radiological assessment program team out of Brookhaven

22 - Labs? "

23 A As I said, we would look to the County and

24 - State Governmei.t. If that information came from LERO
.I s)
"'' 26 or from Brookhaven Laboratories, it would be part of the

,

p

g-, -- ,,-.c .- , . . . . ~ . - p _ _ - - sy-_ , , _ . - , ,
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[

1 input the Superintendent would use to make his decision.
;g ~x

- (,). e

2 Q Let's make sure --

3 A I can't say he would rely on that exclusively.
4 Q He wouldn't rely on it exclusively, but let me

,

5 not mislead you. It is the Department of Energy that
'

6 operat'es the RAP teams. Does that make any difference? I

'

7 A I don't know, we would:have to study it, and

8 see exactly what their authority _was.

9 Q But you can say that you wouldn't disregard -- :

i

10 A We would not disregard any information if there

11 was an emergency at the plant, if indeed, it was operating.
.

-

1

12 Q I suppose if there were a representative of the

/~'Y~ NRC-available, and he concurred in the LERO protective action13

s~-)w \
e

} 14 recommendation, you can't tell me that you would implement

. 15 ~ it?.
?

16 A I can't say at this point that we would i
i

17 implement-it, no.

t 18 Q But you would --
E

,

L 19 A We would consider all sources of information.

2 A (Witness Jeffers) I think it important to note,

21. speaking as a superintendent, since Dr. Muto and I-are the

22 people who, and as Mr. Petrilak has indicated in his

|-- 2 testimony, that the ultimate decision would be the '
-

24 superirtendent's. That we have tried to rather consistentlyfs

C)''.
| 2 this morning indicate that the chain of command and our
l-

!

.

, .-n - - - - , , ~ . , , -e- - , . r -- a r -- a--
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1 responsibilities to the State, we certainly hold the
7( ,) 2 . Federal Government in high esteem, and we certainly hold

3 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in high esteem.

4 However, we would take our direction from the

5 State or County unless a state of national emergency were

6 declared and the Federal Government clearly was exercising

7 its authority. But other than that, we can only consider

8 whatever statements come forward from LERO or from the'
- 3 Brookhaven Laboratory, or for that matter, from the Nuclear

10 Regulatory Commission, as pieces of information which we

11 would, in turn, frame back to County and State officials
.

12 for direction, because that is where our line of authority

['') 13 is.

| ' 'w./
|

14 Q All --- I was going to ask you that next. You 6

16 have already anticipated a couple of questions. The

16 next question was going to be supposed LILCO advised you

17 by EBS message -- let me say LERO advised you by EBS -

.18 message, to hold children who lived in the EPZ but' attended

( 19 your schools, in school rather than sending them home at the
I

[ 30 end of the day. I take it this is one of those recommendaticn s'

[ 21 you would want to vertify before you implemented it?
i

22 A Are you directing that to me?

23 Q Yes.

L

|- 24 A Yes.- . /-~%
i- V
!

-

25 0 And you would hold the children in school while '

|-

to

t

_ . _ _ . _ . __
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r

:

1 you verified it, wouldn't you?

. (,.m.s ) 2 A That is true.
-

3 Q Suppose LERO announced that there was an alert

4- stage of an emergency, and advised the schools to send

5 the students home, including the schools in your District,

6 Dr. Jeffers. You understand that part of the reason for

7 such a recommendation would be so the children could rejoin

8 their families in case there was an evacuation later on?
g A Yes.

10 Q Do you think that is a sound idea?

.

11 A That they rejoin their familities later on, yes,
.

12 Q But you wouldn't send the school children home

~/~h 13 from your schools when you received that recommendation,
L!

14 is'that right? '

15 A That is right, because I don't recognize LERO,

- 16 - as being an authority to assist ne in the decision making

17 p roce ss . It certainly would be a factor that would
.

18 trigger our decision making process and -put us in contact

19 with appropriate county and state officials, but on the

30 basis of the LERO recommenation, we would not necessarily

21 act immediately.

22 Q_ Mr. Petrilak, on pages 2 and 3 of your testimony

'n- on 15.C, you say that recent actions taken by LILCO such

24 as_the problems with the backup diesel generators make the,_
< I 1

I k- 25 school district not regard LILCO as a reliable source of

!

>

m ,
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1 information. Now, it is true isn't it, that on all the
/"N'
1 ) 2 major issues about the safety of Shoreham, except the j

,

t

3 diesel generators and the emergency planning issues we
[

.

4 are litigating right now, an NRC Licensing Board found
[

5 that Shoreham meets the NRC requirements, didn't they?

6 A (Witness Petrilak) I am not sure that they

7 have met all of the requirements other than diesel

a generators.
I

I

9 Q Did you read in the newspaper about the Licensing

10 Board's decision a year or so ago on all the issues that #

11 have been litigated for so long?
,

,

12 A I read that -- I am not sure it said all of the j

''T . 13 -

(V '
issues other than diesel generators. If you submit it is

14 just the diesel generators, then I would have to agree with

15 you.

16 Q That doesn't make you regard LILCO as a reliable
!

17 source of information, though, and the fact that they have |

18 largely-passed NRC muster?
i

19 A No, it doesn't, because in our attendance at the

20 Commission formed by Governor Coumo, and that of the
*

r

21 licensing procedures, it has been indicated by the NRC that
,

i

22 they do not certify the safety of the plant. They rely on

23 the. utility to do that. They are more of a monitoring
,

i

24 organization.
[m~

t

b "# 25 As we say in the testimony here, the problems with
,

t

. . - _
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1 the diesel generators, which supposedly at that time had
7
i e

\_ /- 2 passed tests,_ and then after that point failed, and a number

3 of other items included here, do not present to our Board,

4 in our opinion, that LILCO is a reliable source. We have

5 stated in our resolutions that we do not believe that that

6 plant should be licensed, and can be certified safe, until

7 the County Government performs an independent inspection

8 of that facility.

9 Q Well, LILCO recently hired a new Vice President

10 of Nuclear, with considerable nuclear operating experience,

11 did they not?
.

12 A Yes, they did. They hired a new vice president.

7m 4 13 Q But that doesn't affect your belief that LILCO
, y ).,

_

14 is not a reliable source of information?

15 'A No, it doesn't.

16 Q Now, you mentioned the independent inspection.

17 Suffolk County's law suit to force an independent inspection4

#

18 of Shoreham was dismissed by the Federal Court, was it not?

19 A I am sure if it was. dismissed by the Federal

20 Court, or if it was passed back to the State Courts. -

21 Q That is a different law suit. It was some

M time ago. -Well, if it were the case that the Federal

23 ' District Court had dismissed the law suit to force an

24j- independent inspection of Shoreham, that wouldn't change
,

>' 1

t . %d . EI your opinion?

!
t:
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-1 A No, it would not. Whether or not the Federal

!(_) 2 Court enforced their right to perform that inspection, or

3 denied them the right to perform that inspection, that would

4 not lay -- that would not, I don't believe, relate to the

|
5 Court believing that the plant was, indeed safe It is.

6 -our opinion on the school board that the best source to

7 .give us some assurances as to the safety of that plant is

8 an independent inspection, design review by the County

9 Gove rnment .

10 Q By the County Government. You say on page 3

h

11 that LILCO has apparently refused to confront the extreme
. ,

12 difficulties which would affect any emergency response to

[_x 13 a Shoreham accident. LILCO has developed an organizationi-

N.) .
.14 of some 30 emergency planning personnel, and has been

- 15 defending its plan for some six months in these licensing

16 proceedings , has it not?

17 A Will you repeat that please?

18 Q Isn't it true that LILCO has formed an organization t

19 to do an emergency plan' consisting of some 30 planners, and

20 has been defending the plan that it produced for some

21 six months?
i

M A Yes, they have been.

23 Q But that doesn't affect your opinion that LILCO
,.

24 is not a reliable source of information?gg
' ty

25 A No, it doesn't. I would state here that in

,

k

a

w -m - , -- , , - , - - ~ - ,4 y .--e--, ,-w,--- - -w --,-n---
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I confronting extreme difficulties, we believe those
/'

(N) 2 difficulties can only be addressed and considered by the
.

3 County Government.

4 A (Witness Jeffers) In all honesty and candor, ,

5 I think I need to state here, because we are talking about
6 reliability and so on relative to these kind of situations , i

7 that we had a problem relative to loss of power during a

8 snowstorm toward the end of March of this year.
>

9 We lost power in four schools, I believe, Mr.
4

10 Rossi, and quite honestly we were without power in two of

11 the schools for two days.
..

12 During that time, number one, I had extreme

(~] -13 difficulty even getting to talk to anybody at LILCO to tell
P

: - V'
|

14 me what the problem was. Didn't seem to be that they had

15 a high degree of planning or preparedness to deal with the

16 situation, and when I finally reached somebody, because I

17 simply stayed on the phone calling until three a.m. , in

18 the morning, the gentleman who I finally reached -- and

19 I forget his name at this point, but I have it in my notes

[ 20 in another' place, didn't seem to have the answers that could

21 help me in_ terms of making a decision because I to' them

22 that I need to make a decision relative to opening two of

23 my schools tomorrow morning, and will you have power in

24 those facilities,- since the day before I had to institute,. s

' s >'

25 an early dismissal which lasted about five ours, and the reason!''
,

G
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1 being they didn't have power in four of the buildings.
f.
(_,/ 2 He did not give me much help or assistance

3 -at all, and when I did reach him again in the morning,

4 around six-thirty, he again didn't seem to have much

5 knowledge or information that could help me in making my

6 decisions.

7 This kind of a situation certainly doesn't give,

8 me a high degree of confidence in the ability of LILCO to

9 deal with something that they have never dealt with before,

10 when in this case, one might consider this to be a routine

11 sort of problem that LILCO would face, and yet they weren't
,

12 very readily available to assist me.

[~] .13 In fact, we couldn't even get them on the phone
'\ )

14 to talk to them relative to the situation.

16 MR. CHRISTMAN : You will excuse me , but Judge,

16 ' I move to-strike Dr. Jeffer's entire answer as non-responsive .

17 That is A. Because the question directed to Mr. .Petrilak

18 was whether the -- whether in essence whether the LERO

. 19 organization and the effort of defending its plan-for the

20 last six months in this licensing proceeding changed his

' 21 opinion that LILCO has refused to confront the extreme

22 difficulties. And my second ground is that there was

23 -- it was irrelevant to the point being discussed.

24 MR. McMURRAY: Judge Laurenson, let me address,,,

1. j -''
25 that. I think it was very relevant to the point being

<
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1 discussed, which was LILCO's credibility.
7( ,) 2 Mr. Christman pointed to page 3 of Mr. Petrilak's

3 testimony on credibility, which is also an issue that Dr.

4 Jef fers addresses , and Dr. Jeffers was giving his reasons,

5 his own reasons, for why he would not find LILCO a credible

6- source of information.

7 So, I think it is very relevant and responsive

8 to Mr. Christman's questions.

9 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think we have allowed

10 testimony concerning the ability of LILCO to respond to

11 emergencies in connection with its gas operations, and
,

12 responding to winter storms and restoring power in

['')}
13 connection with the Credibility Contention, and I interpreted

%.

14 Dr. Jeffers answer to be his opinion concerning the absence

15 of LILCO 'credibf.lity in a particular storm that confronted

16 his school district last winter.

17 As to whether it is responsive to the specific

18 question or not, you may be correct on that, Mr. Christman,

19 but I don't know that we are' going to accomplish a lot by

20 - striking it because it will just find its way back into the

21 - record on redirect examination or something, so the Motion

22 :to Strike is denied.

SS MR. CHRISTMAN: Good pcint.

24 BY MR. CHRISTMAN: (Continuing)g)'t
' '' 26 Q Mr. Petrilak, back to you again. The Federal
'-

_

-
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1 Emergency Management Agency reviewed the present LILCO
py
k ,) 2 Transition Plan and found it adequate on 72 out of 104

3 of the criteria they used, isn't that the case?

4 A (Witness Petrilak) I know they found it

5 adequate in some areas, and inadequate in other areas. I

6 don't know the specific numbers.

7 Q Okay. But a majority of the items were found

8 adequate, were they not?

9 A I don't know about majority -- it was just a

10 number count, or if the areas that were lacking were the
11 most critical areas.

.

12 Q And -- but in any event, that FEMA review

,/~% 13 doesn't affect your opinion --

14 A FEMA's review basically, in our opinion, was

15 that the LILCO Plan, as submitted, was not adequate.

16 What-the point count was I don't think is important. It

17 was not adequate , and did not provide for -- did not meet

18 the requirements.

'End 6. 19

Reb fols
20

21

22

23

24

u-) ,
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1. Q' Is the Department of Energy a reliable source
. ~~\

- C/ . 2 of information, in your judgment?

3 A Yes, they are.

4 Q. How about the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

.5, 3 YE> s ', they are.

6 Q Dr. Muto, would you agree that the Department

7 of' Energy is a reliable source --

8 - A (Witness Muto) I would agree.

8 .Q And the NRC?

10 'A Yes, sir.

'11. ~Petrilak,' you say on page 2 of yourQ- Mr.
.,

12 testimony, 15.C testimony, right in the middle of the page
4

[J) 13 where it starts, "Any decision to attempt:to implement
,

E ~ 14 proposed protective actions recommended by LILCO would have

15 to b'e made upon recommendations from~the county and'the

-16 state, not from LILCO which;is..a private corporation,

17 or only.after detailed verification of data-which

18 underly LILCO's recommendations."

19 Now, assume, if you will, that the NRC

8
approves LILCO's transition plan, the emergency plan

. 21'
we arc talking about here' and that the Shoreham plant,,

22 begins to operate.

23
If there were an emergency, do you think the

j f county or state authorities'would make a protective' action
\j'

25 - recommendation?

.
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,

1 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection, Judge Laurenson. It
7~.
Ts,/ 2 calls for the witness to speculate.

.

-3 JUDGE LAURENSON: Sustained.

4 WITNESS PETRILAK: I can't speculate.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: When I'say sustained, it means

6 you don't have to answer the. question.

7 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

8 Q You said that any decision would have to be made

9 upon recommendations from the county and the state, in

10 your testimony, or after detailed verification of data

11 which underly LILCO's recommendations.
.

12 What data would you want detailed verification

. [%. 13 of?'

-Q.
14 MR. MC MURRAY: - Objection. I think this was

15 asked and answered,' Judge Laurenson.

16 -JUDGE LAURENSON: Haven't we gone through the

17 list _of' things? I thought that|Mr. Petrilak was the

18 one-who gave us-the list last time.

19- MR. CHRISMANT: I am not sure if the answer

20 - would be -- it was a different question and it was
~

21 referring, I think, to a different part of the testimony.

22 It may very well be that the answer will-be the'same.

23 I am sure it was similar.

24 JUDGE LAURENSON: I believe it calls for the same

25 answer. The objection is sustained.
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1- BY MR. CHRISTMAN:
,

() 2 Q Let me -- let's go back to this, what has "

,

4 3 been marked for identification as LILCO EP67 which is the
'' 4' memorandum to district superintendents from -- two

-

,

5 particular ones from Gerald Freeborne, f
,

|
-

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: May we have copies of that, [
.

7 please. I
.

8 MR. CHRISTMAN: Sure. '

9 (Counsel distributes copies of EP67.)
'

!

- 10 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:
|

11 Q. I.take it this was distributed to the two
,

I 12 district. superintendents. named?

' . - 13
~

Who-is answering the -- Dr. Jeffers, are you the --

14 A (Witness Jeffers) If you want. Yes, apparently - j
t

15 -it was, and we received in my office a copy of this.-

,

i
16j ., It|was marked in|to our office on June 8, 1984.-

;

'17
- Q .What. school districts are these two superintendents

superintendent of? !18

18 A They_are not superintendents of any school
.

20 - . district.' Mr. Defeo.is the. district superintendent of-,

21 schools'for what would be commonly referred to as BOCES 1

8 which.is not a school district. ,

E Q, Right.

24;;/- A And Mr. Hines is the superintendent, district
1,

~

.s
E superintendent'of district 2.

~

r
4

'

6 -- . ,...-..mv. _ . . r_. . -_ -,~~.w,_. ...-._,,,...,,,__._,,,...-_.,m.., g%. , ., .,,..y..- _,n,emm..,
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1 Q BOCES 1 and 2?
,--

() , 2- A But they, in turn -- I think that that is a

3 lack of understanding, quite honestly, on the part of

4 LILCO as to their roles. They hold two roles. They are
1.

5 the chief executive officers of their respective.BOCES,

6 but they also serve as district superintendents of

7 geographical areas under the leadership of the

8 . commissioner of the Department of Education.

9 So they wear two hats. And I would presume,

10- since they are addressed in this memo as district

11 superintendents, they are being memoed by Mr. Freeborne
c

12 in their state education department role and not as the

8

'( } chief executive officer o'f the BOCES.13

14 And they do-have some control and direction over

15 certain school district's within their supervisory district,

'16 which are deemed-to be nonindependent school districts.

17 There.are other-school-districts that are independent.

18 - Both Middle Island and Middle Country are independent

19 . school districts. -I believe Mt. Sinai is a dependent district .

E A (Witness Petrilak) We are dependent.

21 A (Witness Jeffers) Which means Mr. Hines,

22 since Mt. .Sinai falls-in his jurisdiction, has some degree

- 23 of authority and control over Mt. Sinai. He has no

24

(v.
. direct authority or control over Middle Country or Middle/'N

3
-~

25 Island.
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1 Q Now,-the first sentence of the second paragraph
2 says, "Th'e New York State Master Plan for responding to

3 :large scale disasters such as floods, tornadoes, snowstorms,

-4 ' toxic chemical spills and radiological accidents is

5 contained-in Article II-B of the' Executive Law."
6 So I take it we can all agree that Article II-B

7 of the Executive Law covers radiological ~ emergencies?
{

-8 - Is that right?
,

t
9 - A I would assume so.

'

10 Q Now, the first sentence of the next paragraph
_

"

11- says that, "It is our. understanding thuc at the present
,

12 timefthe county structure required within Article II-B

. [) _ does not exist in Suffolk County to address a radiological13

-V
:14 emergency.at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station."

15 ; That-suggests that Article LI-B, requires a county-

16
- - . . structure _to address a radiological emergency at Shoreham,

17 -
.

-doesn't-it?

18 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection. I think that calls

18 for'a le' gal conclusion on the part of this witness.

20 MR. CHRISTMAN: The witness has already given

. 21 ' a number of legal conclusions about this document. And

22 - since you all raised it, I think you ought to answer the

23'

" question.

24 -/s~ JUDGE-LAURENSON: Overruled.
'

..

-

1
% .

BY MR. CHRISTMAN:
,

4

1

.-- - ,,,r ,---n, * . ~w--.,---------- ...m,,, e-.e... - -.--_.4.v.-- - - -, e
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;-

9
1;

.

.

,
, Q You can-answer.,

'i'/^x
'

.

t

x,,,) - 2 A I could answer only from the framework that I

3 .can't speak for the c,on.missioner in this matter, and I
1

J 4 don' t know whether or not,. quite honestly, he has any --
'

5 I am certain he acesn't have any jurisdiction over Suffolk,

6~ ? County. So I don't know what the intent of the statement.,
.

.

7- wa's. **

\
/j

8 Q Well,.regardless of the intent, the meaning

9 of'the sentence, is it not, isthag,thereis'acounty |

10 '~~ structure' required within Article II-B to address a !

~

*
4

11 radiological emergency at.the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station? ,;

12 MR. MC MURRAY: Objection. That question is
'

- f's i
j j. 13- vague. 'I am not sure whether Mr. Christman means that1 .

-y
14 Article II-B' definitely requires that a county participate-

;,

-- 15 in emergency planning, or just whether the school districts
- ;

~61
~

Lwould not-have tonimplement or prepare any plan without
< r

17 county participation.' |

18 It is a vague question. ;

' 19 MR. CHRIST!!AN: It wasn't when I stated it.,

20 'It has probably gotten muddled up now.

~21''
!JUDGE LAURENSON: The objection is overrulec.

- 22 - . WITNESS JEFFERS: I can't answer.your question

# because I don't know what Mr. Freeborne meant relative to |

'

-

4 :
24)g s that statement, and I would only simply say that I did not

c 1 (,,) '

'

15 deem that for me to be important since he is addressing what

*

(. ,

:n . , . . ,_ - .. _ . . , _ . . . , - . _ - . . _ - - _ . _ - . - , . - ._ - _ . . - - . . - - - - - . _ - - . _
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1
, _

is county responsibility.
s

_ . 7~.c
e i.

Js /, - 2 And that would be, I presume, something that

3 would need to be discussed between the education department

'4' and the county.

25' I think what is pertinent to me is a statement

6 of "may work to develop local plans." It doesn't say I am

7: -required to in the next sentence.

8 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:

9 Q Okay. The next sentence says, "However, as

to . individual districts may work to develop local plans,

11 including plans developed in cooperation with officials
,

12 :of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station being constructed by

_ (X) 13 -- :LILCO, it"must be remembered that total plans are_ required-
:~,/ -

'

| 14 - by Article.II-B."

| 15 - So that sentence seems to say that as you develop

116 local plans, remember'that total plans'are required by
' 17 Article'II-B;-isn'.t that the case?

18 A That would appear to be so, yes.

, 18
O Land the next-to-the-last paragraph there says,

as

'E "We encourage and support the development of local

21 ' disaster preparedness plans but caution that it is_ ,

"
- Article II-B which defines the overall state approach."

23 Is_that right?-

y- 24 A That is what it says, yes.

j w
26

,
0 Thank you.

s

..

_
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l'
.. Dr. Muto, did you ever have a bomb threat at any

}/m
.

*

(_) -2 of your schools? You mentioned bomb threats earlier today.

3 .A (Witness Muto) Yes.

4 0 Can you describe what happened?

5 A When it'became vogue, I would clear the building

6 practica1'ly with every bomb threat. After awhile I became

7 less cautious, and I reached a point finally of almost j

8 ignoring them-.

9' O These bomb threats tend to be anonymous?

10 A: Generally.
,

11 - Q .But after awhile you ignored them?
, ;

'12 .A Fairly often at the end of the process. .

. (< } - 13J Q How many bomb threats would you say you had had
L/ "

14 by the time you got to the point where you started.

15 - ignoring them?
,

16. A In my superintendent's experience?

17 *

Q- Yes.

18 A A dozen, perhaps.

19 Q Dr. Jeffers, have yo.u had oomb' threats in'the
-

E schools also --
L

. 21 g .(Witness'Jeffers) Yes.

|-

). 22
-Q -- tnat you.had to. deal with?

,--

[ U What' happened? I guess if you've had lots you
;

24
. - )'"N can't answer that. What typical ly happened.?.

g

! -(_/ E
I A I have not only.had threats, I have had explosions.

-

-

.- ,.,,.,>a__m
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1 Q Did you evacuate the building when you got a-

/'T
( )-. 2 ' bomb threat?~

.

3 A Yes. First of all, generally speaking, I can

4 only speak from my own experience in two districts where I

5 have been superintendent. The issue of what is to be

'6 done relative to bomb threats is one that is discussed with
7' the board, and the board provides direction for the

8 superintendent relative to procedures.

9 The general procedures are that you would

c 10' evacuate the. building. The other procedures are that a

11 ' search lx3 conducted of areas that were n.ot directly under
,

12 .the supervision of anyone at the time that the call came
;,'(n . 13 in ~.)
wf

14 The decision for that is generally left with

15
~

the buil' ding principal relative to the time of'the day

*

.-16 that the call-comes in. Searches are conducted for the

17 ' most part before' evacuations take place. But-if there were

-18 to be a:-- depending upon the nature of'the-call, if there-

II is a.'sence that the person sounds that they are crazed,

20 I suppose, perhaps, the principal may make a. decision to

J 21 evacuate'immediately or he may make a determination that he

' U is going'to go to a. search. procedure'in the areas that

23 are not directly supervised.
_

o a
a , ,

,

L./a%{ That might include searches of lockers and.so24:

, 'h ) . .
'

Lon and so forth.' ' "

~

But that tends to be a policy or directive
-.. .

* It .

- .

_

e

. . . .- . . - - - - - - -
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.

1
'

from the board as to how to deal with such situations.
. (G .
Q- 2 But I have been, unfortunately, probably more

3 than 100 or so bomb --

-4- -Q It sounds like, if you are on the spot, you

5 - have to_make a judgment about what to do?

6 A Quite honestly, it is not a judgment most times

7 the superintendent makes. It is the principal, and I have

-- 8 had to make that decision as a building principal on a

9' inumber of occasions.

10
.- Q 'And they have-to make those sorts of decisions

11 based on how the anonymous caller sounds on the phone?
,

12 A Guidelines, generally what has happened in

! ) 13 districts where I have worked as a building principal,
} >:

'14-

there have been workshops conducted by the superintendent,
15 . local police o'fficials have been involved. In fact, in

16 one district the state police have been involved in advising
I

' 17
- ' us . And' ultimately, though, it tends to be a decision

f. 18 that the building principal;must make because he, in the
.

'

'I8 final analysis, or she is charged with the responsibility

#( . of making-a decision relative to their building.

21i It is not something the superintendent necessarily

!. 22 does.

23
Q But oftentimes then I take it that the principal,

24 ~Q chooses to evacuate a school building in response to
.Q.

25
:an' anonymous phone call?, -

! -- |.
E
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1- A Yes, that is true.
O
\- 2- Q Mr. Rossi, you are aware, aren't you, that the LILCC

3
'

emergency plan calls for the school districts to be
!

'

,
4 alerted'by tone alert radios? I

i

5 A~ '(Witness Rossi) We have the tone alert
.

6 radios. I know it is over WALK. [
|

'
7 Q Right. [

8 So I take it LILCO has already provided these '

i'
i -

8 to you?.

10 A Yes.,
*

- 11 Q How many? .c

12 !
A -I have one in my office and <ach building was

i' /~ . .

L

f(w present'one except one that isn't functioning properly.
'

13 I

- 14 'I am trying.to.get it repaired.-

~

- 15 Q WhenLwere these delivered?

16 A .Back in April, mii-April.

17 q. April or May.

' I8 If I told you it was: May 'l or 2, would that sound

18 about right?

# A -It could be.

21 A (Witness Jeffers) For the record,fwe received

- El"

one tone alertLradio about a year and a half ago.
~

#
Q I see. .And then you got these others within

24 : - the last couple months?: [~'i -

', ( /
25.. A There was an offer made by LILCO to provide one to

O
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1. everyLbuilding, and we accepted the offer, although at
jN

(,/. 2 the time when we accepted it, we made it clear that that

3 .should-not be construed that we were planning with them, but

4 we were willing to accept.the radios since they would be

5 available to us to announce any emergency situations that

6- might occur.

7 But we received -- one initially was given to

8, us. Maybe you-have the date, but I think it was about a

9 year and a half ago. That one wasLin Mr. Rossi's charge.
~

10 - JActually, initially it was in my charge and then went to

11' Mr. Rossi.
<

?l2 And at this point now LILCO has provided one for

~ A)- 13 - each school building as well as one for the district office.-( :
.

.p-
14 Q Did -- Mr. Rossi, did you call up within the

- 15 last; couple months and ask them to deliver those?

. 16 .A (Witness Rossi) Yes, I did.
t

17 A. .-(Witness. Jef fers) As a response -- under my

18 direction and as a response to an of fer that~ was made from

19 'LILCO at one;of the meetings -- in fact, I believe you

'M were present --
y
' ' 21-

. Q I may have been.

EL A -- at Mr. Hines' office.

23 -Q Mr. Jeffers, you testified this morning that,

24/~Y as I understood it -- correct me if I am wrong -- that it
t $,

26 would be illegal for you to designate relocation centers for

.

(
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1 your school children in case --
~

f}--(,j . .2 A No. .I don't think I said it was illegal._ I

3 don't think that I have the legal authority to do it. I think

'4 'that first of all there is-no way'that I could enter

5 into agreements,- I believe, with other parties to provide

6 such a situation.

7 - My understanding is that on advice _of counsel

8 that when this issue was discussed when the county

9 originally approached the district relative to the use

10 of the New Lane School as such a facility, that there

11 -would have to be some' kind of a -- in order to take care
,

12 of the_ liabilities of both parties, _some kind of a

- (W) .
-

13 declaration of emergency and-save harmless thing of the%J
14 receiving ' facility.

Hi' So lacking that. kind of a direction from the

16 county or the state, I. don't understand how I-legally

17 -could enter into such agreements and safeguard the liability

.
HI of our district, let alone_ the liability of the agency

I- 18 or whatever facility might agree to receive the children.

20 0 Do you think you could legally evacuate
i

21 your; children to a relocation center operated by the American

22 Red Cross?

23 A -I would have to say that_I would not make that

24

'] kind ~ of determination myself, and that question would-be,

x/ :# the kind of a' question that would be routinely referred to

b
- . .- . .-
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g

1 Mr.LGiaconi (phonetic) who is the district counsel.

|}
Q' - 2 Q So you can't really answer?

3 A No.

4- Q- Dr. Jeffers, if Shoreham were to operate, I

5 take it you_would still not conduct any planning for an

__ 6 emergency at that plant unless the county or state

-7 government told you to; is that right?

8 A Well, not totally. If Shoreham were to

8- operate, it would be my responsibility to return to my

10 board for direction. At this point I have a direction

11 'from-my board that we should not partici.pate in the planning.
,

' . 12 If my board were faced with the fact that the

[] :.13 Shoreham facility were in fact operative, then I think that
.q)

~ 14 that would be a' decision _that they would have to make.

15 7. don't make that decision. I am the chief executive
-

16 officer, and I follow their direction. But at this point
'

' 17 .in time, lacking a change in direction, I would not be able to

18 participate in planning.,

19 -

Dr. Muto, would you give a similar answer tog

.20 that question?

21 A (Witness Muto) Yes, sir.

22
Q Mr. Petrilak, what will the board of-your

.

23- district do if Shoreham were to get Tn operating license?

24-

p/ _ A- (Witness Petrilak) If they were to get an

(n
25 operating license, we have discussed this, we would first make

a
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1
~

. g)-
the presumption that Suffolk County and the state of New

.

d,_ 2 -York were involved in the emergency planning procedures

3 and then.would coordinate our efforts with the state and with
4- .the county agencies.

.

5 If in some manner the Shoreham plant was

6. ' licensed and operating and they had not prepared any

7
_

plan, our district, our board would indeed work on putting
8 together what plans that we felt that we could accomplish
9 and still ask for assistance from the state and the county.

10 After those plans, whatever they were, may
11 be completed at this time, we believe that we could not.

.

:12 go to our residents, however, and indicate that those
~

, f~s :
13

.

'( ; plans would in any. way assure the health and safety of
~ O

'14 their students.

15 Q You would do the best you could, but you

16 wouldn't make guarantees?

17 A We would just do.the best we could. We would

18 have'to do the best we could, but we could not guarantee

'I9 that in any way those would protect the safety of the

E ~ students,

d

-

21
MR. .CHRISTMAN: Thank'you. I have no-further

M' questions. -

E JUDGE'LAURENSON: Mr. Zahnleuter, do you

24./a} wish to question now or do you want to do it after lunch?>

N/- -

,

26
[- MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I prefer to take a lunch break.

.

'

4 :. ,

, ,hi
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i

1 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. At this point, let ;

2 me just inquire -- off the record. |
* ,,

i

(Discussion off the record.) |END 7 3
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:#8-1-Suet i CROSS EXAMINATION

b}
( ,/. 2 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER:r

.

3 0 Gentlemen, do you have LILCO's testimony

4 concerning schools before you?

5 A (Witness Jeffers) Yes, we do. At least, I

6 do. I think we all do.

7 Q Have you read this testimony before?

8 A (Witness Petrilak) We've gone through --

g (Witness Jeffers) We've gone through it. Yes.

10 0 I would like to refer you to Page 23 of

11 that testimony.
.

12 A (Witness Jeffers) Which one are you talking

[' ) 13 about.
,

\s_./,

14 (Witness Smith ) Are you talking about the one

'

. 15 from March?

16 (Witness Jeffers)' The first one, yeah.

17 0 Yes, it's dated March 21st.

18 A (Witness Rossi) We don't have that --

19 (Witness Jeffers) Yeah, we have it here.

2 (Witness Rossi) I don't --

21 (Witness Jeffers) What page did you --

n Q 23.

.n- JUDGE LAURENSON: We can't have everybody talking

. 24 at one time here.

'"'-
26 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER: (Continuing)
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#8-2-Suet 1 Q There is a reference on Page 23 to two meetings
,7

,)
'

2 that occurred between school administrators and BOCES,

3 and I would like to ask one representative from each' school

4 district, were you present at these meetings?

5 A (Witness Petrilak) If I may, tiount Sinai

6 School District did attend the meetings. I personally did f

7 not attend; the Board'did not attend.

8 We hired a new superintendent just recently. And

9 when these meeting's were called, we directed our superin-

10 tendent to attend both meetings, but to do so not to present

11 any opposition to the LILCO plan but simply to go to the
,.

12 meetings, to gather information, to listen and then return

13 .the information back to the Board for our deliberations.j
'v;

14 Q Dr. Jeffers?

'

15 A (Witness Jeffers) I was present at the January

16 16th meeting. I was not present at the March 7th meeting.

17 Mr. Rossi, however, was present at both meetings.

18 And we attended. And I believe the context of

19 the entire meetings were one in terms of listening to LILCO

# and information context. I believe that fir. Packman, who

21 was our liaison person, did make it clear to LILCO that

22 these meetings should not be const* rued as an agreement on

23 the part of the individual districts or BOCES 2 or 1, for

24n that matter, that we were participating in planning. But
( )
'~ / 26 it was designed as information sharing, a meeting -- and

i

-
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#8-3-Suet 1 they were informative, I might add. And, as I did testify
. ~

v) 2 earlier, as a result of that meeting, that's when an offer1

,

3 was made to us -- I believe at the January 16th meeting but

4 it may have been the March 7th, I'm not certain which one --

5 that additional tone alert radios would be made available
6 to the districts if they wished them for emergency prepared-

7 ness, and that we did agree that was a good idea. And we,

8 in fact, accepted the offer of LILCO and have since received

9 the radios.

10 But it has been our position, and we were very

11 careful to that, that this was not to be construed as plan-
.

12 ning. In fact, I think that was one of the reasons I said

.('N 13 to Mr. Rossi that I probably would not attend on March 7th,
Q ,)'

14 that I did not want it to be construed that I was so

15 actively involved that it would be in any way deemed to be
,

16 planning.

17 Q Mr. Muto, do you have any --

18 A (Witness Muto) Yes. I received a call from Mr.

19 Stanley Packman at BOCES that these two meetings -- that the

so 'first meeting would.take place, asked if I would be in

21 attendance or if I would have anyone else go. I asked

22 David Bergen, who is our business manager, and Mr. Tom

23 Smith to attend.
,

i 24 The second meeting in March again I was calledA'

! l-
k' 26 by Mr. Packman, and I asked both Mr. Bergen and Mr. Smith

b

|

I.

i I
.
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'

#8-4-Suet 1 to be in attendance. It is my understanding that LILCO had
_ ,.y

(jf 2 a presentation, and I asked that they go to participate in
.

3 ' listening to the presentation and gather the information and.

4 come back and discuss it with me.

5- Q To clarify that, Mr. Muto, your district was
.

6 represented to participate in the meeting but not to

7 participate in the planning process?

8 A That's correct.

9 Q Again, I direct this to a representative from

10 each of the school districts. Did anyone voice opposition

11 to the LILCO plan?
.

12 A (Witness Smith) I did at the March 7th meeting,

t

(''; 13 not exactly opposition'as much as clarification as to some,

\- I;

! 14 of the detail that was being rendered. I brought this up

15 earlier this morning, that was the number of buses they

16 had said would be in operation, would be necessary. And

17 I wanted clarification on it.

18 I was not in agreement with anything that LILCO
d

19 was saying at that time. That's my personal opinion.

20 I was there to gather the information, pick up

21. any paper work and bring it back and present it to the rest,

22 of the Superintendents of,the schools.

23 (Witness Jeffers) As far as Middle Country is

24 concerned, we did not see the meeting to be adversariel. I

p- )\
'-- 26 would couch my comments in that frame. We thought the meetings

.
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.#8-5-Suet. I were exploratory and informational in nature. We weren't
,o

y \-

\ ) 2 really there to be opponents. I think the relationship- s,
_

3 might be described as collegial, that it was information

4 sharing.

5 I think that some questions may have been raised

6 relative to some of the points of information that were

7 brought forward by LILCO representatives. And they had,

8 in addition to members of their firm, I believe at one of

9 the meetings that I attended a professor from Colorado

10 State who made some presentations relative to how people

11. act during panic situations. I think he talked about loot-
,

12 ing and a few other things.

[. )_ 13 But, in any event, it was I think an information,

' .V
14 meeting. There wasn't a lot of opposition. There was

15 certainly no arguments that took place. Some questions may

16 have been raised by all the parties. And the meeting could

17 be characterized as a professional exchange.
~

18 (Witness Petrilak) As I stated already, we

19 directed our superintendent to attend the meeting and not

20 to take any position in favor or opposed to the LILCO plan

21 or the information presented, simply to bring that informa-

22 tion back to the districts Board.

23 O In your opinion, would it be appropriate to make

24
.r 3 an inference from the fact that no opposition, or in the
'! /' ~ ' ^

25 case of Mr. Smith minimal opposition, was voiced?

.

~ + - , . - ~ _ . - . . . -m -%,.-. .-,. , _.
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:#8-6-Suet 'l A (Witness Jeffers) I'm sorry. Could you rephrase

. g)(,, 2 the question?

3 Q Should an inference be made that because no

4 opposition was expressed, except in the case of Mr. Smith

6 where some opposition was expressed, should an inference

6 be made that -- or, should an inference be made from that?

7 A mhat, therefore, there was no opposition?

8 Q Correct.

9- A I would think that that would be a fallacious

10 assumption on anyone's part. I believe that Mr. Packman --

11 whether or not this was carried forward, I can't speak,
.

12 because I wasn't a party to any conversations he may have

[ \ 13 had with any representatives of LILCO, but I did attend --
Q.)

14 there were planning meetings of the various superintendents

16 prior to these meetings with LILCO, and I was in attendance

16 at those meetings, as were a number of other superintendents .

17 At that meeting, Mr. Eackman was instructed to

18 contact LILCO indicating that this was an information shar-

19 ing, but again it should not be construed as a willingness

20 on the part of any of the districts present to participate

21 in any planning stages; and, therefore, I would think that

22 LILCO, in coming to the meeting, would have still been

23 aware of our concerns and questions, but we were coming in

24 an honest effort to share information.
7-
( I

26 And I don't think they would have made any''
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.

#8-7-Suet 1 assumptions that we were planning, because certainly Mr.

2 ' Packman was instructed to clarify that. In fact, I

a
8 believe that in addition to that, at the planning meetings

4 the attorney for BOCES 2, a gentleman by the name of Mr.

5 Kevin Seaman, was present and he, too, was to have conveyed

6 to LILCO these concerns relative that it was information
,

7 sharing.

s Also,~for the record, it would be important to I
g ' note that in the first meeting -- I wasn't there at the

10 second so I can't commer.t on that -- opposition was raised
|

11 but that was not raised by the school districts. Mr. Jones
.-

12 was in attendance representing the County, and he did. '
1

''N 13

(b ^
Probably if there were any opposing or vociferous opposition

14 raised in that meeting, it was probably by Mr. Jones.

15 Again, also for the record, an offer was made ;

16 by LILCO to provide for surveys of the schools buildings,
i

17 as indicated this morning, relative to their safety with the >

'
18 sheltering of students from radiological incidents and so ;

19 on. - And I believe as a result of that offer, one school

20 district did, in fact, invite LILCO to come and do a survey. I

21 So, again, it was collegiate and information

21 sharing. But, to respond rather directly to your question, i

<

23 I wouldn't think that anybody would deem that the lack of

24 argumentation could be assumed to be that there was nogg;

-

U),.

to opposition.

i ,

,._ _ , .,- _ _ _ . . _ . . - . . . . . , _ _ _ . ._.. _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . . _ _ . _ . , ,. ,_ _ . - _
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,

#8-8-Suet 1 (Witness Petrilak) I would like to state also
,a
( ,) 2 as far as your original question referring to inference,

.

3 that there'should be' absolutely no inference drawn from

4 the fact that the Mount Sinai school districts superinten-

5 dent attended that we were in any way planning with LILCO j

6 ~ or any lack of his intervention or opposition at that
'

r

7 meeting in any way meant that, or could be inferred, we

8 agreed that the LILCO plan in any way, shape or form could
;

9 protect the safety of our children.

10 Q Mr. Muto, do you agree with the two statements

11 that were-just made concerning the inferences?
.,

12 A- (Witness Muto) Yes, I do.

(''T 13 Q Now, I would like to ask you to turn to Page 37
'v''

- 14 of the LILCO testimony. I'm sorry. It's 39. And that

15 page contains some time estimates for early dismissals from

16 several schools.

17 Mr. Smith, you may have addressed some of these

18 points before so if you feel that you need to supplement

19 something please answer also, but I would direct my question

30 more to Mr. Petrilak or Dr. Jeffers or Mr. Rossi.

21 A -(Witness Jeffers) Well, for Middle Country, we

M would answer that the three hours that are indicated are

23 ~ essentially the hours that might be under normal circum-

24 stuaces, and I think Mr. Rossi should elaborate on that.-~

T'~'I' # (Witness Rossi) Given for parent-conference type

.
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i
#8-9-Suet 1 dismissal, three hours is realistic. Given an emergency |

'= ,r b(
( ,/ 2 condition such'as snow, which is what we have faced in the

'

.

3 .past, it has gone as long as seven hours with a lot of

r

4 confusion in between. So, you know, three hours in

5 " normal condition" compounded by traffic and icy roads and
t

; 6 accidents and that type' thing, it does add to the time
,

7 needed.

8 Q Mr. Rossi, are these times relevant to an

; 9 emergency at Shoreham? -

10 A I would think s'o. We are directly west of the

11 plant, the only way off the Island. So I think traffic
.i

12 patterns in Middle Country school district would be horrible ;,

!

(''T 13 at least making bringing kids home almost impossible.

: V
14 Q Let me clarify --

15 A (Witness Jeffers) As a point of clarification,
-

16 do you mean the-three hours.in the LILCO testimony or the

17 - seven or eight hours we are testifying to?

18 Q The LILCO testimony describes the time of three

19 hours as normal conditions. [
|

30 A Well, we wouldn't see that to be the type of

21 situation we would meet at dismissing in a nuclear incident. '

22 Mr. Rossi, would you agree with that?

23 (Witness Rossi) No, I agree.

34 (Witness Jeffers) I don't want to speak for
i

26 you.
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.#8-10-Suet 1 (Witness Rossi) I don't think it would be a
ry
( ,) 2 normal traffic pattern or temperament.

.

3 Q' Mr. Petrilak, is the time of two hours and
,

4 twenty minutes, which is listed for your school district,
,

5 appropriate under radiological emergency conditions at

6 Shoreham?

!

7 A (Witness Petrilak) No, it's not. Our experience --

8 and we believe a dismissal during a radiological emergency

9 would be on the same order, or slightly more, than we have

10 performed our dismissals that were not planned. Our ex-

11 perience is in the range of four and a half to five and
[,

12 a half hours to get our students to their homes from the

(~] 13 time that we make the decision to early dismiss.
V

14 So, two hours and twenty minutes could not be

15 construed to be uFed for an unplanned for emergency.

16 Q Mr. Petrilak, your testimony on schools mentions

17 the fact that some of your students attend a high school in
18 Port Jefferson.

19 Could you explain what effect that would have on

20 a time estimate for an early dismissal?

21~ A fes. On the timing for an early dismissal, as

22 - I stated in my testimony, we do send our high school students

23 to the Port Jefferson school district. And I believe we now

24
7_ have approximately four hundred eighty-four, four hundred
\ ')f

26 eighty-five students that attend that school. Under normal

.
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f

#8-ll-Suet 1 dismissal procedures, eight of our buses, almost half of* rx,
ls ,) - 2 our fleet, is used to bring those students either to the

3 Port Jefferson school or back from the school to our school
4 buildings within our district.

T

5 Under an early dismissal plan, due to weather
6 conditions, snow storms and so forth, we do have at times1

7 been able to coordinate these activities with the Port
8 Jefferson school districts such that they will institute
9 their early dismissal prior to us instituting our early

,

10 dismissal program. This allows us to get the buses to the

11 Port Jefferson schools, return the students to our schools,
,

12 and then as we announce an early dismissal we can proceed
.

|

,/'h{ 13 with all the bases on the premises and start the normal,

x_/
14 procedure.

15 If Port JefferLon and Mt. Sinai under a radiolo-
16 gical emergency were to announce or start an early dismissal L

17 program at the same time, we believe thic would add con-

t
18 siderably to our time estimates ~for early dismissal of our "

,

19 district in that the buses must head from Port Jefferson
20 with our students back to Mt. Sinal, which is in the

21 direction of the plant rather than away from the plant,
,

22 snd it must take one of two roads, North Country Road or
23 Route 25A which are the two primary evacuation routes from

24 the EPZ.q
O 26 So, we don't believe chat even a four and a

.
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.#8-12-Suet 1 half hour estimate would be appropriate. It would probably
fw

D}i 2 be~ longer than that. How much longer I can't determine
,

3 at this time. But it would be longer.

4 Q Do each of your school districts have students

5 'which attend BOCES facilities?

6 A (Witness Jeffers) Yes, we do.

7 (Witness Rossi) Yes.

8 (Witness Muto) Yes.

g (Witness Smith) Yes.

10 (Witness Petrilak) Yes.

11 Q You all do? While those students are in the
.

BOCES program, do you know if they are your responsibility12

r'N 13 as a school district, or do you transfer responsibility to
'

14 BOCES when they attend the BOCES facility?

16 A (Witness Jeffers) BOCES by the Commissioner's

16 regulation is considered to be an extension of the school

17 district. Their programs are extensions of the school
'

is district. So, the immediate decision relative to the

is children rests with BOCES, but they have to get back to us,

relative to the ultimate decisions involving children.so

21 Q Do you know what procedures are in effect when

22 BOCES has an early dismissal? Do you know what procedures --

23 A I think Mr. Rossi would probably be better able
; 24 to answer that.
Ir i

! ''w l 26 (Witness Rossi) Contact is made -- BOCES 2 has a
,

L
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#8-13-Suet 1 series of five districts they listen to. If they close, i
',-~

( f- 2 they automatically close.
.

3 In the event of an early dismissal where we are

4 closing down, we are in contact with BOCES telling them of

5 our intent and they in turn secure their buses, whether it
i

6 be contract or whether they own them, and do one of two

7 things. If it's a tudent they've picked up at home, such
,

s as in the case of a special education child, they return
,

9 that child to home; if it's a child they've picked up at

10 one of our schools, the child is returned to our school.
,

11 We, in turn, now have to provide a bus to pick
..

12 these students up at the school and bring them home. *

'~'
13 Normally, it's tied in with a special dismissal bus so that<

w,

14 under normal conditions I know they arrive back in the

it district prior to four o' clock.- And I have a four o' clock
;

16 and four-fifteen bus specifically there for these BOCES I

17 students, the occupational students. '

18 But in an emergency situation, a special bus j

19 must be dispatched.

cnd #8 20

fJon f1ws 21
!

22

23

24_

26''

.
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11 (Witness Smith) As far as Middle Island, itn)(
x, / -2 is pretty much the same criteria established. We follow

3 the same, almost exactly procedure.

4 Q Mr. Petrilak, is the same true for Mt. Saini?

5 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, it is. The majority '

6 of our students are handicapped students. Special education
,

7 students. We are not running a high school district. Almost t

8 all the . students that we have to BOCES are picked up by
:

9 BOCES as their homes, and then returned to their homes.

r

10 Q- What affect would the transportation of BOCES

11 students from the BOCES facilities to each one of your
.

12 schools have on the early dismissal times that you discussed

[ ) 13 before?
| ' \_ /
.

'
14 A (Witness Rossi) It generally falls within the

,

15 -- anywhere between the three and seven hour plan of getting

16 kids back into the district and again getting them home. .It

17 depends on what these buses faces enroute back to the
4

18 district.

19 They are outside the district. Traveling distances

20 is much further, so the time involved in getting a bus from-

21 wherever it may be to the central location and then back

22 into the district, it has varied. I can't really -- it is

28 somewhere within that time framework that I have indicated>

,

rx S4 be fo re . '

! )m
26 A (Witness Jeffers) I think it would be fair to
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-1- say that we generally experience the greatest degree of

(_,g)
2 difficulty in the early take home procedures with the

.

v

3 -children that we do not directly house in our district,
u .

4 whether they be BOCES students or they be private and '

,

|
6 parochial, because there the distances are longer, We

6 send children, by.the way, not only to BOCES 2, we also have !

7 children. in special programs at BOCES 3, which is in

a 'Huntington,

g- So, we are transporting as far as Huntington.

to And when we do go to our early dismissals when we have a e

11' weather problem, it is those buses and those children who ,i

12 tend to be the last children who are gotten home safely.
,

[ ) 13 I think the last time -- I remember sitting at
'%.J

14 about seven p.m., seven-thirty in your office, trying to
3

.16 put the last piece together when those kidsedid come in

16 from Huntington, so that is geneally our most difficult

17 piece, because they are not in our district. Not that it~,

1s is an easy proposition to take the kids home who directly

to attend our schools, but it is more difficult with the
i

so_ children at the BOCES facilities, especially Huntington,

21 the BOCES 3, and also the private and parochial.

22 A (Witness Smith) I have to agree exactly with

23 what they are saying. It sounds like -- we go to sixty-four

. - 34 schools outside of our district, and it is a twenty-eight

~~

26 imile radius, and we have 997 kids going to other schools,

;

,

, - - - ,.- .n- - - -, ,m - - - , -m *
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1 and they have to be transported back into the District.
9-'r

L!-v) 2 If we call them, and say there is an emergency
,

3 take home procedure going into effect, we want to get our

4 kid back, or what have you, needless to say common sense

5 tells you there is a lot of decision making. What is the

6 right thing to do?

-7 And it is going to draw out the time immensely.

8 Q Mr. Smith, are those nine hundred and ninety-seven

9 students transported to your school, or are they taken

10 direct 1t to their homes?

11 A They are taken directly to their homes.
.

12 A (Witness Jef fers) In our case there may be

(~N ' 13 '
t )

some rendezvousing'that takes place with district-buses
v

14 at a district school site, depending upon the school.

16 A (Witness Rossi) We have buses that meet at an

16 in district school in order to f acilitate getting the

17 kids home. We try to match -- meet buses -- without

i 18 radios, incidentally, which gets to be a little tricky,

19 and have the kids get home as quickly as possible.

:N Q Dr. Jeffers, I would like tc ask you one question

21 about LILCO EP-67, which is the letter from Mr. Freeborn.

22 If Article 2-B of the New York Executive Law were to

provide that County Governments were authorized -- and IEl ,

24j ,_s emphasize authorized -- to undertake emergency planning for

'- 26 disasters, would you understand that statute to mean that

t

, ,- -e ,- - , - - - . - + - - *
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1 County Governments were required to undertake emergency
(~'3 . .

- (_,l _ 2 planning for disasters?
.

3- MR. CHRISTMAN: Objection. That seems to be

4. 'a question based on the document, but not truly based on

6 it at all.

6 MR. Z AHNLEUTER: I don't understand the

7 objection.

8 MR. CHRISTMAN: The objection is it assumes

9 'something not in evidence.

10 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: The question that I asked

11 deals with Article 2-B, which was the subject of
.

12 . questioning by Mr. Christman, and it is also in the letter

(' 13' that I am referring to.
L_)y.[

\

14 MR. CHRISTMAN: You are asking the witness to

16 assume that Article 2-B says something, I guess, right,

'

16 which has nothing to do with. this exhibit,

17 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: This. exhibit that says Article

:18 2-B is pertinent.

19 JUDGE LAURENSON: He has asked him to interpret
.

20 Article 2-B as he has stated it here. I think we have

21 allowed witnesses to give their interpretation of various

22 laws and regulations. Objection is overruled.
i

23 WITNESS JEFFERS: Would-you restate the

S4 question?
< ,-

.I
! ''~'') N BY MR. ZANNLEUTER: (Continuing)
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1 Q' Sure. If Article 2-B of the New York Executive
,

f\(,) 2 Law were to provide that County Governments were authorized

3 -- and I emphasize authorized -- to undertake emergency

4 planning for disasters, would you understand that statute

5 to mean that County Governments were required to undertake?
a.

6 A (Witness Jeffers) Not based upon what you are

7 telling rae, no. Authorized simply means they have the

8 authority to do so if they deem, but it is not a requirement. ;

9 MR. Z AHNLEUTE R: I think I may have overlapped -

;

.

10 with the answer. Did the Court Reporter receive that full

11 answer?

12 COURT REPORTER: I got the complete answer.

[''} 13 MR. Z AHNLEUTER: Okay, thank you. I have.no
'x4

14 other questions. ;

I
16 JUDGE LAURENSON : Mr. Bordenick, any questions? *

16 MR. BORDENICK : Yes. I have one area. |
.

17 CROSS EXAMINATION
.

18 BY MR. BORDENICK:

19 Q Mr. Muto, on your testimony on page 7, having

'

90 to.do with sheltering, your testimony states in part: Our

21 schools do not have adequate staff or supplies to enable us
4

4

!. 22 to care for our school children for periods of several hours.
i

n I wonder if you could tell me what it is that

i 24 you would consider to be inadequate staff to accomplish
t
\~

I N the task of caring for school children for periods of r

!

{

j
'

.

;

- , . . - - , - - . _ . - _ . - . _ - - _ _ _ . _ - . - ~ _ , - - - - - _ , - - _ . - - _ . _ . - - . _ - _ _ _-
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1 several hours?
f'h(,) ' 2 A (Witness Muto) Several hours, I would think

-

3 the entire staff. We have a ratio of teachers and
4 students, for example, in the upper 20s . 26, 7, 8, 9.

5 If we have a staff of fifty teachers, and they are in the

6 school, and twenty or thirty of them left to go with their,

7 families, I would think of that as being inadequate.

8 So, I would like to assume that we would have

'
9 to have the normal student / teacher ratio for that kind of

10 supervision.
.

11 Q In the same context, what sort of supplies were
,

12 you referring to in this testimony?

[ '} 13 A In that particular case, I was referring to
v

! 14 an extended period where perhaps there were meals involved,
i

15 and in our school district we have six separate campuses

16 and we have a central kitchen, and all the schools will be

17 supplying that, so we have no facilities for meals, and

I
i 18 that was one area.

19 The other thing was medical supplies, minor

30 nature , but that wasn ' t extensive. In that particular-

21 context, I had assumed it was meals.

22 Q' ' Principally meals, then?

i 23 A That was basically what I intended on that one.

24 MR. BORDENICK : All right, thank you. I have~~

I \~/'

N no.further questions.
i

!
|

L
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1 JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. McMurray?
;

m
.(j 2 MR. McMURRAY: Yes, Judge Laurenson. I have

3 two questions. They are on issues that were raised since

4 our last break. I would like to request just a minute or

5 two to meet with my witnesses, and then we will be back

6 and get 'this over with very shortly.
,

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there any objection?
<

8 MR. CHRISTMAN: Yes, I object. Let's go right

9 ahead. I don't see why counsel should meet with his -

10 witnesses every time before he conducts his redirect.

11 MR. McMURRAY: We don't always do it. But it
..

12 has been practiced in the past that when counsel on either

/~'} 13 ' side has asked for time to speak with his witnesses before
;
%)

14 redirect, there has'been no problem in doing that.

15 MR. CHRISTMAN: Well, I don't remember'asking.to
, ,

16 do that, but I can't speak for everybody else in the
,

17 proceeding.
,

18 JUDGE LAURENSON: Do.you object, or you don't

19 object?
,

20 MR. CHRISTMAN: I do object.
;

21 - JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. Let's go forward.

22 I don't think there is any necessary right to do that.

XXXINDEX 23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. McMURRAY: ;

O' 2 Q Mr. Petrilak, do you remember earlier some questions-

4

. - ~ , , -w - - - - - ..,- --,- ..,- __ ,. -. 7 - --. , - .
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1 from Mr. Christman regarding whether the NRC and DOE are

O
i ! 2 reliable sources of information?'

's~
,

3 A (Witness Petrilak) Yes, I do.

4 Q Let me pose a hypothetical to you. Let us
.

5 suppose that an accident occurs at Shoreham. LILCO gives {
6 a protective action recommendation, and tells you that

7 prior to giving that protective action recommendation it

8 has consulted with the NRC and DOE.

9 Would your response be any different than that

10 which.you have already stated, which is that you would

11 still look to the County and State for guidance?.

,

~,

12 A If they all indicated that they had ccnsulted

t
j'"% 13 with those agencies, my response would be the same. We

'

: d
14 look- to the County and State for guidance , in addition to

,

16 ~ that statement.
'

i

16 Q Dr. Jeffers, let me refer you to LILCO Exhibit

17 EP-67. Under your interpretation of this document, do i

18 you believe that this document is intended in any way

19 to set forth what the State believes Counties are required

30 to do with respect to planning for a radiological emergency?

21 A (Witness Jeffers) My interpretation would be,

|. 22 no. Because I don't believe that Mr. Freeborn has authority

23 over counties, so, there fo re , I don't think it was meant to,

|

[
. 24 . in .any way define the responsibility of the counti'es . I

,

'' 25 think -- probably, but again that is supposition on my|

!

|

|

i

,. , _ . , . - %._ -r - - - - - , - - - d- = - -*
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..
part -- designed to try to clarify it for school districts,1

.D
hsj- 2 their responsibilities, and in the final analysis, to me,

3 I think the most; telling phraseology, and again makes me

4 more assured in my position that we are not required, is

5' that he uses the word, in the third paragraph, ' individual

6 districts may;' he doesn't use a imperative.

F

7 MR. McMURRAY: Judge Laurenson , I have no

|i

8 further questions?

9 JUDGE LAURENSON: Any further questions for the

10 panel?
,

i

XXXINDEX 11 RECROSS EXAMINATION
..

12 BY MR. CHRISTMAN:;

| . .

[~ U 13 Q Yes, sir, just one or two. I will ask Mr.

| \~/
.

14 Rossi, though-several people responded. Several of you

15 testified about the time estimates on page 39 of the LILCO

16 testimony, which are represented in that testimony as being

17 for normal conditions , incidentally, and you said they
i

[. 18 wouldn 't apply in a radiological emergency.
p.

19 I~take it that was large part because of all

20 ' . the evacuation traffic from other people that would be

! 21 interferring?

I- Et A (Witness Rossi) I would think we would have

- El the extra traffic, yes.
|

24j3 0 We are talking about early di smissal there, are
( ) .

' lE we'not; those time estimates for early dismissal?

4

(.

b
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1 A Yes.
,P-

(_jl 2 Q And that is - under the LILCO Plan, recommended
'

.

3 at the alert stage of an emergency, is it not?

4 A I don't know what the reaction of the public

5 would be if there were any type of an indication of a

6 problem at Shoreham. I have to think, again, as was said

7 before, the worst, and just giving a normal day at regular

8 dismissal time with a little bit of rain, I have a problem

o getting buses to a school building, because of extra

10 traffic.
.

11 Q But you are assuming, in your an~swer, that there
.

12 would be evacuation traffic that would interfere with your

(''-) 13 buses at the alert stage?;

s_

14 A. Yeah, that and compounded also by previous
J

18 testimony that we' did a survey of our drivers, and out of

16 sixty-two, I believe only three said they would respond

17 directly to work.

18 A (Witness Petrilak) Let me add also, since I

19 - answered that area, that it would not only be traffic, okay.

30 Those times that are listed for our district are under

21 normal circumstances, which means we can preplan for it.

21 We would not plan to institute an early dismissal while we

mi are bringing our students to the school. So, it would be

24 traffic. It would be the timing of when that early dismissal,3
t \-

\ /''
Ni was declared, which we couldn't anticipate for, and as was

.
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1 just stated, surveys have shown that our bus drivers will
(3
1) 2 take care of their families first. Under that type of

.

3 an emergency or early dismissal plan, our teachers and

4 supervisory staf f also would experience role conflict, and

5 would attend to their families first prior to attending to th e

6 needs of the students in.many cases.

7 So, it is not simply traffic.

8 MR. C HRISTMAN : No further questions.

g JUDGE LAURENSON: Anything else for the witnesses 7

10 MR. McMURRAY: One question.

11 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: Yes, I have a question, too.
..

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. Let Mr. Zahnleuter

('N 13 go first.
O

14 ~ RECROSS EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. ZAHNLEUTER:

16 O Mr. Rossi, the question that Mr. Christman just-

17 asked you stated whether the effect of evacuation traffic
|

to would, in large part, affect your estimates of early

le dismissal plans. Is it true that evacuation traffic would

so effect, in large part, your estimates?

21 A (Witness Rossi) I believe if there were any

22 type of an alert, the traffic would increase, and would

23 increase the amount of time I would need if I were directed

S4 to bring children home.

O-
SS Q Is that the major factor? Or are there other

.
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|
+

i

1 ' factors? I

/~% I
( ) 2 A Supposed non-responsiveness of bus drivers.

t

3 Problems in the schools other -- parents -- traffic
'

,

f

4 around the school with parents coming in to pick up the

6 kids, as well as other local traffic exiting from the
f

4 ten mile zone. !

!

7 MR. Z AIINLEUTER: Okay. Thank you, i

XXINDEX 8 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
-

,

,

| 9 BY MR. McMURRAY: !

to Q Mr. Smith, earlier I think in response to some-

11 questions by Mr. Christman, you stated that one problem, or

12 some problems with respect to an'early dismissal are not
4

/~' 13 being able to communicate with drivers, accidents, the problem,
N)N

-

14 of children getting a little bit upset and needing supervision.:

16 In your opinion, would those factors apply in

to a radiological emergency at Shoreham?

17 A (Witness Smith) In my opinion, absolutely.
;

18 MR. McMURRAY: I have no further questiona,
;

19 Judge Laurenson.

J

30 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. This completes
!

21 the-County's school testimony. The witnesses are excused, ,

!

33 and we thank you for your testimony. We will take our

33 lut.encon recess, and we will resume with the LILCO Training

"
S4 Testimony at 2 :15 p.m.-s

\#
SS (Panel stands aside.)

End 9
, . Reb Fols .

.
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l
1 AFTERNOON SESSION j

x 1

(2:18 p.m.) |
2

,

3 JUDGE LAURENSON: Ne are back on the record

4 now.
'

5 Let me just clarify a few matters concerning

6 the testimony this morning. There were two LILCO

7 exhibits that were marked but not of fered. Are those

8 not going to be offered in evidence, Mr. Christman?
|

9 MR. CliRISTMAN : Correct. |

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there any rebuttal testimony

i

11 concerning what we have marked as the school's testimony
,,

12 concerning I guess it was cluster 13?

'

') 13 MR. MC MURRAY: The county has none,
'

-

14 Judge Laurenson.
'

15 MR. CllRISTMAN : No, sir.
I

JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. I think we are !16

l

II ready then to begin the testimony on training, cluster 16,

18 contentions 39 through 44 and 98 through 100.

19 Miss Monaghan?

20 MS. MONAGIIAN : Judge Laurenson, I believe that

21 Mr. Miller wishes to move for reconsideration of the

22 motions to strike as a preliminary matter.

23 MR. ?!I LLER : Would you like to take this up,

24<~1 Judge Laurenson, before the panel goes up?
s )

25 JUDGE LAURENSON: Sure.

1
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.1 MR. MILLER: I'll keep this short. As I advised
.

(,j 2 the Board at the end of Friday, the county had some serious
,

3
~

concerns regarding the Board's ruli.gs in light of the

4 fact that LILCO's own testimony and the LI-LCO attachments

5 address some of the very same issues that have been stricken

6 by the Board from the county's testimony.

7 I think the' bottom line, Judge Laurenson, is

8 that in the-county's view.the material stricken by the

9 Board is relevant, is probative, and it falls well within

10 the scope of 'the admitted contentions.

11 Let me state at the outset that by my count, the
,,

12 . Board struck 12 passages from the county's testimony. We

. . 13'

are not rearguing three of those 12 passages. Nine of

'
14 the 12, however, are passages where LILCO's own testimony

'

i
18 and, in most cases, attachments address the same issues

16 that have been' stricken from the county's testimony. And

17 those are the nine that we would like to reargue.

18 - - I think, Judge.Laurenson, the argument is a
i

l'
I

very simple straightforward one. It is an agrument of

# fairness. It is an argument of equity. !
i. ;

21 LILCO claims that testimony submitted by the!
,

22
: county should have been stricken for the most part on

23 grounds of relevancy. It is inconceivable to the county

24p , how LILCO can, claim testimony is irrelevant and yet address
,

i
25 '

j the same issues in its own testimony, thereby acknowledging
-

t

f

'
i
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1 the relevancy of the county's testimony.
. .,

\ 2' If we were to do a search through the passages '

!
3 that have been stricken by the Board, as I said, nine out

4 of the 12 were issues addressed in-LILCO's own testimony.

5 For the Board's convenience, I will be glad to list those [
t

passages. They would be the materials stricken from f
6

7 page 40, lines 5 to 8 and lines 15 to 16; page 43, line 15

8
~

to page 45 line 16 and page 45 line 17 to page 46 line 17;

,

8 third, page 51 line 13 to page 52 line 17; fourth, page 52
|

10 line 18 through .page 53;*' fif th, page 54 lines 9 through 10, |
,.

11
'

lines 10 through 11, lines 11 through 13, lines 15 though 16;
,

12 sixth, page 60 line 5 to page 62 line 19;-seventh, page 63

O;',
13 lines 1 through 9; eighth, page 69 line 21 through_the first'tv
14 word on page 70; and ninth, page 74 line 22 to page 75 line 6.

i
15 LILCO has, as you have heard, offered-to with aw

1 t

16 certain of their attachtrents but as I have stated, that . j

17 doesn't really solve the problem. In fact, I am not sure *

18 it is even relevant to the issue now before the Board.
r

19 The offer made b'y LILCO essentially obscures the
;

,

[ * real issue. And that issue is, is it fair for LILCO to '

;

21 Iaddress issues in its testimony while 'the county is barred

22 from addressing the same issues in its own testimony. ,

23 The fact remains, Judge Laurenson, that even if

24 attachments would be withdrawn by LILCO, the LILCO

25) testimony raises subject matters, raises areas of concern .

~

:

'
i

* e

-- w-,,-a, ,,-r-r-a..~,.~~r-, ,._,-,,,,.......,.-,,-,.,--~-n_,n .,w,,,,,.,ne.,-..,ne.,,.,n,- -~,,e,e-wwe-.,v.-,v,mn,,.-m,.gn.
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t

I to the county that the county will explore during cross-
2 examination.

1 -

.,.

|
3 Since.the issues would be left in the testimony, [

!. [
4 the county would still have to go into the materials that] ;

;

5 LILCO has offered to withdraw.
i

f
4' JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me just interrupt for a,

f
7 second to be sure that I understand.the issue that you are i

-

I
8 raising. :

I
9 Is it your position that even if the testimony ;

10 was irrelevant, the fact that LILCO had present such i

'

irrelevant testimony gives the county the right to respond ,$11

12 to such testimony?

13 MR. MILLER: No, sir. My position is that the4

1 V
14 testimony is, indeed, relevant. It'is relevant to the

15 training issues, to the contentions admitted by the Board

16 for litigation.

17 JUDGE LAURENSON: The ruling we made last

18 ' Friday was, in most of these cases, that the testimony that

19 we wera striking was beyond the' scope of the contentions

8 that were admitted to this proceeding. So I don't know

21 that it really advances the case much_to say, well, LILCO

22 has presented testimony on that.

23 I think you have to address the question of whether

24 or not your testimony that we have ordered stricken is

C.
26 relevant to those contentions and within the scope of those
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1 contentions.
/~T '

:

,
) 2 Now, it is a different matter as to whether or

t .

3 not we should enter some sort of order admitting the

4 LILCO exhibits or attachments for a limited purpose because

5 -of this matter. That is a different matter. But I think.

6 we are going to have to, instead of trying to respond to

7 LILCO's testimony, as I understand the argument you are

8 making, you are goir.g to have to show that the testimony

I 8 that we ordered stricken is indeed within the scope of

10 the training contentions that we have admitted and is

11 relevant to those.};
,

| 12 .MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, under that posture,

13.( I really would just point the Board to the arguments that
\

14 were made by the county.in its response to LILCO's

16 original motion-to strike. I think that in that resonse

16 the county very clearly addressed why, in our view,

17 the county's testimony falls within the admitted contentions

18 by this Board.

18 The response obviously goes on and addresses

E other factors such as the fact.that LILCO has raised these

21 same issues in its own testimony and its attachments. But

22 I do think that our response points out why we feel the

23 testimony that has been stricken falls within the scope

24- r- of admitted contentions. And frankly, I guess rather than

-k T) a go.through the same arguments with the Board and take

.
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,

-1 hearing time, I would just ask the Board to reconsider

j ) 2 based upon the arguments made in our original response
. .

3 to LILCO's motion to strike.

4 The arguments are there.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me just go on to the

-6- next point then and ask whether there is ;ome protective

7
; type order or limiting order that the Board could enter

8 concerning various specific training materials that'are
,

!

8 marked either as attachments to the exhibits or some
10 other designation that would, in fact, not admit them for

.

11 the contents of what was in them but for,the fact that they
.,

*

12 exist.

[']/
13 In other words, to recap the essence of what;

N-;

1-4 our order was last Friday, we said that we don't want to

16 litigate in this hearing the specific complaints about

to any particular video tape, any training module, or whatever.

17 That'is just too much into the details of an emergency
is plan, and that is not what we are here to do. We will,

18 of course, hear complaints about the overall training
80 orogram and the adequacy and so forth in connection with the

21 contentions that have been admitted.
E Now, it is true that LILCO is proposing to offer

23 in evidence some very specific training evidence, video

24 tapes and so forth. And that is what I am raising now as
|

25'-

to whether some type of order could be entered restricting the
!

.
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1 use of those so that we don't then, by admitting them, $

|~ ,(fh). 2
.

have'to litigate whether a particular tape is any good or not. '

,

*
|,

l' 3 MR. MILLER: Judge.Laurenson, maybe this will !
!

; 4 help. I am afraid there is a misapprehension about the f
.,

;

county's intent with respect to both the LILCO testimony [
5

i
6 and the. attachments that have been offered by LILCo. f

i i
7 It has never been the county's intent, it is .!

,

r

8 not now the county's intent to go through these attachments
'

i' i

f 8 page by page. It is not the county's intent to focus on i

10 the specifics of LILCo's attachments. And that is why

11 I a|n ntt now complaining that LILCO's material is irrelevant.
.. t

4

:

12 I think it is relevant to the training issues. 1 think f
i-

13 our testimony is also relevant, however. |

!14 It is the county's intent to, in some cases,
'

15 look at the, LIL';o attachments with the LILCO witnesses
|

16 and try and uhe, for example, any random workbook, try

17 to make a poin'!. about the general training. material that
!

18 is encompassed in LILCo workbooks. !

?

We $aven't the intent, however, to gp through !

.

18

& >

# 20 different workbooks. We might want to go to a workbook i

i

to make a point, a point about the overall training materials [
21

!
22 that have been relied upon by.LILCo. !

'

23 And I think that the Board would acknowledge

'' '""' '""' '" "" ""'"'" "''" '"" "" ""' ' "'" ' ' ""-O .

. _ _ - _ _ ..
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,

1 examination by the county.

O
V 2 So I hope there is not a misapprehension by the

!
,

3 Board that the county would intend to go through these

4 'various volumes of paper, page by page, because that is
.

i,

5 not-the intent.
s

6 My argument really does come back to my

7 argument of fairness. If you strike the county testimony

| 8 but leave in the'LILCO testimony, not the attachments
, ,

I

8 here but the testimony, there are a variety of examples

10 I can cite as to how that is unfair.

I 11 For example, with testing. I think roughly a
,

12 two- or three page segment of the county's testimony

.
.13 which addresses-the fact that, one, there is no testing

*

'

14 or appropriate evaluation in the LILCO training program i

18 and, two, the consequencec of that to an adequate training
.

16 program -- that was stricken by the Board.

17 On the other hand, LILCO in its own testimony

18 on probably eight to ten pages at various places state
,

|
~

19 that the LILCO program has testing and that testing is j

N adequate to serve a purpose. It just doesn't seem fair to |

21 have taken any reference to testing out of the county's

22 testimony but to have left it in LILCO's testimony.
|

E JUDGE LAURENSON: I don't recall testing'

24 as such. I think it was graded exercises and so forth

26 that we were talking about, weren't we, on the motions to

!

e

_ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _
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4

.

1 strike?

(O
(,,/ 2 MR. MILLER: I think that --4

4- *
.

3 MS.-MOHAGHAN: I believe that is right,

! 4 Judge Laurenson, but perhaps Mr. Miller has a specific

8 reference.

6 MR. MILLER: Page 52 of the county's testimony,
7 I believe, if my memory is - page 52 begins at the bottom

; - 8 . talking about -- it makes a premise. "Even if the review

8 excercises in the workbooks were used as tests, they
'

.

10 would be ineffective because many of these exercises do

11 .not even reflect the learning objectives listed at the

l' 12 beginning of the workbooks."

["^)h
13 That material goes on for another page and;

Q<

14 basically goes to our issue-that self-testing, as LILCO.

' 15 talks about in~its testimony in an open-book fashion,-

16 as LILCO admits in its testimony, does serve the purpose
17 of evaluating-LERO trainees.

18 - That is an issue which I think needs-to be
,

18 addressed during this trial.
1

30 MS. MONAGilAN: Judge Laurenson, I object to
|.
'

21 Mr.' Miller's characterization of that testimony as going to

M''

the self-testing aspect. It seems to me that what this,

| 23 portion of the testimony goes to and the reason that LILCO

24 moved to have it stricken was that it reralsed an issue
: -

35
'

which had been raised by another county contention, and that

i

i !
e :
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1 was whether the objectives listed at the front of the
-

2 workbook in fact were tested on by the tests in the back of

3 the workbook.

4 And I think that that was the reason that the

5 Board ruled on this portion of the testimony and granted

6 the motion to strike.

7 I still don't think that Mr. Miller has pointed , , ,

8 to a portion in the LILCO testimony where we specifically

9 talk about graded testing.

10 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I am not sure

11 I used the term " graded testing." I think testing can
,

12 perhaps mean difforent things to difforent people, and that

13j is perhaps one of the points of dispute between the
-

14 county and LILCO. But I think that is a point of dispute

15 which the county is entitled to address in its testimony

16 and entitled to cross-examine the LILCO witnesses upon.

17 JUDGE LAURENSON: You called this testing, but

18 in fact, as I understand it, the testimony in questions

19 deals with your claim that the review exercises in the LERO

20 warkbooks are inadequate.
-

21 That may be stretching the point to call that

22 testing, but I don't consider that to necessarily be

23 within testing. I thought you were talking about giving

^ 24 trainees grades for various parts of the program. Andx

( !

25 that is another section that we diu strike out, that is true.
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1 Again, because it did not involve a specific admitted

2 contention.

3 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I think if I am given

4 time, LILCO in its own testimony talks about these review

5 exercises and they dse the term " testing." What they

6 mean by that term I will find out during my cross-examination.

7 But on the other hand, what the county means by its

8 term of " testing" and why the county believes that is

9 important, that should be subject to cross-examination by

END 10 10 LILCO. But it can only be so if it is in our testimony.

11

12

[ ') 13

_

14

15

16

17

18
'

19

20

. m . ,. .

21

22

23

24
[ ,,

-

-

'

Mi

:

i.
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#11-1-Suet 1 I propose the solution, which is the easiest

r~
(N,) 2 solution for everyone, would be to put back in the County's

.

3 testimony on the nine passages that were struck, that I

4 will be glad to read again for the Board, and therefore

5 we haven't the dispute which now seems to be brewing be-

a tween the parties. If LILCO's proposal is to simply with-

7 draw the attachments, but not the testimony, in the

a County's view the prejudice is still there and it doesn't

g resolve a thing in terms of the problems that would face

to the County, and the lack of fairness in this approach.

11 JUDGE LAURENSON: Up to this point, I don't --
-

12 I only speak for myself at this point, but I don' t see any

13 point that you can cite in the testimony where this event(''}
V

14 has occurred,.where part of whatever we have striken from

15 your testimony is, in fact, in the LILCO testimony that is
~

la going to be offered in evidence.

17 I think until you can give us examples of that,

you are talking in the' abstract here.is

-

13 MR. MILLER: One example that comes to mind,

20 and this I guess could be resolved if LILCO is going to

21 withdraw workbooks, I know one of the passages that was

22 striken by the Board -- and I think it might be Page 69 --

23 refers to Module 5, specifically talks about Module 5.

24 Module 5, as you know, is not only attached to the LILCO
7-

~ 25 testimony but it's specifically talked about in the LILCO
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#11-2-Suet 1 testimony. So there is an example, perhaps made moot by
f'N
(_,) 2 'LILCO's offer if they indeed go through with it, of where

3 there is something in the County testimony addressed in

4 exactly the same manner by LILCO in its testimony and yet
5 we lose ours and they keep theirs in.

6 MS. MONAGHAN: Judge Laurenson, first of all, I
7 can't find the reference on Page 69 that Mr. Miller is
8 referring to where his testimony has been striken that
9 refers to Module Number 5.

10 MR. MILLER: Yes, you are right. Why don't you

11 look on Page 74, continuing over to 75. '

,

12 MS. MONAGHAN: 'And I would also like for Mr.
f''; 13 Miller to point to the portion of the LILCO testimony which(),

14 discusses the workbook section on Module 5 in detail, if
16 that's his point to be,made.

16 It seems to me, Judge Laurenson, that if the

17 County wishes to reopen, or ask the Board to reconsider,
18 the motions to strike that they should have been prepared
19 to point to the portions of the LILCO testimony that they
30 claim are at issue here and show that the Board has not
21 acted fairly in striking portions of the testimony which
22 we believe were not relevant portions of the County's
23 testimony.

24n I think that the time was now to argue it, that
.

N/ 25. Mr. Miller has failed to prove his point regarding that.

.
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f

#11-3-Suet 1 LILCO will still make the offer to enter the
f3-

i ) 2 attachments for a limited purpose only, and we do that in
,

'

order to try to mitigate some of this dispute regarding3

4 Portions of the testimony. We certainly agree with the

i

5 Board that the contents of the video tapes and the work- i

!
6 books should not be litigated in this proceeding. ;

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me back up for a second. I
:

s The first example I used about testing, given enough time
f

e I can find these things. At the bottom of Page 16, con-

10 tinuing on 17 of the LILCO testimony, it states: The
4

11 workbooks are designed to provide a means for the LERO

12 trainees to engage in self-testing. When a trainee works,

/'') 13 through a LERO workbook and the attached review exercises,
, . 't J ^ '

14 he verifies that he has remembered and understood the infor-

15 mation contained in the video tapes. i

16 That's the exact point that the County addressed

17 in 'its testimony that was striken by the Board cn1 Friday.

18 It goes to the issue of the review exercises and whether or

19 not that provides adequate means of testing of LERO trainees.

30 MS. MONAGHAN: The portion of the LILCO testimony
,

I

21 to which Mr. Miller refers does not concern adequacy of {

mt testing. It merely describes what that portion of the work-

23 book is used for.
f

S4 MR. MILLER: Well, it must describe adequacy of

(~])
'

'' 36 testing when it talks about that they use these review

- -.- _ ____ _ _ . . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ - . , _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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i
#11-4-Suet 1 exercises to verify the trainees have remembered and under-

A

(x.-) 2 stood the information. If it doesn't say anything about
,

3 adequacy, then what is it doing in the testimony.

4 MS. MONAGHAN: I believe that portion of the

a LILCO testimony is descriptive of how the training program

I
4 itself works. And I don't believe that that's the same

7 issue that is raised on the passage that was striken from I

e Pages 52 to 53 of the County's testimony, if that's what

3 Mr. Miller was making a cross-reference to. Pages 52 to 53

to of the County's testimony, I maintain, still deal withw

11 whether or not the objectives that are listed at the front
w

12 of the workbook are, in fact, tested upon in the self-test

/~T 13 or review sections in the workbook. |
1 ! <

%.) i

14 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, without prolonging
|

16 the point, if the Board would like I can go through these

te nine examples, the nine passages that were striken on

17 Friday that I think should be put back in the County's

18 testimony and give the cites to LILCO testimony where I

to think that LILCO's own testimony and/or LILCO attachments

30 address the same issues.

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think you had better do that,

22 because we really can't rule on that without specific

23 references and without an opportunity for everybody to look''

34 at that.

- SS Furthermore, we are apparently not going to get
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#11-5-Suet 1 to your testimony until either late this week or when we

() 3 reconvene some other time. So, it's not a matter of
-

,

3 urgency today that has to be ruled upon unless you want

4 some limitations on the admission of the LILCo evidence

a concerning training.

6 MR. !! ILLER: Well, I would be glad if LILCO

7 would withdraw its testimony and its attachments, other

a than that, I fail to see what kind of limitations can offer

e relief to the County which really is meaningful, because

10 of the problems I stated before. Even if the attachments

11 are taken out,.the testimony still addresses those issues,
,

12 and we will subsequently then want to ask questions about

/'N 13 the testimony which brings us kind of back to the materials
)

\_/ ,

14 that back up the testimony, meaning the attachments. '

is In some way, it seems this is much ado about

le nothing, and again the concern is an attempt by the County

17 to explore in detail these attachments. That's not the

I
18 County's intent. I just have to let it go at that. I i

I
is can make that representation. I

i

30 JUDGE LAURENSON: All I'm saying is that at this

21 point, you haven't produced any information to indicate to

|
2 us that we should change our decision of Friday, and if

as you want to do that I think you have to get it in as soon |

se as you can. But it should be a detailed reference to what7,
'

\
'

s/ se you are saying so that we can have the page numbers at hand |

|
1

l
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#11-6-Suet 1 and make the comparison to determine if the County is

2 correct on this.,
----

,

3 MR. MILLER: Let me try to do that now, Judge

4 Laurenson. I think I can do it pretty quickly.

5 The reference on Page 40, Lines 5 through 8, and

6 Lines 15 through 16 --

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: Tell us which testimony you.

8 are referring to now, because we are going to be comparing

9 the LILCO testimony to the County's testimony,

10 MR. MILLER: I am referring to the pages of

11 the County testimony that were striken by the Board on
.

12 Friday. And the first passage which we would like re-

~

13 consideration of -- there was another passage or two struck,,

14 but this is the first one we would like reconsideration of,

15 would be on Pago 40, Lines 5 through 8 and Lines 15 through

to 16.

17 Judge Laurenson, I would submit that if you look
i

18 at the LILCO training testimony on Pages 88 to 89, LILCO's

19 own witnesses discuss the same issues that have been striken
i

20 by the Board for this particular passage. Would you like for
i

1

21 me to just go through and give you this kind of match up,

22 or do you want to take the time to look at each one indivi-

23 dually?

24 JUDGE LAURENSON: Well, we are going to have to,s

( :

26 read each one individually. But I don't know that this has

I

;
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l
#11-7-Suet g to be ruled on today. i

n
k,) 3 MR. MILLER: Well, I am content to let the Board - -

3 you are right, the County's testimony might not get addres-

4 sed this week and, therefore, there would seem not to be the

a urgency to handle it this week, except if the issue is

a whether or not LILCO's testimony would also be withdrawn

7 or striken by the Board to correspond to what was done to

a the County's testimony, then I guess we have to resolve it
7

3 this week.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Well, you haven't filed any

31 motion to strike their testimony up until now. I mean,
- ,

13 you filed other motions to strike their testimony which we

(''T is ruled on on Friday, so are you proposing to file some sort
Q,)

14 of motion 6.o strike out of order?

'

is What is your -- I mean, in the alternative,

up supposing your motion is denied to let your testimony in,

17 do you want all of these pages now that you are going to

HI cite striken from the LILCO testimony?

19 HR. MILLER: No, sir. Let me just emphasize

as again, the answor is no. It's not the County's position

31 that-these passages are not relevant to the training issues.
,

m My position is that if -- my position is that the

as Board should reconsider its rulings on the motions to strike

se by LILCO, because the passages that were striken are rele-
,- 3,

as vant. They are probative, and they fall within stated
' -'

.

u -
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.

#11-8-SuoT 1 contentions. And, in addition to all of that, they aro

_' 2 also issues addressed by LILCO's own testimony. And it,

3 therefore, becomes an argument of equity and fairness.
|

4 It's not my primary -- my primary roliof is not

5 to have passages strikon from LILCO's testimony. What I

6 would like is for the County's testimony to be readmitted.

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think you ought to take that

8 up, then, as soon as you can, of courto. But I think you
1

9 are cortainly going to have to present a bottor argument |

10 than you havo given us today, because thoro is nothing now

11 in hora from the oral argument that you just prosented that
,

.

12 would mako un chango our mind, is what I'm telling you.

13 Now, if there are other argu.nonts that you want
1

14 to raiso, then I think it has to bo dono in a difforont '

to fashion. But, as of now, you haven't told us anything wo

18 didn't know last l'riday.

17 MR. !! ILLER: What I am preparod to do, Judge

18 Lauronson, in to give somo additional pagon whoro LILCO'n

to testimony addressos the same issues if that would holp tho
|

20 Board.

21 But I think, in onsonco, you are correct. Tho

22 argumentn aro tho namo as what wo prosented in our ronponno

23 to LILCO'n motion to ntriko. !!any, many of the pagon in

gS 24 the LILCO 'tontimony and the attachmonts are npocifically
\ i

26 not forth in the County'n rosponno to LILCO'n motion to

1

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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#11-9-Suet strike. And I would like not to take the hearing time
,

() resolving this, but it's an argument of the fairness and

3 the equity of what the Board has done. And I think we

4 should try to resolve it if we can do so.

4 JUDGE LAURENSON: Okay, let's go through with it.
^

e Let's get the pages on the record here, and we can take a

7 look at them.
'l

e Pa. a..LLER: The second passage of the County's

e testimony, 1.ge 43, Line 15 to Page 45, Line 16, and Page

w 45, Lino 17 to rage 46, Lino 17. In the County's opinion,.

.

11 LILCO has corresponding testimony on Pages 16 and 19, 59
.

is to 60, 80 to 82, DS, 93 to 94, 95 to 96.,

O 13 The third passage of the County's tontimony,
s_-

14 Page 51, Lino 13 to Pago 52, Line 17 LILCO's testimony

la would correspond to that passago at Pages 16 to 17, 21, 25

le and 108 to 110.

17 The fourth passago, Page 52, Line 18 through

is Pago 53. LILCO'n corresponding testimony would be not

to forth on Pages 16 to 17.

Se The fifth passage, Page 54, Lines 9 through 10,

31 Lines 10 through 11, Lines 11 through 13 and Lines 15

m through 16. LILCO's corresponding testimony -- this in

as the one -- .

M JUDCC LAURENSON: That's the summary.
)

'~'
35 f tR. HILI.CRs Yes, sir. And the one thing I would

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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#11-10-Suet 1 like to point out in that summary is that the Board actually
[em} 2 did strike three lines that LILCO didn't even move to strike%/

*
,

.3 in rewriting that paragraph.

4 The sixth passage, Page.60, Line 5 to Page 62,

5 Line 19. LILCO's corresponding testimony would be set
t

6 forth at Pages 40 to 42, 93 to 97, 100 to 101, 103 to 105 --

.7 JUDGE LAURENSON: You are going too fast.

8 What's after 97?
i

g MR. MILLER: 9?> to 97, 100 to 101, 103 to 105,

10 106 to 107. That would be it.

11 The' seventh passage, Page 63, Lines 1 through 9,

12 the same page cites that I just gave for the sixth passage

/~') 13 would correspond also for this passage of material in thei
V

14 _ County's testimony.

15 The eighth passage in the County's testimony is

16 Page 69, Line 21 through the first word on Page 70. The

- 17 County's view is that the LILCO testimony at Pages 16 to
,

18 17, 21, 25 and 108 to 110 corresponds to the points made

19 in the County's testimony. t

20 And, lastly the County's testimony at Page 74,

21 Line 22 to Page 75, Line 6. In the County's view, the LILCO

. 22 testimony -- this is the one, Judge Laurenson, I think I -

23 used as the example with Module 5. That is specifically
:

24 attached as Attachment 14.to the LILCO testimony,
i
\- / 25 JUDGE LAURJNSON: You have no specific LILCO

.

-- . . - - - - - - - - . . , - , - - - . - . . , , , , , , _ , -.
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#11-11-Suet 1 testimony as such to cite there? It's just the module.

/~N
( :-
N_ / 2 itself,.I mean the attachment.

3 MR. MILLE R: If there are instances in the LILCO
4 testimony, I don't have them right now.

5 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think the only thing we can

6 say at this point is that we will- have to take a look at

7 these pages and if necessary consider further oral argument

8 on this tomorrow or some time later this week.

9 But at this point, I don't think there is any

10 way, without stopping the hearing for quite a while, that

11 we can rule on them. And I don't see that there is any real
,

12 urgency to have it ruled on now anyway.

[ 13 MR. MILLER: No, sir. The only concern I would
\

14 have is that if the County would pursue cross-examination

15 ~ on the LILCO testimony and then' the Board would decide

16 _that the equitable thing would be to strike LILCO testimony

17 corresponding to what was striken from the County's testimony ,

18 there might be a hesitancy to do that if time has been spent

19 in the hearing room cross examining witnesses' .

20 MS. MONAGHAN: Judge Laurenson, my understanding

21 is that there is no outstanding motion to strike right now.

22 JUDGE LAURENSON: That's correct.

23 MR. MILLER: Well, we all understand that.

,s 24 MS. MONAGHAN: But then there could be nothing! t

%. .)
- 26 striken from the LILCO testimony if there is no motion to
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.

t

#11-12-Suet 1 strike.
,-

fx ,/ 2 MR. MILLER: It's one of the alternatives I've i

r
.

a presented to the' Board to consider.~

JUDGE LAURENSON: Okay. We will go forward, as
4

5 we have indicated, and we will examine this later on.

6 Ms. Monaghan.*

7 MS. MONAGHAN: I would like to call the LILCO

8 training testimony panel at this time.
,

i

9 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, while the panel
1

to is going up, there is another procedural issue which I
,

11. would suggest maybe we could just hold until the end of
.

12 the day. I think it could be done pretty quickly. It'is

j'' ) 13 regarding these exhibits and so forth,
v

It stems from the testimony presented last week
14

15 that --

16 JUDGE LAURENSON: If it's not related to the

17 training testimony, let's hold off until some other time.

18 Let's go off the record for a moment.

(An off-the-record discussion ensues.)19
|

|

M) JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. Let's go back
|

21 on the record.

| El MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, is LILCO withdraw-

i El ing their offer to withdraw the attachments?
I

.

MS. MONAGHAN: Yes, we are withdrawing the offer
| 7-sg 24

I' N
|

Mi to withdraw the attachments. It.seems we were willing to

,

l

I
>

w
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#11-13-Suet 1 withdraw the attachments if that resolved what was the
,-

.

( ,/
'

2 apparent concern of Suffolk County on Friday afternoon,
*

,

3 that the mere presence of the attachments brought into
+

~

4 question the Board's rulings on the motions to strike.
!

5 Since the County's dispute apparently goes beyond r

:

6 that, we see no benefit to be gained by offering to withdraw !

7 the attachments. We do agree with the Board, however, that

8 the attachments, although they are admitted, that we are

9 not putting them into evidence for cross-examination on E

10 the contents of those attachments. ;

11 We view these attachments as illustrative of
":

12 the types of materials that are being used in the LILCO
I

13 training program, and we submit them on'that basis.

| 14 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I'm not going to

15 even respond to that.

16 If they are being submitted into the record by
17 LILCO, they are subject to cross-examination.

18 MS. MONAGHAN: Well, certainly, Judge Laurenson,

! 19 LILCO would feel free to object on the use of the attachments

20 by Suffolk County based on my prior statements as to the use

| 21 of their contents and our feeling about the Waterford deci-
}.
|- 22 sion.

1
'

23

24_s

| ls_ /
25

| -

'-
__, . _ . _ . _ _ - .. -. - - - -
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.

#11-14-Suet 1 Whereupon,

(3ij 2 HARRY N. BABB,

3 GARY J. BERGER,
!

4 MATTHEW C. CORDARO, L

!

5 CHARLES A. DAVERIO, i

6 DENNIS S. MILETI,

7 WILLIAM F. RENZ,

8 -and-

9 RONALD A. VARLEY

10 were called as witnesses by and on behalf of the Long

11 Island Lighting Company and, having been previously duly
.

12 sworn, except for Mr. Berger and Mr. Babb, were examined and

I _ f~') 13 testified as follows:
A/ '

m

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION

INDEXXXXX 15 BY MS. MONAGHAN:

16 Q Starting with Dr. Cordaro, would each of the
,

17 panel members introduce themselves to the Court and to the

18 court reporter so they can get your names down, please?

I 19 A (Witness Cordaro) Matthew C. Cordaro.

20 (Witness Renz) William F. Renz.
,

21 (Witness Daverio) Charles A. Daverio.

22 (Witness Varley) Ronald A. Varley.
,

M (Witness Berger) Gary J. Berger.

24 (Witness Mileti) Dennis S. Mileti.,-

''
26 (Witness Babb) Harry N..Babb.

. .. -. . . . -
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,

1#11-15-SugT COURT REPORTER: Your last name?
,a

2 WITNESS BABB: Babb, B-a-b-b.

3 MS. MONAGHAN: LILCO filed on the other parties

4 and on the Board an errata sheet concerning some amendments

5 to the testimony, and we would submit that errata sheet at

6 this time to be bound in with.the transcript at that point
7 rather than take the time'to read the corrections on the
8 record.

8 We do, however, have one additional correction.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Before you do that,.according

11 to my notes, all of these panel members except Mr. Berger .

12 and Mr. Babb have previously been sworn. And the rest of
'

13 you are still under oath.
v

14 If Mr. Berger and Mr. Babb will stand and raise

15 your right hand and be sworn.

16 (The witnesses, Mr. Berger and Mr. Babb, are
l
i 17 sworn by Judge Laurenson.)

18 BY MS. MONAGHAN: (Continuing)

19 Q Are there any corrections to the testimony in

20 addition'to the errata sheet that is already submitted?

21 A (Witness Varley) Yes. If the members would

turn to Page 70 in the testimony, on Line 9, we would like !22

28 to change the reference that currently states Section

24 5.2.3.'7 to read 5.2.5.7. -

end #11 25

' Joe flws

!
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1 Q With that additional correction, and the amendments
~ _

' \._,/ 2 filed with an errata sheet, is the testimony true and correct
.

3 to the best of your knowledge and belief?

4 A (Witness Cordaro) Yes.

5 A (Witness Renz) Yes.

6 A (Witness Daverio) Yes.

7 A (Witness Varley) Yes.

8 A (Witness Berger) Yes.

9 A (Witness Mileti) Yes.

10 A (Witness Babb) Yes.

11 Q Was this testimony prepared under your supervision
.

12 or direction?

,m
13 A (Witness Cordaro) Yes.

( ))m.

14 A (Witness Renz) Yes.

15 A (Witness Daverio) Yes.

16 A (Witness Varley). Yes.

17 A (Witness Berger) Yes.

18 A (Witness Babb) Yes.

19 A (Witness Mileti) Yes.

20 MS. MONAGHAN: Judge Laurenson, I move that

21 this testimony be bound into the record at this time.

22 JUDGE LAURENSON: You are offering all five

23 volumes, is that right?

84 MS. MONAGHAN: That is right.r"N
1V) # JUDGE LAURENSON: Is there any objection that
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!
tI we haven't previously ruled on. '

-

. (,x)- 2 MR. MILLER: Well, Judge Laurenson, in light j

i

,

*
i

3 of the arguments made and the Board's indication they j
t*

4 would like to consider the arguments, yes, we have an !
!

5 objection and I would suggest that the Board hold the.
,

6 attachments and the LILCO testimony in abeyance pending
I7 the Board's decision regarding our Motion for Reconsideration .!
!

8 JUDGE LAURENSON : Your. Motion for Reconsideration !

!. !
<- - 9 doesn't go to any of this evidence. You are not asking that i:

i

|

10 any of it be striken. I specifically raised that question !
i.

'

! 11 with you, and you said you didn't want any of it striken. ,

12 MR. MILLER: I thought, Judge Laurenson, at the I

L!-(~N 13 end I made clear that in response to- Ms. Monaghan 's statement '

!

14 to that effect, that in the alternative that would be the

15 County's position, that if the County's testimony is not put i

16 back into the record, then yes, we would be moving to strike
17 the corresponding passages in the LILCO testimony, and the

18 LILCO attachments. '

,

19 JUDGE LAURENSON: I didn't recall you making
-

30 that statement. All I can say is, that at this point then
r

21 we will -- let me ask if there are any other objections we4

?

L'

22 haven't heard to this testimony.

28 MR. BORDENICK : No objection.

! S4 JUDGE LAURENSON: The State?
'

O
'

'-s 35 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: I think the State would have f
.

.

- - ..- - - . . . . - . - _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ . . , , . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ , _ _ _ . . , _ _ __ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ - .
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L
|

! I no other objection besides what the County has already ;

e''T ;

2 commented upon.
.

t

8 JUDGE LAURENSON: At the present time there is
'

t

4 no unresolved Motion to Strike any of this testimony, so

5 the testimony will be received in evidence. If a -- the

6 County's Motion for Reconsideration is granted, or some

7 other orders .are entered, which would affect any of this i

|
[

'

8 testimony we will then have to make appropriate orders. !

I

g But my recollection of what the arguments were

10 by Mr. Miller, there were relatively few pages involved
>

11 in his citations as to allegedly conflicting testimony. j

. 12 So in any event, the testimony will be received

w <

(/) 13 in evidence. The Volume 1 will be bound in the transcript
x.

14 following this page. [
|

16 The other four volumes in the five-part set
!

16 will be separately bound under today's date. Is that
Y

|

I 17 clear to everyone, including the Court Reporter? !

I
;

18 MS. MONAGHAN: Judge Laurenson, we would also

! 19 suggest that the errata sheet filed by LILCO be bound in

i
'

after the testimony.20

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: Oh, yes, that is correct.

22 LILCO's amendments to direct testimony on training contentior s
;

;

| 23 wil.1 be bound in the transcript.

('"3 24 ( Above referenced documents follow)
'

Xyy 2s,

.- - .. . - . ._ .. - . -
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"

'

.

(_ PURPOSE

. (:) >

|
- Contentions 39.A and B, 40, 41, 44.D,-E, and F, 98, 99.C

.

and G, LOO.B, D, and G raise numerous allegations concerning i

!

.the effectivenss and adequacy of the LERO training program.

The purpose of this. testimony is to demonstrate that-the LERO
1

t

training program is a comprehensive, well designed training

program that provides its participants both with an understand-

ing of their role in the emergency response effort and an un-

derstanding of their specific job responsibilities. The testi-

mony shows that LILCO has taken attrition into account in the

-staffing of the-LERO organization and that normal attrition

will-not adversely affect the ability of LERO to respond (Con-_,

tention 39.A and B). It also shows that trained LERO workers

(} can be trained to perform emergency jobs'that differ from their

L-
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(~)v

normal job activities and can be expected to perform the emer-
,

gency jobs during the stress of an emergency (Contention 40).

The testimony demonstrates that LERO workers receive ade-

quate training and practice in their specific job duties to en-

able them to perform in those duties, including the use of com-

munication equipment (Contentions 44 and 99.G). The testimony

further shows that the LILCO Transition Plan provides for the

communications links with federal emergency response organiza-

tions and States within the ingestion pathway to be tested

quarterly (Contention 44). It also shows that the LERO drill

and exercise program allows free play for decisionmaking, for

( )- LERO workers to practice their LERO jobs _during drills and that

the LILCO Transition Plan provides for. the LERO drill and ex-

ercise program to be evaluated and critiqued (Contentions 44.E

and F, 100.B, D, and G). The testimony further demonstrates

i fthat LILCO has provided for the training of non-LILCO organiza-

tions which may be called upon either to assist in an emergency

or to take action during an incident (Contention 98).

,

I

| u.J

|-
i
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!

TESTIMONY !

1. Q. Please state your name and business address.
E

A. (Babb] My name is Harry N. Babb. My business address [

is Department of Criminal Justice, State University at
1

Farmingdale, New Yor.k, 11735.
1

'J [Berger] My name is Gary J. Berger. My business ;-

.| address is American Savings and Loan Association, 11
,i!

,
South San Joaquin Street, Suite 606, Stockton,

California, 95202.

'

}- _[Daverio] My name is Charles A. Daverio. My business
-tL

.

I" address is-Long Island Lighting Company, 100 East Old '

r

Country Road, Hicksville, New York, l'1801. !-

(_~-) I
,

,

i

_. _ __ -. . _ , _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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[D.'' [Cordaro] My name is Matthew C. Cordaro. My business--

address is Long Island Lighting Company, 175 East Old

Country Road, Hicksville, New York, 11801.

[Mileti] My name is Dennis S. Mileti. My business

address is Department of Sociology, Colorado State Uni-

versity, Fort Collins, Colorado, 80523.

| [Varley] My name is Ronald Arthur Varley. My business

address is Impell Corporation, 225 Broad Hollow Road,-

Melville, New York, 11747.'

I 2. Q. Please summarize your professional qualifications and
'

your role in emergency planning for the Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station.-

N,s]'
,

! A. [Babb] I am Chairperson of the Criminal Justice
-

L
| Department at SUNY, Farmingdale. My professional qual-

ifications are being offered into evidence as part of a

document entitled " Professional Qualifications of LILCO
Witnesses." My major research and instructional areas

include: Police Administration; Police-Community Rela-
,

i

| tions; Police Patrol -- Traffic Functions; Juvenile

| Delinquency; Organized Crime; Criminology; and Correc-

tions. Prior to my appointment to the Criminal Justice<
.

Department at Farmingdale, I was a police officer for

some 18 years, first with the Town of Babylon and then

with the Suffolk County Police Department. During my'

() tenure with the Suffolk County Police Department, I was
,

!

I
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/~;
.

\l Captain and Executive Officer of Suffolk County's High- |

way Patrol; Captain, Executive Officer Police Academy
atphunAsi d 4o Gffice 4

of the County of Suffolk; and Chief of niform Patrol

Command, as well as other positions in the Suffolk

County Police Department.

[Berger) I am Director of Corporate Training for Amer-

ican Savings and Loan Association which is a subsidiary

of American Financial Corporation of America. Previ-

ously, I was Manager of Human Resource Development for

the Impell Corporation. My professional qualifications

are being offered into evidence as part of the document

, .i entitled " Professional Qualifications of LILCO Wit-
')(
' nesses". My role in the emergency planning training

program for Shoreham was that of videotape producer and

director for the instructional media portion of the

program. In this capacity, I was responsible for iden-

tifying the visual images that would best represent the

information in the scripts, directing the actions of

the videotape production crew on location, and editing

the original footage into the final presentation master

tapes.

[Cordaro] I am Vice President, Engineering for LILCO.

My professional qualifications are being offered into

evidence as part of a document entitled " Professional,.
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(~T(/ Qualifications of LILCO Witnesses". I am sitting on

this panel to provide the LILCO management perspective

on emergency planning and to answer any questions per-

tinent to management. My role in emergency planning

for Shoreham is to ensure that the needs and require-

ments of emergency planning are met and that the tech-

nical direction and content of emergency planning are

being conveyed to corporate management.

[Daverio] I am Assistant Manager of the Local Emergen-

cy Response Implementing Organization for LILCO. My

professional qualifications are being offered into evi-

dence as part of a document entitled " Professional
,
i
'

Qualifications of LILCO Witnesses". My familiarity

with the issues raised in these contentions stems from

my work ir. developing and implementing LILCO Offsite

Emergency Response Plan for Shoreham (referred to as

the LILCO Transition Plan).
,

(Mileti) I am an Associate Professor of Sociology and

Director of the Hazards Assessment Laboratory at Col-,

orado State University and a consultant to LILCO. My

professional qualifications are being offered into evi-

dence as part of a document entitled " Professional

Qualifications of LILCO Witnesses". My role in emer-

gency planning for the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station
,
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!

c - is, in general to provide planners with information,

.

f[about human behavior in emergencies and with informa-

!
tion about.the social sciences aspects of emergency e

,

: .

| planning that can help provide for a good emergency |
'

t

; response. -I have been involved in many aspects of

. emergency planning'for Shoreham, including the training f

;. of emergency workers. With respect to the training of
,

'

;

. LERO workers, I have reviewed and commented on some 19 :
|

| scripts for training videotapes as well as accompanying
[

.

workbooks =and have prepared.a videotape to answer some !
!

f
j questions for LERO evacuation bus drivers. I have also

t

offered-comments to planners throughout the planning ;

( [- process to help put the role of training-in perspective

[ from a social science / emergency response viewpoint. .

4 i

!
. [Varley) I am Manager of the Training Division of the i

Local' Emergency Response Implementing Organization. [
. . i

|
(LERIO) of the Long Island Lighting Company. My pro- |

,

fessional qualifications are being offered into evi--

,

1 i
dence as part of a document entitled " Professional i

1- ,

Qualifications of LILCO Witnesses." As Manager of the I
i

Training Division, I have_been generally responsible
: 1

for supervising and coordinating the development of the
,

;

LERO training program as well as for its administra-' f
-

i

tion. |
|

C:) !
:

- i
!

I'

2

-e,w--. ..r. , . , ---* ..--e. . , . ,e ,_,_,,_m.w wmemme...,.-i-,.,..,,-,-wm.nny,-,m,._m.--,--n.r.-,, ,,.,----.,-,-,--,m-.-,-, ,mpr,.,
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r's
- -) 3. 'Q. What has been your prior experience with training pro-

grams for emergency response organizations?

A. [Varley] From September 1982 to February 1983, I

worked as the Senior Project Coordinator at Beaver Val-

ley Power Station operated by Duquesne Power & Light.

I was responsible for directing the activities of

onsite and offsite personnel. As part of my responsi-

bilities, I provided recommendations and guidance

regarding the tasks and staffing necessary to upgrade

the Beaver Valley station's emergency response capabil-

ities. I also coordinated and provided guidance to the

station's scenario development committee in preparation

- for their annual graded exercise. Finally, I developed

and conducted the training program relating to the role

and responsibility of the Emergency Coordinator / Emer-

gency Director for Duquesne Light corporate and site

management personnel.

As Project Coordinator at Louisiana Power and Light,
s

from September 1981 to September 1982, I was responsi-

ble for directing and guiding the development of the

utility's emergency preparedness program. I developed

emergency plan implementing procedures for the emer-

gency plan and designed, wrote and conducted a training

program for LP&L corporate and site manage, ment person-

nel. Additionally, I wrote and conducted a training

([ course on emergency preparedness for station operations

,
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. O.~(-) personnel, developed drill scenarios, and acted as
!

Drill Coordinator for drills.
!

As the Emergency Preparedness Site Coordinator at

the Department of Energy's Fast Flux Test Facility

(FFTF), from August 1979 to September 1981, I was

responsible for the development and implementation of

training programs for executive management and on-shift

supervisory personnel in the area of emergency pre-

paredness. My responsibilities also included the

development,and implementation of a Site and In-Plant

Drill Program. As the Emergency Response Team Training
|

| Coordinator, I was responsible for establishing a pro-
i .

:( )- gram to train and maintain the proficiency of a team ofI

[ operators on each of five shifts to respond-to emer-

gencies at the FFTF.

; [Berger] The LERO Training Program has been my first
! .-

| opportunity to participate in the design of an emer-
t

gency planning instructional activity. However, I have

been an instructional program designer and adult educa-

| _ tor for over fifteen years. While <ni the human re-

source staffs of four major corporations, I have been

responsible for the design and presentation of manage-

rial, technical skills, and supervisory skills training
I

programs. In this capacity, I have designed lesson,
F

1( s). plans, textual support materials, case studies and

i
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- exercises, media materials, and tests to determine mas-

tery of skills. As an instructional program designer,

'
.I have developed programs for corporate employees with

diverse educational and job backgrounds. As a class-

room instructor, I have conducted programs for over

five thousand employees. My experience has provided me
1

with insight into the needs of adults in a learning

situation and the type of instructional design strategy

required to effectively teach new skills.

[Mileti] Prior to LERO, I have never been formally

involved in a training program for an emergency.g

| response organization. However, I am a teacher by pro-
):

fession and I have taught classes at all levels.in a'

,

:-

| university setting for some ten years. I teach a

senior level class at Colorado State University on haz-

ards and emergencies, and I have taught a graduate

level course at the University of Southern California

| on emergencies to student- largely from emergency re-

sponse organizations who were pursuing additional

education while working full-time.

.For a decade or so, I have been involved in

~

providing knowledge about human behavior to people who

work in emergency response organizations or organiza-

tions with some emergency response role. For example,
, < ~

{. ( ) I have made presentations to groups in both the public

-_ . _ _ - . . ..
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n
5- and private sectors, for example, the Southern

California Earthquake Preparedness Project; the Gover-

nor's Emergency Task Force on Earthquakes; the Southern
,

California Emergency Services Association; the Emer-

gency Preparedness Commission for the County and Cities
;

of Los Angeles; the Governor of California; the Mayor

of Los Angeles; emergency response officials from emer-

gency organiza' ions in northern and southern Californiat

communities as well as in emergency organizations in

Tokyo, Paris, Kawasaki, and Geneva; IBM; Atlantic-

Richfield Corporation; the California Office of Emer-

gency Services; the American and International Red

/~)s Cross and other groups.(,

I-also have provided utility and offsite emergency

planners with information to be used in training people

for emergency response at several other nuclear power

.

plants in the nation; and I have reviewed several of

their plans. I have also had the occasion to become

familiar with some of the training activities for

offsite response personnel at several other nuclear
'

'

power plants.

[Daverio] Since 1980, I have been responsible for

emergency preparedness for the Shoreham Nuclear Power

Plant. During this time, I have been responsible for

() the development of the Onsite Emergency Preparedness

,
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'

~O Training Program for approximately 500 employees. In

I
addition, I have been an instructor in a number of the

,'
;

class sessions. The Onsite Emergency Preparedness [
l

n Training Program includes a drill and exercise program |
?

that has been ongoing since 1982. With respect to ;
t

radiological emergency response training at other

nuclear power plants, I have been an exercise observer

at Indian Point, Nine Mile Point, and Ginna.
i
.

4. Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Contention 39. !
-

:

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Contention 39 alleges that :
f

the LILCO Transition Plan does not effectively deal

- with the-problem of attrition from LERO of either LILCO (
~

f
'

~

personnel or personnel from non-LILCO organizations >

:

and, therefore, that the LILCO Transition Plan does not [
t

comply with NRC regulations or NRC/ FEMA Guidelines.<

-Contention 39,-with surrounding text reads as follows:

Preamble to Contentions 35-44. 10 CFR [
Section 50.47(b)(15) requires that radiolog-
ical emergency response training-be provided g
to those who may be called on to assist in ;

an emergency. In addition, 10 CFR.Section !

50.47(b)(14) requires that periodic exer- !

cises be conducted to evaluate major por- i
tions of emergency response capabilities, f
periodic drills be conducted to develop and !

maintain key. skills, and that deficiencies
identified as a result of exercises or ;

drills be corrected. See also, 10 CFR Part '

50, Appendix E, Section IV.F.

Under the LILCO Plan, in order to provide
training "to those who may be called on-to

g-)1 assist in an emergency," LILCO must ensure(_
that both its own. personnel and the j

i

- --- ., _ __ ._ _ __ .
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/~T '

"/'w personnel of non-LILCO emergency response
organizations are adequately trained, and
that they participate in drills and exer-
cises that meet the requirements of the reg-
ulations. See NUREG 0654, Sections II.N.
and O. Intervenors allege in Contentions .

'
35-44 that LILCO's Plan fails to demonstrate
that adequate training can and will be pro-
vided to emergency response personnel.

:

Contention 39. LILCO's Plan fails to
deal effectively with the problem of attri- i

tion. As a result, LILCO cannot demonstrate
that adequate numbers of trained support
organization personnel will be available to i

respond to an emergency at Shoreham and thus
cannot demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR
Sections 50.47(a)(1) and 50.47(b)(15), !
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV.F and
NUREG 0654, Section II.O.1. !

!-

A. With respect to LILCO personnel, che
Plan relies on quarterly general training to
qualify new LERO members for positions() opened through attrition. (Plan at 5.1-7,
5.1-8; OPIP 5.1.1 at 6-7). Such training
for new members is insufficient, because it
does not assure that trained LILCO employees
will be available to fill positions in LERO
as the need arises. As a result, there is
no assurance that LERO will be fully staffed !

with trained personnel on a continuous |
basis. To ensure compliance with 10 CFR, '

Section 50.47(b)(15), 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix E, Section IV.F and NUREG-0654, Section [
II.O.1, LILCO must demonstrate that all per-
sonnel are trained in their designated emer-
gency response organization positions.

| Thus, LILCO should make satisfactory comple-
tion of its emergency response training pro-
gram a prerequisite to the hiring of person-
nel who will be assigned emergency response

,
duties.

;

B. With respect to all non-LILCO person-
nel, except Coast Guard and ambulance per-

. sonnel, the Plan ignores the issue of attri-
| tion. (OPIP 5.1.1, Section 5.1.3.2 and
' Attachment 1). And, with respect to thees() Coast Guard and ambulance companies, LILCO,

will attempt to counteract the affects of

I

L
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attrition only if notified by one of these
groups that understaffing exists. (Plan at
5.1-6; OPIP 5.1.1, Section 5.1.3.3). How-
ever, the Coast Guard and ambulance compa-
nies are under no obligation to maintain
necessary staffing for LERO, to notify LILCO
of "understaffing," or otherwise to assure
LILCO's compliance with 10 CFR
S 50.47(b)(15), 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
Section IV.F and NUREG 0654, Section II.O.1.

| Therefore, there is no acsurance that LILCO
will know whether personnel in any non-LILCO
emergency response support organizations who
might have been trained at one time by LILCO
remain with their respective organizations,
and thus remain available to respond to an
emergency at Shoreham. Thus, there is no
assurance that any non-LILCO support organi-
zations will be sufficiently staffed with
adequately trained emergency response per-
sonnel.

5. Q. As a background for later discussions, could you() briefly describe the structure of the Local Emergency
~

Response Organization (LERO) training program?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] The purpose'

of the LERO training program is to provide each LERO

; member with both a broad overview of the LERO organiza-

tion and its response capabilities, and an in-depth

knowledge of each individual's job responsibilities and

how each job is integrated with other LERO jobs neces-

sary to implement an emergency response. Additionally,

the drill and exercise portion of the LERO training

program provides each LERO member with the opportunity

to gain practical in-the-field experience in carrying

out his LERO-job responsibilities under simulated emer-

~ ,,) gency conditions.(,
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/,'' ]'' Sound educational design strategies suggest that

students acquire knowledge and skills through a series

of training events. The basic approach _to training 1

,

. program design is presentation of the information to

the learner, application of the information by the

learner, and critique of the application by the

instructor. The LERO training program follows this

accepted educational design strategy. First, informa-

tion on tasks and skills is presented to LERO trainees

in a classroom setting through videotape presentations,
1

workbook activities, and in some instances demonstra-

tions by the instructor. The second phase of the
n(,) instructional process is application of the skills.

This phase is accomplished during the drill and exer-

| cise portion of the training program. LERO members
|

apply the classroom knowledge in a simulated emergency

condition. The third phase of the instructional pro-

cess also occurs during the drills and exercises, thati

i

!

| is a critique. During drills that occur early in the
i

! training process, observers critique LERO workers while
;

they performed their LERO tasks to correct inappropri-I

ate' actions and reinforce appropriate performance. In

later phases of the drill and exercise program, the

| controllers and observers record their comments and

fg provide LERO workers with a critique shortly after the
,

-( /!

drill or exercise.

!

._
J
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^# This standard design strategy has been the founda-

tion of the educational process for LERO and is the

basis for most emergency planning instruction through-

out the United States. A brief explanation of some of

the details of the LERO training program demonstrates

how the educational design strategy has been imple-

mented in the LERO program.

The classroom training program has been divided into

two segments. The first segment contains information

about which all LERO workers should have knowledge.

All LERO personnel must attend the following training

sessions,.which constitute this first segment of the
,

I) classroom training. ~

l

General Emergency Planning Overview-

Site Specific Overview-

Radiation Protection-

LERO Notification and Mobilization-

Communications-

Personnel Dosimetry-

Personnel Radiological Monitoring-

(See Attachments 11-15, 17, 18, and 20).

p, The second segment of the training program provides

job-specific training and is attended by select groups

within LERO. Subjects covered in this portion include:

Local EOC Activation-

Public Notification Methods and Procedures-

Relocation Center Operations-

Mobile Radio Operation-

Traffic Control Operations-

Special Evacuation Coordination Operations-

5 Transportation Coordination-

7 j-,

Security Operationsy -

i Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination-

;

m
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.

>- Contaminated / Injured Personnel-

Command and Control-

Public Information'' -

Administration-

Sociological Aspects of an Emergency; -

(Attachments 16, 19, and 20).
: i

IThe LERO training matrix, Figure 5.1.1 of the LILCO
i

Transition Plan, illustrates which LERO members partic-
'

ipate in each of the training sessions.

Upon completion of the classroom training, LcRO per-
t

sonnel (with the excep". ion of supporting organizations !

!

such as the U.S. Coast Guard, American Red Cross, etc.) |
1

are required to participate in the drill and exercise !

program to put_into practice the knowledge gained in'

,,() the classroom. In order to focus on developing specif-,
|

r

ic aspects of a LERO response, drills were developed to

exercise certain portions of the overall LERO organiza-

tion. Examples include:

EOC/ ENC Activation Drill |-

'

Traffic Guidance Drill-

Transportation Coordination Drill-

Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination-
;

Drill !

(Attachments 1-4). |

As LERO. personnel became more familiar with the

operation of their respective facilities, drills and

exercises focused on integrating these groups into a
'

common response with all facilities being exercised

simultaneously. Examples include: |rs.

. (_)- |

l
|

|

I^ |
w- ,
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7
'" EOC/ ENC /All Staging Areas /EWDF Drill-

SNPS/LERO Interface Drill-

(Attachments 5-6).

Finally, as is the case for any operating nuclear

power plant in the nation, training would also result

from the yearly exercises that would be conducted for

review by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

These exercises not only test the plan but also provide

emergency workers with some useful field experience.

6. Q. How are the classroom sessions of the LERO training
program structured?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] The class-

g- room sessions consist of a combination of videotape
,

'~

presentations and related workbook materials which are

administered to the participants by a classroom

instructor. Each videotape focuses on a particular

aspect of the LERO program and provides the viewers

with a detailed explanation of that subject. To rein-

force the information provided to the student in the

videotape, a workbook is provided to the student that

covers the same subject matter as the videotape. The

student is required to read the material in the work-

book and complete a set of review questions during the

classroom session. The workbooks are designed to pro-

vide a means for the LERO trainees to engage in self-
,n.() testing. When a trainee works through a LERO workbook
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'''
and the attached review exercises he verifies that he

has remembered and understood the information contained <

.in the videotapes., Throughout the classroom session, +

an instructor is available to answer questions that may

arise while the students view the videotape and work -

throughtheworkbooks. Upon the class's completion of

the review questions in the workbook, the instructor

conducts a question-by-question review of the material

presented. If the subject matter being presented

- involves the use of equipment, a hands-on demonstration

related.to the use of that equipment frequently is pro- L

vided'bysthe instructor. Examples of this include dem-
n-
!s ) onstrations of the proper _use of the direct reading im

dosimeterc'and dosimeter chargers, and the operation of *

radiation: detection instruments. In addition, the
,

t

training Of traffic guides includes an "in field / hands
,

on" demonstration.on the installation and use of mobile !

. radio equipment.j

!-

7. Q. Why did LILCO choose to use videotapes? f
A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley) The main

purpose of any training program is to meet the instruc-

tional objectives of the program. The ace of videotape

provided a number of instructional advantages over more >

conventional training methods such as live classroom

() instructors. Some of the many advantages are: the
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visual impact of videotape instruction, the type of in- E'

-

dividuals being trained are accustomed to receiving

information from the television medium, and the need
r

for consittency in the content of the program, i

The nature of the subject matter being presented in
: ,

| the LERO training program lends itself to videotape as

an instructional tool. Participants have the opportu- '

nity not only to hear about each task but, in many in-

stances, to see the task being performed at the actual
A f

emergency location. For example, the operation of a'

-relocation center radiological monitoring and

decontamination station is more easily understood by

() viewing a videotape of the function and operation than
'

it would be through an instructor's oral description.

An additional-reason videotapes were chosen as an
t

instructional tool is that adults are accustomem to
r

receiving information from the television mediam every
,

; day. In contrast, many adults have been away from a
1 >

,

classrnom instructional format for a long time. One of
,

the fundamental concepts of instructional design is4

that the characteristics of the learner must be consid--
~

ered when selecting a medium. The mat-rial presented

in the LERO training program are simultations of LERO

tasks converted into sound, motion, and color to pro-

vide the trainee with a graphic representation of an,_

|(>

l

'
.- . . ., -- -. .-
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event. This educational design strategy will stimulate '

+

interest and hold the attention of the trainee in a

manner much more conducive to the learr.ing process than

the traditional teacher / student standup classroom pre-

sentation technique.

Finally, videotape provides a consistency of

instruction that cannot be matched by live, standup

classroom instructors. The fact that over 1500 indi-

viduals were to receive training on the same subjects s

.
t

made it virtually impossible to assure consistency of t

instruction and accomplishment of training objectives

without presenting the instruction via a videotape for- f
(^) "

(,,, mat. Through the use of videotape, LILCO was able to
,

ensure that each trainee received the same high quality '

instruction, in a consistent and completely verifiable
,

,

presentation. Videotape.is also extremely portable as

a presentation medium. Due to the number of people to

be trained and the logistics involved in training per-

sonnel at work locations spread throughout Long Island,

videotaped presentations provided a highly desirable

format for conducting such an extensive training pro-

gram.

An added benefit derived from videotaped presenta-

tions is that the same material will be used for

73 training new personnel being added to LERO and for
%I

,

,

- _. _ _.
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'~# conducting the annual retraining program. This con- |

|
'

tinuing level of consistency could not be assured with

i
strictly live instruction techniques. !

a -

While the videotapes and workbooks provide the pri-

mary instructional method for the LERO Training Pro- |

gram, a live instructor is present at each session to

answer questions and assist in the completion of the

associated written workbook material.

8. Q. Have educators found the videotape medium to be an
effective instructional method? '

A. [Berger, Mileti) Video presentations have long been
,

.used for instructional purposes in schools and ;

() - universities. Individual lectures and even entire t

:

courses are sometimes offered over televisions in

universities. The benefits of video presentations,
,

however, do not eliminate one flaw that comes with the

use of video instructional methods. That flaw is that

students are often unable to ask a question about the

lecture that they have heard and get an answer. Cou- *

pling the video presentation with a live instructor to

answer questions about the presentation, as was done in

the LERO training program, solves this problem.

'

N'-)T
,

L
,

,

..

- _.
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- 9. Q. How do LERO workers gain practical experience for their

LERO jobs?
.

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] In addition to+

.

classroom training, drills and exercises are conducted [
.

to' permit trainees to practice the knowledge and skills
;

!

. gained in the classroom. " Drills" are supervised '

instruction periods aimed at testing, developing, and
.

maintaining skills for a particular LERO position.
!

Drills are conducted by drill controllers who observe
;

.the participants' actions, assure the actions are car-

ried out correctly, and correct the participants' mis-

takes on the spot.

Drills are conducted for various parts of the LERO-

s s.
.

.

organization to focus on practicing certain specific

aspects.of the overall emergency response effort.

Examples of typical drills include: ECC/ ENC Activation
"

Drill; Traffic-Guidance Drill; Transpoetation '

Coordination Drill; and Personnel Monitoring and

Decontamination Drills. (Attachments 1-4). ;

'

" Exercises" are conducted to test the entire LERO
i

organization and-its ability to function as an inte-
L

grated unit to carry out its responsibilities. Unlike-

;

drills, during an exercise the controllers and observ-

ers are not allowed to coach or correct the drill par-

ticipants in their actions unless a participant's mis-

t( take is endangering someone or a major break in the
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' exercise would occur. An exercise is the culmination

of the training program. It is used as the final eval-

uation tool to determine the effectiveness of the

training program and to demonstrate the ability of the

emergency organization to carry out its responsibil-

ities. An annual graded exercise is conducted at which

representatives from the Federal Emergency Management

Agency and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will pro-

vide a graded evaluation of LERO's performance. Addi-

- tionally, state and local authorities will be invited

'

to observe the exercise. These governmental-authori-
,

ties attend the annual exercise to observe and verify

(n_). that the capabilities of the LERO organization meet the

needs of protecting the public in the event of an acci-

dent at SNPS.

10. Q. How would you evaluate the LERO training program?

A. (Daverio, Varley] The LERO classroom training program

and the drill and exercise program that is being pro-

vided to the members of LERO is a very complete, well

designed program. The program provides to its partici-

pants a well-rounded understanding of the tasks neces-

sary to carry out an emergency response for an accident

at SNPS. The training program, which addresses radio-

logical exposure and radiological protection topics in

() a very forthright and detailed manner, provides the *

.
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(' .'- participants with the appropriate information to allow

them to develop an understanding of the physiological

consequences that may result from exposure to ionizing

radiation. The training program provides the partici-

pants with an explanation of the background behind

emergency planning and response concepts, giving them

an understanding of how their role in the organization

supports the overall response effort. The job specific

training sessions leave the participants with an under-

standing of their job responsibilities as a member of

LERO and also provide them with knowledge about how

their job is integrated with the other LERO jobs neces-
O(j sary to implement an emergency response.

In total, the LERO classroom training program, com-

bined with the drill and exercise program, has estab-

lished a high standard for quality and detail in the

training of offsite emergency response personnel.

[Mileti) The LERO training program is the most

detailed and comprehensive training program for emer-

gency workers for offsite response at a nuclear power

plant that I have encountered. All-in-all, I have

reviewed about a dozen emergency response training pro-

grams over the last decade; of these, four were for

nuclear power plants,
rn
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('^ (Berger] The LERO training program is the most exten-s-

sive and comprehensive skills program I have encoun-

tered. The LERO program integrates all the educational

design strategies required for an effective instruc-

tional process. The three phase process of classroom

activities, drills, and exercises provides each LERO

member with the. opportunity to participate in the

learning strategy in a meaningful and productive man-

ner.

The educational design strategy allows the acquisi-

tion of cognitive, motor, and attitude skills. These

are special and important skills since they govern the

() individual's own learning, remembering, and thinking

behavior. This educational strategy developed by J.S.

Bruner, R.F. Magger, and B.F. Skinner, acknowledged in-

structional experts, suggest that skills are acquired

by studying, application, and problem solving.r

First, the LERO training program provides the

trainee with the opportuniEy to gain cognitive skills

through the presentation of knowledge during the video-

; tape portion of the program, completion of workbook,

activities, and discussion of any questions with the

instructor.

t
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> Motor skills, are acquired in the LERO training pro-

gram through application of cognitive knowledge during

drills and exercises. Motor skills are acquired

through such activities as operation of radios, reading

dosimeters, etc.

Attitude skills, often called the effective domain

of learning, occur as the LERO trainees continue to

practice acquired skills to the point of proficiency.

As the drills and exercises continue and move towards
.

'

the final graded exercise the confidence of the partic-

ipants will increase in their ability to perform the

skills -without coaching.

. () In the final analysis, the proof of the effec-

tiveness of any training rests in'the participants'

ability to perform the expected behavior, often called

g the terminal performance behavior, when called upon to
,

do so. The ability of LERO workers to perform their

jobs will be evaluated and critiqued during-the drill

and exercise program. The final test will be the FEMA-

graded exercise in which LERO workers will be called

upon to perform the job skills-they have learned in a

simulated emergency environment and be evaluated by EEMA

and the NRC-impartial federal agencies.

!

O
I

,- , . ...c_... _ _ _ . _ - . _ - . . _ _ . . - - - . . _ .
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- ) 11. Q. Who will receive LERO training?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] LILCO employees

with LERO jobs have participated in the LERO training

program. Additionally, personnel from the U.S. Coast

Guard, ambulance companies, and the helicopter company

have or will receive classroom training. I f dc si-red -by-

ei-ther-organizat-ion 7-LILCO-wi-ll-provide-training and ;

1"forault1QR_ se_sti_ons to acquaint _pCRsonnel_in- these-or-

genitations-with-their role inTLERO response. In-

'

addition, the American Red Cross and DOE-RAP Teams will

be invited to participate in LERO drills that are con-

ducted during the course of each year. Finally, the
p' qj Red Cross and the DOE-RAP Teams will participate in the

annual FEMA-graded exercise. Training and information .

T

sessions also will be offered to those organizations

which must take action during an emergency at the

Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, including hospitals,

schools, and nursing homes located inside the 10-mile

EPZ.

,

9

O
i
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(}.- CONTENTION 39.A5

'12. Q. Contention 39.A alleges that LILCO should make satis-
factory completion of its emergency response training
program a prerequisite to the hiring of personnel who
will.be assigned emergency response duties. Do you
agree with that statement?

A. (Cordaro, Daverio] No. LILCO personnel are not

assigned to LERO. A person hired to replace a LILCO

employee who had been a member of LERO might not become

a member of LERO himself and, therefore, would not need

LERO training. LILCO employees are not required to

participate in'LERO.

13. Q. How will'LILCO ensure for the long term, that there are
an adequate number of trained personnel to respond to
an emergency?

O~ A. t'ordaro, Daverio] LILCO will ensure that an adequate

number of trained personnel are available to respond to

an emergency by providing annual retraining for previ-

ously trained personnel, by training new personnel for
'

the'LERO organization to fill those positions affected
,

i by attrition, and.by maintaining enough reserve' trained

personnel-in the LERO organization that attrition will

not be a-problem.

14. Q. What-has been the rate of attrition at LILCO?

! A. [Cordaro, Daverio) The attrition rate of LILCO employ-

ees is low. For both the year 1982 and the year 1983,
f

.

the attrition rate for LILCO as a whole was less than,

5% including retirements.

L
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15. Q. Recently, LILCO laid off a number of its employees.
Should this be considered attrition?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio] No. The recent layoffs at LILCO

are an exceptional situation; they are not representa-

tive of normal attrition.

16. Q. Is LILCO committed to restaffing LERO to replace those
LERO workers who were laid off?

A. (Cordaro, Daverio] Yes. LILCO has already identified

LILCO personnel to replace those LERO workers who were

laid off. LERO training for these new LERO workers

will begin sometime in April 1984.

17. Q. How is the LERO organization structured to account for
. attrition?

O' A. (Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] For those LERO jobs that

must be staffed throughout the duration of an emer-

gency, the LERO crganization is staffed to support a

twenty-four hour a day, two-shift operation with enough

reserve personnel to staff a complete third shift.

LERO jobs cuch as route alert drivers, bus drivers,

road crews, evacuation route spotters, relocation cen-

ter monitoring and decontamination personnel, dosimetry

record keepers, and traffic guides that deal with the

one-time evacuation of the EPZ are staffed for one-

shift plus reserve personnel. This second category of

LERO jobs is staffed at approximately 150%.,

O.

4

L
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(_- 18.-Q. Is LILCO committed to the goal of maintaining the
staffing level of LERO jobs at approximately 150%?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio] Yes.

19. Q. Why did LILCO not staff certain positions for twenty-
four hour operation?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio] The positions of bus driver, road

crew, evacuation route spotter, route alert driver,

traffic guide, relocation center monitoring and

decontamination personnel, and dosimetry record keeper
|

) are only needed to facilitate the evacuation of people

from the EPZ. ,It is estimated that evacuation of the
1

| EPZ will be completed within less than six hours under
*

normal weather conditions. Therefore, it is only nec-
- (~),

\# essary to have enough bus drivers, etc. to staff one

shift and reserves to counteract absences. To ensure

that there would be.an adequate number of trained LERO

personnel to cover vacancies due to vacation, sickness

f or attrition, LILCO will have trained personnel to

cover approximately 150% percent of the evacuation-

related positions. Administrative support at the

staging areas are the only exception with staffing at

140%.

()

1
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( 20. Q. What does LILCO do when a LERO worker leaves the LERO
organization? Is that LERO worker replaced by another
LILCO employee who has been trained to perform the LERO
job left vacant by the departing LILCO employee?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio] Al!. LILCO employees who are members

of the~LERO organization are listed on a computer

printout by employee number, employee name, LERO job

title, LILCO job title and work location, and home

address. Any personnel changes can be monitored by the

computer program and can be automatically brought to

the attention of the personnel department. The LERO

organization has the capability of knowing at any given

point in time who is absent due to vacation, prolonged

illness, disability or retirement. Once a long term
r~3 .

~#'
vacancy has been identified, an evaluation is conducted

by the Emergency Planning Coordinator to determine the

urgency with which the position must be filled. As

noted above, for a number of LERO jobs LILCO is commit-
.

ted to maintain staffing at 150% thereby ensuring that
,

a substantial number of reserve personnel will be

available to fill vacancies without receiving training.

For other LERO job positions, for example the Director

of Local Response or Health Services Coordinator, there

currently exist only sufficient trained personnel to

. staff two shifts plus a reserve shift. In the case of

such positions, arrangements and prompt training of

() replacement personnel will be made by the Emergency

Planning Coordinator.

1

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . -_
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\_/ Selection of LILCO personnel to fill LERO job

~ vacancies is accomplished with' reference to the LERO

job descriptions listed in OPIE 2.1. . As sa: the cae2
j

in the initial selection of LERO workers, a LILCO |

employee selected to become a LERO worker may decline

to participate in the LERO program.

All LERO personnel will be retrained on an annual

basis. As is outlined in Section 5 of the Plan and j
i

OPIP 5.1.1, new LERO personnel will receive initial |

|
training as.part of the ongoing training process. |

21. Q. How will the annual retraining of personnel who have
already received LERO training be accomplished?

f) A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] As outlined in the LILCO
i-

Transition Plan, retraining will be accomplished
'

through an ongoing training program. LERO personnel

who have already received training will be scheduled to

attend' classroom training sessions on the basic LERO

program and on their specific job function. Classroom

training will be scheduled quarterly and each LERO

worker will be expected to complete an entire review

program annually. New LERO workers will be scheduled j

to attend various quarterly classroom training sessions

at which they will view the LERO training videotapes I

and complete the associated workbook sections. New )
LERO workers will also participate in the drill and

() -
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s/ exercise program where they will have the opportunity

to practice their LERO job skills. New LERO workers

will attend the quarterly training sessions and drills

with LERO workers who are receiving refresher training.

22. Q. Will you explain how the ongoing training program is
structured?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] The refresher training pro-

gram is designed to be conducted on an annual basis

with all LERO personnel completing the required ses-

sions, as outlined on the Training Matrix, Figure 5.1.1

in the Plan, within each year.
,

Each quarter classroom training sessions are held

!( ) which cover the " generic" LERO training _ subjects.

These subjects are:

Module 1 General Overview
Module 2 Site Specific. Overview
Module 3 Radiation Protection
Module 5 LERO Notification
Module 8 Communications
Module 9 Personnel Dosimetry
Module 10 Personnel Monitoring

Every LERO member is scheduled to attend each of these

sessions once in one of the four quarters for a given

year.

The more specialized " job specific" LERO training

sessions are held once every.other quarter as follows:

First Quarter
Module 4 EOC Activation

I) Module 6 Public Notification
' Module 7 Relocation Centers

Madule B A Hohile bntio Opcwhens
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Module 10A Personnel Monitoring
Module 16 Security

Second Quarter

Module 12 Traffic Control
Module 13 .Special Evacuation Coordination
Module 14 Transportation Coordination
Module 17 Command and Control
Module 18 Public Information
Module 19 Administration

Third Quarter
Repeat First Quarter Material

Fourth Quarter
Repeat Second Quarter Material

Every LERO member is scheduled to attend those sessions

required for the individual's job position once a year.

O
f By so structuring the training program LERO members

are afforded flexibility to attend the sessions which

best fit into their normal work and vacation schedules.

The training program was structured with flexible ses-

sions'to assure good attendance. The quarters concept

also spreads the material over the course of the year

so that an-individual is involved in LERO activities

throughout the year, thereby keeping the individual

alert to his LERO job responsibilities on a continuing

basis. The structure of the training program also pro-

vides the capability for a new LERO worker to complete

his initial classroom training within six months.

A
(_)
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Just as has been the case with the initial training

of LERO workers, attendance at the retraining session

will-be monitored to ensure that each LERO worker has

completed the annual retraining program. Attendance

records for all LERO training sessions are maintained

v by LILCO. >Those individuals who may miss a scheduled
'

session are identified, rescheduled, and their atten-

dance is tracked until they have completed that ses-

sion.

CONTENTION 39.B-

23.'Q. How will LILCO deal with' training me'mbers of non-LILCO
. emergency' response support groups?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] The training provided to

non-LILCO emergency response support groups is dis-

cussed.more fully in our testimony on Contention 98.

Briefly, There are two groups of non-LILCO support

- organizations who will be providing personnel to assist

in LERO. First, the American Red Cross (ARC) and the

Department of Energy, RAP Team-(DOE-RAP) will provide

trained personnel to assist LERO. If desired by either

organization, LILCO will provide training and informa-

tion sessions to acquaint these organizations with

f their role in a LERO : response.,

The second group of non-LILCO support organization,

consisting of the Coast Guard, ambulance companies, and
,

i
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helicopter companies, receive training from LILCO."

LILCO will provide annual training to the Coast Guard,

ambulance company personnel, and helicopter company

personnel. This training consists of videotape presen-

tations, workbook materials, instructor question-and-

) answer sessions, and hands-on demonstrations for topics

as indicated by Figure 5.1.1., the LERO Training Matrix

in Chapter 5 of the Plan, and as described in the les-

son plans attached to this testimony as Attachments

7-9.

24. Q. How will LILCO ensure that enough trained personnel-
from the Coast Guard and the ambulance and helicopter

,- companies are available?
V)

A. (Cardaro, Daverio, Varley] While LILCO does not antic-

ipate that 'the rate of attrition at either the Coast

Guard, ambulance companies or helicopter companies will'

pose a prob' maintaining an adequate number of

trained pe .arough an annual retraining program,

LILCO has t ' that these organizations inform

LILCO if the ised for training additional personnel

arises before the scheduled annual retraining. (See,

for example, Attachment 10).

If LILCO is informed by any of these organizations

that insufficient trained personnel are available to

assist LERO, LILCO will provide training to the

() replacement personnel on an ad hoc basis.

:

<
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CONTENTION 40

:25. Q. Please summarize the issues raised in Contention 40.
A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] In Conten-

1

tion 40, intervenors allege that LERO workers will not

be able to perform their LERO jobs because training

cannot compensate for lack of job-related experience !

and that the stress and fatigue of an emergency will i

fexacerbate the problems caused by LERO workers' lack of

job-related experience. Contention 40 reads as fol-

lows:

Contention 40. There is no assurance
that LILCO personnel can adequately per-
form the emergency functions and duties
they are assigned under the LILCO Plan.

7-) The Plan calls upon LILCO personnel to(
perform emergency functions which, in most
instances, are unrelated to their LILCO
job functions. For example, LILCO meter
readers are to serve as Traffic Guides
(OPIP 2.1.1, at 28), Customer Relations
personnel are to serve as Evacuation Route
Spotters (i.d., at 32), LILCO maintenance
foreman and mechanics are to serve as Ra-
diological Monitoring Personnel (i.d., at
17), and various designers, planners and-
analysts are to serve as Security Person-
nel (i.d., at 47-54). There is no
assurance that LILCO training will compen-
sate for this lack of job-related experi-
ence, especially when the tasks to be per-
formed may be accompanied by high levels
of stress and fatigue involving life-
threatening situations. Training alone
cannot prepare people for the actual
stress and trauma that accompany emergency
conditions. Experience is also essen-
tial.11/ Moreover, training that is not
regularly applied or used will be ineffec-
tive. Thus, even if their initial,-

('~)3 training were adequate, LILCO* personnel
will forget what was learned during that
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\2 training. Following their training, LILCO
personnel will be expected to perform
their regular job functions, which have no
relation to_their emergency roles, rather
than applying or using their emergency
training. This will minimize any benefits
gained through the emergency training,
especially since that training is only re-
peated on an annual-basis, and there are
no incentives for LILCO personnel to learn
or to retain the emergency training pro-

f vided to them. Accordingly, LILCO cannot
demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR Section
50.47(b)(15), or tnat the emergency func-
tions and duties assigned to LILCO person-
nel under the Plan can or will be imple- -

mented, as required by 10 CFR Section
50.47(a)(1).

11/ For example, doctors and police offi-
cers are required to intern as residents.

73 and to serve as rookie police officers be-
y fore their training is completed.E

The issues raised in Contention 40 overlap with the

issue raised in Contention 99.G, particularly with re-

spect to the job-specific training _ rec 31ved by LERO

workers. The details of the type of job-specific

training LERO workers receive will be discussed in Con-

tention 99.G and will not be duplicated here.

D
V
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\/ 26. Q. The contention alleges, in effect, that on-the-job

training and experience are necessary for radiological
response workers and that periodic training is automat-
ically inadequate because emergency workers, to be ade-
quately prepared, must continually and frequently exer-
cise their emergency duties. What is your response to
this?

[Mileti) What is pertinent in addressing this question

is not the obvious difference between experience and

training, but what is necessary to assure that person-

nel can adequately perform emergency functions and

duties assigned to them under the proposed LILCO Tran-

sition Plan.

There is no doubt that, in the best of all possible
,

worlds, emergency workers are best selected to do emer-

( ) gency jobs that match their routine jobs as closely as

possible, for example, by selectina police to do police

work during an emergency. The reason is straightfor-

ward: emergency workers must know their emergency jobs

and how to do them, and these goals are more readily

achieved if emergency jobs and workers are matched to

virtually identical non-emergency jobs and workers.

However, this general principle does not mean that

others cannot adequately perform emergency work if some

other way is devised to provide them with knowledge

about their emergency jobs and how to do them. The

alleged lack of daily job-related experience of LERO

workers for their emergency jobs does not preclude-,

( ) *
t

_..___.______-__w
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- assurance of an adequate emergency response. It does,

however, require that training provide emergency

workers with tha opportunity to know their emergency

jobs and how to do them.

In sum, emergency workers must know their emergency

jobs and how to do them. Experience is one way for

these objectives to be achieved, especially when sup-

plemented with training for particular emergencies.

These objectives, however, can also be achieved with
.

training that is elaborate enough to compensate for

deficiencies in "on-the-job experience." This is espe-

cially the case if that training is supplemented, as it.

(o_) is'in LERO training, with drills and exercises for rel-
'

evant emergency jobs.

[Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] There are a number

of reasons why LILCO employees will be able to ade-

quately perform the emergency functions and duties that

they have been assigned. First, the drills and exer-

cises are structured and conducted to simulate, as

closely as possible, an emergency situation, and,

therefore, give LILCO personnel the opportunity to

practice the tasks required by their LERO job under

simulated emergency conditions. Second, the emergency

response tasks that are assigned to individual LILCO

() employees generally are not complex or difficult and do

_
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notLrequire daily practice to ensure proficiency.

' Third, LILCO's years of experience with its Emergency

i Restoration Organization have demonstrated the ability

of LILCO personnel to perform emergency jobs that are

,f not related to their normal LILCO jobs. Fourth, in

!. certain instances, the LERO organization has made use
i

~

of the job-related skills of LILCO employees when

j. assigning them to LERO jobs. For example, the majority.

of LERO bus drivers are underground lines personnel who.

drive trucks or other large vehicles as part of their

1 . daily work.
,

,

! - 27. Q. Let's take up the reasons you have just listed seria-

-( ) tim. First, how do the drills and exercises ensure
,- that LILCO personnel can adequately perform the emer-

gency functions and duties they~are assigned under the
Plan?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] As is discussed in

i the testimony on Contention 99.G, LERO trainees receive
.

job-specific training both in the classroom and in

-drills and exerci,ses. Drills and exercises are de-

signed to give LILCO personnel experience in performing

the emergency-jobs to which.they have been assigned.
i

'In addition to giving LERO workers an opportunity.to*

,

practice their assigned tasks, the drills and exercises
|-

'

are structured and conducted in such a manner as to

I simulate actual emergency conditions. For example,

| (}- during drills and exercises, operations in the local

:

i
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\/- EOC are carried out in response to information pres-

ented to the EOC staff in the same form and manner as

it would be in a real emergency via the various emer-

gency communications circuits. The EOC staff must make

use of this information, much as they would in an actu-

al emergency, as the basis for developing their proj-

ected course of action and protective action recommen-

dations. The EOC staff then are required to carry out

the course of action they have developed using, as.they

would in an actual emergency, the procedures and equip-

ment provided at the EOC. The EOC itself is set up for

the drill just as it would be for a real emergency.

() At the three staging areas, the staging area staff

is also exercised in the same manner as the EOC. Just

as in a real emergency, directives to the staging area

staff come from the EOC via the emergency communica-

tions circuits intended for that purpose. The deci-

)' sions made at the EOC initiate the actions to be taken

at the staging area; the actions taken by personnel at
\

the staging area are in accordance with the plan and

procedures. The full complement of field personnel are

processed, briefed and dispatched from the staging

areas, and carry out their activities in the field but

do not carry out tasks that would interfere with normal

public activities. In short, the scenarios used in-

v
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.

conducting the drills and exercises provide information

which must be evaluated by and then acted on by the

drill or exercise participants, in the same manner as

in a real emergency.

Another way in which the drills simulate an actual

l
emergency is through the use of "subsituations" within I

1

the framework of the main accident scenario. The

subsituations provide additional problems and distrac-
|

tions to which the drill participants must respond and

for which the drill participants must develop on the.

spot responses. These situations are the type of situ-

J' ations that may arise in a real emergency. Examples of j

r~T. .

i ,1 unanticipated situations would be: the simulated fail-s

ure of a normally available line of communication, the
|

removal of a key staff member from the organization

through a simulated injury, and the injection of

requests for additional resources.

)
! Drills and exercises such as these can assess the

Responct to
ability of the emergency response organization to4some
future emergency. The use of drills and exercises is

not unique to LERO or nuclear power plant emergency

preparedness; drills and exercises have long played a

role in emergency preparedness for responding to a

j range of hazards.

!
CE) -

1

.
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(~)(e 28. Q. vou stated before that the emergency response tasks
that are assigned to LILCO employees are not the type
of tasks that require daily practice to establish pro-
ficiency. What did you mean by that statement?

A. (Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] In general, the types of

activitiesthatLEROmembersaremhdtperformtosup-

port.an emergency response to an accident at SNPS are

not overly complicated or difficult to perform.

For example, the mobile radio units used by traffic

guides and transfer point coordinators to communicate

with the staging areas are simp'le to use. The radios

are operatNd by simply deprcusing the button on the
,

hand-held microphone and speaking into the microphone.

At the end of the message, the operator releases the
f,,T
' '' push-to-talk; t!'e unit is then ready to receive mes-

sages. These mesile radio units are used during drills

to allow traffic guides and t'ansfer point coordinatorsr

to gain practice in using the radios. Similarly, route

alert drivers are to perform the simple task of driving |

through neighborhoods broadcasting a message over a I
'

|

/ loudspeaker system. The message will be prerecorded on

1
a cassette tape and the route alert driver will drive ;

,

through the area covered by a siren marking off on his

map of the area the roads that he has covered. During

drills and exercises, route alert drivers practice j

' driving all or part of their routes while reading the

~N
(G maps that cover the route area. /

_ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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iParticipation in the LERO training program providesx-

familiarization a4.d practice to assure that all LERO

personnel can perform their job tasks. Additionally,

the Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures provide

detailed guidance for each LERO function to be per-

formed; LERO workers are trained to refer to these pro-

cedures in carrying out their actions. The combination
1

of the training program and the detailed guidance in )

the procedures ensures an accurate and consistent,

timely response. '

29. Q. Why does LILCO believe that its employees can be |
trained to perform emergency tasks that differ from i
their normal job activities?,7-

% ''
A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] There are

three reasons. The first objective that must be

achieved in order to assure that LILCO personnel can

adequately perform their emergency jobs is that LERO I

workers know their LERO job and how to do it. The LERO

training program achieves this objective through its

educational design structure of presentation of infor-

mation during the classroom sessions, application of

the informaiton in the drills and exercises, and cri-

l tique of the application by the drill and exercise con-

trollers and observers. Second, emergency response

work in hazardous situations is not new to the LILCO

I) personnel who are members of LERO. A number of LILCO
.

_ _ - _ - _ _ - _ - . _ _ . _ _
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personnel are regularly called upon to resp'ond to haz--

ardous situations in their capacity as utility workers.

Third, LILCO has trained some of its employees for

other sorts of emergencies to do emergency jobs that do

not deal with their normal jobs. This tr'aining has

been successful. Specifically, as part of the Emer-

gency Restoration Organization Program, LILCO employees

are trained to be either members of survey teams, which

identify damage to power lines by location and type.of -

'

power line or connector, or two-man crew teams, which

The LILCO employeesrepair low voltage power lines. ,
who are trained for survey teams-and two-man teams do

k )' .not deal directly with power lines in their normal

LILCO jobs. Yet, they do identify problems with and
a

repair power lines during a power outage caused by a

severe storm. During the last seven years, the Emer-

gency Restoration Organization has been mobilized seven

I' times for training purposes and three times in response
I

to major storms causing widespread emergency-condi-

I tions. In each case LILCO employees responded quickly

and effectively to cope with the emergency situation.

In no instance was there a shortage of manpower due to*

the failure of LILCO personnel to show up for their po-

i sitions in the organization.

_

t

, - - - - - - -
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[')ss 30. Q. The contention mentions high levels of fatigue as
reducing the. ability of LILCO employees to perform
emergency tasks that are not part of their daily work
routine. How does LERO propose to avoid excessive
fatigue among LERO workers?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) LERO has been structured to

provide shift relief for all of the LERO positions that

it is anticipated will be required to be manned for

long periods of time (12 hours or more). There are

sufficient numbers of personnel trained to establish a

;- two-shift operations rotation, plus reserves for all

positions in the local EOC and select positions at the
,

i

staging areas and relocation centers. After the ini-

tial response to the incident has been addressed (the

() first 6 to 8 hours of the emergency), a formal shift4

rotation schedule will be put in place and followed for

the duration of the response.
|

f 31. Q. The contention mentions that high levels of stress
I would occur in a radiologica. emergency and that the

stress would incapacitate LERO workers who are not used>

to performing their emergency tasks. Do you believe
LILCO employees will be unable to perform their LERO
jobs due to the stress associated with a radiological
emergency?

I [Mileti] I have no doubt that LILCO employees will be

able to perform their LERO jobs despite the stress that

would be associated with a radiological emergency.

There are many reasons why I have no doubt about this
,

judgment.
.

~,

.

|

L:
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'' First, the concept of stress is multidimensional and

has many different meanings. It is actually the conse-

quences of stress -- however stress is defined -- which

are at issue in the contention. The contention alleges

that stress would lead to " negative" consequences, that

.
is, incapacitating LERO workers. It is, however, more

)
plausible that stress has " positive" impacts during an

emergency, for example, focusing the attention of the

emergency worker on the emergency situaton or overcom-

ing fatigue. That is, that stress may motivate people

to rise to the occasion. It may be a form of coping

which is beneficial rather than detrimental to an emer-
) p) ,

JE (, gency response. Long-lasting stress that continues to

exist after the emergency is over is not a phenomenon

that is applicable to the soundness of emergency

response.

Second, in the extensive history of research into
.

emergency response, I know of no instance in which an

emergency response organization has not been able to do

its job because workers were " incapacitated" because of

high stress levels. This is likely the case because

emergencies -- no matter how " stressful" an outside

observer may deem them to be for emergency workers --

are not a time when emergency workers become incapaci-

tated. Rather, they are an occasion when trained73O

.. -
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k emergency workers do the best and most that they can do

to do their job. This conclusion is borne out by evi-

dence about the behavior of emergency workers in some

of the most extreme catastrophes in human history where

stress for emergency workers would have almost as-

suredly been at its highest. This conclusion also is

borne out by evidence about the behavior of emergency

workers who work in organizations that do " emergency"

work daily, for example, fire and police departments,

and for workers in organizations who tend to do emer-

gency work only when an emergency occurs, for example,

the Red Cross, most of whose workers have non-emergency
r
(_,), normal jobs.

There is also extensive research evidence about how

people who do not have normal emergency jobs do emer-

gency work when emergencies-occur (almost all emer-

gencies precipitate scores of public volunteers for

existing emergency-organizations and " emergent groups"

of citizens which do emergency work spontaneously and

on their own). Although, to the best of my knowledge,

none of these studies statistically examined the effect

of stress per se on these workers' ability to perform

emergency work, their work has always gotten done and

has always been followed by accounts of how these peo-

ple did so much and for so long during the emergency.
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/-)k/ This outcome occurs in almost all emergencies; dif-

fering " stress" levels (which would undoubtedly have

varied across the emergencies studied) do not seem to

affect the behavior or ability of these essentially

non-emergency workers to do emergency work in an emer-

gency. Most of these workers -- I might also point

; out -- never had even received emergency training.

About a dozen or so studies on the behavior of emer-

gency workers during emergencies who did not have pre-

emergency jobs dealing with emergency work are summa-

rized in Chapter IV of my monograph (Human Systems in

Extreme Environments: A Sociological Perspective,

fD Boulder, Colorado: Institute of Behavioral Science,u)
1975), on emergencies and human behavior published with

two other sociologists. My book (also written with two

other sociologists) entitled Organizational Response to

Changing Community Systems, Kent, Ohio: Kent State

University Press, 1976, also describes that stress-in a

. social system is actually why non-emergency workers do
I

emergency work, for example in " emergent" groups.
|

Existing evidence suggests to me that stress facili-;

!

tates doing work in an emergency and does not detract

| from it.

Third, several research studies have documented the,

!

|

stress phenomenon at the radiological emergency at; ,

! )\
!

'%,

!

l-

|

L_ .
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!. - Three Mile Island and have demonstrated that the stresss

did not incapacitate emergency workers. Some illustra-

tions follow.

The Technical Staff Analysis Report on Behavioral

Effects to the President's Commission on the Accident

at Three Mile Island examined stress in utility workers

at TMI before, during and after the accident. They

compared these measures to workers at the Peach Bottom

nuclear power plant which they used as a control group.
,

'

Stress (measured by self-reports of extreme upset) was

found to go up for utility workers at TMI during the

accident. The percentage of utility workers at TMI and

Il at Peach Bottom who reported extreme upset before, dur-V
ing and after the accident appear in the following

table. The 28% extreme upset score for TMI workers was

obviously higher than the 17% reported for Peach Bot-

tom.

During the At About
6 Months TMI 10/31/79

Plant Before " Accident or 6 Months
Location 3/28/79 Week" After 3/28/79

TMI 10% 28% 16%

Peach
Bottom 11% 17% 13%

A report by Evelyn Bromet, Preliminary Report on the
.

Mental Health of Three Mile Island Residents,
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km2 Pittsburgh: Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic at

t

the University of Pittsburg, May, 1980, analyzed utili-

ty workers at TMI as compared to a control group in

Beaver County of utility workers at the

Shippingport-Beaver Valley reactors. Bromet used a

modified version of a standardized interview schedule

(Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia)

and other symptomatic indicators for stress. The con-

clusion of the analysis was that the accident did cause

depression and/or anxiety in TMI utility workers.

"Overall, during this period . (November 1978 to. .

January 1980] 19% of the TMI workers and 14% of. . .

() the Beaver County workers reported at least one episode-

of anxiety and/or depression. Apart from a small peak

in April among TMI workers, both groups had similar

i rates throughout the year (at page 34)." The peak

referred to was during the month of the TMI accident;

8% of TMI workers had depression / anxiety compared to

about 3.5% in Beaver County.

Both the Dohrenwend report (the Technical Staff

Report to the President's Commission) and the Bromet

report illustrate what they and others have concluded:

stress did exist in emergency workers (and others) dur-

ing the radiological emergency at Three Mile Island.

However, no evidence was found that stress

[D-
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'w d incapacitated the work of emergency organizations to do

their jobs. Although many important lessons were

learned from the TMI experience, the Pennsylvania Com-

mission on Three Mile Island, Report of the Governor's

Commission on Three Mile Island, Harrisburg: February

26, 1980; the Rogovin Report (Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission Special Inquiry Group, Three Mile Island: A

Report to the Commissioners and to the Public,

Washington, D.C. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Volume II), and others do not report on incapacitated

emergency workers.

Fourth, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
p
i, ) Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric

! Association in 1980 ("DSM-III") states'that-diminished
responsiveness to the external world is not a charac-

teristic_ response during an emergency. Diminished

responsiveness, if it occurs, usually begins soon after

the traumatic event (DSM-III at pages 236-38). Inca-

pacitation, when it does occur, is a result of, rather

than an occurrence during, an emergency. My reading of

DSM-III and the other works referenced in this testi-

mony lead me to conclude that people would not become

" incapacitated" in any form during a radiological emer-

. gency at Shoreham.

,O
\>

1
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\-) In sum, stress did exist in utility emergency

workers at Three Mile Island, yet these workers did not

become incapacitated as the contention alleges would

occur with utility emergency workers in a radiological

emergency at Shoreham. Stress would almost certainly

exist in LERO emergency workers at Shoreham in the

event of an emergency. It would also likely be higher

in some people than in others. In my judgment, it

would not incapacitate emergency LERO workers when

their services are needed. Given what is known and

based on the research I have cited in answer to this

question, if stress has an effect on LERO workers when

( )- their services are needed during an emergency at-

Shoreham, it probably would enhance their ability to

meet the demands of the situation and not to detract

from it.

32. Q. How do you propose to simulate stress in drills and
,

exercises?
,

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] It is our under-

standing that the regulations do not require that drill

and exercise scenarios provide training on how to deal

with stress. Stress is not.specifically simulated in

LERO drills or exercises; however, the drills and exer-

cises themselves may be stressful situations. During

the course of conducting drills and exercises stress
,

.

t
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. n)-(- may be present by virtue of the peer pressure applied

to the individuals in the form of drill observers and

drill controllers monitoring the individual's actions

:

him subjecting him to review and critique. Everyone

wants to do his job correctly and appear competent and
;

capable in the eyes of the evaluator. .

Additionally, the drill and exercise scenarios are
i

structured and run on a strict timetable which forces
,.

actions to occur in a manner that requires the partici-

pants to feel the pressures of time and its impact on4

the overall ability of the organization to carry out

its objectives.

| () Finally, the participants in a drill or exercise are

unaware of the situations or surprise subsituations

that the scenario will present. The inability to pre-

dict the future events in nhe scenario creates uncer-

tainty and doubt about the developing accident. When

this is combined with the peer pressure provided by ob-

servers it tends to create stressful conditions for the
"

| participants.
i

33. Q. How often is training repeated?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Each individual is involved

in participating in LERO activities throughout the

course of the year. The ongoing training program,

() described in detail earlier in this testimony, was



-
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/ intentionally designed to ensure that LERO personnel

remain active and aware of their LERO responsibilities

on a continuing basis.

. 34. Q. Will an annual refresher training program be sufficient
'

to maintain the training level necessary for LERO
workers to perform their jobs?

Daemo
A. [Berger, Cordaro,A Mileti, Varley] The annual training

program has been designed to be conducted over the

course of the year, requiring LERO personnel to attend

sessions during one of the quarters in which the ses-

sion is given. Attendance at these quarterly sessions

will help ensure that each individual maintains a suf-

ficient level of awareness and preparation for his spe-, ,

(
cific job responsibilities. In addition to conducting

the classroom training during the year, drills and ex-

ercises are scheduled on a quarterly basis as well,

providing additional exposure for LERO personnel to
.

LERO activities on a regular and frequent basis.

The combination of attendance at classroom training

sessions and participation in the drills and exercises
'

| provides adequate exposure to the responsibilities and
I

job functions required of LERO members allowing each

member to maintain his proficiency.
: -

35. Q. Dr. Mileti, what about the concept included in Conten-
tion 40 that training can not prepare people for the

. stress and trauma associated with a radiological emer-i

(f gency and that actual experience is essential
'

f-

s

L_
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A. [Mileti) The notion that the " stress and trauma" of a
radiological emergency at Shoreham could be dealt with

only after experience (I presume with other " stressful

and traumatic" events as part of one's routine job)

which LERO workers do not have is unfounded.

Put simply, stress and trauma can occur in people.

They do not, in community-wide emergencies, emerge to

interfere with the ability of people to do things,

especially if those people know (through training, or

some other mechanism) that they have a job to do that

needs to get done and what they need to do in order to

accomplish it.

() Furthermore, the literature on psychological and

system stress (much of which I have already referenced)

indicates that stress assists rather than detracts from

the ability of people to cope with the situation.

Trauma, on rare occasions, can result in a post-

-traumatic stress disorder which could reduce a person's

responsiveness to the outside world. This occurs, how-

ever, after a traumatic event and not during the period

of warning of it (for example, when an evacuation might

be. ongoing) or during the event. I have already dis-

cussed the relationship of stress and trauma on peo-

ple's ability to function in an answer to a prior ques-

tion when I discussed the "DSM-III." The material,e
V-
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presented there was generic in that it applies to peo-

ple in general, including people who are LERO workers.

CONTENTION 41

36. Q. What does Contention 41 state?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Contention 41

reads.as follows:

Contention 41. All necessary emergency
personnel must be trained adequately in
the proper use of the communications
equipment relied upon in the LILCO Plan.
Such training must include instruction in
.the proper use of radio frequencies, the
range of coverage available for each fre-
-quency,;and proper radio discipline. The
LILCO Plan, how&ver, only requires that
there be " communication drills" and that
exercises shall test, inter alia, emer-

f '( ) gency response capabilities, " including
~

communications capabilities."_ (Plan, at
5.2-2 and 5.2-3). The Plan gives no indi-
cation of the scope or content of the pro-
posed communication drills and exercises.

. Thus, there'is no assurance that LILCO's
'

Plan satisfies the. requirements of 10 CFR,
Section 50.47(b)(15) or that emergency
response personnel will be prepared and
adequately trained to initiate and receive
communications, as required by 10 CFR,

i. Section 50.47(b)(6) and NUREG-0654, Sec-
tion II F..

37. Q. Contention 41 involves training-in the use of communi-
cations equipment. In the LILCO Transition Plan, who
are the personnel required to use " communications
equipment"? Do the personnel assigned to use the com-
munications equipment have prior experience in the use
of similar communications equipment?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] The LILCO Transition

Plan contemplates that two bas 1c types of

;O ,
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communications equipment will be used by LERO personnel'-

-- t'elephones and radios. As citizens of the twentieth

century, LERO personnel are familiar with the use of

telephones. LERO members who will be required to use

two-way radios for communications include: staging

area support staff, traffic guides, road crews, evacua-

tion route spotters, transfer point coordinators, and

certain communicators and coordinators assigned to the

EOC. In many cases these individuals use two-way

radios on a frequent basis in conducting their normal

job activities for LILCO. For example, transfer point

coordinators are all assigned to LILCO's Underground-

(~), Lines Department. This department uses radio equipmentq,

in conducting its normal day-to-day business. In addi-

' tion, LERO personnel who are required to use mobile

radios in a LERO response receive classroom training on

the use of the mobile radios and actually install and

use these radios as part of the drill and exercise pro-

gram. (See Attschments 16 and 30).

38. Q. What communications equipment is to be used by LERO
workers? Is the communications equipment to be used by
LERO workers complex or is it similar to CB radios used
by the general public?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] The communication

equipment used by LERO personnel to communicate with

other LERO personnel or with non-LILCO organizations-s
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I'-) consists of mobile radios, desk-top radios, Radiologi-

cal Emergency Communication System (RECS), dedicated

telephone lines, and commercial telephone lines.

The telephone equipment used by LERO personnel is

either a simple touch-tone desk commercial telephone or

a dedicated telephone line. All LERO personnel are

familiar with the operation of a simple commercial

telephone from personal use. The operation of a dedi-

cated line merely requires the user to pick up the

telephone receiver; the action of picking up the re-

ceiver will cause the other telephone or the dedicated

line to ring. The RECS Line, which is comprised of a

(~m .(,) series of dedicated line circuits, is operated by

lifting the receiver and depressing a manual ring down

button. The depression of the manual ring down button

causes all of the telephones in the RECS system to

ring.

The mobile radio units used by LERO workers such as

traffic guides, evacuation route spotters, and transfer

point coordinators is a Motorola "MOCOM 70" unit. LERO

workers who will be operating the mobile radio units

view the videotape for Training Module 8A entitled

" Mobile Radio Operations" which gives instruction on

the operation of the Motorola "MOCOM 70" unit. (See

Attachments 16 and 30). As the videotape clearly
,
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shows, the operation of the mobile radio is simple.

First, the unit is placed in the vehicle and the

antenna is attached to the top of the vehicle. A

grounding cable is grounded to the metal of the vehi-

cle. Then, the unit is plugged into the cigarette

lighter for a power source. The operator then turns

the "on-off" switch to the "on" position. The

" squelch" and volume controls are then adjusted to the

desired listening level and the radio is ready to be

i used. Transmission of messages on the mobile radio is

accomplished'by pressing the button on the hand-held

microphone and speaking into the microphone. At the
('\
(_) end of the message, the operator releases the push-to-

talk button; the unit is then ready to receive mes-

sages. When the transmission is complete, the operator

places the microphone in the clip that holds it.

Finally, some LERO workers, such as communicators at

the EOC, use desk top radios. The desk top radio is
i

operated by turning the "on-off" switch to the "on"

position and adjusting the volume to the desired level.

: The unit is then ready for use. To transmit a message

on a desk top unit the push-to-talk button on the

microphone is depressed. Release of the button on the

microphone places _the unit in a receive mode.

b~j
-

t

. - -

.
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- ( -39.'Q. How are the LERO workers trained in the use of the com- r

munications equipment?
;,

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Training Module 8 of

the LERO training program addresses the communications-

systems employed by LERO. Module 8, which is part of

the classroom training program for all LERO personnel,

features a thirty minute videotape presentation, a '

workbook section, and a question and answer session

with an instructor. (Attachments 15 and 20). Addi-
i

tionally, during drills and exercises, LERO personnel '

whose LERO jobs require them to use communications
,

'

equipment practice using that communications equipment.

Some emergency workers have experience in the use of

O-
communications equipment from their regular LILCO jobs.

In the case of traffic guides and other LERO workers
,

who may not use communications equipment in their daily
1 -

work, special communications training is provided,-

| through a videotape training session on the use of

mobile radios. (See Attachments 16 and 30). As dis-

cussed above, the mobile radio used by LERO personnel
.

is simple to operate. The objectives of the course

include understanding the installation and operation of

mobile radio-as well as the basic protocol used in

operating a mobile radio. After viewing the videotape
i

on'the use of mobile radios, the traffic guides partic-

[) ' ipate in a drill during which they install their mobile

.
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radios and check their operations at the staging areak-

and in the field. Drill controllers are available to

assist and instruct the traffic guides in installing

the mobile radios if such assistance is necessary. At-

tached are the script of the videotape portion of the

course, and an excerpt from the drill scenario.

(Attachments 16 and 2).

DOE-RAP personnel who will be part of LERO use their

own communications equipment for which they receive

training through the DOE-Brookhaven area office.

Therefore, DOE-RAF personnel do not receive nor do they
,

require the training in the use of communications

(~
4 equipment provided in the LERO classroom training pro-s

gram.

40. Q. What is the scope and content of the communication
drills?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Communication drills

are conducted to verify that the installed emergency

communication networks identified for use during an

emergency by LERO are in proper working order and that

.the personnel designated to operate the equipment are

proficient in its use. To assure that equipment and

personnel are both in a constant state of readiness,

communication drills will be developed during the life

of'the plant which require the designated LERO_

V
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communicators to operate their respective communica-' -

tions equipment and relay prepared messages to recipi-

ents on.that particular network. The recipients of the

messages provide verification of accurate message

transmittal. Drills designated to be conducted for the
ake

purpose of communications verifications conducted on a
4

periodic basis as outlined in-Chapter 5 of the LILCO

Transition Plan.

41. Q. How often will LERO workers who use communications
equipment be drilled or exercised on the use of that
equipment?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] In addition to the

drills discussed above, which are conducted to verifyj_.
> \
~ communications readiness, the drills' identified in the

Drill Matrix Figure 5.2.1 of the Plan, all require the

actual use of the emergency communication equipment as

_part of the expected drill response. For example, the

traffic guidance drill requires all traffic guides to

install and operate their mobile radios as part of

their job function during the drill.

For example, during the drills involving the EOC and

the staging areas, LERO workers such as traffic guides,

bus dispatchers, EOC communicators, lead traffic
i

guides, staging area support staff, and transfer point

coordinators have actually used the telephone and radio

em
() communications links between the EOC and each staging
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'l area, and between the staging area and field personnel.4

(See, for example, Attachment 5). At drills in which

the EOC has been activated, drill controllers have

played the role of outside organizations and simulated

communications on the RECS line as well as other EOC

telephone lines. (See, for example, Attachments 1 and

5). During integrated drills between LERO and the

onsite organization (SNPS) communications links between
,

those organizations and their respective field person-

nel have been exercised. (See, for example, Attachment

6). These communications links are the same 1 inks and i
,

type of equipment that these LERO workers will use in

(f the performance of their LERO job. In addition, spe-

cial communication tabletop drills have been run that .

provided an opportunity for both the onsite and offsite

communicators to sit down together, meet each other, i

and review their respective job responsibilities and

any interface of those responsibilities.

Through the attendance at the annual training class-

room session on communication coupled with participa-

tion in the communication verification drills and the !

LERO drill program, all communicators within LERO

receive ample practice with the . communication equipment

enabling them to be able to use the equipment.

t ,
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42. Q. Is the training program adequate for the use of the'

LERO communications equipment?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Yes. The final proof

of any training program is ultimately the demonstration

that an individual can put into practice the skills

learned in the training program. To date numerous

drills have been conducted in which communications

played a key role in the course of carrying out

response actions, during the drills the LERO personnel

and the equipment fulfilled the intended objectives of

the communication links exercised.

43. Q. Contention 41 states that instruction on the use of
g- communications equipment must include " instruction in

the proper use of radio frequencies, the range of cov->

'

erage available for each frequency, and proper radio
discipline". Does the LERO training program for commu-
nication include training in the subject areas?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] The training program

does not detail the range of coverage of the particular

frequencies. It was felt that instruction on the range

of coverage available for each frequency was unneces-

sary since all frequencies have been verified through

field use to provide coverage over the response area

'

covered by LERO personnel. The LERO training program

f does provide instruction on the proper installation,

operational checks, and proper usage of the communica-,

tion equipment. During drills and exercises those LERO

() members whose jobs require the use of radios are

<
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sI required to actually install and use those radios as

part of the drill and exercise response. In this way

all those LERO personnel who are required to use radios

gain experience in radio use and proper radio proce-

dures.

CONTENTION 44

44. Q. Would you please summarize the issues raised by Conten-
tion 44?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Contention 44
'

questions whether the drills and exercises contemplated

by the LILCO Transition Plan will adequately test the

training of emergency response personnel and ensure

() _that such personnel are familiar with, and capable of

performing, their LERO job tasks. Specifically, the-

contention states that:

Contention 44. The LILCO Plan fails to
demonstrate that drills and exercises will
adequately test the training of emergency
response personnel so as to ensure that
personnel are familiar with, and capable
of performing, their duties under'the Plan
as required by 10 CFR Section
50.47(b)(14), 10 CRF Part 50, Appendix E,
Section IV.F, and NUREG 0654, Section
II.N. Specifically:

***

D. The Plan does not provide for quar-
terly testing.of communications with Fed-
eral emergency response organizations or
States within the ingestion pathway.
NUREG 0654, Section II.N.2.a. Moreover,
the Plan does not provide for testing

f'>') whether the content of messages is under-
stood by emergency response personnel.'

Id. (See FEMA Report, at 13.)

L
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E. The Plan fails to describe how exer-
cises and drills are to be carried out to
allow " free play for decisionmaking."
NUREG 0654, Section II.N.3. (See FEMA
Report, at 14.)

F. The LILCO Plan fails to provide for
official observers from Federal, State or
local governments to observe, evaluate,
and critique training exercises. NUREGe

0654, Section II.N.4. (See FEMA Report,
at 14). Nor does the Plan provide ade-
quate means for evaluating observer and
participant comments. NUREG 0654, Section
II.N.S. (See FEMA Report, at 14.)
Instead, under the LILCO Plan, post-
exercise / drill critiques will be performed
primarily by LILCO. (Plan, at 5.2-3; OPIP
5.1.1, at 8 and 9). LILCO, however, will
:ot be able to critique adequately its own
Flan, including the exercises conducted
under the Plan, due to its lack of ex-
pertise and objectivity. Thus,
deficiencies in the LILCO Plan and imple-

() menting procedures may not be identified
or corrected.

CONTENTION 44.D

45. Q. Contention 44.D. alleges that the LILCO Transition Plan
does not provide for quarterly testing of communica-
tions with federal emergency response organizations or
States within the ingestion pathway. Is this true?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] No. The Plan at

5.2-2 and OPIP 5.1.1. Section 5.2.1.5., do provide for

quarterly testing of communications with Federal emer-

gency response organizations and States within the
,

ingestion pathway. Thus, the LILCO Transition Plan

satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0654, Section

II.N.2.a. which requires that communications with fed-

() eral emergency response organizations and states within

'
the ingestion pathway be tested quarterly.
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(_) 46. Q. Enactly what is the schedule for communications drills?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Communications within

the immediate LERO response structure are tested on a

quarterly basis. (See OPIP 3.4.1). This would include

circuits between the EOC and the staging areas, the EOC
*

and the onsite response facilities, as well as the

radio frequencies between the staging area and the

field stations. Communications with federal and State

organizations within the ingestion pathway are also

'

tested quarterly.

47. Q. Will the testing of communication links include testing
whether the content of messages is understood by emer-
gency response personnel?

,_

-( )'' A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Renz, Varley] Yes. As part of the

communication verification drills the communicators-

participating in the drill will be presented with a

pre-completed message form which the communicators will

be required to transmit over the appropriate network.

The message recipient will record the transmitted

information for later comparison with the original mes-

sage material supplied to the communicator.

CONTENTION 44.E

48. Q. Contention 44.E. states that the LILCO Transition Plan
fails to describe how exercises and drills are to be
carried out to allow " free play for decisionmaking."
First, would you define what is meant by " free play for

(~
\_]'

decisionmaking"?
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A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) " Free play for

decisionmaking" is required by NUREG-0654, II.N.3.

" Free play for decisionmaking" is the term used to

describe the instructional method used in an exercise

wherein the exercise participants are expected to col-
ze

lect, analyese and diagnose accident symptoms 'and

develop response action decisions. The exercise par-

ticipants are provided with simulated accident symptoms

in the same or nearly the same manner as those symptoms

would be presented to them in a real emergency. Once

the information is available to the participants it is

their responsibility to carry out the appropriate

-[]) response action based upon the information they have

received. .Their actions should be based upon their-

training and'should follow established procedures. The

exercise participants are free to reach whatever deci-

sion they feel is appropriate without interference or

coaching on the part of the exercise controllers or ob-

servers. The exercise participants are' allowed to

carry out whatever actions are required in response to

their decisions. Only in the event that the partici-

pants decisions or actions would result in hazardous

situations for personnel or equipment would an exercise

controller step in to stop the flow of events during an.

exercise. -The " free play for decision making" concept

k
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is the critical element in allowing exercise control-

lers and observers to make valid judgments on the capa-

bilities of an emergency organization to carry out its

responsibilities during an accident.

49. Q. Will the drills and exercises conducted under the LILCO
Transition Plan provide for free play for decision-
making?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. OPIP b.1.1.,
5 A.S.1

Section Ecev&v4., makes explicit provision for free

play in drill and exercise scenarios. The drill and

exercise scenarios provide for free play for deci-

sionmaking by posing a hypothetical emergency situati'on

to the LERO organization. The LERO organization must
. /^T

~# then make decisions about how to respond to the emer-

gency situation in the same manner that LERO would make

decisions during an actual emergency. The inclusion of

free play _in drills and exercises is inheren; in the

manner in which drills and exercises are conducted.

The participants are provided with a set of circum -

stances simulating an accident, they are then required
'

to develop a set o'f response actions and to implement
: those actions under the observation of the drill con-

trollers. (See, for example, Attachments 1-6).'

i
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' sju 50.-Q. Is:LILCois method for incorporating 1 free play for deci-
. ( sionmaking in exercises and drills similar to that used

for other, drill and. exercise program's with which you
'~

are familiar? !
"

- t

A.
,

(Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. As is the |
t-

case with drills and exercises cond0c'ted at other loca- [
. . r

tions, the drill participants are presented with acci-
f

- _ dent parameters and information in much the same manner [

as the information would be available to them in a real
!

x accident. The simulated accident information is

injected into-the drill through' incoming lines of com-

munications or through simulated personal observations
, -

of personnel in the field. The drill participants must !

be able to ree'ord, digest:and take. actions based upon
{..

- their judgment and in'accordance with the guidelines ,

:

,setforth.[in.the; procedures. f,

!

i~,

51. Q. Other'than the fact.that NUREG-0654~ requires free play
for decisionmaking to be. incorporated in exercises and
drills, what is the benefit of including free play for
-decisionmaking infa drill or exercise scenario? ;

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] By allowing |
[-

.
'

the members of the emergency organization the freedom !

' Ito take whatever actions they deem appropriate for the !

-situation presented by the drill or exercise scenario, ;
,

! . !

phe members. gain knowledge and experiehce in conducting |
-

'

(' ,

accident response activities. They will perceive the i

|e

1 unfolding situation in much the same manner that it--

(} 'would' appear during a real emergency. The participants

o ;

i i

l' I
> c

#
6

. ,

*
. .

;

. - , - . . . - . . _ . . _ , _ _ . . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ , . _ . . _ _ _ _ . . - . _ _ _ , _ - _ . _ _ . - _ _ _ , - - . , _ - . . _ _ _-
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(''')
can experience, through their own conduc't, the imple-

mentation of the accident u.. Jement decisions reached

by the emergency organization. Rather than following
a

pre-developed time tables based on knowing the accident

scenario beforehand the participants must develop

response decisions and carry out actions based upon the

information as it becomes available, just as they would

be required to formulate responsive actions when faced

with a real accident.
,

i

CONTENTION 44.F

52. Q. The intervenors have alleged in Contention 44.F. that
'

the LILCO Transition Plan fails to provide for official
,r3 government observers to observe, evaluate and critique
(_) LERO training exercises. Is that true?

A. (Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] No. LILCO Transition Plan

at 5.2-4 specifically states that Federal, State or

local government observers will be invited to evaluate

and critique annual exercises.

53. Q. How will the comments of these observers be evaluated
and deficiencies corrected?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) LILCO Transition Plan's

Procedures (OPIP 5.1.1.) provide that the Emergency

Planning Coordinator will (1) organize a post-exercise

critique for all observers and participating personnel

to be held before the end of the work day following the

exercise, (2) attend all post-exercise critiques held7s

C

_____ ____ _
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0' by Federal, State or local observers, (3) collect and

evaluate all exercise records from all observers, and

(4) issue sul exercise report that incorporates the rec-

ommendations of the FEMA Post-Exercise Assessment

Report as.well as recommendations from LERO personnel

and observers. These provisions, plus the fact that

LILCO must respond to and correct any deficiencies

noted in the FEMA Report, will ensure that observers'

comments on areas needing improvement are properly

evaluated and that corrective actions are implemented,

as required by NUREG-0654, Section II.N.5.

'54. Q. How will the post-exercise critiques be performed?3

~%)
*

A.-[Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] During the course cf the

exercise, observers and controllers record their obser-

vations on.the performance of the participants'

response to the simulated accident situation. Upon

completion of the exercise, a meeting will be held for

all exercise controllers and observers. During this

meeting the comments and observations made by the con-

trollers and observers are collected and discussed,

these comments then are used'as the basis for con-

ducting the post-exercise critique for the partici-

pants. The post-exercise critique is conducted a short

time after. completion of the exercise, usually the fol-

.() . lowing day. Key participants in the exercise such as
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O the Director and Manager of Local Response and other

senior LERO personnel attend the session. During the

critique major items observed in the exercise are high-

lighted and discussed. Both strong points and those

areas needing further attention are presented to the

participants.

The cumulative result of the controllers' and obser-

vers' recorded comments and the items addressed during

the critique discussions become the basis for the post-
i

exercise written evaluation.
.

55. Q. Who will attend the post-exercise critiques?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) Attendees of the post-g
(> '

exercise critiques.will include the following. person-

nel: i

. Any federal, State or local observers-

- Lead exercise controller

Key exercise controllers and observers,-

such as those in the local EOC, staging
areas and selected field positions

>

[ Key exercise participants, such as those-

; in LERO management positions in the EOC
and staging areas -

The LILCO Emergency Preparedess--

!Coordinator

Other invited personnel,-

Section 5.2(B) of the Transition Plan

?") ,

(>4

!

.. . . _ . . . . ~ . _._ _ - . _ _ ._ -- __ __
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O.O 56. Q. What sort of prior experience will the observers of
LERO drills and exercises have?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] All personnel designated to

act as controllers or observers in an exercise must
1

attend pre-exercise briefings. During these briefings

the accident scenario is discussed in detail and key

points for observation are highlighted. Each control-

ler and observer is briefed on his position and pro-

vided with written guidance on the specific areas to be

evaluated. Exercise control strategy is outlined as

well as safety precautions to be taken to ensure that

all activities undertaken during the course of the

7s exercise are in accordance with safe and prudent prac-
.\ ] *

tices.

57. Q. Since a number _vf the observers will be LILCO person-
nel, how will LILCO ensure objectivity in the evalua-
tion of its drills and exercises?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio) It is common for any utility or

offsite organization to control and observe an exercise

using their own personnel supplemented by contracted

personnel and personnel from other utilities or offsite

organizations. Observers from both the NRC and FEMA

are also present'at the annual FEMA-graded exercise.
,

Federal and other observers provide an independent

evaluation of the exercise. During a graded exercise,

, observers from both the NRC and FEMA rove to various
v
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'' facilities and locations. Part of the federal observ-

ers evaluations is based on whether the exercise was

conducted and evaluated properly. LILCO will not only

be evaluated on its ability to implement energency

response actions but also on its ability to conduct a l

fair and accurate graded exercise.

CONTENTION 98

58. Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Contention 98.

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] Contention 98 al-

leges that the LILCO Transition Plan does not demon-

strate that training and periodic. retraining will be
.

provided to organizations, such as schools, hospitals,
V, S
,

nursing homes, adult homes, and other special facili-

. ties and that the LILCO Transition Plan does not demon-

strate that training or periodic retraining will be

provided to the personnel of emergency response organi-

zations, including the U.S. Coast Guard, DOE-RAP, the

American Red Cross, and ambulance personnel. The con-

tention alleges, therefore, that the LILCO Transition

Plan does not comply with NRC regulations or NRC/ FEMA

guidelines. Contention 98 reads as follows:

Contention 98. The LILCO Plan states
that emergency response training and
periodic retraining "will be offered" to
organizations, such as schools, hospitals,
nursing homes, adult homes and other special

73 facilities, which may be called upon to
:('') "take actions during an incident" at the

Shoreham plant (see Plan, at 5.1-6).

E
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\- However, the Plan fails to demonstrate that

such training and retraining will, in fact,
be provided, nor is there any description of
the training that "will be offered." Fur-
ther, the Plan fails to demonstrate that
training and/or periodic retraining will be
prot-ided to the personnel of emergency re-
spanse organizations which are relied upon
by LILCO to provide essential support ser-
vices during an emergency, including the
U.S. Coast Guard, DOE-RAP, the American Red
Cross, and ambulance personnel. Therefore,
the LILCO Plan does not comply with 10 CFR
5 50.47(b)(15), 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
Section IV.F, and NUREG 0654, Section II.O.
Because the Plan provides no assurance that
the persons necessary to implement the LILCO
Plan will be timely and adequately trained,
there can be no assurance that the protec-
tive measures described in the Plan can or
will be taken in the event of an emergency,

,

in violation of 10 CFR $ 50.47(a)(1).

I 59. Q. What are the regulations cited in Contention 98?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] The regulations cited in Con-

tention 98 are 10 C.F.R. 5 50.47(b)(15), 10 C.F.R. Part

50, Appendix E, 5 IV.F., and-NUREG-0654, Section II.O.

Section 50.47(b)(15) provides that " radiological emergency

response training is provided to those who may be called

upon to assist in an emergency," and NUREG-0654, Section

: II.O.4, provides that "each organization shall establish a

training program for instructing and qualifying personnel

who will implement radiological emergency response plans."

(

-- . -- --
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60.'Q. As emergency, planners, what is your understanding of which !

organizations the regulations and guidelines include [
within the organizations that should receive emergency '

planning?
.

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] It is our understanding that
,

organizations which will provide essential support ser-
f

vices during an emergency must receive training. In the h
'

L

caseLof the LILCO Transition Plan, this means the U.S.

Coast Guard, DOE-RAP, the American Red Cross, ambulance

- personnel, and helicopter personnel. While organizations

such as schools, hospitals, nursing homes, and other spe-
J

! cial facilities may be called upon to take action during (
. [

'

an incident at the Shoreham plant, they are not part of
i

the emergency response organization. Therefore, it is our(
; understanding that personnel from those organizations do T

:

not need to receive the full complement of radiological'

emergency-response training that makes up the LERO I
!-

training program. |

'

!

61. Q. Did you consider anything other than the regulations and i

guidelines in deciding who needed emergency response ,

training? ;

l

A. (Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] Yes. One can easily }
!

wonder where training for emergency response should end. t

!'

In our opinion, it'is not necessary to train everybo'dy who

could-be involved in an emergency to do everything that,

they might be called upon to do in some future emergency.'

| :, (-
(_/:

i !

"

:

i'

;

- , _ _ . , . . . . , _ . . . _ , _ _ _ . _ , _ , _ . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , _ . . _ _ - . , ._... . _ _ _ , _ , . . _ . , _ , , , . . . _ . . . - . . . _ . . - _ .
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First, there is no reason tc train people or organiza-

tions to do in an emergency what they already know how to

do. For example, teachers do not need training to keep

students orderly while standing in a line; the public does

not need training about how to drive a car (in an evacua-

tion) or close windows in their homes (during sheltering).

Second, there is good reason to train people who do not

already know how to do what it is they would do in an

emergency. For example, people who would decontaminate

vehicles in an emergency should be provided training about

how to decontaminate vehicles if they do not know how to

perform that task.

() Third, people who would make decisions in an emergency

need some training on issues and topics relevant to those

decisions. For example, if school principals will decide

if their school will evacuate or not during an emergency,

then school-principals should be presented with informa-

tion that informs them of the logic of that decision.

62. Q..What does the LILCO Transition Plan say with respect to
training of organizations such as schools, hospitals,
nursing homes, adult homes, and other special facilities?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] The LILCO Transition Plan

states at page 5.1-6 that emergency response training and

periodic retraining will be offered to such organizations.

As the LILCO Transition Plan states, LILCO will offer

() training and information sessions to any organization

u
_
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'' which must take action during an incident at SNPS. These

organizations include schools, hospitals, nursing homes,

adult homes, and other special facilities.

63. Q. Has training been provided to these organizations?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Training has not yet been pro-

vided to these organizations. We have developed a

training program for these organizations on a conceptual

basis and are in the process of preparing training materi-

als. Once these materials are available we will offer to

conduct training programs for these organizations.

64. Q. Exactly what type of training will be offered to organiza-
r- tions such as schools, hospitals, nursing homes, adult3,) homes, and other special facilities?t

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] For organizations such
,

as schools, hospitals, and nursing homes located inside

the 10-mile EPZ, the type of material offered will include

a general overview of emergency planning concepts and re-

quirements, details specific ~to a LERO response, and de-

tails of the particular organization's involvement in a

response.

65. Q. Could you outline a typical lesson plan for the type of
training that will be offered to schools, hospitals,
nursing homes or adult homes?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley) At the present time,

LILCO plans to offer the following training materials,-

(') some of which are part of the LERO training program and

:

t

.
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\~' some of which are now being developed specifically for

-outside organizations, to schools, hospitals, nursing

homes, and adult homes.

Hospitals: Key Administration Personnel

" Radiation Naturally" videotape
Radiation Handouts
"LERO & Shoreham" videotape
" Planning for Emergencies" handout
" Hospitals Response" handout
Question and Answer Session

Hospitals: Doctors, Nurses, Other Staff

" Hospitals Response" handout

.

" Planning for Emergencies" handout

Nursing Homes and Adult Homes:
Key Administrati6n Personnel

" Radiation Naturally" videotape

I) Radiation Handouts
"LERO & Shoreham" videotape
" Planning for Emergencies" handout
" Nursing Homes / Adult Home Response" handout
Question and Answer Session

Nursing Homes and Adult Homes:
Nurses, Other Staff

" Nursing Homes / Adult Homes Response" handout
"Plann'ng for Emergencies" handout

Public and Private Schools:
-Key Administration Personnel'

" Radiation Naturally" videotape
Radiation Handouts
"LERO And Shoreham" videotape
" Planning for Emergencies" handout-

" Schools Response" handout
Question and Answer Session

Public and Private Schools: Bus Drivers

" Radiation Naturally" videotape

() LERO Training Modules (videotape and workbook)
Module 3 " Radiation Protection"-

L
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Module 9 " Personnel Dosimetry"- -

Module 10 " Personnel Monitoring"-

" Schools Response" handout
" Planning for Emergencies" handout

Public and Private Schools: Teachers, Other Staff

" Schools Response" handout
" Planning for Emergencies" handout

The training program for school bus drivers will con-

sist of LERO_ training program videotapes and workbooks

Module 3 (" Radiation Protection"), Module 9 (" Personnel

Dosimetry"), and Module 10 (" Personnel Monitoring") and

the two handouts " Planning for Emergencies" and "Organiza-

tion Response."
.

66. Q. With the exception of the school bus driver training, how
- ()-- does this type of training differ from the training that

; is being provided to organizations that are part of LERO?
,

;- A.-(Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] The training and in-
L . -
I formation offered to these organizations is intended to

provide the particular organizations' staff with an aware-

ness of how their organization and facilities would be im-

pacted in the event of an emergency at SNPS. The material

will outline the general actions the staff of an organiza-

tion, such as a school, hospital or nursing home, would

take in response to and in concert with the LERO response

activities. In comparison, the training offered to orga-

nizations that are part of LERO such as the ambulance com-

L -panies is designed to provide members of those organiza-

. () tions with information about LERO generally and about

their specific job responsibilities within LERO.
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67. Q. What type of retraining program will be provided to''

schools, hospitals, nursing homes, and other special
facilities?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] As stated in the LILCO Transi-

tion Plan at page 5.1-6, the Emergency Planning

Coordinator or his designee will meet annually with each

organization to develop a timetable for conducting the

agreed upon training program. Retraining will be done

annuall:t and will consist of a re-presentation of the

above outlined material.

68. Q. Does the LERO drill and exercises program include interac-
tion with officials such as school administrators, and
spec'ial facility administrators?

- A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] No. It is our understanding

that the regulations and guidelines do not require the in-

clusion of persons such as school administrators and spe-

cial facility administrators in the LERO drill program.

69. Q. How does the LERO drill and exercise program ensure that
the LERO workers who will have to interact with school ad-
ministrators, special facility administrators, and the
public be able to perform their jobs?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] While actual public officials

and various administrators have not been involved in the

drills that have been conducted by LERO, drill controllers

were used to simulate these individuals. The drill con-

trollers manned telephone lines and acted the part of var-

ious outside organizations' officials. The LERO partici-

(o) pants were required to place actual phone calls to these

l
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'' individuals and carry out their responsibilities as if

they were dealing with the actual officials.

70. Q. Could school administrators or special facility adminis-
trators participate in the LERO drill program if they
desired to do so?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio) Yes. Any request by these organiza-

tions to participate in drills and exercises would be

accepted.

71. Q. What type of training does LILCO plan to provide to the
personnel of emergency response organizations which are
relied on by LILCO to provide essential support services
during an emergency, such as the U.S. Coast Guard,
DOE-RAP, the American Red Cross, ambulance personnel, and
helicopter personnel?

,

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Emergency response organiza-js
L]'

tions that will support the LILCO Transition Plan can be

essentially divided into two groups. The first group in-

cludes the U.S. Coast Guard, ambulance personnel, and he-

licopter personnel, and the second group includes the

American Red Cross and DOE-RAP.

The first group, which_ includes the U.S. Coast Guard,

ambulance personnel, and helicopter personnel, are pro-

vided training by LILCO as part of LERO. This group will

be called upon to support LERO activities for situations

which, while similar to their normal activities,- are in

many respects unique to their LERO response actions. For

example, the U.S. Coast Guard patrols the waters of Long

() Island Sound as part of its normal function; however,
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N' during a radiological emergency Coast Guard personnel

might be within the 10-mile EPZ and be exposed to radia-

tion. They would, therefore, need to be aware of radia-

tion monitoring as well as radiation protection measures.

-LERO training provides them with needed information about

radiation monitoring, radiation protection, and personnel

dosimetry. The same videotape presentations and workbook

materials used in the training of LILCO employees are used

to train and retrain those Coast Guard, ambulance, and he-

licopter personnel designated as LERO responders. The

training modules presented to these groups are indicated
,

in Figure 5.1.1, the LERO training matrix in Chapter 5 of

() the LILCO Transition Plan. The subject matter presented

to these groups is outlined in the lesson plans (Attach-

ments 7-9).
The second group, the American Red Cross and DOE-RAP,

are called upon to support LERO in activities which these

organizations conduct as part of their normal response

actions. In the case of the American Red Cross, they nor- j

mally set up relocation centers for a wide variety of nat-

ural and manmade disasters. American Red Cross personnel

are trained by the Red Cross to perform these duties.

Unlike the Coast Guard, the assistance given by the Red |
|

Cross in setting up relocation centers does not require I

- Red Cross personnel to go into the EPZ and, therefore,

G'

.

I -.
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does not require that Red Cross personnel receive training

about radiation. Monitoring and decontamination facili-

ties at Red Cross relocation centers will be staffed with

trained LERO peraonnel. Likewise, DOE-RAP teams are

trained to respond to radiological emergencies and to pro-

vide dose assessment during such emergencies. DOE-RAP has
|

its own training programs in which DOE-RAP trains its '

emergency response personnel.
;

CONTENTION 99

72. Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Contention 99.
'

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Contention 99 and its'

r~) subparts allege that the LERO training program is inade-

(_/
quate because the classroom instructors are not experi-

|

enced educators and are not experienced in the subject |

areas they are to teach, and because the LERO training

program provides insufficient information~concerning how I

trainees are to perform the specific job responsibilities'

assigned to them under the LILCO Transition Plan. Conten-

tion 99 and its subparts reads as follows:

Contention 99. In violation of 10 CFR
-l 50.47(b)(15), 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
Section IV.F, and NUREG 0654, Section II.0,
the training provided by LILCO to emergency
responce personnel (both LILCO and non-
LILCO) is inadequate and, as a result, in
the event of a radiological amargency such
personnel will neither understand nor be
able to perform properly the functions as-4

) signed to them under the LILCO Plan. Theres
' is, therefore, no assurance that adequate

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . -
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; - protective measures can and will be taken in

the. event of a radiological emergency at
Shoreham, as required by 10 CFR
$ 50.47(a)(1). The specific deficiencies in
LILCO's training program, each of which con-
tributes to the overall inadequacy of the
training proposed by LILCO, are set forth
below.

C. LILCO's classroom training sessions
have been conducted by individuals who are
neither experienced in, nor knowledgeable
about, the subject areas they are assigned
to teach. In addition, the teachers are not
experienced or trained in teaching methods.

G. The LILCO training program provides
insufficient information concerning how
. trainees are to perform the specific duties
and responsibilities assigned to them under
the LILCO Plan. Instead, the " training"
consists primarily of descriptive statements
of job titles, job duties, and chains of

f- command.
O)

CONTENTION 99.C

73. Q. Contention 99.C. alleges that the LERO classroom training
sersions have been conducted by individuals who are not
e.perienced in or. knowledgeable about the subject areas-
tney are assigned to teach. Does this present a problem
in the LERO training program?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) No. First, it must be

remembered that, with the exception of the classes for

traffic guides on how to use signals to guide traffic, the
t

videotapes and workbooks provide the detailed substanta-

tive information that the trainees are to learn. The in-

structors are present to ensure orderly class conduct and

proper class sequencing and to answer any questions con-

carning the subject matter presented. For the classroompuf
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'' sessions that have been conducted to date using the vid-'-

eotape format, each instructor was prepared for the class

session prior to entering the classroom for the actual

presentation.

74. Q. How were the instructors prepared for the classroom pre-
sentation?

A. (Berger, Varley} Prior to conducting a cl'a'ssroom training

session, each instructor attended a preparation session.

The preparation sessions consisted of the instructor

viewing the videotape, reading the applicable workbook,

and fielding typical questions to demonstrate familiarity

with the material. The associated classroom session les-

O) son plan was reviewed with the instructor, the instructor(_
was provided with class attendance sheets, class sched-

ules, facility location directions, and a telephone number

at LILCO at which someone could be contacted to resolve

classroom questions beyond the instructor's knowledge.
.

Only after all of these items were completed did an in-

structor make a LERO classroom session presentation.

75.-Q. Are the lesson plans designed to provide the instructors
with the substantive information they would need to teach
a classroom session?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] No. The lesson plans

in the LERO training program are not designed to perform

the same function that one normally associates with lesson
em

(_) plans which classroom teachers would use, for example, to
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\J cover the material in a textbook chapter. Rather, Ehe

lesson plans in the LERO training program are designed to-

provide the instructors with a general outline of the edu-

cational objectives of the classroom training session, a

class schedule to be followed in conducting the class

activities, and a detailed listing of materials the

intructor should possess prior to starting the class. The

reason the lesson plans are not designed to cover all of

the substantive information that is to be conveyed during

the classroom training session is that the videotapes and

workbooks are the primary informational, instructional

tools in the classroom sessions. (See generally Attach-
n
() ments 8-9, 26 and 27).

76. Q. The contention also states that the teachers in the LERO
training program are not experienced or trained in
teaching methods. Is this correct?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] One of the advantages

provided by videotape and workbook instruction is the

ability to present the LERO training material without the

need for " qualified" teachers to be present in the class-

room sessions. In the LERO training program, the instruc-

tor, in the sense of the person who is organizing and

presenting the material to be learned, is the person who

prepared the videotape, not the individual present in the

classroom. The scripts and workbooks were prepared by

() individuals who had expertise in the subject area

i
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Al presented. They were reviewed thoroughly by emergency

planning personnel to ensure that the individual training

modules were consistent with the entire training program

and with the LILCO Transition Plan. The scripts were then

reviewed by persons experienced in developing training

programs to assure that the content of the videotapes was

presented in a manner that would be understood.

As stated earlier, the training sessions provided to

traffic guides on the use of hand signals to guide traffic -

do not follow the videotape and workbook format. Two

former police officers, each of whom had experience
,

teaching police officers and one of whom is now a teacher

() by profession, prepared the lessons and are responsible
for teaching the sessions.1

CONTENTION 99.C

77. Q. The contention alleges that training consists "primarily
of descriptive statements of job titles, job duties and
chains of command." Is this true?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Mileti, Varley] No. The LERO

training program does not consist primarily of descriptive

statements of job titles, job duties and chains of com-

mand; however, such descriptive statements are necessarily

part of the LERO training program so that LERO personnel

will understand the organizational structure of LERO.

(See' generally, Attachments 1-6 and 11-24).7_
U

L.
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78. Q. Why did LILCO consider it valuable for LERO workers to
understand the organizational structure of LERO?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] In any organization

it is valuable for all members of that organization to

have a basic understanding of the structure of the organi-

zation, the position that an individual member of an orga-

nization has within that structure, and how the structure

functions to implement decisions made by the senior mem-

bers of the organization. This concept holds true for

LERO. If all of its members have a basic understanding

about how the organization makes and implements protective

actions, then LERO has the capability to respond quickly

7, and accurately as well as possessing the flexibility to
1

'#
adapt to unexpected situations that may arise. Being able

to respond rapidly and flexibly to emergency situations is

vital to an emergency response organization such as LERO.

(Mileti] The results of a study funded by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to Oak Ridge National Laboratories

that I completed in 1982 are clear. The effectivenec9 of

emergency response for nuclear power plant emergencies can

be expected to be best if organizational emergency pre-

paredness addresses three things. First, emergency jobs

must be specified both within and between organizations,

and people need to know what their job is and how to do

it. Second, this " system" of jobs -- both within an,,

]'

t_
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("T'' ' organization and among different organizations -- is a

" response network" that should be integrated. People need

to understand how their job fits into their organization's

work and how their organization's work fits into the over-

all emergency response. Finally, it is important for all

aspects of organizational emergency preparedness to main-

tain some degree of flexibility to respond to the exigen-

cies of an emergency.

79. Q. Does the LERO training program provide information con-
carning how trainees are to perform the specific duties
and responsibilities assigned to them under the LILCO
Transition Plan?;

f
*

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. The LERO

() training program does provide job specific training to

LERO trainees. As is discussed at length earlier in this

testimony, the LERO program is three-part. First, the

classroom sessions are where LERO trainees receive basic

information about LERO and about what their job will be.

Second, the drill program then provides the trainee with

the opportunity to practice his emergency job. Finally,

the exercise program, which integrates the various compo-

nents of the Local Emergency Response Organization, shows

the LERO worker how his job function fits in with the en-

tire LERO organization. In short, the LERO training pro-

gram does not expect that upon completion of classroom

training a trainee will be asked to perform his job;D,v

,
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(~h~x/ rather, the job-specific training initiated in the class-

room is given practical application and is critiqued in

drills and exercises. Many LERO trainees perform every

aspect of the jobs that they will be performing during an

emergency during every drill that they attend. These

drills have enabled LERO trainees to gain practical expe-

rience in performing their assigned emergency functions.

The training that monitoring and decontamination per-

sonnel receive illustrates how the training program works

to provide job-specific training. Monitoring and

decontamination personnel complete the general modules,

including Module 1 (General Overview), Module 2 (Site-

() Specific), Module 3 (Radiation Protection), Module 5 (LERO

) Notification), Module 8 (Communications), Module 9 (Per-

sonnel Dosimetry), and Module 10 (Personnel Monitoring).

(Attachments 11-15, 16 and 17). In addition, monitoring

and decontamination personnel complete a job-specific

workbook module, entitled " Personnel Monitoring."
1

(Attachment 20). During their job-specific classroom

training, the monitoring and decontamination personnel re-

ceive written information about proper personnel moni-

toring techniques, equipment operation, and I

decontamination procedures, as well as demonstrations of

the monitoring equipment used by LERO, such as the RM-14
- meter with the HP-270 probe. In addition, monitoring and

2 . v

t_
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> decontamination personnel participate in the drill pro-

gram. During tabletop drills entitled " Monitoring Tab-

letop," the monitoring and decontamination personnel were

provided an opportunity to review the applicable imple-

menting procedures and discuss methods of facility setup

and operation. (Attachment 21). As of March 1, 1984,

there have been 11 drills in which monitoring and

decontamination personnel have participated in which the

decontamination area has been activated. This activation

has required decontamination personnel to set up the

decontamination area, including roping off " clean" areas
'

t

and " contaminated" areas; has required them to monitor

) LERO personnel, vehicles, and equipment that have returned

from drilling field positions; and has required them to

perform decontamination on individuals and equipment that

have been mocked-up as contaminated. (See Attachments 4

and 5).

80. Q. What type of " hands on" experience is provided in the
LILCO classroom training sessions to give trainees practi-
cal instruction about their jobs?

A. [Babb, Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) " Hands on" ex-

f perience was provided for all LERO personnel in the proper

use of personnel dosimeters and donimeter chargers.
.

(Attachment 26). LERO personnel who are required to use

radiation detection' equipment at the relocation centers
,,

i and emergency worker decontamination facility also were

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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provided with " hands on" experience in the operation and

maintenance of that equipment during classroom training

sessions. (Attachment 27). Traffic guides will receive
,

i

" hands on" experience in traffic direction during an in-

the-field session in which LERO traffic guides practice !

directing traffic through different intersectional config-

urations. (Attachments 23 and 24).

81. Q. Do the tabletop drills include any " hands on" experience
in performing assigned emergency functions?

!

l

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] During the tabletop

drill sessions, participants were called upon to demon-

strate their familiarity with the implementing procedures

by discussing their responses to situations posed by the !

instructor. The tabletop drill participants were required

to cite the specific steps that they would be required to

take as outlined in the applicable procedure and, where

warranted, were required to complete the necessary forms

that are a part of a particular procedure. (See, for ex- |

ample, Attachment 21).

) 82. Q. There has been considerable discussion about LILCO's abil-
ity to train traffic guides to perform their job |
responsibilities. How are traffic guides trained to per- i

'

) form their job responsibilities?

A. (Babb, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) Each traffic guide par- i

ticipates in a total of five classroom sessions. The i

early clusaroom sessions, which include Modules 1, 2, 3,

1

l

_ _ _ - - _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ --
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(~)'/ 5, 8, 9, and 10 (Attachments 11-15, 17 and 18), provide-

each individual with general emergency planning concepts

and specifics of a LERO response to an accident at

Shoreham. The information in these sessions, while funda-

. mental in nature, is essential to providing each traffic

guide with an understanding of his role in a LERO response

and the sequence in which activities such as activation of

an emergency response organization, notification of the

public, or the escalation of a radiological incident

through emebgency classifications can occur. In following

sessions, the material becomes more specific in nature,
,

providing the traffic guides with the detailed knowledge

() required to protect themselves radiologically while in the

field. =The final classroom sessions (in particular,

Module 12, Traffic Control, and Module 8A, Mobile Radio

Operation) present the traffic guides with specific de-

tails concerning their LERO responsibilities.

83. Q. Under the LERO training program will traffic guides be
given'any additional instruction beyond the classroom ses-
sions, drills and exercises that have already been dis-
cussed?

A. (Babb, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. In addition to the

training that has already been discussed, LERO traffic

guides will be given 10 hours of additional training that

has been designed to qualify these guides to direct traf-

)
fic should an evacuation of the Shoreham EPZ be ordered.7-

V
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- This additional training will be divided into three ses-

sions.

The first session, which was conducted by a retired New

York City policeman, included three hours of orientation

on the accepted methods of directing traffic through hand

signals and gestures. This classroom presentation also

included a general overview of the potential duties of

LERO traffic guides during an evacuation of the Shoreham

EPZ. (Attachment 22).

The second session, which will last four hours, will

involve traffic guides actually directing traffic under

four different intersectional configurations. These con-

figurations include a signalized intersection with traffic

on all,four approaches, a "T" intersection with a Stop

sign, anc' two intersections having traffic approaching at

right angles to one another. The traffic guides will

direct traffic at each intersection, and their performance

.

will be evaluated. During this training session, LERO
>

traffic guides will be exposed to situations which will

require them to start and stop traffic, to give priority

' to emergency vehicles, and to move away from their post

for some reason and then return. (Attachment 23).

The final session, which will last 3 hours, will be

similar in content to the second session, except that it

will be conducted in darkness. (Attachment 24).~3
k

i

I
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n-) 84. Q. Dr. Babb, in your opinion, at the end of this training
session will LERO traffic guides be adequately trained to
direct traffic during an actual evacuation?

A. [Babb) Yes. This training program, combined with period-

ic retraining exercises, will give LERO traffic guides the

practical skills they will need to direct traffic during

an evacuation.

CONTENTION 100

85. Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Contention 100.

'A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Contention 100 and its

subparts allege that the LERO drill and exercise program

is inadequate to prepare LERO personnel to perform their

() LERO job tasks because not all field personnel are

accompanied to their posts by an instructor, trainees do

not perform the full range of their duties during drills,

and the drills contain no " terminal performance stan-

dards." Contention 100 a.ad its subparts reads as follows:

Contention 100. In violation of 10 CFR
$ 50.47(b)(15), 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
Section IV.F, and NUREG 0654, Section II.0,
the LILCO drill and exercise programs are
inadequate and do not prepare or train LERO

y personnel to perform properly or effectively
their assigned functions under the LILCO
Plan. As a result, there is no assurance
that adequate protective measures can andt

will be implemented in the event of a ra-
diological accident at Shoreham, in viola-
tion of 10 CFR $ 50.47(a)(1). The specific
deficiencies in LILCO's drill and exercise

- programs are as follows:nv
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' - B. During drills, LERO field personnel
i

trainees are not accompanied to their posts '

by instructors. .Therefore, whatever activi-
ties they may have performed during the so-
called " drill".have not been supervised, ob-
served, evaluated, graded, or critiqued. |

This renders the " field drills" meaningless
as " training."

,

D. Contrary to the requirements of 10
CFR Part 50, Appendix A [ sic), Section IV.F
and NUREG 0654, Section II.O.2, most LERO
trainees are not required to perform their !
LERO jobs during training drills. For exam-
ple, traffic guides did not direct traffic,
and bus drivers did not drive buses over bus
routes. Thus, LILCO's drill program has not
provided LERO personnel with an opportunity
to practice their emergency duties snd
responsibilities.

G. The LILCO drills contain no terminal
performance standards, and, consequently,
there are no objective, observable criteria-.s

'

( '| to be used by instructors in evaluating the'~
performance of individual trainees.

86. Q. The contention alleges that the drill and exercise pro- i

) gram is inadequate and does not prepare trainees prop- |

erly for their emergencyfroles. Do you agree with this i
statement? |

) |

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley) No. The LERO

training program shoul,d be viewed as a "three-phase"

program for training-and evaluating LERO personnel.

The "first phase" of the program consists of the class-

room training sessions. It is in this first phase of

the program that-each trainee is provided with the

basic knowledge required to understand emergency plan-

ning response concepts, the specifics of how LERO is

y) organized and responds, and the details of individual

> l

\
--
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<'" job responsibilities. It is not intended that a

trainee could leave the classroom training sessions'and

immediately carry out his responsibilities.

The "second phase" of the training program is

drills. The initial drills conducted for LERO person-

nel were limited in scope to ensure that each trainee )
had an opportunity to be involved with and practice his

responsibilities. The earlier drills were designed to

highlight and exercise very discrete aspects of a LERO

response. Examples of this include:

-- EOC/ ENC Activation and Operation Drill: In
this drill, LERO focused on only those staff
members assigned to the EOC/ ENC and allowed
each staff member to become familiar with~.s,

) ( ') his area of response actions, under the i
'guidance and supervision of a drill control-

ler. (Attachment 1).

-- Transportation Coordination Drill In this
drill, LERO focused on those LERO personnel
at a staging area who are involved in
providing bus transportation. All the as-
pects of the activities which occur at a
staging area, transfer point and on bus

.

routes were exercised. Drill controllers I
were available to provide assistance and !

guidance to drill participants. (Attachment
2).

l

As the drill program progressed and the individuals within I

|
LERO became more familiar with their jobs, the scope and ;

1

length of the drills increased, and the organization was
.

I
exercised as a whole. ;

1

The " third phase" of the LERO training program
'

() involves exercises. In this final phase, LERO personnel l

|

.

L
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' 's are required to carry out their job functions under simu-

lated accident conditions with no aid or prompting from

the exercise controllers. It is at this point that all

LERO individuals are expected to function in a knowledge-

able and independent capacity. (See Attachments 5 and 6).

87. Q. What has been your observation of the LERO trainees' abil-
ity to perform their jobs during drills?

A. [Varley) My personal observations related to the perfor-

mance of LERO personnel stems from my, position as a Lead

Drill Controller during 20 of the LERO drills conducted in

October, November, and January. These dril'is included:

- Accident Management Tabletops
- EOC/ ENC Activation Drills

(s_) - Personnel Monitoring and
Decontamination Drills

- Transportation Coordination Drills
- Traffic Guidance Drills

EOC/ ENC / Staging Area Drills
- EOC/ ENC / Staging Area /ENDF Drill

During these drills LERO personnel were required to

react to various accident situations resulting in the need

to implement protective acti5n responses. It is my opin-

ion that LERO, as a whole,..could and did institute the

proper response actions for the situation presented. Dur-

ing these drills, it was my observation that the individu-

g als in LERO were serious about their responsibilities,

diligent in carrying out their response actions, and re-

sponsive to making the entire organization as effective as

() possible.

%.
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U (Daverio] Based on my observations as a LERO observer at

approximately 15 drills, I concur with Mr. Varley's evalu-

ation; LERO could and did institute the proper response

actions for the situation presented.

88. Q. In your opinion as emergency planners and trainers, do the
drills provide a realistic experience to trainees and pre-
pare trainees for their emergency roles?

A. (Daverio, Varley] The LERO drills and exercises conducted

to date have been, in our opinion, structured and run in

such a manner as to provide the LERO participants with a

realistic experience but that did not require the in-

volvement of the phblic or various outside organizations.

rm
V

CONTENTION 100.B

89. Q. During drills are trainees who are dispatched into the
field to perform their LERO jobs accompanied to their
posts by instructors?

A. (Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. Controllers do

accompany some trainees to field positions during drills4

to observe and provide instruction en the drill partici-

pants. Examples of this include, among others, control-

1ers at each bus transfer point to observe the activities

of the bus dr:' ers and transfer point coordinators op-
.

erating at that transfer point and controllers at each

staging area parking lot to assist and evaluate installa-

tion of portable radios.

(3
aJ .

u
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As 90. Q. If tyainees are not accompanied to their posts by
conQllers, how can LILCO assure that they can adequately
perform their job?

A. [Babb, Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Due to the sheer

number of people deployed in the field, it is physically

impossible to accompany each person to his final destina-

tion in the field. Instead controllers are positioned in

key areas to monitor response actions being conducted by

the field personnel at those locations and to monitor the

feedback from drill participants at remote locations. In

addition, individuals sent into the field are asked to

complete forms-(Attachment 25) which provide a means of

monitoring that the particular activities undertaken were

() actually completed.

An example of how the positioning of controllers at key

positions provides a review of the field drill is as fol-

lows: During drills conducted within the past months, a<

controller was positioned at each bus transfer point to
f

monitor the activities of the transfer point coordinators

and the bus drivers operating from that transfer point.

The controller was able to oversee the dispatching of each

bus driver on a route and the return of each bus driver

upon completion of that route. This visual verification,,

| coupled with the completed forms (Attachment 25), indi-

cated that field personnel carried out their activities as

anticipated. It was felt that there was little additionalOq)
;

!

{
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I
benefit to be gained from assigning a controller to accom- "

l

pany each bus driver on his route because the route maps,

are quite simple to read and the routes are easily run.

Thus, actual monitoring would be nothing more than a veri-

fication that a bus driver did, in fact, run the entire
i

route, and even this fact could be substantiated by the

route times-logged by each driver on his form.

In addition to participation in the LERO drills con-

ducted to date, traffic guides and bus drivers have

received or will receive "in the field" experience for

; cer.tain aspects of their job which cannot be exercised
,

during the_ drills without impacting the public. LERO bus
,m.

(_) drivers have participated in a bus driver training and li-
,

censing program which provided.them with actual "on the
,

road" experience driving buses in the presence of an in-

structor. This program was conducted through local bus
.

companies and required each LERO bus driver to meet the

same standards as the bus. company's own bus drivers as

well as to pass the New York State licensing tests for a

Class 2 bus driver license. LERO traffic guides will par-
.

ticipate in a program with an instructor which.will allow

them to gain experience in directing traffic flow through
7

-intersections in a simulated environment. This program

will require each traffic guide to actually stand in the

g- intersection and, through the use of hand signals, guide.

Q)-;,

e

',

.
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traffic through the intersection as the traffic guide
' -

would do during an evacuation. The program calls for the ,

traffic guides to practice guiding traffic both during

daylight and darkness to allow each traffic guide to prac-
'

tice the skills necessary to effectively carry out his
r

LERO job responsibilities under varying conditions. (See '

Attachments 23 and 24).
,

CONTENTION 100.D

91. Q. Are you familiar with the regulations cited in Contention
100.D?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio,.Varley] Yes. The regulations and the

guidelines cited in the contention cover training of emer-es
\_-)
*

gency response personnel.

92. Q. As emergency planners and trainers, is it your understand-
ing that the regulations and guidelines concerning
training contemplate that offsite emergency response orga-
nization drills should include practical drills in which -

individuals perform their emergency jobs?4

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. Generally speaking it is '

our understanding that the regulations and guidelines sug-

gest that practical experience in performing the emergency

i job is desirable during the drill program. However, the

regulations do not require that every single aspect of an.

emergency job be drilled during the drill program.

,

- _ . ____ _ _
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(NO 93. Q. What is your basis for that statement?

A. (Cordaro, Daverio, Varley! The basis fc,r our statement is

the language in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, Section

IV.F.1 which states: "A full-scale exercise which tests

as much of the licensee, State and local emergency plan as

is reasonably achievable without mandatory public partici-

pation shall be conducted." It is our understanding of

this regulation that, for example, LERO traffic guides

could not direct traffic during a drill because it would

require public participation in the drill. Likewise, bus

drivers do not drive buses over bus routes and route alert

drivers do not use the public address system because it is
7s

:(_) felt that this may cause public confusion and alarm if a

large numbers of buses were to be seen driving through

residential neighborhoods or if public address systems

were to broadcast.

94. Q. If the traffic guides do not direct traffic, the bus driv-
ers do not drive buses over their routes, and the route
alert drivers do not use the public address system during
LERO drills, how does the LERO drill program provide LERO
personnel with an opportunity to practice their emergency
duties and responsibilities?

A. (Babb, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] As is discussed above,

LERO workers need not practice every aspect of their job

at each drill. In the case of traffic guides and bus

drivers, special classroom and in the field lessons have

j- been set up to provide LERO traffic guides with experience
,

V
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in guiding traffic and LERO bus drivers with experience in

driving a bus. While route alert drivers do not use their

public address systems, route alert drivers do drive

routes or parts of routes in areas covered by sirens. By

driving the routes, route alert drivers gain experience in

map reading, marking the route alert maps to indicate the

areas covered, and familiarity with some of the areas that

the sirens cover.
!

. .

CONTENTION 100.G
,

95.'Q. The contention includes the term " terminal performance ,r
standards." What is your understanding of the meaning of e

that term?
,

(,) A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio) -Actually, the term generally

used is " terminal performance behavior." Terminal perfor-

mance behavior defines the behavior that the trainee could

not do before but should be able to perform at the end of

the training program. For example, the terminal perfor-

mance behavior of a grade school reading class is that the

child who could not read at the outset of the class can

read at the close or termination of the class.

96. Q. Does the LERO training and drill program expect terminal
performance behavior?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. The terminal

performance behavior for LERO and the objective of the

) LERO training program is the ability of the LEROg/\_

!

_ . _
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'A
#' organization to function as an emergency response organi-

-zation and to demonstrate that terminal performance behav-

ior in a FEMA-graded exercise.

97. Q. Do the LERO drills and exercises test for terminal perfor-
mance behavior?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] No. But the LERO

drills and exercises are not the termination of the
training program and, therefore, are not the time at which

terminal performance behavior should be tested. However,

the LERO drills and exercises are not devoid of an evalua-,

tion process by the controllers. The drills and exercises
J

| focus on critiques of the LERO workers' behavior to iden-

( )- tify what they are doing wrong and what they are doing
>

right to achieve the goal of the terminal performance be-

'

havior. 'The critiques are aimed at increasing the profi-
i-

ciency at which LERO workers perform their job skills.

98. Q. Do the LERO drills contain any objective or observable
criteria to be used by instructors in evaluating the per-
formance of individual trainees?

A. [Berger, Daverio, Varley] Yes, as illustrated in Attach-

i ments 5 and 6, the later drill and exercise scenarios used

in LERO training program contain evaluation criteria which

*

-were utilized to evaluate performance. The evaluatione

made during the drills and exercises focused on all of the

key areas involved in a LERO response. Although individu-

()- al responses were observed and evaluated it was thei
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intention of the evaluation process to determine whether

overall response actions were conducted effectively. As

an example: " Operations at the Staging Area" were evalu-

ated during the LERO drills. The evaluation was based on

whether all of the various activities involved in " Staging !

Area Operations" such as activation, briefing and dis-
.,

patching of personnel, communications, and equipment pro-

. cessing were effectively conducted at the staging area.

If these activities were effectively performed, then that

particular aspect of LERO's response was considered ade-

quate. While a controller is evaluating " Staging Area Op- ;
,

erations," he is also necessarily evaluating individual i

g
( performances as well. Thus, if a particular individual is

not fulfilling his responsibilities associated with
,

achieving effective " Staging Area Operations," that fact
!

is noted and becomes a topic for critique discussion and

comment. Should an individual's performance be so poor as.

to impact the effectiveness of the operation and render

the resulting evaluation inadequate, that individual would

then be highlighted for further evaluation and possible

removal from,LERO. To date there have been no instances

of this type of poor performance.

,-

k

r%
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Al 99. Q. Is it possible to " flunk out" of the LERO training pro- !

gram?

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] If " flunk out" is understood

to mean a LERO member being released from LERO due to the

inability to carry out his responsibility, the answer

would be yes. Workbook review pages were reviewed by the

classroom instructors to determine if an individual was
t

not absorbing the material. Controllers observed the ac-
i

tions of the drill participants to ensure that the indi- |

.viduals were carrying out their responsibilities as out- j

lined in the implementing procedures. In no case did the !

instructors, observers or controllers observe any LERO

worker who had not attained a level of understanding of7s

k)
the training materials such that he could not adequately

perform his LERO job.

100. Q. Is there any provision in the LERO training program for
evaluating the abilities of personnel who have completed
training?

A. [Berger, Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. The LERO

training program provides for self-testing and

self-evaluation in the form of the workbooks that are to
.

be completed by each trainee at the close of the classroom

session. In addition, the drills and exercises provide an

additional basis for evaluating the abilities of personnel

who have completed the classroom training program. During ,

'the drills and exercises, controllers and observers4

7s
i I
~

<
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- observe the actions of LERO workers and critique those ac-

tions, thereby evaluating the ability of LERO workers to

perform the job to which they are assigned. Finally, th'e i

t

annual FEMA-graded exercise will provide an evaluation of

the LERO training program and of the abilities of the per-

sonnel who have completed that training program to func- '

tion as an emergency response organization. '

!

101. Q. Is it your understanding that the regulations and
guidelines require that formal critiques of the drills and *

,

exercises be given? ;

A. [Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] Yes. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Ap- !
!

pendix E, Section IV.F.3, statss that "all training, *

'|
Iincluding exercises, shall provide for formal critiques in

-): s - t

t order to identify weak areas that need corrections. Any *

i i
weaknesses that are identified shall be corrected."

"
L

102. Q. How do drill and exercise controllers and observers
critique the drill and exercise participants? '

A.-[Berger,.Cordaro, Daverio, Varley] The critique process

for drills anu exercises was discuss'ed in our testimony on f
Contention 44.F. Briefly, during-the early stages of the ;

I

drill program, drill observers and controllers provided

-critiques to drill participants while they performed their

LERO tasks to correct inappropriate actions and to rein-

force appropriate performance. In later intergrated exer-

'cises, the observers and controllers record their observa-

() tions. At the end of the exercise, a meeting of the
,

1

I I

|
!
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controllers and observers is held during which the com-

ments are collected and discussed. The comments that re-

sult from that meeting form the basis for the post-

exercise critique for participants. Critique sessions are

conducted soon after the completion of the exercise to

,
make the session as meaningful to the participants as pos-

,

sible.
j. .

1

i
;

C
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ATTACHMENTSg,

buA
'

ATTACHMENT 1 Local EOC/ ENC Activation Drill

ATTACHMENT 2 LILCO Local Emergency Response Organization
Traffic Guidance Drill, Rev. O

ATTACHMENT 3 LILCO Local Emergency Response Organization
Transportation Coordination Drill, Rev. O

ATTACHMENT 4 LILCO Local Emergency Response Organization
Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination
Facilities Drill, Rev. O

ATTACHMENT 5 LILCO Local Emergency Response Organization
EOC/ ENC /All Staging Areas /EWDF Drill, Rev. O

ATTACHMENT 6 LILCO Integrated SNPS/LERO Drill
EOF /EOC Activation, Rev. 0

. ATTACHMENT 7 Lesson Plan: Coast Guard Emergency
Preparedness Training

ATTACHMENT 8 Lesson Plan: Ambulance Personnel - Emergency

(') Preparedness Training
%,/

Lesson Plan: Ambulance Personnel - Radiation
Protection Training

ATTACHMENT 9 Lesson Plan: Helicopter Personnel - Radiation
-Protection Training

ATTACHMENT 10 Letter dated January 20, 1984 from Charles
A. Daverio, LILCO, to Captain E. W. Weigand,
U.S. Coast Guard

ATTACHMENT 11 Lesson Plan I, Emergency Preparedness Overview
- General Knowledge (Module 1 - script)

ATTACHMENT 12 Lesson Plan I, Emergency Preparedness Overview
- Site Specific (Module 2 - script)

ATTACHMENT 13 LERO Organization, Script No. 1, Radiation
Protection (Module 3)

ATTACHMENT 14 LERO Organization, Module No. 5, LERO
Notifications

ATTACHMENT 15 LERO Organization, Module No. 8, Emergency

r3 Communications.

b
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I ATTACHMENT 16 LERO Organization, Module No. 8a, Portable
Radio Installation and Operation

. ,

ATTACHMENT 17 LERO Organization, Module No. 9, Personnel
Dosimetry Demonstration

ATTACHMENT 18 LERO Organization, Module No. 10, Radiological
Monitoring and Decontamination

ATTACHMENT 19 LERO Organization, Module No. 12, Traffic
Control

ATTACHMENT 20 LERO Training Program Workbook
(bound separately as Volume 3)

|

ATTACHMENT 21 LILCO, Local Emergency Response Organization
|

Decontamination Tabletop Drill, Rev. 0

:

f ATTACHMENT 22 Lesson Plan: Traffic Direction and Control

ATTACHMENT 23 Syllabus, Lesson Plan: Traffic Direction and
Control

ATTACHMENT 24 Syllabus, Lesson Plan: Traffic Direction and
Control During Darkness

m

( ATTACHMENT 25 Forms from drill participants'

ATTACHMEMT 26 Lesson Plan: Modules 8 and 9

ATTACHMENT 27 Lesson Plan: Modules 3 and 10

* ATTACHMENT 28 Videotape, Module 1

* ATTACHMENT 29 Videotape, Module 3

* ATTACHMENT 30 Videotape, Module 8A

* ATTACHMENT 31 Videotape, Module 14

* Supplied to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, the State
of New York, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under separate cover.

Suffolk County is already in possession of these videotapes.
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LILCO, June 11, 1984

:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION([]

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
|

In the Matter of )
.

)

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3
) (Emergency Planning Proceeding)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) ) ;

.

LILCO'S AMENDMENTS TO DIRECT
TESTIMONY ON TRAINING CONTENTIONS 39.A, B., 40, 41,

44.D, E, and F, 98, 99.C and G, LOO.B, D, and G

The following amendments to LILCO's April 2, 1984 direct
~

testimony on training Contentions 39.A, B. 40, 41, 44.D, E, and F, t

;

98, 99.C and G, 100.B, D, and G should be made: ;

"

I

.

' Question Correction to Testimony
"

O Number Page/Line
,

'

| t

Purpose 1, line 3 "effectivenss" should be|

" effectiveness"

1 2, following Insert the following: "[Renz] ;

line 6 My name is William F. Renz. My
'

business address is Long Island
Lighting Company, 175 East Old
Country Road, Hicksville, New
York, 11801."

2 3, line 3 after the word "and" insert the
following language: " Captain

, assigned to office of Chief of
! Uniformed Patrol" .

2 5, following Insert the following: "(Renz]
line 14 I am employed by the Long Island

Lighting Company as Offsite Emer- ,

gency Preparedness Coordinator
in the Nuclear Operations Sup-
port Department and Manager of

!

the Technical Support Division
of the Local Emergency Response()

:
1 ,
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I) Implementing Organization
(LERIO). My professional quali- |
fications are being offered

'

into evidence as part of the
documents entitled ' Professional i

Qualifications of LILCO Wit- 5

nesses.' My familiarity with !
the issues raised by these !

Contention 3 stems, from my work [
in developing and implementing ;

the LILCO Transition Plan, ;

particularly my work in de- :

veloping the communications |
system, and my work in reviewing j

the materials used in the LERO "

training program, particularly
those modules concerned with |
communications training."

3 6, line 5 change "Duquesne Power & Light" to '

"Duquesne Light Company"
,

f

3 6, line 10 change " station's" to " Station's"

3 6, line 15 delete space after "/"

3 6, line 16 add " Company" after " Light"
,

3 6, line 18 change " Louisiana Power and Light"
to " Louisiana Power & Light Company"

!
'

5 14, line 12 delete comma after " sessions"
.

7 19, line 15 delete comma after " instruction" ,

10 25,.line 1 delete comma after " skills"

11 26, lines 6-9 delete sentence beginning "If desired ..."

13 27, line 12 add comma after " ensure" ,

t

22 32, after line add " Module 8A - Mobile Radio ,

30 Operations" ,

,

23 34, line 16 change "There" to "there" ;

23 35, lines 1, change " helicopter companies" to
'
,

12-13, and "the helicopter company"
i

16 ,

\_/ i

!

i
'
,

r
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,

/' 27 42, line 19 insert " respond to" between the
V] - words "to" and "some"

28 43, line 6 delete "must" and substitute
"to"

31 47, line 10 delete "that" after "is,"

31 52, line 9 add a comma after "D.C."

34 55, line 7 add "Daverio" to answer

39 61, line 17 delete comma after "provided"
!

40 63, line 6 add "are" after " verifications" [
t

41 63, line 15 delete comma after " Plan"

44 67, lines 30 change " States" to " states" :

and 34 !
,

t

'44 67, line 33 change " Federal" to " federal"
i

46 68, line 8 Change " State" to " state" f

i

'
48 69, line 6 change " analysis" to " analyze"

O 57 76, lines 1-2 change " observers" to " observers'" ,

71 86, line 4 change DOE-RAP " teams" to " Teams" ;

90 103, line 2 change "contollers" to " controllers" l

Respectfully submitted,

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY |'

le$fR/ Y- W ;

Hunton & Williams
Post Office Box 1535 ;

!Richmond, Virginia 23212

DATED: June 11, 1984

i

L

O
!
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1 MS. MONAGHAN: The LILCO Panel is now ready
! 2 for cross examination.

'

3 JUDGE LAURENSON : Mr. Miller?

4 MR. MILLER: Yes, Judge Laurenson

XXINDEX 5 CROSS EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. MILLER:

7 Q Gentlemen, I have some questions first of all

8 -- some brief questions regarding qualifications. Do you

9 all have your blue volume of Professional Qualifications?

10 Because we are going to be looking at that.

11 Mr. Babb -- we will do this alphabetical. It is

12 easiest for me. Will you turn to your portion of the

'

13 LILCO Professional Qualifications which is Tab 1.
_-

~

14 A (Witness Babb) Tab l? Okay.

15 Q Do you have that, sir?

16 A Righ t.

17 Q At the bottom of the first page, Mr. Babb, there

18 is a statement that says my supplementary technical training

19 and education has included the following courses, and there

20 are a number of courses listed. Do you see that?

21 A Yes, I do.

22 O Can you tell me, sir, are any of these courses
~

23 specifically related to the training of non-police personnel?

- 24 A The first one would be. It is broad in its

' ' 25 instructional content, and the intent of the Traffic

I*

[-
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.1 Institute of Northwestern would be to apply the material
,n
( ,). 2 learned there to any phase of that particular subject, which

.

3 .is traffic control devices and methods.
4 Q Is that the only one, sir, that would be applied
5 to non-police personnel?

6 A Generally, the answer would be, yes.
-7 Q The first one, Mr. Babb, the Traffic Control

8 Devices and -Methods, would non-traffic involved people take
9 that course, to your knowledge?

10 A There were some foreign students, counselor,
11 in the particular class that I attended, and I cannot testify
12 as to whether those foreign students were foreign police

(~} 13 personnel or civilian personnel.
' - Q,i

14 Q If you look, sir, at page 2 of your testimony,
15 you mention that you were an instructor for six years in
16 the New York National Guard.

17 Do you see that?

18 A Yes, I do..

~

19 Q Were. any of the subject areas that you were
!

| 20 an instructor for, related to offsite emergency response
'

21 to a radiological emergency?

22 A Not to a radiological emergency, no.

23 Q Now, looking Mr. Babb, at the last paragraph,

|

| 34
C\ on page 2, you discuss your employment in the Suffolk County

,

Es- 25 . Police Department. Is it fair to say that your police
<

L
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1 background was primarily in the field of traffic?
,n
(( 2 A Yes.

.

3 Q It was not in the field of training, is that

4 righ t?

5 A It would include training, yes. I was a trainer

8 from the very first day of the inception of the Suffolk

7 County Police Department as a traffic personnel -- as a

8 traffic police personnel. A secondary function of mine

9 would have been, and was, to train recruits and others

10 in the Police Academy. This is a common practice.

11 0 Yes, sir. With respect to your primary duties

12 like police officer, with your tenure at the Suffolk County

, m.,

13
J Police Academy, did you at any time have primary dutiest

D
14 related to training?

16 A Yes.

18 0- Can you tell me what they were?

17 A I would be called upon, on occasion, to train

18- civilian personnel such as school crossing guards, auxiliary

19 police, volunteer fire people, personnel such as that.

30 Q And you consider ~ that a primary duty in your

21 job as a police officer?

II A' . At the time of performing that particular subject,

23 inasmuch as I would devote my entire resources and knowledge

(~w|t-
84 to it, the answer would be yes, it would be my primary

a
G'

35 function.

, .. . . . . . .

_. .. . .. ._J
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1 -Q _ Mr. Babb, you were at the Suffolk County Police
,, o
( ) 2 Academy, correct?

.

3 A Yes, I was.

4 Q Could you tell me, sir, your opinion of the

3 .Suffolk County Police Academy?

6 MS. MONAGHAN: Objection . It is not relevant

7 to the scope of the contentions here.

3 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, I submit that it

g is relevant because the testimony offered by the County

10 ' is, in part, offered by Suffolk County police officers who

11 have either presently or formerly associated with the

12 Academy.

- (''{ 13 This genetleman also was associated with the
'(s/
'

*

14 Academy, and I think it is relevant. Looking at qualifications.
t

18 JUDGE _LAURENSON: Objection is overruled.

16 WITNESS BABB: I would say, counselor, that during

17 my tenure with the police department, and my direct association

18 with the police academy, I. felt that the Suffolk County

19 Police Academy was a first class institution.
>

33 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

21 0 Do you have any reason, Mr. Babb, to believe the
,

n case to be otherwise today?

23 A That-is speculative, Counselor, is it not? And

34 I-would have to respond speculatively, would I not?A
- 35 0 I am asking you if you have an opinion?
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i

1 A That means that would be a speculation. Would
/'"k."

( ) 2 you permit that? :
s.. i

3 Q I will permit it, yes, sir.
,

4 .A Having a past traffic background, I am obviously

5 critical of performance of officers that I perceive in the

!
'

6 field. And, on occasion, I might have some self-criticism
,

7 about some of the officers, and then I could, conceivably, j
i

3 attribute that to, perhaps, some defects in their present |

9 training.

10 But that is speculation.

11 Q Do you know Lt. John Factor, Mr. Babb?

12 A I have had the good fortune of having been,

/~N 13 associated with Lt. Factor for some years, yes.

( )).

%
14 Q What is your opinion of Lt. Factor $s qualificatior s

i

16 as a trainer?

16 A First class.
,

!

17 Q Do you know Deputy Inspector Cosgrove?

' Is A I have not had that pleasure.

19 Q How long were you at the Police Academy, Mr.
'

30 -Babb? !
o

!

21 A Approximately a year and a quarter, something
>

tt like that, as a full time member of the Academy staff.

23 Q Could you tell me why you were at the Academy i
:

Se about a year and a quarter?

O
\~- 35 A Yes. When I was promoted to Captain, there was

i

- . . + , - _ - _ , , - - . _ , .,, ,,--4._..,,wg._.,x- , , - - - - , - - - . , . - _ , . - , _ . . . - - - ~ - - - - , . . ,
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1 no line budget item in the Highway Patrol for a Captain.
n

7
( ,,e 2- So, consequently when I was promoted to the rank

.

3 of Captain, I spent a short time, which was customary at

4 that time, for Captains in what was alled command 40, which

i 6 is a supervisory position, which I have indicated here, and

6 then there was an opening in the Police Academy for an

7 Executive Officer, which called for the rank of Captain

8 in the Police Academy, and I was requested by the Commanding3

9 Officer of the Academy, and given the opportunity of either

10 remaining where I was in this uniform control command, or

11 going over to the Police Academy and assuming the position

12 of Executive Officer , and I selected the latter.

13 And then approximately a year later there was

14 a line budget item created in the Highway Patrol, and my

16 commanding officer there requested my presence back again

16 in the Highway Patrol, to which I returned.

17 0 You left the Academy, sir, in late 1970, would
.

18 that be right?

19 A I believe it was around late '70, yes. I can't

20 be sure of the exact month.

21 Q Have you had any training duties or responsi-

22 bilities in any capacity since leaving the Suf folk County

23 Police Academy?

24 A Yes. I was called upon by the New York State
. 7_
( }
\/ 5 Bureau of Municipal Police to supervise a prototype part

.
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I time police academy right here on Long Island.
,

k_) 2 A prototype to train part time police officers,

3 of which there were many throughout the State of New York,

4 and at that particular time neither the Suffolk nor the

5 Nassau Police Academies were willing or able to assume that
,

6 responsibility of training part time police officers, so,

7_ the people in Albany asked me if I would supervise it, and

i
.8 it was a part time program for about four months.

[
t

g It was conducted over in Oyster Bay.

10 Q Other than this training of part time police

11 officers, is the re anything else, Mr. Babb, since approxi-

12 mately 1970?
.

'[~) 13 A In what respect, counselor?(-
I V

14 Q In terms of involvement, duties, responsibilities

15 as a trainer? Ii

16 A As a trainer opposed to an educator?

17 Q Yes, sir. i

18 A I can't think of any at the moment, counselor.

19 If I do, I shall.

m Q Mr. Babb, from your last. comment I take it that,

i

21 you do draw a distinction between an educator and a trainer, ,

22 is that correct?

23 A Yes , ~ it -is , sir..

34 Q Would you tell me what, in your opinion, is the,_

25 distinction between the two?
r

i

f

'--
m, . - . _ . ._.
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1 A I think a trainer, to sum it up, in one word,
fm
(_,)- 2 is, 'how' to do something. I think an educator, to sum

3 it up into one word, is, 'why' you are doing it.

4 O And is it fair to say, Mr. Babb, that since

5 approximately 1972, when you joined the Criminal Justice

6 Department at Farmingdale , you have been an educator, is

7 that-right?

8 A With that exception I just mentioned about the

9 prototype academy, yes.

10 Q Mr. Babb, on page 2 of the LILCO testimony,

11 there are some courses, instructional areas you call them,
.

12 set forth.

. %j). 13 Are those the courses you teach at SUNY Farming-
|

14 dale?

15 A Is that in the same book, counselor? Is that

16 in the same book?

17 12 No, sir. I am looking now at the LILCO testimony

~ 18 on page 2.

19 A That is correct, yes.

30 Q Mr. Berger, would you please look at Tab 3 of the

21 LILCO Professional Qualifications Book? Let me ask you

22 to begin, Mr.'Berger, in general is it fair to-say that your

23 career has been spent in training corporate personnel?

24 A (Witness Berger) That's correct.g

'd B Q When did-you leave Impell, sir? -

!

.
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.

1 A March of this year.
/'N
(_,), 2. Q And your new position with American Financial

.

3 Corporation, that again would be in corporate training,
4 is that right?

5 A -That is correct.

6 Q You state, Mr. Berger, on page 1 of the Professional

7 Qualifications Book, that while with Impell you were

8 responsible for over one thousand employees engaged in

9 consulting to major utilities in the United States and

10 Europe.

11 Was it just utilities that you were engaged
i

12 in this consulting work?
;

1

| ('~] 13 A To the best of my knowledge the majorty of the
%)

14 consulting that Impell was engaged in was.to utility

15 organizations.

16 Q You go on, Mr. Berger, in that same paragraph,

-17 you say: In-this capacity, I completed needs analyses

l'
18 at all levels in the company, designed lesson plans,

|

i. 19 instructional technology and media support and developed
I

|. . 20 para-trainers for on-going programs.

'21 Do you see that?

; 22 A Yes, I do .
(

23 Q Could you tell me -- would you define, ' lesson

24 plan' for me?j
/ s

I (N '/ 25 A Sure. Lesson Plan is a document that is included
'

*

i

!

.

b
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t 1 in an instructional program that essentially outlines for

p.

,
--( -2 the instructor the sequence of events that is going to

,
.

3 occur in the classroom.

4 Q Outlines for the instructor.

5 A Yes. Or trainer. The term is used interchange-

6 ably.

7 Q Under tliat definition, Mr. Berger, would you say
!

a that the LILCO training program has utilized lesson plans?

9 A To the best of my; recollection, in the guide
i

10 there' are lesson plans included.

11 Q In the guide. What is!.that?
'

12 A The text materials used in the program.

/ 13 Q So to the bes't of your knowledge there are
,

14 lesson plans?

16 A Yes.
,

End 12 16
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1 Q You consider lesson plans, Mr. Berger, a valuable
'

<

j 2 tool tc th,e trainer or instructor?
3 A There have been occasions that I have taught

4 classes without lesson plans.

5 Q Yes, sir. With respect to my question, do you
6 consider lesson plans a valuable tool in training?

7 A They can be a valuable tool, yes.

8 Q Can you tell me what a paratrainer is?

9 A A paratrainer is someone who perhaps is a

10 subject matter expert but does not have any background in

11 training or development. And is, therefore, used in the

12 classroom to instruct, very similar to the term such as
..

] 13 paramedic.
__-

14 Q Did the LILCO training program use any

15 paratrainers?

16 A Not to the best of my knowledge.,

I7
Q Let me ask you, Mr. Berger, would you consider

18 Dr. Mileti a paratrainer?

I9 A No, I would not.

20
Q Your definition, someone who has the subject

21 matter background but is not a trainer?

A Dr. Mileti is a qualified instructor at a

23 university so, therefore, I don't consider him to be a

-. 24
) paratrainer.

~i_

Q IIe would be an educator, in your opinion?

.
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1- A He would be an~ educator in my opinion.
'

'n
3"%,) .

t.

2:
"

'O Do you agree with that, Dr. Mileti?
.;

3- A- (Witness'Mileti) I would like to think that
_

'

4- among the' things I do is help educate some. people. I am
'

5 |sure I'might also do other things.4

:6 ' Q' Do you consider yourself a trainer, Dr. Mileti?
,

'

7 A Certainly.not my major activity. My major

] -8 activity is as a researcher and tea'cher. f
9- Q .Let me ask you, Mr. Berger, who on this panel

10 ' o you' consider a trainer? What about yourself?d

- 11 : A (Witness Berger) I consider myself a trainer.
t

'

12 :Q Who else? s

. g
I 13 M S . . :.' N A G H A N : Judge Laurenson, I think we need-: Q,,') -

14 - to' define what Mr. Miller is -- how Mr. Miller is

15 . defining'the term trainer. One of the witnesses has given

16- his definition of.the word trainer, but.ILam not sure that
-

17 that is' consistent with what Mr. Miller thinks a trainer is.

18' MR. MILLER: I think we are doing'just fine.

18 JUDGE--LAURENSON: I think you are using

' 3I Mr. Berger's definition of tra ne , right?-

21~ MR.. MILLER: Yes nf

22 JUDGE-LAURENSON: Is that the way you understand-
'

,

E- the question,'Mr. Berger?

! v'')
24 - : WITNESS ~BERGER: Sir, in industry,'a trainer

4,
3

|-( can.be someone -- the term is used fairly loosely.

:

!'
l;

Lg
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~

1 .It~can be someone who has a background in,

. /"~N
\,,,,) ~2 training and development. It can also be someone who

3 is a subject matter expert and, therefore, is put into

2 4 a classroom perhaps to teach. It is used interchangeably.

~ 5 The credential is not necessarily looked at.
w

6' JUDGE LAURENSON: Maybe you ought to clarify

: 7 that. I recall Mr. Babb defined it one way as how-to do

'8 something.

9 WITNESS BERGER: In terms of industrial

.10 education, generally a trainer is someone who is in a,

11 classroom who is teaching a skill. That individual does

12 not'necessarily do research in training and development
A
j { 13 'or training methodology or subject matter methodology,
- s_/

14 ' .for.that matter.
+

15 BY MR. MILLER:
.

16 - Q Mr. Berger, to keep'it simple for me, Mr. Babb's

17 definition had an appeal-in that it was'very straightforward.

18 Now, Mr ' Babb, let me paraphrase -- you correct me.if.

'18 I;am wrong -- a' trainer would be someone who teaches how,

.

20 to do something,.and an' educator would be someone who
r

21 -teaches why you are doing it.-

22 ' Fair?

U A (Witness Babb) Fair.

24 ~| - gN Q Now, Mr. Berger, adopting that definition of
L - \ i

%d;.

!
25 trainer, someone who teaches someone how to do something,s

|
| e

v-

_
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I who on this panel, in your opinion, is a trainer?

( 2 A (Witness Berger) Well, on the basis of
,

3: Mr. Babb's qualifications, I certainly would have to

4- include Mr.-Babb, Dr. Mileti, myself, Mr. Varley,

5 .Mr. Daverio -- the entire panel.

-6 Q. And when you said. earlier that Dr. Mileti would

7 -be an educator and nat a trainer, how were you using the

'8 word'" trainer" then?

9 A :Well, I said that Dr. Mileti would be an

10 educator. I used the. term from the standpoint that in

'

11 addition, perhaps, to doing training, Dr, Mileti also
.

12 falls.into the qualifications of an educator in that h,e
g

1 j 13 - 'does, work at a university and does teach courses at a
xf

14 university and'also does research.

15 ~

It' sounds like theLdistinction between educator.Q

16 and trainer has become. kind'of blurred, Mr. Berger, would

17 you agree?

.18;. A -Not that I am aware of.

19 .Q. .Is anyone on the panel.a certified trainer?

8' Certified''or licensed?-
21- (No response.)

22 A (Witness Babb) Counselor, I am not quite sure
.

23 what you mean'by certified.
4[ Q

. %) '
_

Well, for example, I know that certain members of
'

25 the~~Suffolk County Police Academy are certified by New York
,

--
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1 State as~ trainers.
~(

E[s _f
\

2 .Now, I am using it in this sense: Is anyone,

, - .

3 on this_ panel certified or licensed by any aut3.ority,

4 -any regulatory agency, any state, as a trainer?

5 A (Witness Daverio) If I can define it and then

6 answer your question, as part of the on-site program, I

7~ have done training courses for our emergency on-site plan.
8 We have to_show the NRC, when they come in and do on-site

8 emergency planning appraisals, that our trainers are

10 qualified to teach what they are teaching.
~

11 My background would probably fall into the

12 paratraining that Mr. Berger talked about where I have

'[ )Y
"

13 an. expert'se in emergency planning and did training fori

%
I4 on-site personnel in-that area. So at least the NRC

15 . accepted me as a trainerzin that sense.

16 I don't know if that is certification in your

- 17 definition.
'

I8 Q In the sense of on-site training, correct,-

18- Mr. Daverio?

20 A Emergency planning-training.

21 Q On-site?

22 .A It also includes. communications with the off-site

23 people. It includes other things that also might affect

24(-q[ some -- some:off-site aspects are included _in the on-site

N''/
25 training program.
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1 A (Witness Mileti) If I might add something to that,
.

v 2' ~ and that is, in terms of certification in the sense that

3 a certificate is issued, I have a certificate to teach

4 in,the California Community College system. In Colorado
*

5 there are no counterparts to that teach in universities.

6 I.do have tenure at a university, and I suspect that is
1

7 harder to get than a certificate.

8- A (Witness Babb) Counselor, if I may comment,

8 I suspect that, although I have never checked with Albany,-

10 the fact'that I was a trainer at the Suffolk Police

. 11 Academy and also that I was called upon by the issuing

:12 agency which issues the certificates to supervise a part-time

13 ' prototype police academy, I would suspect.that Albany

14 considers: that I am a certified police trainer, although I

15 have never pursued it.

16 A (Witness Varley) I would like to add also that

_ 117 during my career with the United States Navy, the Navy

18'- certified its instructors before allowing them to go'into

19 the classroom. And with my employment with Westinghouse

20 Ilanford , the instructors that worked for Westinghouse

21 IIanford also'had to be approved and I guess you would

22 consider it certified by the Department of Energy people

23 that oversaw the contracts for Westinghouse Hanford.

24 So in_that respect I guess I, too, had

%J
25 certification in those two particular instances.

.
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1 Q Mr. Varley, that was with respect to your

. O) -k, 2 training engineers; is that correct?

3- A I don't know which particular instance you

4 are referring to.
,

5 Q I was referring to the Westinghouse Hanford.

6 A Westinghouse Hanford I provided training courses

7 both-in'the operation of a nuclear power plant and also

8
~

in their emergency preparedness program and general employe

9' training program as well.

10 g :Was that on-site?

11 A. .The Westhinghouse Hanford Emergency Preparedness

12 - program was an on-site program, yes.

[' N 13 Q Mr. Berger, could you tell me what you mean
.A_

14 by cross training? It is referred to on page 2 of the

15 qualifications towards the bottom.

16 - A (Witness Berger) ' Cross training as it applies

'17 to the sentence that you have indicated, Mr. Miller,

18 refers .to tlue . fact- of taking an employee who is performing

19 one function, one job function,-and teaching them how to

20 perform a different job function.

Y 21 Q Would.you say that the LILCO training program

U for LERO-involves cross training?

23 A Yes, in a broad context.

24jg 0 If I understand your definition,'it teaches someone
t '
x,/

26 - who' performs one job function how to perform another job
,

,
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1 function, correct?

.f'R .

1(_) 2 A: That is correct.
.

3 Q And you have, for example, a meter reader which
-

4 under the LILCO training program ideally will be trained to

5~ ' direct traffic. So that is cross training?

;6, A Correct.

7 Q Have you ever seen it in this kind of a context

-8 before in your' career?

9 A Ever seen what, please?

10 Q This kind of cross training as LILCO is utilizing.

11' A I have seen some very unusual cross training

12~ , opportunities, yes'.

.A). ( 13 - Q Is'the LILCO program what you would characterize
N--

14 as unusual?-

15 A Not necessarily so.

16 0 .Have you ever seen something like this before?-

17 A' Have I ever seen what, please?

18 Q Have you ever seen the kind of cross training

18 involved'in the LILCO training program before?
20 We can go through the positions one by one if

21 you want.
;

H A I understand.
:

[ 23 I believe that there are other emergency plans

24{-} that utilize individuals who primary role is not necessarily

\/.

25
j that of an emergency responder.
.

f[ *r
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1 Q Do you believe that there are other emergency plans:
e

( ; 2 . where utility workers perform off-site emergency response
,

/

3 ' functions?-

4 A I'am not familiar with all the utility emergency

:5' plans throughout the United States, so that would be

6~ speculative on my.part.

17 'A (Witness Renz) If I could expand on that answer.

;8 Yes, the Indian Point emergency response plan, the local

9 plan is supplemented by utility personnel, particularly

.10 ~ in.the Rockland County plan.

11 Q How is the Rockland County plan supplemented

12 by the utility personnel off-site?

A,- .-

13 n. .They use utility resources in the form of! j
f

' I4 utility personnel both from the New York Power Authority

15 and from Consolidated Edison in order to provide for

.16
.

certain personnel in at least the Rockland EOC and in other

17 areas such'as: bus drivers.

' 18 Q Bus drivers and'the EOC, correct, Mr. Renz?
~

C

18 A Those are the two examples that come to mind, yes.

# 0 To your knowledge, is the Rockland County

21 . Indian Point situation a temporary situation?

22 A What is your definition of temporary?

23
Q Not' permanent.

24
/'') Q I am not familiary enough with what has>

t >
| %J.

#
; transpired in the last few months to know that there is any
|
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1- end in the near sight. Perhaps Dr. Cordaro can expand on

n) ' 2 .that.
,

3 A (Witness Cordaro) It is hard to say at this

4 . point in time whether it is temporary or permanent. It

5 ' depends on developing situations.

6 Now, I understand that the Rockland County

7 municipality has agreed to participate in the plan now

8 and this may change aspects of the plan.

8 I don't think we are that sure right now how

to that changes the plan. And we are also not sure of what may

11 occur down the line which may cause this perhaps
.

12 temporary arrangement to remain permanent.

(/v} It depends on too many additional developments13
-

14 which have to take place out in time to specifically

15 . state right now whether it is temporary or permanent.~

16 A (Witness Renz) HIf I could add to that, I

17 ' .just realized that the two examples I cited, bus drivers

18 and personnel in the EOC, which were provided by utilities,

18 were not because of a lack of county resources. It was --

20 in the EOC it was a dose assessment expertise, and I don't
21 know if that is permanent or temporary.
22 But with regard to the bus drivers, it was my

23 understanding that they were going to be training

24 utility employees to serve that function for some time to's

%J gs
Come.

t
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'l Q Do you know why it is, Mr. Renz, that at

2 Indian Point utility workers had to serve as bus drivers for

3' an.off-site emergency response?

4 MS. MONAGHAN: Objection. For awhile the

5 questioning was relevant to the professional qualifications
6 of|Mr. Berger in particular. But I think it has gone

7 pretty far afield from that and certainly doesn't relate

8 to any of the contentions at issue. I object on that

9 basis.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: Sustained.

11 BY MR. MILLER:

12 Q Mr. Berger, you also mention. pre- and post-testing

) 13 on page two of your qualifications.
. .%d

14 A (Witness Berger) That's correct.

15 Q Could you tell me why it.is that you include

16 pre- and post-testing in designing training programs?
17 A Sure. There are some occasions when you perhaps
18 would be putting ~. individuals through a program, Mr. Miller,
19 when it wouldn't be necessary.to do so because they.already

.

# possess the skill that you are trying to teach. The
! 21 purpose of a' pre-test is to determine the skill level of

22 the individual and not require them to go through a
23 training program which is essentially designed to teach
24. 8 ' them a-skill which they already have.

'
-

26
Post tests. essentially does the same thing. It is

,

L _.
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1 It is to determine the amount of skill that the individual,

.,r w ,

\..;

- (,/ . 2 has acquired as a result of a total training program.
_1 ,

3 Q Is post testing a way to evaluate performance? [

4 A It is one method. [
-

t
5 Q Is it fair to say that pre-testing is basically I

t

6 -

; screening of your trainees?

7- A' No, not at all. It is not used with that intent. !,

[
8 Pre-test is~used -- once again, I will restate it --

8 it is used'to determine the amount of knowledge that an

10 individual has prior to entering a training program so that
I

i
11 you are not requiring that individual to be instructed i

t
12 in a skill that they already possess.

I

-( ') If you had an individual who has considerable f13 -

-
,

14 ' amount of ability, reading or otherwise, there is no reason,

,

j 15 to require that individual to go through a training i

16 . program if they already possess the skill.
f

17 Q ,What is the disadvantage from the standpoint -

18 of a trainer, Mr. Berger, to requiring a trainee to go
{~

18 through training for a skill which he already possesses?

20 A Well, there could be a motivational issue.

21 Someone who is not going to attend a class because they. [

22 feel they already possess the skill..

1

23 |Q Is there any pretesting done under the LILCO #

24rN. training program?
''

L\~' 26 A Not to the best of my knowledge. :
i

?

I
, .-

re- .,-,r e,,- , - ~ ,--r+, ..n.-ec----nan,,r-n-~~,~,.n-r-.-----.<~-,, - - - - , , - - - - - ---n.-- - - - - , - - - - --e-,- ,- --
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|
1 Q Mr. Berger, do you still have any involvement in 1

- -

2 the LILCO training program?,

3 A Only as a curiosity. |

4 Q As a curiosity?

5 A Well, I keep abreast, try and keep abreast of what

6 is occurring.

7 Q While you were involved with the LILCO training
8 program, how long were you involved with the LILCO )

l

9 program? |

10 A It seems to me from about March of last

i
11 Iyear through perhaps November. February, March, somewhere

12 in that time frame.
|- ,

13 Q And it states on page 3 of the testimony,,

s

14 Mr. Berger, that your role was that of video tape

15 producer and director for the instructional media portion

16 of the program.

17 Do you see that?

18 A Yes, I do.

I9 Q Was that your sole involvement? j

20 A No.

21 Q What other job functions did you have when

22 you were working for IMPELL on that LILCO training program?

23 A Basically that of the instructional designer

24'~'

for the program, helping to establish the methodology for
)

25 the instruction that would occur in the classroom portion of
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1

the program.-

'

Q When you say designing the methodology, is

3
that the concept of video tapes and workbooks and the

4
classroom instruction?

5
A That's correct.

6
Q Did you have any involvement, other than in

7
the classroom training portion of the LILCO program?

8
A My involvement ended with the classroom portion.

9
It did not include the other portion of the training

10
program which are the drills and exercises.

11

Q Did you have responsibility, Mr. Berger,

12
for supervising or preparing the classroom instructors

-

13
END 13 used in the LILCO program?_-

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24'~

'r
i
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#14-1-Suet 1 A (Witness Berger) Only to the extent, Mr. Miller,
[ \
( ) 2 of preparing the video tape portion and textual portions,

8 of the materials that would be reviewed by the instructors
4 As it applies to actual classroom preparation of the

5 instructors or classroom orientation, I did not. That was

6 a function that was performed by another IMPELL employee.

7 Q Was that Mr. Behr?

8 A That was Mr. Behr.

9 Q Did you write the video tape scripts, Mr. Berger?
10 A I did not write the scripts. I did review the

11 scripts.

12 O Mr. Varley, did you write the scripts?

'f'} 13 A (Witness Varley) I was involved in writing
( .-

14 several of,the scripts. Yes.

16 Q Let's talk about the video tape scripts for a
16 second. Mr. Berger, the scripts were written in part by
17 Mr. Varley, I gather, and then reviewed by yourself and
18 then what was done?

19 A (Witnese. Berger) The' chain of events was a
30 little more sophisticated.than that. Mr. Varley, or one

21 of the writers, of which there are a total of five, would

22 write the script. It would be sent over, reviewed by LILCO

23 personnel as well as Dr. Mileti, as well as counsel. Their

34 comments perhaps incorporated or suggestions incorporated,
i

'''
| # and after that process had been completed I would receive a
i
i

.

L
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L

.#14-2-Suet 1 copy of the script for what would be termed visualization.
,

( ,) 2 Q Dr. Mileti, in commenting on the video tape
.

3 scripts, were your comments -- is it fair to say your

4 comments were recommendations in some cases?

5 A (Witness Mileti) My comments went to two things.

6 One, to comment from a social scientific point of view to

7 see if I thought a few words needed to be inserted about
,

8 human behavior wherever I thought it was appropriate,'r too

9 change some words about human behavior wherever that might

10 have been appropriate.

11 And in addition to that, anything else that came

12 to mind as I was reading them for.that reason, I also

(''/) 13 commented on. My comments certainly were my recommenda-
%,

| 14 tions.

16 After discussing with whomever wrote that parti-

16 cular script, it became clear that some of my recommenda-

17 tions were from left field but most of them I think ended .

18 up being pretty good ones, and they were taken to heart.

19 Q Some of the recommendations or comments were not
i

20 adopted, though; is that fair to say?
.

21 A Ch, of course. Some of them shouldn't have

22 been. They were bad ideas.

2 0 And you also reviewed, didn't you, Dr. Mileti,

24 the LILCO workbooks?

(O/
2 A Yes, I did.''

;

_ _ - . . . _ . - _- - . , . _ .
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'#14-3-Suet 1 Q~ Is the same true for your comments and recommenda-
(m) 2. tions'regarding the workbooks?% d'

.

3 A Yes.

4 Q Some were not adopted, some should not have been
5 adopted?

6 A To the best of my recollection, yes. I do recall
,

7 having ideas and I recall that most of them, I'm happy to
8 say, were good ones. And some of them weren't.
9

And in ;onversations in discussing those comments,
10 I found out why and agreed.
11 Q Your comments with respect to human behavior,
12 Dr. Mileti, were those comments all followed by LILCO?

. ('S 13 A
N) I can't recall if all of them were or all of,

14 them weren't. I do recall that the comments I thought after~

16 discussing with the person who wrote the workbook, knew
16

about the workbook, the kind of people that were going to
17 read it, et cetera, I felt satisfied that the comments.that
is

I made that should have been taken were taken and used, and
19 others weren't.
20 And in recalling that, I don't distinguish between
21 the workbook and the script. I mean, it was just things that

22
I read so I can't recall which was which.

M 'O Let me ask you one that I remember seeing, Dr.
24 Mileti.

(~)'T
There is a comment I think on the transportation

\~ 25
workbook regarding bus drivers which~said that, something to

.
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'#14-4-Suet 1 the effect: What are you going to tell the people left on
-s

(,,/ 2 the' corners.
.

3 Do you recall that comment?

4 A Vaguely. Do you have a copy that I might look

5. at?

6 Q Do you recall a comment, Dr. Mileti, where you

7 discuss some concern regarding the fact that LILCO families

8 might evacuate to the relocation center for emergency workers

9 and their families and how this might affect evacuation by

10 the general population who had been advised perhaps to

11 shelter at home?

12 A .I remember that one a little more clearly but

(J~')
13 not very clearly.

14 0- Do.you remember what happened to these comments?

15 Were they adopted, were they followed, were any changes

16 made?
-

17 A Well, I would have to say I did this a year

18 ago, it literally was last Summer. And I do remember both

19 of those comments, but not clearly enough to comment on'

30 them today without seeing it.

21 It -- I don't know what else I can say. !

22 0 Do you remember a comment in the public informa-

23 tion workbook that said: Rewrite so not to put you to

24 sleep.-S
_ ('~')

SS A I don't remember that one, but I remember making

i >

.
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#14-5-Suet g several of those kinds of comments. And I even remember
,es-

( ) using stronger words than that in reference to others.2v
,

3 Q Is that because you generally found the work-

4 books boring?

5 A No. In fact, I found some of them int,eresting

6 and I learned quite a bit by reading some of them, about

7 things I didn't know about.

8 Q Why your comment: Rewrite so not to put you to

g sleep?

10 A Well, that's hard to recall without seeing that

11 Particular script or workbook.

12 O Well, you say you recall writing that several

O 13 times.

'\_ '',

14 A I remember writing that vaguely, yes. I do

15 remember that that was a criticism I had of more than one.

16 I --

17 Q I'1 trying to get at, what was the point of

18 the criticism? What did you mean by that comment?

19 A Well, I remember there was one comment, and I

20 don't even remember what workbook it was for, or if it was

E 21 for a workbook or it was a script,.but one of the comments

22 that I had was that it read like a FEMA regulation instead

23 of something that was training somebody.

34 (Laughter.)

' s I even objected to the verb tenses in it and
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#14-6-Suet 1 suggested that that might be changed. I remember making a

( ) 2 comment about another one that was exceptionally long,

3 pursuing this line that you started. I don't remember the

4 topic of the workbook. And I remember saying that I thought

5 you needed to -- it didn't seem very readable to someone

6 who might just have finished high school, and I remember

7 making a comment that it should be rewritten because I

8 thought it was not the kind of thing the average person

g could read or get information from.

10 I remember talking to, I think it was Ron Varley

11 on -- I'm not sure who it was, to be honest with you. I

12 would have to see which one it was. And I remember this one

13 in particular, because the person I talked to said: Well,gN-g
L-|

14 that's not meant to be read by people who probably just

is have a high school education. It's aimed towards people

16 in command and control and, by and large, they have a better

17 education and it's probably better of f that it's written at

18 a more sophisticated level. They wouldn't be insulted by

le it, et cetera.

20 That's one of the comments that I made that I

21 think maybe was not taken to heart, nor should it have been.

22 It shouldn't have been rewritten to a lower reading level.

23 It should have used more sophisticated language.

24 Q I take it, Dr. Mileti, from what you are saying,,_,

( \

'\ ') 25 that you don't recall whether specific comments were adopted
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#14-7-Suet. 1- by LILCo?

{
, j j 2 A No, that's not true. I recall some of them,v

3 I'm sure, and I don't recall others. Again, that was a

4 dozen and a half workbooks and a dozen and a half scripts,

8 and it was over a year ago.

6 Q Mr. Berger, are you aware of the fact that

7 LILCO has fairly recently revised video tapes used in its

8 training program?

9 A (Witness Berger) I'm aware that there are

10 revisions, yes.

11 Q Would it be fair to say that these revisions
4

12 in some cases are substantial revisions?

g''g- 13 A I don' t know to the e xtent of the revisions,

L]
14 Mr. Miller.

18 0 Is anyone on the panel familiar with the re-

16 vised video tapes?

17 A (Witness Varley) Yes, I'm aware of the revi-

18 sions.

19 Q Would it be fair to say that in some cases the.

30 revisions are substantial?

21 A My definition of substantial would be that there

El were complete rewrites of the entire workbook or the entire

23 script, and in that sense, no, I wouldn't say that they are

Se substantial.
/~'N
k-) 35 0 would you say that the revisions, in all cases,,
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#14-8-Suet 1. have been insignificant, then?

|D
i, ) 2 A That's not what I said. I said that they

3 weren't substantial based upon complete revisions and

4 complete rewrites of page by page. I think that there were

5 improvements and enhancements to the material that identified.

e changes that had occurred since the original revision of

7 the emergency plan and implementing procedures. And the

a revision was necessary to bring the training materials in

9 line with the revision to the plan and procedures.

10 And I think that that's going to be an ongoing

11 process that ensures that the training materials are kept

ut in line and reflect exactly what the plan and procedures

('') 13 intend to do.
'O

14 Q Mr. Berger, on Page 3 of the testimony, you

16 say that you were responsible for identifying the visual

to images that would best represent the information in the

17 scripts directing the actions of the video tape production

18 crew on location and editing the original footage into the

19 final presentation master tapes.

30 Do you see that?

21 A (Witness Berger) Yes, I do.

22 0 Did you personally do all these things?

23 A You betcha.

S4 0 Did you have a staff at all working under you?7-~
\ }

36 Is this a one-man operation on the video tapos?'''

.

.
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#14-9-Suet 1 A Oh,. no. There is a production staff. The
f3
! ) : actual video tape crew, Mr. Miller,. consisting of a cinema

3 photographer, engineer and grip, were vended. ADM Pro-

4 ductions provided support for that.

5 I had myself as director-producer. I also had

6 an assistant i. hat would keep track of our scenes, Alice

7 Behr. And I also had one other assistant, one other pro-

a duction assistant in the person of Charles McCloud (phonetic) ,

e an IMPELL employee.

10 Q Dr. Cordaro, in looking through your resume I

11 did not see the word training anywhere, and let me just ask

12 ou, is it fair to say that you have had no background or

[''% 13 involvement in training?
Q_ }

14 A (Witness Cordaro) No.

16 0 Would you explain to me what background or

16 involvement you have had in training?

17 A Well, first of all, obviously from the resume,

18 from the standpoint of teaching college courses, both at

19 the undergraduate and graduate level, I view that as some

30 aspect of training, as an educator. In my corporate back-

21 ground, I had occasion to train a number.of people. In

22 some cases, my successors in the jobs I had at the corpora-

23 tion; and, in other cases, people who work for me who

,-- se required training in specific disciplines or activities
!
'

~

36 that had to be carried out.
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#14-10-Suet g Q Do you draw a distinction, Dr. Cordaro, between

(m)
,

an educator and a trainer?
,

:

3 A I don't draw as sharp a distinction as some

4 might. I think an educator is more involved in the class-
,

5 room and presenting the underlying foundations and principles

6 which are later implemented and applied from the trainer's

7 prospective. I think the trainer is a more of a how-to

8 individual, someone in the field,.someone demonstrating

g equipment, more along those lines.

So there is somewhat of a distinction. I don't10

11 think it's as sharp as all that. I think there is an

12 overlapping area where an educator is a trainer and maybe

['T 13 a trainer is somewhat of an educator also.
*Q,,)

14 Q Dr. Cordaro, putting to one side the college

15 courses, whether you see that as an educator or as a

16 trainer, is it fair to say that your other background or

17 involvement in tra'ining did not involve participation in

to a formal training program?

19 A I didn't head up a formal training program,

30 Per se that I can recall. I've participated in formal

21 training programs, however.

22 One that comes immediately,to mind is our

23 emergency restoration. I trained people to do the same

.

. 34. job that I was trained to do in the electrical emergency
'
\ ''

36 restoration organization. And I also trained people
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#14-ll-Suet.I specifically to do jobs, nuclear-related and related to
,m.
( ,/ ~ environmental science ~and environmental studies.2

3 Q When you say in the testimony, Dr. Cordaro,

4 on Page 4 that your role in emergency planning for Shoreham
>

5 is to ensure that the needs and requirements of emergency

P anning are met, does that include determining trainingl6

7 needs and requirements?

8 A Yes.
e

g Q Have you done so?

10 A Yes.

11 0 Can you give me some examples of the kind of

12 training needs and requirements you have been involved

O) 13 in?
%._)

14 A Well, at all stages of the development of our

15 program to establish LERO through LERIO, the training

16 methods that were going to be employed,.and the concepts

17 that were going to be utilized in training were submitted

18 to me for my review and-approval or comments. And I did

le so.

.m Q fir. Berger, would you consider what Dr. Cordaro

21 just said to constitute a training needs analysis?

22 A (Witness Berger) I consider a training needs

a analysis when you have an individual who is working at

s4 the training needs of any particular population. In this7-ss

' ')\

as particular case, I believe regulation states what your
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#14-12-Suet 1 -people must do. And in essence already sets the needs,
,m;

(- 2 .the training needs.

3 COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry. I could not hear

4 you.

5 WITNESS BERGER: I said I believe in this

6 particular case that the regulation states what are the

7 training needs of the population.

8 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

9 Q My question was, do you consider Dr. Cordaro's

10 statement regarding training needs to constitute a train-

11 ing needs analysis?

12 A I will state it one more time. And that is, in
s

) 13 this particular case where you have an individual such as
- x_/

14 Dr. Cordaro who is observing for training needs, I would

16 say that constitutes a needs analysis.

16 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, this probably would

17 be a good time to take the afternoon break, the first

18 break.

19 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. We will take a

30 recess now.

21 (Whereupon, the hearing is recessed at 3:50

| 22 p.m., to reconvene at 4 o' clock p.m., this same day.)

cnd #14 23
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1

1 (4:00 p.m.)
;y
( ) 2 JUDGE LAURENSON: We are back on'the record.

3 Mr. Miller?

4 .BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing) '

5 Q Let me ask a question of the entire panel.

,
Are any of you gentlemen members of any professional training6

-7 organizations or societies?

i
8 A (Witness Berger) I am.

9 Q Could you tell me which one or ones?

10 A I am a member of ASTD, American Society of

11 Training and Development. I am also a member of AECT,

12 American Education Training Association.

j''T 13 A (Witness Babb) I am a member of the Criminal
N)

14 Justice Educators Association of New York State.

18 A (Witness Mileti) I am a member of the American

16 Sociological Association and a variety of other associations

17 ' like that for sociologists, and one of the things that

18 sociologists do is teach.

le Q Yes, sir, training society organizations is

30 my question.

21 A. They don't have the word training in the title,

22 but certainly part of the things we do are train the next

as generation of sociologists, some of which don't take

S4 academic jobs. For example, our whole Ph. D program in7s
t Y

SS sociology at Colorado State University is devoted to''

.
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-

/

/;developingPh'.Dsociologiststogointotheapplikbworld.
~ . ,

1
,,m

( ) 3 ' We train them and give them skills to do that.
.

3 J Q (Witness Varley) I am also a member of the
'

4 American Nuclear Society Training Division.

s Q What would that be, I!r.Varley,'withr'specte

to nuclear., engineer training? .

a ,

7 A No, the training division ~ within American Nuclear

Society coveis a broad range of traiiting topics, includinga
.

9 energency planning training.

10 Q OfEsite'emerg5ncy planning training?

11. A Those issues are discussed as well as onsite, yes.

' Itr. Daverio, other than your duties as Assistant12 Q '

Q'v
13 ' Manager of LERIO, . have you had any other involvement or

14 responsibility in any way connected to training for an offsite

is response to radiological' emergency?
e

la A (Witness Daverio) To some extent.

17 Q Could yo'a tell me what that would be?
o r.

la A Yeah . It really falls into two fashions. One,

is was when the suffolk County Planning Department was working

30 on their plan with LILCO. I was the prl;ne contact to

discuss dll ' aspects of emergency planning with that depart-21

22 ment,-including training, and had discussions with them

33 concerning training 'of the County people.

I also, people who worked hor me, attend New34

'"' 38 York Power Pool meetings of a subcommittee which deals with

.

1

_ - - , - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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l
1 New York State REP group, Radiological Emergency Preparednes s

,m *() : Group, concerning all aspects of emergency planning for the

3 State of New York, including training of county and state

4 people.

3 So, in that context I have participated in

a discussions on offsite emergency planning other than as

7 LERIO as you said it.

.3 O Other than participating in discussions, Mr.

3 Daverio, anything else with respect to offsite emergency

10 training?

11 A As I mentioned earlier, some of the onsite

is training that I have done, and coordinating was responsible

la fo r , I talked about some aspects of offsite planning,
%/

14 because a good onsite plan has to understand an offsite

is plan.

le Q llave you actually trained offsite emergency

17 response personnel, Mr. Daverio?

13 - A Yes.

!
le O Can you tell me -- have you trained various groups i,

m 'or whom have you trained?

31 A I have trained LERO people.- !

ss Q Traffic guides? What kind of groups are you

as talking about?

34 A No. I was the prime instructor for one of the

\d
as accident management table tops in which I was talking to the
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1 senior coordinators in the EOC concerning onsite planning
,-

k,,) 2 and its interface with offsite planning.

3 Q Anything else?

4 A That is the only table top or class. I was

6 involved in drills and exercise, but as to a formal classroom

6 setting, that was the only one I actually gave the instruction.

7 I have monitored others.

8 Q Dr. Mileti, have you actually trained any LERO

9 we r'<e rs ?
'

.

10 A -(Witness.Mileti) I think I have contributed
'

.

11 to their training. .

4

12 Q Have you conducted any classes?
,

13 A Well, I did make a video tape, and the reaNon Ij/~}[
N _.-

14 made a. video tape is that LERO wanted me to come out and

j 16 conduct classes, but they wanted me'to do t at a time wh[n
.- ,

16 I_was giving classes at' Colorado State University and
1

17 couldn't, so what we did was, nave me conduct the equivalent
,

!
18 of one class where I answered some ques,tions for people '

*N,

19 ~in LERO who would, in an enlargency, drive buses, and they
'

! .

asked me questions.that were questions that they, as well| 20

s.
21 as others who would drive thos'e buses in an emergency

22 . had, and I tried to answer some of them for them.

23 And it is my understanding that that tape has
3-

been shown to others who might Also drive buses. So, in! - 24

| ~'
25 that regard I fe'el like I have contributed to their training ,

i

I
.

<
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!
1 And beyond that, I have also -- I feel responsible for

,,m
( ,) 2' training and giving information, teaching, whatever it is

a you want to call it, a variety of other people that have

4 jobs in LERO.

5 For example , John Weismantle. Had extensive

e conversations with him over a two year period. More t

7 intense in the beginning thc:1 now about things that I thought [
i.

a 'he needed to know. And others inside of LERO as well.

9 Q Is it f air to say, Doctor Mileti, that for the
.

10 most part your involvement in the LERO training program ;

11 is as set forth on page 5 of the LILCO testimony?
P

12 It basically says you reviewed and commented

('''N 13 on 19 training video tapes, as well as accompanying work-
3

'%J ^
-14 books, and have prepared a video tape to answer some questions

15 for LERO bus drivers? -

16 A Yes, I have done . that, but I think also having

- 17 . discussions with people in LERO like John Weismantle, that

18 I just described in addition to what is listed here.

19 O And these discussions, Doctor Mileti, were with

90 LERO personnel'such as Mr. Weismantle, regarding the performanc

21 of LERO jobs and tasks, is that correct?
,.

2 A In part, yes. Particularly in reference -- as

n you might already know, to public emergency information, which

24 I feel is one of the most important things to plan for in,. .
/ s

'

'k
'V 26' an emergency.

.

,. -, , , . . , - ---.-.n .,, . - ~-
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1 Q Yes, sir. I don't understand how discussions I,.

'( ) 2 regarding public information constitutes training?
3 A Well, let me try to give you an example I.

4 ~ pent a great many hours on a number of dif ferent occasions

5 discussing with Carole Clawson -- I am surprised that I

6 remembered her name, but I do remember Carele 's name -- about
,

7 how and what an EBS message, in my opinion, should look like,

8 and how they might best be worded and the topics they needed

9 to address, and Carole had a wealth of experience before I

10 ever encountered her, and I would like to believe she knows

11' more now about emergency information than she did when we ;

12 began.

) 13 I might also add that I learned some things from

14 - her based on - her experience.

!
15 Q What did you train Ms. Clawson to do, for t

16 example?

17 A I think I trained her to understand that a variety '

18 - .of different concepts needed to be addressed in an EBS

'

19 message. For example, consistency of information internal

20 to the UBS message, as well as the sorts-of things one might

21' take into account when those sample messages are altered to

22 conform to a particular situation, as they might arise

23 in-an emergency.'

I
,

f~ 24 Q (Witness Berger) Mr. Miller, might I add also

''
25 that one on ene, or OJT training is an acceptable practice

l
i .

y -- + y- , m , + c . . - - , y 1m. - e .-,,,-e1-v* , - - - ----e-- -
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1 in the industry.

(n) 2 Q Dr. Mileti, I am trying to see if we can't keep,

3 as much as possible the distinction between educating and

4 training, and if you will, for the moment, go back to Mr.

5. Babb's definition of educating being the teaching of why

6 you are doing something.
.

7 Now, wouldn't your discussions with persons like

:

8 Mr. Weismantle and Ms. Clawson fall into the category of

g educating rather than training those individuals. ,

10 A (Witness Mileti) I don't think so, and to be

11 honest with you don't agree with your distinction or Mr.

12 Babb's distinction between educating and training.
<

13 For the life of me, I am having a real difficult

14 time trying to understand the difference. For example, when

16 I go and-teach a class at the university, and I teach the

16 theory of something, that in your te rms might be education,

17 or it might be training, on the other hand when I teach

18 someone how to turn a computer terminal on, how to access

19 a statistical package'that we use in the social sciences,

30 is that educating or is it training? I really have a
,

21 difficult time distinguishing between education and training.

'

I understand the dif ference between teaching.n

23 people theory and teaching people mechanical skills. That

34 makes sense to me. But the distinction on the basis of,_s

i'')
35 education versus training is not clear with me. ;

. - ._ ..- ._
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*

; 1 Q Let's try this distinction, Doctor Mileti. Let
, s.

2 me begin with Doctor Cordaro."'

Doctor Cordaro, when LILCO hires a nuclear
3

4 en'gineer for Shoreham, I assume that person -- let's assume

that LILCO hires that person out of school. That person,
5

6 you agree, would be educated, correct? ;

7 A (Witness Cordaro) Well, he would have a degree.

A bachelor's degree in nuclear engineering, which would have8

.

.

.

?

indicated that he took a certain prescribed course of study,e

'and had some basic foundations in nuclear engineering.
10

11 Q Now, would you put a person out of school with t

12 a new degree in nuclear engineering, directly into your .[
i

/''s
f 1

V 13 control room?

Or would you want to have trained that person
14 :

1

16 be forehand? ,

t

r

16 A Of course not. We wouldn't put him in the

control room in the capacity of being a control room
17

la operator.

19 O So you would want to train that person before?

20 A Might.put him in the control room to observei~ ,

21 what was going on in the control room, and possibly learn

.from that experience, but we wouldn't put him at then.

33 controls-of the reactor.

Dr se

Ts /L

End 15
! 1 Reb fois. -

L

_ . . - , - _ - - - . . , - . - . . . . ,- . - . . - - - . , -. ,- , .. -
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1 Q- Observation, Dr. Cordaro, I think we can all
7_
$s,_ 2 agree, would include part of training. What I am wondering

3 is.this: Would you agree with me that you would want not

4 only someone educated as a nuclear engineer but someone

5 trained to work as an engineer at the Shoreham facility

6 before you would place that person in a position of responsi-

''7 bility-in your control room?

8 A If he had responsibility in the control room,

9 .he would have.to have a license from the NRC and that would

10 ' call for a specific amount of training and for him to have

11 certain qualifications. t would be imp.ossible for us

12 to do so, to put an unliceised individual in charge of

h
a j 13 the control room.
-\d

14 - Q 1 am just trying to draw a' distinction, if we

15 can, between educating and training.

16 A. (Witness Daverio) 'I think the problem we are

17 having is a panel is, you can't make the clear distinction-
,

18 ' that someone in college is only being educated. I have

18 taken courses that I would' consider training. I learned

20 how to. operate a reactor in the school I went to because

21 we had a reactor.

E If you. consider that training, I was trained

23 :at a college.

24(' 3 The distinction you are making is not as fine
V' .

25 -as someone going to college can only be educated and not

. - . , .. . . . . . .

- - _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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'1 trained. It depends on the course.
_

\,,/ 2. Even if you take Dr. Babb's definition, it depends

3 on the curriculum and the subject matter being taught

4 .as to, even under his definition, whether it is being

.5' training or being educated.

6 So I think you can't make as fine a distinction

-7 as you are trying to, Mr. Miller.

8 Q Mr. Renz, is it fair to say that your primary

'9 area of responsibility regarding the LILCO transition

' 10F plan is in the area of communications?

: 11 A (Witness Renze) I would say that is a primary-

.12 area,.yes.

-ms
,( ) 13 Q .And I gather from the errata sheet filed today
1,. /

14 .that your primary area of responsibility regarding
. .

_ '15 training is in the area of communications training; is

16 that right?

17 A ENo . I wouldn't term it that way.. I would

18 say-that my primary responsibility in the area of tra.ining

18 is, as being a manager of one of the other divisions within

# LERIO, is being responsible for the review of certain

21~ - materials that are generated an' instituted by the training

22 ~ division.

23 Q Do you conduct any training classes for LERP?
s

24

O(''%
A I have sat in on table tops, and I have answered

# ' questions that have arisen during those table-tops. I have

..
. .

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 not, to my recollection, been designated a trainer or
.o

2 ' instructor or educator at any of those table tops.
3 Q Mr. Renz, we have learned that LILCO is '

4 presently working on revisions to the LILCO plan.

5 Can you tell me at this time whether any of those revisions

6 will be with respect to training aspects of the LILCO program?
7 A I am sorry. Can you repeat that question? |

8 I didn't think you were finished with it.
|

9 Q I am finished. !

' 10 I am trying to determine from you whether any of the
,

11 revisions that are being made to the LILCO transition
~

12 . plan will include revisions to-training aspects of the

13,

LILCO plan?.

.

.w/.

14 -A I_would like to. confer before I respond to that. *

15 (Witn_sses conferring.~)

16 Any future revisionsfto the-plan or procedures

17 content of those revisions.might at some point enter the

| 18 training program. The revision of the program-itself, I *

. 19 -don't'think we-are contemplating that right now as far as
.

# the. number'of modules we institute.or the-types of drills-

21 we institute.:

22 We are considering changes to_the drill' matrix,,

23 ~ trained in additionaladding certain-positions to be

N
f areas. . But beyond that, as far as I know, that is the only

25,

. area.

.

w - r+m ,-~--e-,. - ..--.,n,, ,-e,,, - , , , -- n-,:,, n - . ~ . . + - - -
.
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1 Q Are you considering these changes to the drill
. , , -

$_,) 2 matrix because of' problems which have arisen in the

3 . context of the drills that have been conducted to date?
4. A- I don''t think so. I think any additions to

5 cn revisions to the drill matrix would be enhancements
6 to the program as opposed to serious revisions as a result

7 of problems.

8 A (Witness Daverio) I might be able to add.

9 The types of changes we are looking at right now would

10 ' .be for consistency. We might give one job classification

11 a training sessions that a class that does the same type
12 work doesn't get. So we are looking at that to see if

,m
j 13

( v '. there is any consistency changes. And we have identified-

14 one area where we are going to make some changes.

15 The oth~er area that we are looking at is in-

16 . implementing ~ an annual drill program. 'We are looking at~

17 running drills quarterly. We say right now we are going

18 - to run an annual drill program, but we have three shifts.
.

I8 Ss _that means we have to run it three times annually.
#

So.rather than doing it in'one block one time a year, we

21
are now looking at doing a set of drills every quarter so

22
that every three months we are running a complete drill.

23 program.

'24/'N -Those are the types of refinements we are lookingN |,
E' at, going into the annual maintenance program and the things

-.
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1 required to make the annual maintenance program work better.
im.I 4(j 2 Q Mr. Renz, as part of your job, is it accurate

3 to say that you supervise and coordinate the work performed

4 by IMPELL?
.

5 A (Witness Renz) No. None of the people in my

6 division are employed by IMPELL.

7 g well, is the statement on page 2 of your resume

8 inaccurate then?

9 It'says, "As manager of the technical division

10 of LERIO, I also supervise and coordinate the work performed

11 by emergency planning consultants such as IMPELL."

.12 A It was just pointed out to me, we do maintain at

/
'

.13 presenti our procedures word processing unit at IMPELL,

14 and tio that regard I do supervise that type of work.

15 I do have personnel from other consulting forms reporting

16 to'me at the present time.

17 Q I don't.think I understand, Mr. Renz. The

18 words in your resume, " supervise and coordinate," are they

19 related-to the fact that you have word processing machines-

# at IMPELL?

21 (Witnesses conferring. )

22 g- Yes. .IMPELL right now is responsible for the

23 . physical maintenance of the procedures. My group is

24
["} responsible for the technical content of the procedures.
+y

25 = People that work for me interface with or I directly
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'l interface with members of IMPELL as well as the other
, - -

q,) 2 consulting firms mentioned in that passage.
^

.

'3 Q IMPELL is the only. consulting firm mentioned

4 that is a training consultant to LILCO, correct?

5 (Witnesses conferring.)

6 A- Other than specialized instances like Dr. Babb

7- or others, yes.

- 8 10 So with respect to training, could you tell me

9 what is' involved in your supervision and coordination

10 of IMPELL?

- 11 A I don't believe the resume says anything in
,

12 regard to my supervision or coordination of IMPELL with

[Q't
13 regard to training.

14 Q You supervise and coordinate IMPELL in ways

15 other than in ways related to training?

16 A Yes, as I stated earlier.

17 MS. MONAGHAN: I think-that that has already

18 'been asked and answered.with respect to what Mr. Renz'

19. relationship is with the IMPELL corportation.

20
.

BY MR. MILLER:

21 0 'Mr. Varley, if you will look please at your-
M -attachment and resume which is attachment 18 to the
23 professional qualifications book.

24.ex- A ; Witness Varley) I have 'that in front of me.l |
'~ # Q You~ helped write the LILCO planned procedures; is
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'
1 that right?

7,;
; \my)

)

2 A I helped write certain portions of the plan and
|

-

-3 procedures, that is correct.

- 4- Q You say that you are the assistant project

'5' _ engineer, I gather for IMPELL, regarding the LILCO

-6 training program; is that correct? |

*
7 A That's correct. |

8 0 Who is the project engineer? f
'i

8- A Mr. Dennis Beh..

10 Q Ilave you been an instructor in the training

11 classes?

'12 A Training classes for LERO?
',,-q

) 13
~

t g y i.es,
n\

14- A- Thht's correct.

15 Q- You have been an instructor?

. 16 - A- Yes, I' taught classes to the United States
.

17 . Coast. Guard ' in New IIaven, and I also conducted table-top
,

18.- training sessions for the LERO management.
-

19 ' '

Those were termed accident management table ~ tops.

-
#

Q -You also helped develop the IMPELL training

21 proposal to LILCO; is that_right?

22 A .That's correct.- I had' input into that-proposal.
'

E
Q Can you'tell me, Mr. Varley, - was that p roposal

!

' 24
-f''s adopted by-LILCO as presented by IMPEL?
(,/,

25 : A- I don't know the specifics of that proposal
I

, _ _ - __ _ _ _ . _ _
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1 cff hand. And'there are several proposals that we could be
f^-(

' kuf 2 talking about.

3 There was a proposal to do training, and there

4 was also a proposal to do the drill and exercise program.

5 So I guess you would have to be more. specific.

6 If I could review the proposal in its entirety,

7 then I could comment on whether it was adopted in whole

8 or in part.

9 Q Let me ask you first about the training proposal

10 by IMPELL. Do you recall any aspects of that proposal

11- that were not adopted by LILCo?

12 A Not without reviewing the proposal, I couldn't

O' 13
r

.> ! comment.
; w) .\

i . 'Q Is your answer the same with respect to IMPELL's14 '

15 proposal for drills?

16 A Yes, it is.

17
Q Maybe we will come back to that.

-18 Let me ask you, Mr. Varley, how you would define

19 a' lesson plan? It'is on page 3 of your resume.

#
! Q I believe there are several different types of

= 21 lesson plans that can be developed, depending upon the
,

22 application and what you are trying to accomplish in the

23 classroom.

24 - I have seen lesson plans that were written that.h.
'

, , .

25 were very specific and detailed,.that covered step by step,

b_
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1 everything that the instructor'was due to convey to his
,, _

s/ 2 students. I'have also seen lesson plans that were

3 developed as a guideline for an instructor or a teacher,
4 however you want to use the term, to go into a classroom

5- to use as a mental checkoff to make sure that he
6' conducts the classroom session in a proper sequence.
7 So there are various formats for a lesson plan,
8 and it depends upon the application and the desires of the

9- particular institute that is conducting the training

10 program.

11 Q You say on page 3 of your resume, Mr. Varley,

12
.that."while acting as training-engineer, my responsibilities

,-g

-_ (v) included administering examinations, evaluating students13

'N and their progress."-
_

.15 Do you see that?
,s

16 A That's correct.
.

17
Q I gather when you say " administering

18 examinations and evaluating students," you are talking
18 there about testing; is that right?

20 A- I think you are looking at two different items.
.

21 ' One is administering examinations. .That is one form

22 - of testing. Personal observation ana. witnessing an

i 23 individual perform a function is another form of

"('')- evaluation of students.
-s ,
;v

"
~ Q 'In administering examinations, ;was that administering
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.1 - a' written test?
y-

x_,/J 2 A Administering written tests, yes, and also
'i

.

3 oral examinations.

4 Q And the purpose of doing that was what?

5 A To determine particular qualification for a

6- function.
'

'7 Q Mr. Varley,or really, let me direct this to

8 .the panel, I want to see if we can agree to some

9 definitions.

10 Drill and exercise. Could you define for

11 me a drill and distinguish it from an exercise? Anyone

'12 on the panel.

,m
13;. ( J- A A drill is a supervised instructional period

N_/'

14 .in which you put ihe people in-simulated real life

15 ' situations or an-environment in which you expect those
116 . individuals to perform.

17 You' provide stimulus that would allow those-

18
'

individuals to carry out certain activities, and an

ISF observer or controller is there to witness the process
.

l" through which those individuals go to accomplish that

21 function.

22 If at any time the individuals errs or fails-to
~

E
understand a step in a procedure, for example, the observer

24
r''t. or controller has the lattitude to instruct that
' ' '

25
. individual in the proper steps to take to accomplish the

i

i

i .

k .
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1' function.
Om .

:/ )-As,/ . 2 Whereas in an exercise, an exercise is designed to
-

3 evaluate the individual's performance without the controller

' - |4 or observer stepping in and prompting Dim to be able to I

5 complete that task..

6 Q From a training perspective, Mr. Varley,

7 is it important to keep the distinction between a drill
,

8. and an exercise in mind? ,

9 A I
;-'

think when you. conduct a drill versus conducting
i

10 - an exercise that it is inherent within the preparation and f*

L

11 conduct of that act'ivity that those two. things are i

12 . distinct and separate from one another. *

13

% s) Q Now,'could we get a definition of modulei

214 versus workbooks and video tapes? |,

15 A Yes. A module, as outlined-in our plan and

16 - procedures,'is a-particular s'egment of information that . !,

,

17 you want.to relay to the students.
'

18 In the case of the LERO program, what we call

19 a module'would be the presentation of-let's say

E transportation topic. The students would-observe a

21 video tape. They.would complete a workbook. That would

22 be a module on transportation.

23 There are certain modules in which we only wish

24 '

(~~} the students to see a= video tape, or there were certain

^V. E
- modules.in which we only wanted them to complete a workbook.

I

:

4

-

h

, .,, ,. _ - - - ,..m-y. .,-..-,.,_.--,,,.,..,_y . , , , - , - , .m..c,.. , ---.-,y.._ , -
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t

1

. , , - -
LSo you have to look at the particular topic and determine

- \ 'j 2
-t-m

whether bo,th a workbook and a video tape are required or '

,

3 ,one-or'the other. j

4
~

But in all cases a module was the presentation.

5 of a selected topic's material.
i

'6 ^Q In terms of the.LILCO training program, is a

7 module the classroom session, whether'it be made of workbooks

8 'or video tapes or both? Is that --
<

8 A I think some of .your confusion may arise from ;

>

10 the difference:between a module and a session. A session
F

' ll could. combine several modules. !
'

i
12 .What'we found-in conducting the LERO training i

'
i r~we

13-( ) program was-that certain job categories required more than,

'I4 one module to be presented and that.we could, in fact,
,

15 combine several modules in a given training session to

16 - : expedite the training process'.

17 ..So you could,- for example, have a training

18- session in which modules one and two-were presented at the
. ,

18 same time.

.
20 "

So-We called that a training session that

21 incorporates several training modules. <

>

22
O Would it'be fair.to say that the modules under the

7

23'

LILCO_ program were generally comprised of both a workbook

.24

[V~')
-and a video tape?

'

'-

3 .A. You could say that generally, yes. And that a

L
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I training session would tend to incorporate several modules. '

_,x,

dy ,, '2 O What'about the distinction between controller i

3 'and' observer under the LILCO plan? Is there one?
1

4 A' To the extent when you get to exercises, yes,

5 'there is a-difference between a controller and observer. ,

!

6 The term controller and observer sometimes gets f,

i 7 loosely defined in discussions, but in essence, a
|

8 controller has more responsibility during the course of f
'

8 conducting an exercise than does an observer.
-

-

'

10 An observer is put in place merely to witness :

h

, .11 -the p'erformance of an-individual or a group of individuals

'

12 in the' conduct of carrying out their responsibilities.
'

13' A controller ha's the' additional responsibility of

14 insuring that the' exercise is conducted in a safe and

.15 efficient manner and has the responsibility of interceding

H8 :should~the exercise lead to a dangerous situation or

17
'

get so' far afield from -its intended- objectives that a correct-

ENDil6 UI ive. step-is necessary to keep it in line.

19 .:

20

21-

22

23

24 -f,

(ms/. '
25 -

.

;
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#17-1-Suet ~ 1 Q. Under the LILCO program, are controllers and

(f 2 observers used in drills as well as exercises?

3 A I guess I would answer yes.to that.

4 0 Is it fair to say that observers are generally
E- LILCO personnel?

6 A' No, I wouldn't say that.

7 Q Are they either LILCO or IMPELL personnel?

8 A They could be from many different sources.,

9 Q Let's take them one at a time. The drills

10 that have been conducted to date, have you had observers

11 other than from LILCO and IMPELL?

12 A Yes, we have. We have had observers from Stone

f('') 13 and Webster. We have had observers from the Department of
U:

! 14 Energy. We have had observers from, I believe, it was

15 Orange County.

16 Mr. Daverio may have a few others in mind.,

17 0 And is --

18 A (Witness Daverio) We have had an observer from

19 Nassau Red Cross.- That's the only additional one I can

30 think of.

21 Q And the same would be true for exercises, Mr.

M Varley?
!

2 A (Witness Varley) Is what the same as being

24 true?
/

i.
-N 35 Q That you have had observers during exercises other

a

i-.
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#17-2-Suet 1 than observers that are either LILCO or IMPELL personnel?

k_y,) 2 A Yes, that's true.

,-

.

3 Q The'same people that you have mentioned?

4 A Generally, yes. '

i
5 (Witness Daverio) They all wouldn't be the -

6 same at -- in other words, not everyone of those people we

7 listed was at every drill, but at least one time each of
,

8 those organizations was represented.

9 Q Now, a controller -- are controllers for drills

10 always IMPELL personnel?

11 A (Witness Varley) No, I don't believe they were.

12 - Q Are they the same types of people you just named
'

' (] _ from these'different organizations?13
g--

14 A I believe it was probably limited to either a

15 LILCO employee, a Stone and Webster employee or an IMPELL
_

16 employee.

17 Q And the same would be true for controllers during
'

,

18 exercises?
|

19 A Yes, that's true. r
,+

20 Q Observers -- let me make' sure I understand this,
i

21 ' Observers are people who watch or witness a performance,
,

22 correct?

23 A ~ That's correct. ,

34
; gg Q Do they also evaluate the performance?

\ ,)' 26 A Yes, they do.. -

__ _ _ . _ . _ . - - ._ -. _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . -_ .-. - - -
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' # 1'7-3-Suet 1 Q The controllers of the drills and exercises, Mr.

,

/- 2 Varley,.who do they report to?
,

.

3 A The' drill is structured such that you have a

4 lead drill controller, or in an exercise a lead exercise

5 controller, at each facility. And then there is one

6 individual who is identified as the'overall lead controller

7 in conducting the drill or the exercise.

8 What you try to do is you try to structure within

9 the exercise conducting organization a chain of command,

10 such that you have control over the ability to conduct

11 that drill or exercise in a safe and efficient manner. So,

12 the hierarchy would be that you have observers and control-

'~N 13 lers at each facility. For tha't particular facility, you
_

'

14 have'a lead drill controller, and then ultimately you have;

16 a senior individual who is a. lead drill controller who the

16 facility lead drill controllers would report to.

17 Q Is the same true on the' observers side?

18 A No. The observers also would report to the lead

19 drill controller at each facility.'

|-

30 And, then there are also instances where you

21 have observers and controllers that may rove from one

..

facility to another, but they know who would be the lead22

(
'

23 drill controller'at each facility.

i
1 -- 24 Q Is the lead controller for a facility always an

95 IMPELL person?

:

L_
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,

'#17-4-Suet 1 A I don't know if that would be true or not. In
,ml i'(_) 2' some instances, it could have been Stone and Webster, or
i

.

3 it may have even been a LILCO employee.

4 0 What about the lead controller for the drill or

5 exercise? Would that person always be an IMPELL person? I

6 MS. MONAGHAN: Objection. I'm going to object

7 to this line of questioning. I think it is pretty far

8 afield from what Mr. Varley's professional qualifications

9 are, which is what I think we are still about on voir dire.
'

10 And I don't really see how it relates to anything

11 that has been raised by the contentions.

12 MR. MILLER: Well, Judge Laurenson, if you want,

!

| '(, .

') 13 I can say I'm asking questions about Page .95 that relate '

|
x_/-

i 14 to the drill scenarios and evaluation criteria, objective

15 criteria. I mean, these are questions I want to ask and
,

16 they seem to fit here.

17 I am~trying to develop an understanding of

18 the background as to how drills and exercises are conducted 7

19 under the LILCO training program.

f 20 MS. MONAGHAN: If Mr. Miller was concerned about

21 a background, perhaps he should have done that during Mr.

Mt Varley's deposition. It's not the time now'to get background;

i 23 it's the time to litigate these contentions.

34 JUDGE LAURENSON: For the limited purpose of
( gN

i }.- v
26 establishing a background, we will permit this line of

.

-. .
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-#17-5-Suet 1 questioning.

{/. The objection is overruled.\_, 2

3 WITNESS VARLEY: I believe,.if I understood your

question properly, you were asking me who filled the role~ 4
.

of the lead controller for a drill and exercise, and was5

6, that an IMPELL employee or others.
'

I believe to date all of our drills or exercises,
7

the lead controller has been an IMPELL employee. p

8
4

9 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

!-
10 Q Who do you report to, Mr. Varley?

Are you referring to who do I report to as far11 A

12 as being a consultant with LILCO, or with IMPELL? i

I

O(, .,) 13 Q Well, within IMPELL, who do you report to?
'

*

14 A I report to Mr. Gary Rhoads.
i

15 0 Is the answer different with respect to LILCO?

.16 A Yes, it is..

17 0 Who do you report to in-that respect?

18 A Mr. Daverio and Mr. Weismantle.

19 Q Mr. Varley, let me ask you first of all, how

long have you been the Manager of the Training Division20 f

21 of LERIO?

22 A Since the LERIO group was formed last April or

23 May I believe. f

,

S4 Q But you are an IMPELL employee, correct?
S

O
25 A That's correct.

I
.

l
~- - - -._ _ . . _ . _ . ,_
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#17-6-Suet 1 Q Do you know, Mr. Varley, whether classroom
(m

) 2 instruction'was supervised or monitored?

3 A Could you define --

4 MS. MONAGHAN: Objection. That contention was

5 not admitted by the Board. It's not relevant to the scope

6 of the contentions that have been admitted, as to whether

7 or not the program was monitored by LILCO.

8 MR. MILLER: I',m not sure what contention we are

9 talking about. I'm talking about Mr. Varley's background

10 and IMPELL's involvement as a training consultant to LILCO.

11 I'm asking whether as part of that background

12 information if Mr. Varley has information regarding class-

; .i m
f i 13 room supervision.
V

! 14 JUDGE LAURENSON: At this point, we are at a

15 very preliminary stage, and so I think we should allow a

16 little leeway here, but if-we get into an area concerning

17 testimony that has been striken or other objectionable

18 items I think that we would be called on to sustain similar

19 objections.

[ 20 But I think for the purpose of background,
f

; 21 the objection would be overruled _now unless you can point

Et to a specific Order that this is in conflict with concern-

23 ing a strike --

I
24 MS. MONAGHAN: I refer the Board to the Board'sgs

> ( )
'-}i \

35 Order. ruling on contentions of March 19,.1984, in which

|
.

<
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#17-7-Suet 1 the Board denied admission of Contention 2.D which stated:
,-~
( )
- (_/ 2 LILCO has failed to monitor properly or effectively the

3: classroom performance or effectiveness of. the LILCO train-

4 ing instructors.

5 That was denied on the basis of the Waterford

6 decision.

7 JUDGE LAURENSON: The problem that presents,

8 though, and that we encountered last week in ruling on the

9 motions to strike that were presented is that merely because

10 we did not admit a contention does not preclude presenta-

11 tion of evidence if it is related to some admitted conten-

12 tion.

[ } 13- And that's the test we have to apply here. But,
wi

14 as I said, this appears to be a very preliminary background

15 question now. So I think for this limited purpose, the-

16 objection is overruled.

17' BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

18 Q Do you remember the question, Mr. Varley?

19 A Could you repeat it, please?

20 Q Did you, to your knowledge, Mr. Varlay, during

21 the LILCO training program, are the, and have the, classroom

22 sessions been monitored or supervised in any respect?

23 A Yes, they have.

-s 24 Q Can you tell me how?

''
26 A Yes, sir. Each of the instructors, before being
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17-8-Suet 1 allowed to go into the classroom to teach, was given

i t
(_ ,/ 2 preparation'ses'sions by Mr. Dennis Behr in which the material

3 that was.to be' presented had to be reviewed by the instructor .

4 ~ The instructor had to review the applicable portions of the

5 plan and procedures that that training material applied to.

6 And he also had to go through a question and answer session'

7 with Mr. Behr to ensure that the' instructor was well versed

8 on the material to be covered for that particular session.

9 In addition, from time to time, either myself,

10 Mr. Daverio or sometimes Mr. Behr,;would drop in on training

11 sessions to make sure that they were progressing smoothly

12 _and properly.

( ) 13 -In addition, Mr. Weismantle, as a member of the
%d

14 - LERO organization, had to attend all of the training ses-

16 sions. And he, in fact, monitored the training sessions

16 in that respect as well as participated in them.

17 We also got feedback from senior LILCO management

18 on the progress of the training program through the classes

19 that they were attending.

20 So, in my definition of supervision and monitor-

21 ing, yes, they in fact were supervised and monitored quite

22 closely.

23 0 These dropping into the classrooms by yourself

24 or Mr. Daverio or Mr.-Behr, how often would you say that,~
t

\ ,)"
26 happened?

_
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.

#17-9-Suet g A I can only speak for myself. And I attended
,.-

lt_j' 2 several classes early in the program to make sure that the
.

3 instructors were following the format for the particular

4 class session'and that there weren't any problems as far

5 as the instructor capabilities or student attitudes, things

6 along those lines.

7 (Witness Daverio) I think on. monitoring of the

8 program, at the' time we started the program we went to a

e lot of classes,la lot of-different types of classes, tried

10 'to see each.of~the types of classes being run. As the pro-
.

11 gram ran and we felt more comfortable with how things were

12 going, because the instructors. stayed the same, we~didn't

'^

l' ') 13 change instructors, we felt more comfortable with the pro-
'v' '

-

14 gram and we monitored less at that time.

15 Q Did you ever stay for the entire class session,

16 Mr. Daverio? , ,

17 A I have stayed for some entire class sessions,

18 yes. Not all the time.

19 Q Mr. Varley, did you ever stay for the entire

30 class session? ,3

21 A (Witness Varley) Yes, I~did.

22 Q How many times _do you think you did that?
i ,

23 A I stayed once for'a full session and then on

7s u. several other occasions I attended for partial sessions.
/ ) -

''
36 Q Did you ever submit any kind of a formal evaluation

*/,
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#17-10-Suer of the classroom performance by the instructor, Mr. Varley?
ex
(_,), 2 A There was no requirement and no need to do a

3 formal evaluation.

'

4 Q Did you ever submit a formal evaluation regard-

5 ing classroom instruction, Mr. Varley?

6 A No, I did not.

7 Q Mr. Daverio, did you?

8 A (Witness Daverio) No, I did not.

g MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson,.why don't we

to take the second break at this time? It would be a good

11' place.

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. We will take.a
'

('~N 13 recess now.i

'd'

14 MS. MONAGHAN: Judge Laurenson, before we all

15 disappear, I need to 'ask Mr. Miller if it's possible for

16 Dr. Babb to leave for his class, or if Mr. Miller has

"

17 further questions for him this afternoon.

18 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson,.let me just make

19 a stateme'nt. I cannot say whether I have other questions

90 ' for Mr. Babb this afternoon.

21 I can say that I've been advised today that as

22 many as three witnesses on this panel have problems during

23 this week with attending this proceeding, and that causes

fs 34 me great concern. I think it's LILCO's problem frankly,

''.
35 and I think they need to find a way to solve it.

4

5
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#17-ll-Suet 1 In terms of today, I ath willing to let Mr. Babb
.r~N'() 2 leave he e. In fact,.if he~would like to leave now -- and

3 if I come across questions, I will save them.

4 As you know, we have'gone through this before.

5- It means you'put_ things to the side, you come back to-

6 areas, you have to revisit areas. I'm not sure it's really

7 the efficient,way to proceed if we can find a way to avoid

8 it. ,

,
9 But,11r. Babb, why don't you go to your. class

10 if it's.okay with the Board.'t And I think LILCO ought to try

11 to find some way tio resolve this problem.

12 JUDGE LAURENSON: Well,*I titink when you are go. ng'

.

| D 13 to have a panel of witnesses on the stand for a whole week
i ()

we hav.e to be flexible in allowing some to come and go.14 I

15 dc"'* think it's reasonable to expect that they can, all'of

16 them, take a full week and devote it to this testimony.

So,'Ithinktotheextenhthatwecanaccommodate'

17

'

their schedules .we sticul'd do so and just 'try to be asis .

N N
.,

..
19 flexib1h~as'we can. I

'

!

20 So, yes, you may leave. You may now %.
s \

'

21 leave. We will see you tomorrow morning. (

22 (The witness, Dr. Babb, shood ,aside. ), ,

23 We will take a ten minute recess. t

l 24 (Whereupon, the hearing is recessed at 4:5S p.m.,.n
.'

i '0\
''~#'

25 to rect,nvene at 5:06 p.m., this same day.)

,

[ '<<

E. i
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;

#17-12-Suet 1- JUDGE LAURENSON: Mr. Miller.
/N

' (_,) 2 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)

3 Q Mr. Varley, would you turn to Page 6 of the
4 LILCO testimony, please?

5 A (Witness complying.)

6 Q Let me ask this first question of the entire '

7 panel. Looking at Question and Answer 3, does the panel
'8 acknowledge that Dr. Cordaro,.Mr. Renz and Mr. Babb have

9 no prior experience with training programs for emergency
M response organizations?

11 A (Witness Renz) I certainly do not.
_

12 - . Q. I asked because there are, as you'can tell,

(''') . 13 the answer goes on for some pages, and various portions are
A._/

14 sponsored individually by Messrs. Daverio, Mileti, Varley ;

15 and Berger. But I see nothing for Dr. Cordaro, Mr. Renz

-16 and Mr. Babb.

17 A (Witness Cordaro) Well, I have been present at

18 drills carried on by other utilities as part of their

19 training programs in emergency response. But on an informal

20 basis where.I just observed what went on.

21 Other than -- also, in the emergency response
22 - area, I do have experience with training programs for
23

emergency responses for electrical emergencies but not

24
,3 radiological emergencies.'

)(''
.

. - '. 26 (Witness Renz) In regards to some familiarity

,

-

.,y -

- - - - -
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#17-13-Suet 1 with. training programs for radiological emergencies, in

() our on-site program I helped develop a number of lesson2

3 plans. I served as an instructor for certain lesson

4 plans given to participants of our on-site organization.

5 I have attended other exercises within the

6 State of New York and served in an official observation

7 capacity for other utilities in viewing their on-site

8 response as well as the State of Jew York in viewing a

g local response on a number of occasions, the most recent

to of which was the State implementation of their compensating

11 measures plan for Rockland County.

12 Again, in that response I served as an observer

13 for the State of New York. I have attended meetings and

14 work shops, training work shops, organized and sponsored

15 by the New York State Disaster for Preparedness Commission.

16 On e that comes to mind in attendance at that

17 one was other members of the New York State Power Pool

la Subcommittee on Emergency Preparedness, members of various

19 counties that fall within ten miles of other nuclear plants

20 within the State. And, of course, members of the radiologi-

21 cal emergency preparedness group for the State of New

22 York.

23 Q Would it be fair to say, Mr. Renz, that the j

24 things you have mentioned just weren't important enough to
O

25 warrant a response to Question 3,of the testimony?

.

_ _ - _ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -
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..

.

417-14-Suet .1 A- No. I believe that would have been an over-

2 . sight'on'my part.
..

3
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1 Q Mr. Varley, let's start with you. You give
ry
i_) 2 the first page and a half in answer to Question 3. Am Is

3 correct in assuming that this page and a half answer all

4 goes to your involvement -- previous involvement with on-

5 site training programs?

6 A (Witness Varley) Are you implying that everything

7 that I stated here was solely directed toward onsite? Is

8 that your implication?

9 Q Well, I am asking. I am asking if your prior

10 experience, which you discuss on pages 6 and 7, is the

11 prior experience going to onsite training programs?

12 A As an emergency planning engineer during this

['') 13 period,some of my primary reponsibilities were related to
wJ

14 .onsite activities, but did not preclude some involvement in

15 offsite activities as well.

16 Q Are those' involvements on offsite emergency

17 planning activities set forth anywhere on pages 6 and 7?

18 A I believe if you would look down about the 7th

19 line, it says that I was responsible for directing.the

20 activities of onsite and offsite personnel.

21 Q And that is with respect to the Beaver Valley

Zt Power Station?

23 A That is correct.

r- 24 Q Anything else on those pages related to offsite?

''
25 A While working on Louisiana Power and Light project ,i

.
.

..
- _ _ _ _ .
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1 although it is not spelled out here specifically, I also

(On) 2 had the opportunity to preview some of the training that
,,

3 was to be done for offsite organizations that responded

4 to the Waterford 3 site.

5 0 Yes. I believe maybe we discussed that at

6 your deposition.

7 A That was correct.

8 Q That was reviewing offsite training for
g professional emergency response wori:ers such as police, is

u) that right?

11 A I don't believe they are all professional

12 emergency response workers, no. Some were bus drivers.

13 There is also the parish officials who would respond to~^

^

their emergency operations center as well.14

15 0 And your role in this activity for Louisiana

Hi Power and Light was with respect to reviewing materials,

17 is that right?

up A That is correct.

up Q Now, with respect to Beaver Valley, what was

30 exactly your role and responsibilities for the offsite

21 training program?

22 A We had a contract with Duquesne Power and Light
i

23 to assist them in the conduct of their annual observed

24 exercise, and in the preparation work that goes on before
)

's / 95 that exercise was to occur.
, ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ . _ _ _
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1 My involvement with respect to the offsite aspect,-~

A ._) 2 of-that were one, to attend various meetings with offsites

3 agencies in the preparation of that exercise scenario to

4 ensure that their objectives were adequately addressed and,

5 that the scenario was developed to allow them time to exercis e

6 their responsibilities.

7 I was also involved in witnessing and providing
8 comment to a drill that was performed by the Hancock County

9 Emergency Operations Center staff prior to the annual

10 exercise, and I also worked with some of the of fsite

11 personnel to ensure that the materials. that they were

12 preparing were , in fact, accurate and reflected the

'f'J) 13 cohesiveness between the onsite and the offsite organizations.
L.

14 Q That latter function, Mr. Varley, was that a

15 review function on your part?

16 A Yes, it was.

17 0 Mr. Varley, have you ever taught offiste emergency

18 jobs in '--- during the course of your experience that is

19 talked about on pages 6 and 7?

20 A No, I have not. My experience with teaching

21 offsite is with the LERO organization.

Et Q And the LERO organization was your first

23 experience in that regard, correct?

r3 24 A First application of teaching to an organization

25 with specific defined offsite responsibility.
>
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1 Q Mr. Varley, have you ever heard the term, ' skills

rr
b 2 training?'

..

3 -A Skills training? I believe I understand what

4 '_ skills training would be. I am not.sure that I can say
I

5 that I have heard the term before.
,

6 0 What would be your understanding of skills

7 training?

8 A The application.of the ability of an individual

e to perform skills. You would take an individual and

to either through classroom training or on the job training

11 provide the individual with the capability to perform a

12 skill that he obviously didn't possess prior to that

. [") 13 training program.
%.)'

14 Q Teaching someone how to perform a specific task

15 or job?

16 A I guess that would be a fair representation,

17 yes. ,

18 Q Have you ever had to provide specific skills

t

19 - training to persons that before such training were
,

l' 20 inexperienced with respect to those skills?
,

21 A Definitely.

22 Q Can you give me an example?

23 A I can give you numerous examples .

24 Q Just one would be fine.
.i

.

'''
25 A Going back to my experience in the Navy, we had

.

, , - - - , , - , - - , - , . , , , . , - - - - . . - , . , , . . , , , , . . . -.,e , , , , . , - , . . ,, - . , . -
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to train individuals on how to operate pieces of equipment1-

i''S( ,) 2 :
_ in which 'they had never operated that equipment before.

<.

3 Q With respect to an offsite emergency response,

have. you ever had to teach specifid skills training to
'

4 '

5 inexperienced personnel?

6 A Let's take an examaple such as training an indi-

vidual to operate a particular piece of radiation monitoring7

8 equipment. Whether that application was for an onsite or
9 o f fsite , there is no difference in the ability to teach

10 an individual to operate that equipment. I

11 So, I would say there was a parallel between

12 teaching someone onsite to operate a radiac and someone P

-(~5U) 13 .. offsite to operate a radiac, yes, that is true.

14 Q Well, other than dosimeters, radiation monitoring
.

15 equipment, any other specific skills training you provided
16 for an'offsite emergency response?

' 17 A Yes. The parallel can also be drawn with accident

18 management capabilities. The ability to diagnose and make

19 decisions on accidents is similar whether it is an onsite
30 response or an offsite response, and in that respect I have
21 performed both; onsite activities with Duquesne Power and

22 Light, with Louisiana Power and Light, with Westinghouse,
:

23 and applied that to the application of accident management,

34 skills for LERO.
I

' ^ ' N Q Is it fair to say, Mr. Varley, that your experience

;

.

,, , - - - . - , . - . , - - , - - -- , . . ,. - . - - - . - -
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1 with respect to the skills training has been in the context
ID

.,fV 2 of onsite?
..-

'3 A I don't think it is necessarily fair to try and

4 differentiate that strictly, the difference between an onsite

5 response and an offiste response.

6 0 Yes, sir. But we are here discussing LILCO's

7 of fsite response , so that is what my questions are going to.

8 'Now, with respect to offsite response, is it fair

9 to say that your involvement -- previous involvement in

10 skills training has been in the context of onsite response?

11 A With respect to where those personnel carried

12 out their job function, onsite would be correct.

W) _( 13 Q Mr. Berger, did you design the LILCO training
'uj -

14 program?

15 A- (Witness Berger) Aspects of the program, yes.

16 Q And as your testimony states, it was your first

17 opportunity to participate in the design of such a prcgram,

18 correct?

19 A That is correct as it applies to design, although

20 I have reviewed materials that are used in emergency planninc

21 programs for Cooper Station, Diablo Canyon.

M Q You mentioned the term, Mr. Berger, on page 7

23 of the testimony, ' adult educator.' You have been an'

24 adult educator for over fif teen years. Do you see that?_(s)
LJ

25 A That is correct.

u.
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1 Q Can you define for me briefly what an adult
.m.

( I 2 educator is?y
,,

3 A I made the distinction between someone who,

4 perhaps, is educated to the extent of preparing to conduct

5 or design training programs for primary and secondary school,

6 versus adult education, because some of the design strategy

7 and technologies are different, and my career as an educator

8 in industry both at corporate and plant level, for plant
g level employees, has totally been in adult education.

1) Q Do you consider adult education in some ways to

11 be more difficult than education of school children?
12 A Having had the opportunity at least in the private

/~'N 13 sector to teach six graders, I sometimes question that.
(v)

14 .Q Dif ferent problems , though, correct?

15 A Exactly.

16 O Can you give me some of the typical problems,

17 that face the adult educator?

18 A Primarily it is an issue of in adult learning

19 we have come to understand that there must be some value

20 to the person being educated. The individual must see

21 how they fit into the overall context of the training, and-

22 therefore, there must be some intuitive satisfaction

n- derived f rom the training, whe;e in the case of children

24 they might be attending a training program or school(x
26 program because of peer pressure or parent pressure.--

,

,

L
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1 Q .Is it fair to say, Mr. Berger, then that adult
f3

- fs j- 2 educators face a problem in ensuring that the student or

trainee is motivated to perform and to learn what is being3

4' taught?

5 A I think it.is difficult for an adult educator
6 to motivate. I think it is important for an adult educator

7 to show the logic of, or reason for the training, which in

a fact then becomes the motivation point.

g Q Mr. Berger, you have a statement that starts at

go the bottom of page 7 and continues over to page 8, which

11 ends up by saying tests to determine mastery of skills.
,

12 Do you see that statement?

/'T 13 A Yes, I see it.
I(uJ

14 Q Have you ever participated or designed a training

15 program in which testing to determine mastery of skills was

. 16 not included?

17 A Yes.
.

Is Q Could you tell me what program that would be?

gg . A Very often supervision and management skills,

so because they are, what we might call, at least in educational

21 terminology, effective skills. There is no perceived method

22 to test the acquisition of that skill.

23 Q In the context of where there would be a perceived

24 method to test, have you ever participated or designed a,--

(-'- ' 25 training program that did not include testing for mastery of
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1 skills?

(}j{
,

2 A Not to the best of my knowledge.
..

3 Q And when you say test to determine mastery of

4- skills, how do you determine such mastery?

5 A It depends upon the skill .

6 Q Let's ta<e a traffic guide?

7 A Perhaps two ways, although one being better

a than the other. One would be observation, and the other

9 would be pen and pencil test. I would perceive in this

to particular case observation being better than pen and pencil

11 -- or pen and paper test.

12 The dif ference , Mr. Miller, is one of cognitive

(~] 13 knowing what to do, versus psycho-motor skills, actually
q,i

14 being able to perform the skill. I might know what to do,

15 but as an educator I would like to see the skill performed.
16 Q Is knowing what to do, Mr. Berger, the same as

17 knowing how to do it?

18 A Well, if the building were on fire, I would know-

19 that I would have to get out of the building. I am not

30 sure I would know how to.

21 0 So there can be differences?

Et A Might.

23 Q Now, Mr. Berger, in the LILCO program do you

34 believe that there were tests to determine mastery off s.
( \

26 skills?

.

kan n.snim i .,isimi
. .
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1
.r

1 A - There is a test.
/~N . .

|d )'y, s Q' And what is the test?-

L i
"

3 A The FE11A-graded exercise. [
t

. >

- 4 Q Is that the only test, in your opi in on, that t

:

8 'would determine mastery of skills?

6 A That is the ultimate test..

.

7 Q The ultimate?

8 A Whether or not the organization can, indeed,
t

-s' perform the behavior that is expected.

10 'O Is it the only test?;

i

11 A You ;ould put in other tests.

,

12 0= But dces the LILCO program have such other

. ['{'

13 tests?
't.J

14 A Well, there are many critiques, if you will, that-

,

18 occurs tus part of the drill- program, where the individuals
#

18 are expected to perform the skills, and.are observed and

17 ' critiqued'in the performance of the skill.

18 Q Do you consider those to be tests tc determine

is mastery of skills?

30 A Yes, I do, because~as you will recall, I mentioned

; 21 that there are, perhaps, two forms of testing, one pen and
,

.se paper, and the other one being observation of the skill.,

I. .

In I consider the observation of a psycho-motor
,

gg skill to be a harder test than pen and paper.34;

,Q'
,-

1B Q With respect to the classroom session of the

;

.
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1. LILCO training program, Mr. Berger, do you think there.

y-
i, ) 2' . are tests to determine mastery of skillsZ?v

..
r

3 A .There was, to the best of my knowledge, a self-

4 check exercise at the end of each one of the module sections.
5 0 Yes, sir. And would you consider that a test :

i

e to determine mastery of skills?
,

7 A Yes, it is. It is considered a test. '

s Q Were these tests graded?

9 A I am not aware that they were.
<

;

10 Q You can have a non-graded test, which would
i

11 constitute a test to determine mastery of skills then, is :

12 that what you are saying? e

'~~h 13 A That is possible.,

.

14 Q In that kind of a situation, Mr. Berger, where,

16 the test is ungraded, for example, how do you know whether

16 the skill has been mastered?

~17 MS. MONAGHAN: Objection. I think this gets
:

18 into the area of whether or not the LILCO program had to
t

19 include graded testing, and it is not. It goes beyond the

30 scope of the contentions that were admitted by the Board.

21 JUDGE LAURENSON: Sustained.

22. WITNESS VARLEY: 'I would~like to add something
i

23 to that. With regard to the review pages that were at the
;

24 end of the modules. To make sure there was not a misunder--s

SS standing about exactly what that document was there for,'-

. .. . . - - .. - - .- . -. - . - - - - - - ,... - - . _ , , - _ _ . . - - .
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,- .

part of the educational process that we designed into this '

1

( \
\ ,/ 2 program was the ability for an individual to view a video

3 tape, to read a workbook module, and then to reinforce what

he saw in the video tape and in the workbook module, review4

5 questions that he could work through to determine if, in

6 fact, he had the proper answers to those questions.

7 If the individual did not have an understanding
8 because the question showed him that he did not have an

g understanding, then he had the opportunity in the classroom

to to go back and either pull that information out of the work-

11 book module, or to ask the instructor for clarification

12 because he simply didn't understand, or simply missed that
fw .

N.))
13 particular concept.(

14 That is the primary intent of what those review

15 pages were put in there for.
4

16 BY MR. MILLER: (Continuing)-
.

17 O Mr. Varley, are you saying that under the LILCO

18 program, the trainees themselves determine their mastery

is of skills in the classroom setting?

20 A (Witness Varney) I don't think that we ever

21 consider the classroom setting the completion of the

22 training program.

n Q That is not my question, Mr. Varley.
;

|
24 A That is what you are leading to..rw)(

'''
26 Q No -- just answer my question please.

,

._
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1 A Will you repeat your question, please? ;
,

, -~3,

( ). 2 Q .My question is: Are you saying -- is it your

3 .testimon that under the LILCO training program that trainees

4 themselves determine whether they have mastered a skill? ;

5 A They are not trying to determine whether they

6 have mastered the skill. The intent of the review module

7 was.to reinforce the material that they just saw on the

8 video tape, and that they have worked through in a workbook.

9 It is a reinforcement tool. It is not a 3

10 determination of a mastery of skills, because at that point
+

11 we are not trying to have that individual master a skill.

12 At the completion of the training program is

,

13 when the mastery of skill is involved. Classroom training ;

(''))c
#

- 14 is not the :ompletion of the training program.

15- Q- And ' would you agree with Mr. Berger that the

16 real test for determining mastery of skills under the |

'

17 LILCO program comes in the FEMA-graded exercise?

18 A The final outside observed evaluation of whether

19 in fact LERO training program was satisfactory to implement

2 the emergency plan and procedures, yes, the annual FEMA

21 observed exercise. ,

22 A (Witness Berger) Mr. Miller, a number of the

23 skills that are being taught in the program would be

24 classified as psycho-motor skills, that being that the
_s

) person must be able to do something, manipulate something,'/ 25

.

. y . ._.._.____ _ . _ _ _ .. . ., . _ . , _ - - . _ , _ . , , . , .
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1 perhaps, with their hands. !

n() 2 In the classroom portion of the program, we were '

..

3 teaching, if.you will, building block concept and in the !

i

4 classroom portion we were teaching the cognitive portion
;

5 of the skill, simply to have the participant, if you will,
,

6 understand what the expected behavior was.

7 The practice of that skill occurs in the drill,

8 so it is the second stage of the instruction.

9 So, perhaps to administer if you will, in your

10 context, a. test at that point, right in the middle of the

11 instructional phase would have served no purpose. At the

12 end of the classroom instruction we were simply looking

/'N 13 for whether or not the participant understood, if you will,
\.~

14 the expected behavior prior to going into the second phase

15 of the instruction, which is the drill portion of the

16 program.

End 18 17

Reb fois.
; 18

19

20

21

|

22
.

24<

,_

__ - 3

1

e
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l' Q Mr.-Berger, are you -- well, should a LERO memberp.
(,) . 2 trainee go into the second phase you are talking about, the

3 drills, if he-hasn't mastered an understanding of the first
4 phase -- that.is, the classroom training?

5 A The individual, as Mr. Varley stated, was given
6' an opportunity t'o review the text materials or question
7 the on-site classroom instructor if indeed he or she did
8 not understand the materials prior to progressing into the
8 second phase.

10 ' Q Yes, sir. Back to my question. Should an

11 individual go into'the second phase, the drills, of
.

12 the LILCO training program, if he or she has not

.O- 13
t, j mast'ered an understanding of the first phase -- that is,
%/

14 the classroom training?

15 A The second phase will indeed reiterate the

16 skill to the individual several times. If the individual

17 does not totally,_ if_you will in your context, comprehend
18 the skill as a resuit of phase one, that would be observed
18 on phase two. The individual would have several
20

opportunities in phase two to pick up the skill, if indeed

.21 it is not understood in phase one.
U

Q So are you saying that --

23
A It is a continuum.

24
/'"\ Q Right.
U

26
Are you saying that it makes no difference whether

.
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1 .the individual has mastered or learned his skill in
(~m

_

2 the classroom setting; he should nevertheless go on to the
3 second stage or the drills?

4. A .Mr. Miller, it doesn't make a difference at

5 that point in time. It does make a difference. But it

'6 makes no' difference at that point in time.

7 A (Witness Varley) I would like to add that I

a .think you are confusing-the issue again that classroom
8 training.is not there to provide a mastery of skill. It

to is there to provide an awareness and an introduction into

11 - whatLLERO is and what the individual's job responsibilities
12 -are.

. .

[''}J He cannot come away from the classroom training13 '

L
14- with a mastery of skills. It is not intended at that point

15 in-the program that we provide that.

16 0 Well, Mr. Varley, even accepting your understanding
17 of the LERO program, how is it that LILCO knows whether the

18 trainee has realized an understanding of LERO and the
19 information presented to him in the classroom?

" A It becomes quite obvious when you run drills

21
and exercises. Let's take, for example, a transfer point

~

,

22
coordinator. If a transfer point coordinator has not

23 learned what the LERO organization is, what his job
24p responsibilities are and how he is to perform those

(j
25

job responsibilities, the ability of that individual to
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1 dispatch busses on bus routes at sequence times and the
. ,/m

l~(j 2 ability to coordinate and contact with other people within
_

3 LERO, he obviously can't do those things and it is

4 obvious at that -point that he has not mastered his skill.

5 To date we have not found anybody that could

6 not do that.

7 Q Well, we are going to talk about that later, too,

8 I think.

8 With respect to the drills then, determining

10 whether people have learned their skills, is it your

11 testimony that every -- each and every individual is

12 evaluated and critiqued during the drills?

13

\s} A Each and every individual has an opportunity

14 to perform during the drills and exercises. What we are

15 evaluating is LERO's ability to implement the plan and

16 p rocedures as they- have outlined.

17
Q. But the ability to perform doesn't. answer-my

la question. My question is, is each and every individual

19 critiqued, evaluated during the drills?

" A To the extent of what his responsibilities are

21 within that drill, that is correct.

22
O Now, are you saying then that drill instructors

23
or observers or controtlers accompany traffic guides to

24

'(] their traffic posts?
A_/

26
A I don't believe tnat level of detail is necessary.
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1 Q Do.they?

2 A Do they what?

3 0 Do they accompany traffic guides to their posts?
4 A We have had controllers accompany traffic

5' guides to their posts.

6 Q Each and every traffic guide?

7 A No. There is ..o need for that.

8 Q Do instructors or observers or controllers
9 accompaay ' bus drivers .wi.en they drive routes?

10 A We have had controllers ride with bus drivers,

11 yes.
.

12 Q Every. bus driver?

[ }
13 A There was no need for that.

a.v
' 14 0 So they dic n't do it; is that correct?

15 A 'I believe I stated there was no need for
16 .every bus driver to have an observer ride with him, no.

17 Q Do'they'go -- do instructors or controllers

18 or observers go with each and every route spotter?
19 A It is the same situation. We don't feel that

8 that is necessary.

21
O Do they go with every route alert driver?

22 A No, they don't.

23 A (Witness Daverio) I would like to add,

24
otr. Stiller, you also have to look at the whole training

-(_/
26 program..
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1 Dr. Babb does put each one of the training
(3
3,[ 2'

guides through a traffic guidance session where he individually
3 has evaluated their performance.

4 Each bus. driver has had to go through New York

5 State licensing to a class two level. That is all part

6 of the LERO training program to get-up to a level. We

7 don't-have every, as Mr. Varley said, every bus driver'
6 every time they go out have someone with them. But every

8 one had to be licensed by New York State and pass a test
to in a bus.

11' Q Well, let's say the traffic guidance drills,

12 till Mr. Babb returns -- let me just go back, Mr. Daverio,

C) 13 to your last comment. It is a fact, isn't it, that'tv

14 very, very few of the bus drivers and the traffic guides
-15 , and the' route spotters and the route alert drivers and

16 the road crew members are accompanied to their posts or
17 in their vehicles, when they participate in LILCO drills:

,

18 isn't that true?

18 A I don't know what you mean by "very few." It is

20 not a majority.

21
Q Well, let's take -- let's assume for a minute

22
that'you have a drill and there are 20 traffic guides that

#
are going to report and ge out to a traffic post.

24-f~) of those 20, how many would you think would be
'. V

26 accompanied by a drill instructor or a controller or observer?

-

@
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1. (Witness conferring.)
r~s

8 A No more than a handful, a couple, within that
3 range. We don't send them out with a significant number.
4 Q So one out of ten maybe?

5 A I don't know for sure, but that may -- it may
6 even be a lower number than that. That wasn' t what I
7 - was talking about. I was talking about that the bus

8 drivers all have had to have a New York State inspector
8 with them when they passed their driving test.

10
That is part of our training program. When --

.11 there are _ other ways of monitoring their performance.
12

As Mr. Varley said, they have got to go to a transfer

{ 13

' L]J point, they have got to run a route, they have got to come
14 back, they-have got to report in.

15 We monitor al that and you know what type of

16 performance they are doing.

17 A (Witness Renz) I would.'like to add to that
18 also. In regard to exercises at other facilities,

19 even for a FEMA grade exercise, FEMA will come in and,
# although you have a multitude of maybe bus routes,
21

as I recall, at the last Indian Point exercise, they

22.

exercised eight such routes where they put eight FEMA
23

controllers on busses to get.an indication or a general

24q feel for the. adequacy of that portion of that response.

26
And I believe what we do is similar in that context.

.
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1
-

Q Why do you think FEMA did that, the FEMA graded

Q. ,2 exercise'did that, Mr. Renz, put the individuals on the busses ?
,

3 A To get an indication of the adequacy of that

4 portion of the response. 'And my' statement was in the context

of'in order to get an_ indication of the adequacy of that5-

6 response, they put a very limited number of observers on to

7 watch'the entire operation of the bus driver which

8 includes reporting to what they have, which would be

8 synonmous to our staging areas, receiving any kind of

10 equipment that they might receive, the procedure for

11 dispatching it to the_ field, actually driving through a route,

12 coming back, and going through their debriefing and whatever

-- ( 13 procedures that are left to go through at the close of

14' the exercise.

15 Q But you don't do anything like that in the -

16 LILCO drill program, do you?

17 Do the bus drivers drive busses during your drills?

18
Q We monitor those areas that have the most

19 activity which is reporting to the staging areas, pick

# up your dosimetry, other equipment, going through other

21 pro "dures associated with that, having drivers report

22 to transfer point coordinators, b'e dispatched, come back
23

to a decontamination center for emergency wor..ers, those

24p types of areas.
V

25
They do not drive busses in every drill, and I
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1 would have to defer as far as how often they do, but they
fx
{j 2 'have driven busses in order to obtain a New York State

3 . driver's license.

4 0 Well, do they drive busses in any drill?

5 A (Witness Daverio) None of the drills that LERO
6 has run to date have bus drivers driven busses during that
7 drill, but it is our intention to have them drive it during,

8' the FEMA exercise. We don't feel it is necessary during
8 our drill to rent a bus and pay the additional expense

10 to have them drive it. We drive them with our cars.
11 We verify the routes and we verify the times.
12 They drive the busses to get their New York

k 13 State license.;

LJ
14 Q How do you verify the routes and the times,

16 Mr. Daverio? Don't you do that through drill

16 - participant forms where the bus drivers tell you the time it'

;-

17 took them to drive a route?

18 A I'would like to have Mr. Varley add, but also
18 we have an observer every transfer point. They have got

'# 'to_'go to a transfer point.- They pick up their route
21. at a transfer point. They run their route and they return

22 to that transfer point.

23
Q How do you know they drive the route?

"
< A We can tell that from many different ways. One-( m-),

26 .is, we get comments back on the maps on things that they

b-.
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- I- -think'should be improved. 'So we know they have been throughI (~~; -
.

L/ .2' the routes. /),
.

.

'

.

/g3 '
J .Also we-know-the time-it should take and we

jdnowaboutwhentheyarecomingback.:4
, .-

-5 . Q, Does every bus driver, when he completes a drill,
'

6 give you a comment on the map that has''been provided to him?
7' A Not every-bus driver.

F

8 'A (Witnes's Varleyh I think what you have to look
'o

'

'? at'is the overall' process of what does a bus' driver do.
10 ' A-bus driver, after completing his briefings at the

~11 . staging area and arriving at a transfer point, is required,.

12
'

to-follow the' directions of the transfer: point coordinator.
.N,g 13 |

~

The transfer point' coordinator,.in fact, hasv <

*r
14 ,a'schedulo.foy dispatching and returning busses. The bus.

15 drivers are given their particular individual bus route-
16 1 map.to run and'are dispatched.at the intervals required
17 t

by the' procedures. An-observer is there'to make sure
- 18 that the transfet, point r;oordinator does, in $act, follow

~ 18 that schedule and thatLthe bus drivers do leave' and return
<.

# on tihe indicated times.
y

21~ We have collected co#snts in the early drills
-

, , ,

22. Ithe bus 'drirers tell us how long it? chat required that

88 took to run the route for several reasons, and we also'

'

t . 24b] received marked up comments on the particular route maps
26 ' , here each bus driver, if there was a particular problem,'w

f
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1 a street was wrong, the turn was wrong or something along
.-~

.(,,); 2 those lines, he very;much brought that back and identified
,

3 :that to us.

4 I don't think there is anybody that has observed

5 a drill doubts, did a bus driver in fact run his route.

6 They are all very ambitious people, and they are all

7 very conscientious people, and they do in fact run their

8 routes. . There is no reason to believe they wouldn't

8 run their route.

10 Q lir. Varley, my point is that the vast majority

11 of the bus drivers are not observed while they are driving
.

12 their routes, even assuming they are driving their routes;

;( 3.
.,

13
). .isn't that correct?

s_s'
14 A The vast majority of bus drivers do not have

16 a controller or an observer with them when they run their

16 routes, and again, we don't feel that there is a need for

17 that.

18
Q And indeed, the bus drivers don't drive busses,

I' they drive cars. Correct?

20 A- Again, as Mr. Daverio pointed out, we don't feel

21
that there is a need for a bus-driver to drive a bus

22
overy time he runs a particular route. That's, in some

23
light, .a waste of money to rent busses to do that type of

. 24/~~g thing.

t. ') 26
Q I understand that you don't consider there is a

.
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1 need .' This might go faster if you can just give me
. , ~ . ,

/ j\ ' ,i

( 2 'yegge's or nos. I~amLnot instructing you to do that, but "

y)o ..

3 NI understand you don't think there is a need for it.s
's '

\
. .

4 '' 'The answer is, they don't. drive busses; isn't

5' :that right?
,

t s

6 A I believe I stated tNat several times in
|| '

7 response to your questions.
'

'

8 Q Dr. Mileti, would you look at page 8 of the

8 testimony, please?
-

, . . ~
<

10 A' ' (WitneAs Mileti) Yes, I'hivet it.

N g

11 '>
. g: 'Ifave you ever thught off-site emergency response

s ss if

skills,- Dr'; MiletiDwith" respect to a radio) .sgical, epergency?12

., .
,,

*,. !
' ''

,

,'

( 13 ig- 'Yes, some'. .

.,

'

~

14 Q And would.those be the examples you gave me

15 -earlie'r such as talking with Mr. Weismaiitle?
s ,

16 A \ No.. i ere would be others, other pe ple at
,tpgr x - , ,

17 other places. For example,-.,with Carroll Wilcox, who
,

18 is'another name thatII reNembered, the dirActor of ,s,

19 emergency preparedness,for Coffey County in Kansas. I
a 8

spent seUeral davs with him talking about and his practicing.#'
,

,
m .. ,

'

21 writing emergency' broadcast system messages and his
.

\
22 s assisrant. +And I have forgotten the assistant's name.

,

s .

23 And then I have done othe'r things in terms of
.

s s.s
. 24 0wt ht would be cohstrued 'as of f-site' response F. but not for('N'

.\ ). x'

uc .. '

nuclear power plants, ' for other kinds of hazards.
.

s .,3
N \

s.

,

. \
h i '?. ,

L.
..

,

,3 r; ; j; y>
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1 Q Did you train this individual you have just
,-s.
t \

(_,) 2 mentioned with respect to what he is required to do in the
3 event of a radiological emergency?

4 A I don't know if he is legally required to do it
i

5 in a radiological emergency. I suspect there is a legal
;

6 requirement to get good public emergency information out.

7 Q Yes, sir. '

8 Did you train him?

9- A I helped him learn how to write a good public

10 emergency broadcast system message, and he could do a

11 better job now than before he met me.

the. extent of the training o5 emergency12. Q Is that

em
13-

L(-%j) response skills with respect to a radiological emergency
,

14 that you have performed, Dr. Mileti?

-15 - A Nc. I have chatted with a few other people at

16 other places. Now, I must say that in terms of the
.

17 _ things that I might be'able to train someone to do,

18 emergency public information is what I know best. So that

18 is perhaps why I have-limited my, if you want to call it,

# - training to that kind of task.

21 But I have certainly done that in other_ places.

22 For example, with county people out in San Luis Obispo
_

23 -
County _around Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. But I have

4/' to say. not to the extent that I did in Coffey County withf(_' 25
Carroll Wilcox.

.

__, - ~ "
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1 Q So I gather, Dr. Mileti, where you say on page 8
-

' ( j{ 2' that you have never been formally involved in a training
..

3 _ program for.an emergency response organization prior to

4 LERO, you are excluding these informal chats you have had

5. with individuals?-

8 A well, I didn' t have ' a formal role in something
7 called a training program like I have had in the LERO

8 program, and certainly not in terms of making comments

9
.

on all aspects of emergency resqonse, as I have had with
,

ICL the LERO program, but in more' limited areas of my expertise.
11 Q Let me ask you, Dr. Mileti, how do you determine

12 the effectiveness of your teaching at Colorado State

{} 13 University? Do you do'it by testing?
N_-,

14 A There are-many ways that I determine the

15 ' effectiveness. The bottom line, in terms of what the

16 chairman and the dean _like, is.to keep students out of

17' their of fices complaining.

18 That is one way. Another way is this last year

18 -I won the Professor of the Year in college, got a little

20
( . plaque and award for that. I suspect I am effective becauee

21 og that.
-

E Another way is standardized forms that are passed

23 out, teacher evaluations that are passed out. I uon't

- 24-/ y :think much of them because I think they are popularity _
,(w)>

as contests.

L: 2.
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1

j--.
And another way is with the feedback I get back

k,,/ 2 from those who~ counsel undergraduates about what courses

3 to take and whether or not they think I am a good professor

4 or not.

5 Q My question wasn't clear, Dr. Mileti.

6 I wast ' t asking about how you are evaluated. I am asking

7- how you evaluate the ef fectiveness of your teaching with

' respect to your' students.

8 A You mean how much they learned?

-10 Q Yes.

11 A In a variety of different ways.

12 Q Would testing be one of_those ways?
,s_
t j- 13 A og course. Universities require final exams
V

14 - be given. I would be breaking a state law if we didn't

15 give some form of a final - :m.

16 Q Now, .Dr. Mileti, beginning at the bottom of page

17
~

8 and continuing through the first half of page 9, you

18 mention a number of presentations that you have made.

19 Let me just ask you, did any of these involve an off-site

~ # emergency response to a radiological emergency?

21 A Some of.them did and some of them didn't.

22 E'or example , many - of them, as you can see, might

23 have had to do with earthquakes, and there are some concerns

24f]'. in the State of' California about the coincidence of an
G.

25 -earthquake in a radiological emergency.

b
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_

1 So as I recall, the one that I gave in

? 2
'

Montebello to the Southern California Emergency
,

; 3 Services. Association chatted a bit about radiological
i

;_ 4' hazards-in an earthquake emergency.
i
|- -5 And I'believe one to the Governor of California
i.

6 ~ included that as well, and his staff, Governor Brown,
'

i-

! 7 . when-I worked for the state, was particularly concerned

[ '8~ about-radiological emergencies at a particular site in
i

: END 19' 9 . California.
;-

3 10
t
8'

j- . 11
,

12'.
,

, ab -

!1iO 13

!' 14

i

15 --

;

16 -
'

4-
.

,

;

18 ~

[ 19

.g

- 21 '

22

.23

- 24

25

.
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;#20-1-SueTg 0 Would radiological emergency have been the
,-(y) 2 Primary function of any of these presentations, Dr.

..

3 Mileti?

4 A What to do in an emergency was the primary

function.5

6 Q Not in a radiological emergency, just what to

7 do in an emergency?

8 A Many of the things you might do in an emergency

, overlap.

10 0 You mentioned, Dr. Mileti, on Page 9 also that

11 you've had some -- or, you have some familiarity with the

12 training activities for other nuclear power plants.

O 13 Could you just list for me the other plants?

b'

g4 A Just the catalogue, no comments?

15 0 That's what I would like.

16 A Okay. Diablo Canyon, Wolf Creek, Waterford 3,
,

17 and Three Mile Island.-

I 18 0 Let's go to Page 12 of the testimony, please.

19 Mr.-Berger, let me ask you, Answer 5, I suppose..it's fair

i

| 20 to say Answer 5 sets forth kind of the broad overview of

21 the LERO training program; is that right?

22 A (Witness Berger) I believe so.
!

23 0 The last sentence, Mr. Berger, which talks about

l. 24 .each LERO member is provided the opportunity to gain-s

4 /

\/ g practical, in the field, experience in carrying out his

l'

!

.
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#20-2-Suet 1 LERO job responsibilities, talking about the drills and
,

:( ). 2 exercises.
-

..

3 Is it your testimony that each LERO member is

4 provided the opportunity to gain practical experience under

5 simulated emergency conditions in the course of the LERO

6 drill program?

7 A That's my understanding.

8 Q That's your understanding.

9 A I have not observed a LERO drill.

10 0 Okay. And you were not involved in the drill

11 and exercise aspects of the training program, correct?

12 A Well, that's not totally true. At the time the

("') 13 program was designed, we knew that there would be a train-

'%J
14 ing component that would include drills and exercises,

15 Mr. Miller.

-16 But in the involvement and the design of the

17 program, I was not here at the time the drill portion of

18 the training program began.

19 Q Mr. Varley, let me ask-you, you've been involved

20 in the drill program, so is it your testimony that each

21 member of LERO is provided the opportunity to gain practice,

Et in the field experience in performing his LERO job responsi-
f

23 bilitier'
,

24 A (Witness Varley) Yes, it's true.
(,s)
'x / 25 Q Is it your testimony that those opportunities

!

!

L
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.#20-3-Suet 1 are realistic opportunities?
/-

( ) 2 A Yes, they are, within the realm of what's
..

3 possible.

4 Q And when you say within the realm of what's |
P

5 possible, could you clarify what you mean?

6 A Yes. Let's take the example of the traffic

7 guides that you brought up earlier. It's not possible for ,

8 a traffic guide to, once he arrives at his post, to get out

9 of his car and physically direct traffic in the normal

10 day-to-day activity. So, to the extent that he can be

'11 processed -- tha: he can be notified, mobilized, processed

12 through a staging area, utilize his equipment and utilizing

("')- 13 the directions he has been given' to report to a traffic
\
N,_ -

14 control point, and arrive at that point, and conduct com-

15 . munications back to the staging area, to the most practical

16 extent that we can allow an individual to do those things,

17 we do in fact do that.

18 Q Is it your testimony that in every case, to the

19 extent practicable, LILCO allows the LERO trainees to

20 practice in the field under realistic conditions?

21 A To the best of my knowledge, yes.

Et Q Well, what about bus drivers not driving buses?
:-

23 A Again, to the practical extent of LILCO having

24 to go out and rent some hundred and ninety buses for each

.(s)I

''' M' bus driver to drive a particular route, no.
t

.

y - - , . . , n.. , , , - - - - - . , n - - - , --
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#20 4-Suet 1 0 So, in that case, the reason it's not practical

M)l 2 is because of the cost to LILCo?
\_/-

..

3 A Not only cost, but there is not that much

'4 benefit to be gained.from an individual doing that. He, |

5' in fact, runs his route using the map that he would use in !.

6 a real emergency.

'

7 It's just that the mode of transportation that i

8 he happens to be in at the time is not a bus but his car.
,

9 Q Well, Mr. Varley --

10 A And we already know that the individual can drive

11 a bus. He has a license to do that.
-

,

12 Q Mr. Varley, you've added another factor now.

t

''T 13 Before it was to the extent practical, and now it seems
[O

.

14 like you are saying the second factor to be considered

15 would also be using the judgment as to whether it would be

16 necessary.or not; is that right?

17 Is that what you are telling me?

18 A I don't know if there is a difference between

'
'

-19 that and practical.

2D Q Is it a fact, Mr. Varley,.that the bus drivers

21 in participating in drills not only drive private vehicles

22 but also car pool in running their routes?

23 A' To the extent that some individuals don't come

24 to the drill with their own personal vehicle, yes, that's. 7,
. 6 s-

26 true.

-- - - _. .. - . . - _ . - .-. _. - - _ _ . .
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#20-5-Suet 1 MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, this would be a
- x

1 1

Ts-) 2 good stopping point for the day with me.

3 JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. At this point,

4 the panel of witnesses are excused for the day. We will

5 resume with the witnesses at 9 a.m.

6 (The panel of witnesses stood aside.)

7 Do you have some other matters you want to bring
I

8 up, Mr. Miller, today?

9 MR. MILLER: The one procedural matter, Judge

10 Laurenson, and let me just throw it out for the Board's
,

11 consideration. !

12 Last week, as you will recall, I think on Friday

. (' ) 13 we had the discussion regarding the use of exhibits and
V

14 especially the problems that maybe will tend to arise when
,

15 2n exhibit, which is an excerpt of a report or something

16 with a number of pages, is put into the record even though

17. only one small portion, perhaps only a sentence, is referred ~

18 to during cross examination by counsel ~.
,

' 19 If I understand correctly, the Board's position
r

| Mi now on the use that such exhibits would be they can be

21 used to the extent they are cited or relied upon by a ;

22 witness to the extent that they are cross-examined upon by

23 counsel, and to the extent that any other material within

!

, 7% 24 that exhibit would be relevant-to the portions cited or ;

.f i,

? %/
25 cross-examined upon. I'm not sure. That's my recollection.

I

f
f .

. _ , _ _. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . , - - . __ _ _ .
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#20-6-Suet 1 JUDGE LAURENSON: I don't have the transcript
.,3

,

l(,) 2 from Friday in front of me. But that sounds like about
..

3 what I said, or what I thought I was saying.

4- MR. MILLER: Judge Laurenson, let me just offer

5 the comment that I think there is a real danger of the

6 standard suggested by the Board being fairly wide ranging

7 and open to a number of different interpretations. The

8 standard of relevant to something cross-examined upon or

9 relied upon by a witness seems to me to leave kind of wide

10 open what the parties to this proceeding should do with

11 such exhibits during the preparation of findings,.and even

12 more than that how other parties to the proceeding should

['} 13 be able to respond or use such exhibits in terms of their
N_-

14 cross-examination, in terms of a decision whether to offer

15 rebuttal testimony.

16 And I guess the proposal I would offer to the

17 Board would be that a party, when they are introducing such

18 exhibits and only using a very small portion, again perhaps,

19 for example, a sentence, should be under -- the party offer-

f 20 ing the exhibit should be under the obligation to make a
;

21 statement and demonstrate.to the Board what other portions

!

| Et of the exhibit should be considered relevant for purposes

23 of findings, cross-examination, rebuttal testimony, what-
,

!

24 ever.f s\I
\ /
'''

25 And I suggest to the Board that if this procedure

r

!
.

-

__
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#20-7-Suet 1 is adopted it begin with LILCO revisiting those exhibits
('
(ji _ 2 from last week and making an offer to the Board as to

,

3' what portions of those numerous reports and articles

'4 offered by Mr. Christman should be considered relevant to

5 any purpose in this proceeding.

6 JUDGE LAURENSON: It seems to me after twelve

7 weeks or so of hearing that it's going to be pretty hard
8 to.go back through all these different exhibits that we

9 have received in evidence and require that kind of a

10 showing, isn't it?

11 MR. MILLER: It would be very difficult, Judge

12 Laurenson, to go back twelve weeks. And I'm not suggesting

,h 13 that. I think that would be impractical for everyone con-
V

14 cerned.

15 I -- my comments are provoked by last Friday's

16 introduction by Mr. Christman of the. articles that we had.

17 And it seems to me that it would not be impractical to

18 begin this process with those exhibits and continue the

19 process in the future for any party, if .a party is offering

# a number of pages into the record when only a very small

21 segment of the proffered exhibit is being referred to,

22 relied upon, cross-examined upon.

23 JUDGE LAURENSON: Let me hear the other party's

-
-

24 position on this.

V 26
.

MR. CHRISTMAN: First, Judge, I found the passage,
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.

#20-8-Suet 1 if you would like to look at it. It's Page 10,970.
,

(_,) 2 Second, I think we did insert certain excerpts
.*

3 from documents that were relied on by the County's

4 witnesses back in December. It seems a little bit late

5 to bring up a new rule like thi's, the import of which I

6 don't fully understand. I think it would be preferable to

7 stay with the Board's ruling of Page 10,970 of the transcript

8 and not require me to go back and try to make some sort of

9 a proffer now, a week after the exhibits were offered.

10 I mean, those exhibits were in just about every

11 case relied upon by the County. They had their chance to

12 cite them for whatever reason they wanted to as precisely

.(~'} 13 as they wanted to in the testimony, and'then I had the
V

14 opportunity to ask certain questions about those and put-

15 certain portions of them into the record. And I think my

16 citing to them in findings or whatever should just follow

17 your ruling,'and that ought to be the end of it.

18 Now, the County, of course, has a chance to

19 respond to findings in their reply findings or answering

20 findings, and they can make any point they want to at that

21 point I think.

22 JUDGE LAURENSON: Does anyone else wish to be

23 heard on this?

24 MR. ZAHNLEUTER: There is a need for aex-

(vI 25 clarification at this point,.because I think it becomes a
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#20-9-Suet - suspicious matter and even an unfair matter when a docu-g

/,. ,') ment is admitted into evidence and only one sentence hasC/ 2

been ref' erred during the cross-examination,3 yet there are

some other pages in that document that are admitted into4

evidence.5

In ther words, the whole document is not ad-6

mitted.- There is more than just this sentence that was7

8 referred to, and there are a few other stragglers. And I

think it's a suspicious and an unfair matter when they get,

into the record and we don't know for what purpose or how10

gg they will be referred to in the future.

12 f tR. CHRISTl1AN: Well, the County cited those

'~N. 13 documents in its own testimony. It chose not to put them
(C

into evidence.
.

14

15 I said last week that I didn't object if the

16 County wanted to come back and put the entire document into>

17 evidence, and that still seems to be reasonable if they,

18 want to put the whole document into evidence.~ On the other

g, hand, if the County wants to come up now and put excerpts

; y from those documents of its own ir.to evidence, for whatever
I-
i 21 reason, then I may have an objection to that.

22 But as far as putting the whole thing in, if the

23 County is worried about that, let them pay to put the entire>

| 24 documents into the record. It shouldn't be bound in the
! O(j

- 26 transcript; put them in as exhibits or something like that.

I'

L
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#20-10-Suet 1 We can't really object fairly to that.
. ,/ 5

x ,) 2 But all of this other complicated business is

3 I think a waste of time.

4 MR. !! ILLER: Judge Laurenson, let me just

5 respond. We cited articles, specific portions for specific

6 reasons. Let me also point out, I was raising an issue for

7 the Board's consideration. It's a proposal which I have put

8 on the table.

9 I'm not sure the Board has to make a decision

.

10 tonight.

- 11 JUDGE LAURENSON: That's one good sign anyway.

12 fir. Bordenick.

-(r w) 13 (Laughter.)
\_/

14 f1R. BORDENICK : I agree that the Board doesn't

15 have to make a decision tonight. And I think the Board's

16 ruling last Friday was eminently reasonable. I don't

.17 know why we want to go back and pick out the most recent

18 incident of this type of-practice when it has gone on in

19 this proceeding and in the proceeding before the Health

20 and Safety Licensing Board.

21 It just seems to me that we would be spinning

Zt wheels to revisit the whole question. And I think the

23 Board's ruling on Friday is reasonable.

24 The parties file their proposed findings. They<-

(''3
26 can make whatever arguments they want to make. And the

.

9
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#kQ-ll-Suet 1 Board will have whatever it is that the parties want to
. p,

' () 2 argue in black and white in front of them. They can rule,

..

3 at that time.

4 JUDGE LAURENSON: I think the reason we made,

5 the statement we did on Friday was in response to the

6 County's request that we set some guidelines. So, without

7 the benefit of any legal research, we gave you our off-the-

8 top-of-the-head view of what rule should apply to this.

9 And I think the way we left it was that if any-

10 one could find rules of evidence to the contrary you were

11 certainly welcome to bring them to our attention and educate

12 us. And I still think that is probably the best way to go.

[^ 13 I haven't heard any legal argument that there is
N~s}/

14 some rule of evidence that this contravenes. And if there

15 is, then I think you can submit a written brief and every-

16 body can take a look at the rules, and then we can have a

17 - nice research project here and get to the true answer.

18 But, to start going back into December -- and

19 a lot of these articles I do recall from December with the

| 20 first three contentions that we heard where some of the
i

21 same witnesses were on the stand as we had last week, and

22 many articles came in. I don't recall now whether they

23 were the full articles or they were excerpts or just exactly

gs how they came'in, or with any qualification. But it's going24

'~')(

26 to be a lot of work to have to go back at this point to

.

r
'
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#20-12-Suet 1 start trying to put limitations on them.

( ) 2 So,.I think we will leave it the way we did on

3 Friday unless someone can convince us that that was an

4 erroneous ruling.

5 The only other question that I have is that I

6 found on my desk when I got in yesterday a motion from

7 LILCO to file surrebuttal testimony on Phase 2 emergency

8 planning Contention 67. And I thought I would raise the

9 . question of how the parties want to handle that.

10 Does the Ccunty intend to file a written reply?

11 Do you want to submit oral argument? Or, how do you pro-

12 pose to deal with that?

13 MR. MC MURRAY: Well, I was in the process of

14 writing a little outline which was going to be turned into

15 a written response. So, my answer is that the County

16 intends to reply in writing.

17 MR. BORDENICK: As does the Staff.

18 MR. CHRISTMAN: Judge, let me just add that if

19 there is going to be a lot of oral argument on that, we

20 -ought to -- it would be nice if I could get the people who

21 are responsible up here for it. I wouldn't anticipate it

22 would be much required.-

23 But if you want to hear a lot on it, I need to

24 get Don Irwin up here I.think, or at least come up te speed' s,.
( )

'

\_s'!

; 25 on what he is arguing.
1

b
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#20-13-Suet 1 JUDGE LAURENSON: We didn't necessarily want
/m
( ) 2 to hear any. I just wanted to find out how we were going

3 to proceed.

4 (Laughter.)

5 MR. CHRISTMAN: And I just wanted you to know

6 that I have only the dimness unoerstanding of that particu-

7 lar pleading because it's -- you know, this division of

8 labor we have, that happens to fall in somebody else's

9 division.

10 JUDGE LAURENSON: If the parties intend to file a

11 written response then we will just decide it based upon the

12 - written filings rather than set down oral argument on this.

- ( ~N., 13 . I think we understand the issues involving surrebuttal and

N]
14 Mr. Lieberman and so forth.

15 MR. MC MURRAY: It's my understanding, Judge

16 Laurenson, that -- if I've counted correctly -- the County's

17 response would be due on Thursday.

18 JUDGE LAURENSON: Right.
|

I 19 MR. BORDENICK: I think the Staff's response

20 is -- this is from memory -- going to be filed on or before|

21 next Monday, the 18th.

H JUDGE LAURENSON: All right. Any other pro-

23 cedural matters to take up before we adjourn for the evening?

24 (No response),_.

( }

\-s' 25 All right. We will reconvene at 9 tomorrcw

g- ,,e -rme--,-- - w= e = sm --
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!

!
l

- #20-14-Suet 1 morning. |_

t

2 (Whereupon, the hearing is adjourned at 6:10 |
|..

~3 P.m., June 12, 1984, to reconvene at 9 a.m., Wednesday, !
~

:

4 June 13, 1984.') .
;

!
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